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1

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Hypothesis

The subject discussed in this dissertation is that of how

universities should best be financed. This appears,

prima facie, to be a readily solvable question, but is in

fact one that contains innumerable disguised difficulties.

Casual observation confirms that resources are allocated,

which places the subject undeniably in the realm of eco-

nomics. Needleas to say however, much more is ultimately

at stake than just the economic: educationalists, 80ciolo

gists, business leaders, indeed all who come into contact

with the products of universities in their many guises

justifiably belisve that they have a contribution to make.

N~vertheless,th~ arguments marshalled below are unashamedly

taken from the economist's arsenal, although some aspects

of a wider nature are included. In particular the analysis

will proceed as if economic efficiEncy, growth and welfare

are the primary aims of society; which is not, of course,

to imply that other considerations are trivial.

The institutions referred to in the body of the dissertation

are those commonly regarded as being the 'white' South

African universities. This was necessitated by the divi

sion of the universities for administrative purposes between

several government departments and the fact that the South

African Post-Secondary Education (SAPSE) information system,

which forms the basic structure for the empirical sections

of the dissertation, has only been introduced for those

universities under the jurisdiction of the Minister of

National. Education. Section 1.4 is devoted to tracing the

historical development of this dichotomy and in Chapter 9

some of its implications are investigated. Other institu

tions for post-secondary education, the Technikons for

example, are not dealt with specifically, although much of

the analysis could be applied to them as well. As is
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emphasized in Section 4.5, the policy implications of

this dissertation should ideally be applied to the post

secondary education sector as a whole.

The primary hypothesis of this dissertation is that a

system ·of formula financing for universities can be econo

mically efficient without in any way encroaching upon

university autonomy. This implies several subsidiary

hypotheses: firstly, that a decentralized procedure for

planning university education, whereby the decisions to

enrol are largely left in the hands of students, can lead

to economically efficient configurations; that those

decisions should be made by conSidering_the social and

private costs of education, and not simply the benefits;

that the private coats of (unive~sity) education ere best

reflected in prices, that is tuition fees; and that the

structure of university costs can be discerned by observing

the universities' internal optimization processes 8S re

vealed in their ex post patterns of expenditures.

1.2 Methodology

The analysis of the hypotheses formulated above is largely

based upon the techniques of welfare economics. In an

important sense this dissertation can be viewed as an

exercise in applied welfare economics, which, as is well

known, is a part of what has come to be known as neoclassical

economics. However, a simple delineation in this broad

fashion of the field upon which the arguments for and

against the various viewpoints will be arranged, requires

some justification, because the ranks of economists have

been brought into disarray by disagreements on the relevence

of neoclassical economics to real world situations. In the

analysis below use will be mode of part of the neoclassical

structure. One maY,therefore,well enquire how this is to

be justified, especially when its more elegant results are

only obtainable under strict and undeniably unrealistic
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1)
assumptions.

Of possibly greater importance for the purposes of this

dissertation are several implicit theoretical problems.

The first of these is common to all applications of cost

benefit techniques, in which attempts are made to evaluate

public benefits. The problem lies therein that values or

shadow prices, that approximate market prices as closely

as possible, must.be imputed for non-market factors. 2 ) A

second problem occurs because educational planning,bas8d

upon a rate of return approach~) loses some of it~ efficacy,

if a relatively price inelastic demand for education is

identified, as is done in Section 4.4.2. A third problem

is to be found in the general adherence to market orientated

procedures despite the many market failures identified, for

example, in Sections 2.2 and 4.2. In South Africa, where

labour market restrictions and underdevelopment co~exist ,

exclusive reliance upon the market mechanism could raise

some scepticism.

In keeping with the neoclassical tradition, these problems

are noted, but without discarding the whole theoretical con

struction. The reason for so doing is pragmatism. 4 ) D~s

pite the cracks in the neoclassical facade, nothing of equal

rigour has yet been advanced to surpass it for analysing

micro-economic problems. And if the deficiencies are kept

in mind, considerable insight is to be gained from the

analysis.

1) Graaff, J. de V.: Theoretical Welfare Economics, Calnbridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1957, Chapter X.

2) De Wet, G.L.: 'The State of Cost-Benefit Analvsis in
Economic Theorv', South African Journal of Economics,
Vol. 44, March 1976, pp. 5D-64; and Self, P.: Econocrats
and tile Policy Process, London, MacMillan, 1975, p. 198.

3) Vide Section 2.6.3.

4) Cf. Turvey, R.: Optimal Prici!:!lL and Investment in Electri
city Supply, London, Allen & Unwin, 1968 in which a prag
matic approach is advocated.
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1.3 Introductory Synopsis

Deliberation on the question of how universities should be

financed reveals an extraordinarily complex problem. As

an initial simplification one could abstract two polar

cases: extremes that may serve well to illustrate some of

the major difficulties encountered and which will be dis

cussed in detail in Chapter 4. Let the first case be one

of direct control by the state. Assume a situation in

which total university funds are provided by the fiscus,

the problem therefore becoming one of deciding how large

in absolute terms that sum should be. At first, one could

be tempted to suggest that the universities assess their

needs, and having presented these to the treasury, be im

bursed with the required monies. Or in the same vein, a

budgetary system could be used with the universities pre

senting the treasury with their needs, once provision had

been made for some maximum percentage increase ebove the

appropriation of the previous year. Alternatively, the

central authority administering education could, in con

junction with the treasury, determine the requirements of

the universities and issue them with funds accordingly.

Unfortunately, analysis shows that if this approach were

followed, the standard problems of centralized decision

making would appear. Decisions must be made upon relevant

information, but it would become almost impossible under such

a system to guarantee the accuracy of the information upon

which those decisions were in fact to be made.

The other extreme possibility is where universities are

privately financed without any assistance from the state.

This would imply that the number of university places pro

vided by the system would be determined by the private

demand of students in conjunction with the costs of supply

ing those places. The difficulties in this case arise

because the public good qualities of education could lead to

a sub-optimal solution, where 'insufficient' education is
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provided.

The problems associated with these extreme situations

suggest that the correct solution could lie somewhere be

tween them, and it is indeed that solution that this dis

sertation will seek to illuminate. It is axiomatic that
sny solution, to be of practical importance, will have to

be embodied in some institutional framework. It is,

however, necessary to achieve as much clarity ss possible

on the principles before attempting their institutional

embodiment. Chapter 2 is accordingly devoted to an

analysis of the economic properties of education, including

a discussion of the problems associated with the planning

of education. Although of a general nature, the concepts

encountered are fundamental and are used throughout the

course of the remaining chapters. One may note at this

stage that economic theory suggests that goods that are

'correctly' priced are used both effectively and efficiently,

and that 'correct' prices are related to marginal costs.

The technical aspects of the theory are relegated to an

appendix in Section 2.7. HoweVEr, it is clear that costs

muat form the starting point of the analysis, even though

the peculiarities of education militate against a crude

application of the theoretical results.

Chapter 3 describes the 'production' of education. It

begins by investigating what is meant by educational inputs

and outputs and to what extent these can be quantified.

Thereafter it concentrates on the question of whether pro

duction functions can effectively be estimated for uni

versities and how these are related to cost functions.

Chapter 4 refocuses attention upon the polar cases, outlined

above, before moving on to a discussion of the mixed case,

which is applicable in a majority of countries. Chapter 5

investigates the possible ways of lending financial support

to students and u~iversities. The use of grants, loans,
vouchers and tax concessions are discussed, after which the
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use of subsidy formulas is analysed in some depth. Chap

ter 6 is devoted to a discussion of the South African" Post

Secondary Education (SAPSE) system, because the data sup

plied by it form the most satisfactory basis for empirical

analysis. On the basis of the university programme struc-

ture identified in the SAPSE system, an analysis of which

university activities should be supported with public funds

is given in Chapter 7.

Chapter 8 is devoted to an analysis of alternative models

that could be used for estimating the parameters of a for-

mula for university subsidization. It includes analyses

of the Holloway and van Wyk de Vries Formulas as well as

the proposals made in 1982, known as the U A C Formula.

Cnapter 9 is used to investigate some of the public finance

implications of university subsidization. Chapter 10 is

devoted to drawing conclusions from the arguments-put forward

in the body of the dissertation.

Throughout the dissertation emphasis is placed upon the

universities' current as apposed to capital expenditures,

although the principles, upon which subsidization is based,

apply to both alike.

1.4 The Development of South African Universities 1)

(" The
I,

be\,,
I of

as

development of the South African university system can

traced from modest beginnings. These were the founding

the South African College in 1834, which was incorporated

a public institution in 1837. The purpose of the college

1) Behr, A.L. and MacMillan, R.G.: Education in South Africa,
Pretoria, van Schaik, Ltd., 1971, Chapter 8; Louw, J.B.Z.:
Owerheidsbeleid en -Administrasie vanUniversiteite in Suid
Afrika, D.Phil.Thesis, University of Pretoria, Chapt~r 2;
Report of the Committee of Enquiry into Quinquennial Revision
of University Subsidy Formulae, (The Cilliers Report),
Pretoria, Government Printer, 1963; Malherbe, E.G.: Educ~tion

in South Africa, Cape Town, Juta and Co. Ltd., 1925,(Volume I
1652 - 1922) and 1977, (Volume II 19~3 - 1975).
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was to provide higher education to the young people of the

country, who had formerly had no choice but to resort· to

European institutions in order to further their education •

•
The founding of the South African College was followed soon

after by the establishment of other institutions, some of

which were connected to various Church denominations and

all of which offered courses of both a secondary and post-

secondar:y T'1?.:tl,lre, Amongst cahese institutions were those
,.. _--_....---_ .•.•_---- - _... - .._-' _... .--'~'-' . -,-- ,.

at Bloemfontein, Grahamstowr. ,._St.ellenbosch! Pietermari tz-

burg, Burgersdorp and Wellington. ~n 1858.. 6. Board_..of
~ .,. ~---------- """ ..------.-_.'-

Public Examiners was constituted, which thenceforth conduc-

ted the examinations of the various col~~ges.

In 1874 the Board of Public Examiners was incorporated in

a new university, named the Univers.~t;y of t_hl'!_.CEl~.:J;J.LJ3.JJ.D.d_..

Hope, which had been founded the previous year. This

university, which was largely modelled on the University

of London, as it existed at that time, was solely an examin

ing body; the preparation of candidates for the university's

examinations remained the responsibility of the existing

colleges.

From the founding of the new university until the First
-~. - .•.......""._---_.•._---,,_ •.__ .._--_.,•..•_----- -------------_.•_.-

World War considerable development occurred. In particular,

the South African College gradually began to turn its atten

tion exclusively to post-secondary work; in 1881 the Stel

lJillJ;J.o.SC.tLJ::Q.lJege became the Victoria College; and in 1904

RhoQes University College was constituted in Grahamstown.

In addition, in 1896 a School of Mines was established in

Kimberley and later transferred to the Transvaal, before

being divided in 1908 into the South African School of Mines

and Technology in Johannesburg and the Transvaal University
College in Pretoria. GW"" :",',N (c", '!'''''''''!''---

" iI,' r 'I (

The beginning of the twentieth century was marked by conti
nuous debate on how the South African university system
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should be developed further. Some support was to be

found for each of s number of conflicting proposals •.

These included single college universities, a federal uni

versity structure, college affiliation to an examining

university, and a single national residential university.

Despite a donation ofR1 000 000 by Messrs. Beit and

Wernher for the purpose of establishing a national teaching

university in Cape Town, (part of which was initially in

tended for establishing a university in Johannesburg), no

solution could be found, partly because the Victoria Col

lege feared losing its identity in the process.

A solution to the dilemma was finally found after a bequest

of R200 000 in 1915 by Mr. J.H. Marais had enabled the

Victoria College to secure its future by placing it upon s

sound financial footing. The opposition to the creation

of a teaching university at Cape Town was withdrawn and

th~Jbasis for further university development in South Africa

~as consolidated in the three university acts of 1916.

~,

Under these acts the South African College became the Uni- \

versity of Cape Town and heir to the Beit-Wernher bequest; I
the Victoria College became the University of Stellenbosch; I

~
and the examining University of the Cape of Good Hope became

the University of South Africa, with the remaining university

colleges as its constituent parts. These remaining univer

sity colleges were represented on the governing bodies of

the University of South Africa, and presented their candi

dates to the university for examination.

This development meant that the newly constituted University

of South Africa comprised six colleges, namely those at

Wellington, Grahamstown, Bloemfontein, Pretoria and J~hannes

burg and Natal. Within the next four decades each of these

had progressed to independent university status. The re

quirement set by the government fur the granting of full

university status, (conferred by the passage of private
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:((tiniversity acts through Parliament) ,was the possession of

i\eufficient funds by the institution to guarantee a measure\t: financial independence. .

The Johannesburg School of Mines was the first to be

granted its charter and became the University of the Wit

watersrand in 1921. The determination of the local inha

bitants to make amends for the lost Beit bequest played an

important role in establishing a fully fledged university

in the place of the former college.

At approximately the same time the college at Potchefstroom,

which had grown out of that at Burgersdorp, was incorporated

as one of the constituent colleges of the University of

South Africa.

In 1930 the Transvaal University College received its in

dependence from the University of South Africa and" became

the University of Pretoria; in 1949 the Natal University

College followed suit by becoming the University of Natal;

in the next year the Huguenot College at Wellington ceased

to operate; in 1950 the University College of the Orange

Free State, (formerly the Grey Univeraity College) was trans

formed into the University of the Orange Free State; and in

1951 the Universities of Rhodes and Potchefstroom were

created out of the colleges that had existed in those towns.

With the independence of its last two constituent colleges

the University of South Africa was forced to accept a new

role - one which had in fact begun to develop much earlier.

This was the teaching of external students by correspondence

methods. An internal report of the University had empha

sized the importance of this aspect in 1945, and by 1964

all students, who wished to be examined by the university

for degree courses, were required to be registered at and

taught by the university. The significance of this deve-

lopment is underlined by the very rapid growth rate in

enrolments "from all population group~ at the University of

'
81~
~

" .;.
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In the ensuing decade competition amongst several local

authorities for permission to establish new universities led

to the founding of two new institutions. Despite its de

cision to the contrary during the previous year and protests

from Rhodes University, which still had unused capacity,

the government granted permission for the founding of the

University of Port Elizabeth in 1964. This was followed

in 1967 by the founding of the Rand Afrikaans University

in Joh~nnesburg. \~b1
4"' Q '

.,f~ \ v -j I'\ ,l"

(

In total, therefore, ~E!r1_.:~_s~_dential universities and one
correspondence university had developed in the process

,described above. These universities, although autonomous

(in~titutions, receive substantial financial support form

i the government 1)and for administrative purposes fall under

I'the Miniater of National Education.

These universities were primarily intended for the use of

white students. The demand for university places by stu

dents from other race groups was initially accommodated by

the so-called 'open' universities and by the establishment

in 1916 of the South African Native College, which later

became known as the University College of Fort Hare.

The 'open' universities were the Universities of Cape Town

and Witwatersrand, neither of which used racial criteria

when admitting students to academic activities. In prac

tice, however, segregation often oocurred in matters relating

to boarding, social and recreational facilities. The, Uni

versity of Natal, which also admitted non-white students,

applied segregation in academic activities by repeating

lectures for non-White students and from 1950 housed a

non-White medical school.

The University College of Fort Hare, which had grown out of

1) Vide Cha~ter 9.
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a missionary institution, was in principle an open insti

tution, but in practice was attended exclusively by non

white students. Although these students sat t~e examina

tions of the University of South Africa, the College was not

a constituent part of that university, as were the other

colleges mentioned above. At the time that the last of

the University of South Africa's constituent colleges

achieved autonomy in 1951, the University College of Fort

Hare became affiliated to Rhodes University.

During the 1950s when the growing demand for university

places by non-white students became apparent, the question

of how facilities for those students should be provided came

to the fore. In accordance with the political conceptions

of the government a system of separating universities along

ethnic lines was proposed. Despite considerable opposition,

notably from the open universities, a bill to that effect

was introduced to Parliament and after having been referred

to a Select Committee was passed in 1959 as The Extension

of University Education Act, (No. 45 of 1959).

In the same year the responsibility for the University Col

lege of Fort Hare was transferred by statute to the Minister

of Bantu Education, as he was then called. The facilities

were designated for use by the Xhosa ethnic group. To

complete the provision of ethnically orientated. universities,

four more institutions were established between 1960 and 1961.

These were the University College of the North for the Sotho

people; the University Collp.ge of Zululand for the Zulu

people; the University College for Indians; and the Uni

versity College of the Western Cape, which was intended for

Coloured students.

The academic functions of these new university colleges were

initially controlled by the University of South Africa in
much the same way as that universtty had nurtured the older

South African universities to adulthooj. After less than
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a decade it was considered that this guardianship, provided

by the University of South Africa, could be ended. There

fore, during 1969 several university acts were passed by

parliament to confer university status on these non-white

institutions. This was done with retention of the origi

nal names of the institutions, with the exception of the

University College for Indians,which became the University

of Durban-Westville. The various acts conferring univer

aity status on these institutions came into operation during

1970 and 1971.

Besides creating the new ethnically orientated universities,

the Extension of Uriiversity Ed~cation Act introduced a

measure of state control over university admissions. The

Act requires students who wish to register at a university,

other than that designated for the ethnic group to which

they belong, to acquire ministerial permission in the form

of permits, which are as a rule granted when an intended

course of study is not offered by the university of a parti~

cular ethnic group. Initially only the formerly open

universities were prepared to admit such students, however

in recent years almost all the white universities have begun

admitting non-white students. This trend is particularly

marked in the case of post-graduate courses. The University

of South Africa, which by falling under the jurisdiction of

the Minister of National Education is classified as a white

university, has for many years included a considerable per

centage of non-white students amongst its enrolments.

For administrative and financial purposes the various non

white universities fall under the government ministries

responsible for the affairs of their particular ethnic
1 )

group. As such they could be regarded as state universi-

ties, their staff appointments being SUbject to ministerial

approval and their financial affairs conducted on a budge

tary basis within the relevant state departments. Although

the likelihood exists of greater autonomy being granted to

1) Vide Chapter 9.
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these institutions in the future, their position is in

contrast to that of the white universities, which although

largely dependent upon the state for financial support,

are essentially autonomous.

The autonomy of the white universities is enhanced by the

financial support, received by these universities from the

state, being allocated with the aid of a subsidy formula

rather than by an administrative process. In addition,

the vice-chancellors or principals of these universities

form the Committee of University Principals which, besides

fostering mutual understanding between these universities,

is able to make representations to the authorities on be

half of this section of the university community.

The dichotomy that results from the subdivision of the

South African universities into white and non-white sectors

has important implications for the financial planning of

higher education in South Africa. However, because the

primary objective of this dissertation is to investigate

the application of formula financing to universities, con

sideration of. the consequences of the dichotomy, mentioned

above, is postponed to Chapter 9.

In recent years additional university campuses have been

established for non-white students. 1) The University of

Fort Hare has founded two branches, one of which has sub

sequently become the University of Transkei, the other

being at Zwelitsha; the University of Zululand has a

branch at Umlazi; and the University of the North offers

part-time courses at Sibasa in Venda as well as having a

branch at Witsieshoek in Quaqua. In 1978 the Medical

University of South Africa (Medunsa), founded for training

black students in a wide spectrum of medical sciences,

Department of Education and Training: Annual Revorts,
Pretoria, Government Printer, RP 101/1979, RP 103 1980,
RP 72/1981.
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began arlmitting ita firat students. In addition a

university has been founded in the now independent state

of Bophuthatswana and a new decentralized university,

named Vista, which has been designed to accommodate the

needs of urban black students, will enrol its first stu

dents in 1983. With the exception of those universities

which now fall in independent states, these univ~sities
~ -'- .- ---_._._-_...•

are administered by the Department of Education and

Training.
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CHAPTER 2

RELEVANT ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF EDUCATION

2.1 Introduction

The way economists have come to analyse resource alloca

tion is deceptively simple when highly formalized under

certain assumptions. National welfare is taken to be

maximized subject to the constraints of the production·

possibilities of the economy_ The maximization proce

dure chosen, whether it be marginal analysis, la Grange

multipliers or linear programming, yields the necessary

conditions for achieving the best results under the cir

cumstances. And when resources are allocated in com

pliance with those conditions,they are said tu be optimal

ly allocated. The appendix to this chapter specifies a

formalized version of a model ~ommonly used in economics

for this purpose. It concludes that a group of equali

ties between certain marginal rates in the economy may be

interpreted as 'rules' for optimal resource allocation.

The complications, of course, only come to light once the

more stringent assumptions have been relaxed to give a

model that more closely approximates reality, as for instance

happens, if education is introduced as one of the 'goods' in

the system; in which case one is faced with many of the

difficulties that shackle the elegance of the results.

Nevertheless, it is clear that educational planners must

in some sense seek such sn optimum, as will be discussed

below in Section 2.5 after several relevant aspects of edu

cation have been considered.

2.2 The Public Good Properties of Education

Education is often considered to be a 'public good'. In

the pure case of a public good the 'exclusion principle'

does not hold, meaning that the consumption of that good

is open to all who wish to avail themselves of the appar
tunities. 1) Furthermore, the enjoyment of the benefits

1) Consider, far example, the services of a lighthouse or
the provision of national defence.
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of a pure public good by, aay, person A, does not preclude

the enjoyment of the same benefits by person S, and so forth.

These qualities provide the rationale for state financing,

because in the absence of provision by the state the good

will,in all probability,not be produced at all. Theoreti-

cally,it can be demonstrated that optimal provision for a

public good is made,when production is set so that the sum

mation (over all persons) of the ratios of each person's

marginal utility from that public good,to his marginal uti

lity from some private good, equals the corresponding ratio

of marginal costs in production.
1

) The practical problem

of getting consumers to reveal their preferences for the

public good, however, remains.

Now, despite the traditional categorization of education as

a good with public good prDperties, it is clear that exclu

sion of consumers may indeed be applied. A seat in a lecture

hall occupied by one student cannot simultaneously be occupied

by someone else. Education cannot,therefore,be an example

of a pure public good. A plausible explanation of why it

has come generally to be regarded as such, is that education

generates strong 'externalities', that is, incidental, un

priced advantages or disadvantages to third parties, in that

the benefits of education accrue not only to the immediate

person being educated, but permeate society at large. Which

is to say that when person A 'consumes' a certain quantity

of education, he be~efits therefrom, but that simultaneously

persons Sand C gain from the fact of A's consumption;

and what is more they cannot, reasonably, be excluded from

those gains. In this sense, therefore, it is evident that

public goods may be regarded as forming a special case of

the broader category of externalities, and that the distin

guishing feature is that,with the consumption of pure public

goods,all the benefits thereof are still available to other

1) Samuelson, P. 'The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure',
Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. XXXVI, no. 4,
Nov. 1954, pp. 387-389.
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consumers, whereas in the case of goods said to exhibit

externali ties only some of those benefits accrue to o"thera.,

The fact that benefits are dispersed through the economy

in this waY,complicates the optimization process. In a

free market economy it implies that the private benefits of

the individual maximizer will be less than the total benefits

and,as it is the former that he will equate to marginal

costs, the consumption of education could be suboptimal.

Unfortunately, the consequences of such an eventuality for

the 'rules' ,formulated for optimality in the appendix to

this chapter,are dire. The mechanics of the optimization

process remain, but the presence of an additional constraint

negates the elegance of the results. Indeed, no general

conclusion can be predicted other than that the 'second

best' solution will in all likelihood be totally different

from the initial one. l )

From an analytical point of view the public good properties

of say, education,may be likened to the phenomenon of joint

productIon, although the latter term will reappear in the

analysis below in a slightly varied guise. However, be

cause joint production defines a process where the produc

tion of one commodity implies the simultaneous production

of some second commodity, an affinity between the concepts

exists. Let the production of education be regarded as

the first good and the resulting externalities as the second

good of the joint production process, in which case the

similarities become self-evident.

At this juncture it becomes necessary to specify the exter

nalities that are relevant in education,so that some estimate

of their importance,relative to private benefits,can be

attempted. Various categories have been distinguished in

1) Lipsey, R.G. and Lancaster, K. : 'The General Theory of the
Second Best', in Farrell, M.J. (Ed.) : Readinos in Welfare
Economics, London, MacMillan, 1973.
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the literature. 1
) These include the pecuniary advantages

to those who are not the direct beneficiaries of the educa

tion, including subsequent generations who benefit from

current educational expenditure; the provision of a suitable

environment for the development of intellectual potential;

the provision of occupational flexibility in the labour

force;and, of particular interest to higher education, the

creation of favourable conditions for research. Now, in

practice it is extremely difficult to measure these possible

side-effects. In addition ,care must be exercised not to

include under the heading of externalities effects that are

in fact attributable to other economic forces. For example,

expenditure on education may, ceteris paribus, induce a nar

rowing of pay differentials because of shifts in the supply

of skilled and unskilled workers. These economic forces

"are undoubtedly to the advantage of some and to the disadvan

tage of others, but do not, however, give rise to market

failure and do not therefore warrant inclusion in the category

under discussion.

Again, it is not unusual to find s group of non-economic

fsctors attributable to education, which are assumed to have

positive effects, included on the list of externalities. For

example ,it is often stated that education contributes to so

cially responsible behaviour, helps to foster lawfulness,

political maturity, a sense of national pride and that it

adds to the intellectual and cultural well-being of the com

munity. Important though these may be, their non-economic

nature should disqualify their being included. 2 )

1) Cf. Blaug, M.:An Introduction to the Economics of Education,
Middlesex, Penguin Books Ltd., 1970, p. 108.

2) Ibid. However, Friedman believes that the creation of a common
set of values provides the prime justification for public sup
port for education. Friedman, M.: 'The Role of Government in
Education' in Solo,R.A.(Ed.): Eoonomics and the Public Inte
rest,New Brunswick N.J. Rutgers University Press, 1955. Com
pare also Bolton, R.E.: 'The Economics and Public Financing
of Higher Education' in the Report of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, Congress of the US: The Economics and Financing~

Higher Education in the United Statep, Washington, DC, US
Government Pr1nt1ng Off 1CB, 1969.
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In conclusion it appears that the achievement of unanimity

on what should be included under the externality heading,is

unlikely. In addition ,the unquantifiable nature of the

problem remains, which explains why no research has yet

be~'l ..?J:l)' ? ..t;OEls:;l~.!'lJ;lgatlO.gor.ic<I11ywh;;lt t.h e .. r lOJ a1:i ve rna gn i-

tudes.gL-.erivate to social benefits are. In the case of----,-,._, .._....__._-.._-_. __...._-_...,.,_._----..._--_...._-_..._...,._._--.•~,«,----,

higher education at university level ,the uncertainties are

partially alleviated and the scales tipped in favour of

social benefits by the undeniable importance of research,

which for analytical purposes may be regarded as a joint

product of teaching. The results of research are generally

truly public in that their use by one academic does not

inhibit their .simultaneous use by any other person.

Despite these difficulties ,the public good properties of

"education,broadly defined to .include externalities ,are often

used as justification for state involvement in the provision

of education. And because the exclusion principle is not

applicable ,it has been argued that education falls into a

group of 'merit' goods; 1) which is to say that because ,their-, -
consumption is deemed beneficial to society and because the

individual consumer is unlikely to perceive the total social

value the~eof, he should be persuaded (by the state) to

consume more than he perhaps otherwise would hav-e done. It

does not follow, however, that state involvement requires

state provision,as educational requirements may be provided

by private schools with minimum standards enforced via the

legislature. 2 ) Where full financial provision is made by

the state,its justification must usually be sought in other

quarters: equal opportunities irrespective of social class

and equitable income distribution, for example, are two that

come to mind. A related problem that justifies state inter-

vention may be market failure in the financing of investment

in education,because of the risk elament involved. For

1) Musgrave, R.: The Theory of Public Finance, New York, Mc
Graw-Hill, 1959, pp. 13-14.

2) Friedm~n, M.: Op. Cit. advocates this procedure.
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example, a gifted child from a poor home may experience dif

ficulty in borrowing funds to enable him to pursue his

education. This is analysed below in Section 4.1.

2.3 Education as Consumption and Investment

Up to this point education has been referred to as 'con

sumption' although no justification has been advanced for

doing so. This practice corresponds with the conventional

national accounts definitions of consumption and investment,

whereby purchases by households (with the exception of

housing) are classified as the former. Because education

is generally acquired by persons in their private capacities,

it is justifiably d8fined as consumption in terma of these

definitions.

Nevertheless, consideration of the true nature of education

reveals a second attribute of equal or possibly greater

economic importance than the first. The educational pro-

cess undeniably adds the vital element of knowledge to

society's stockpile of productive assets that generate con

sumable goods in the future, whether those assets be material

as say, a machine, or immaterial, as for example a technique.

The process of sddition to the sum of these assets may be

defined as investment, in which case education is clearly

classifiable as SUCh. In addition, educational 'capital',

or 'human capital' as it has come to be called, is subject

to similar forces of obsolescence and attrition as are other

capital goods.

The capital nature of investment in education is well demon

strated by an analysis of the age-earnings profiles of edu

cated persons. These show that the average earnings of a

cohort of persons with a speuified level of education,quickly,
rise with the passage of time above those of contemporary
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cohorts having less education. Present consumption is

forgone (and costs incurred) so that the level of fu~ure

consumption may be higher. And these higher levels may

best, although inaccurately, be indicated by the higher

incomes generated. Undoubtedly education is not the only

contributor to higher earnings, as indeed a host of factors

such as intelligence, home circumstances, parental atti

tudes, educational attainments, social class, the posses

sion of scsrce talents, market imperfections snd discrimi

nation,all playa role. Some have gone as far as to assert

that,because of the preponderance of these 'non-economic'

factors,the educational structure is nothing more than an

elaborate screening device that selects the naturally able,

whilst eliminating the less competent. 1) Nevertheless,
I

despite the weight of these arguments,the available evidence

confirms that, whatever the relative merits of other factors,

formal education remains on average the key to unlocking

them in the generation of earnings. 2 )

2.4 The Rate of Return on Education

If education is viewed as an investment in a non-tangible

1) For a formal statement, see: Arrow, K.J.: 'Higher Education
as a Filter', in Lumsden, K.G., (Ed.), Efficiency in Univer
sities, (The La Paz Papers, Amsterdam, Elsevier Scientific
Publishing Co., 1974. Also: Layard, R.R.G. and Psacharopou-
los, G.: 'The Screening Hypothesis and the Returns to Edu
cation', in _Journal of POli tical Economy, Vol.82, Oct., 1974,
p.985. These authors show that three basic predictions in
the spirit of the hypothesis are not in fact borne out. An
empirical test by Taubman, P.J. and Wales, T.J. lends some
support to the hypothesis, on the other hand; 'Higher Educa
tion, Mental Ability and Screening', Journal of Political
Economy, Vol. 81, Jan-Feb. 1975. Also Taubman, P. and
Wales, T.: Higher Education and Earnings. College as an
Investment and Screeninq Device, New, York, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1974.

2) Cf. Becker, G.S.: Human Capital. A Theoretical and Empirical
~alysis, With Special Reference to Education, New York,
Columbia University Press, 1964, p. 83 and Blaug,M.: Op. eit.,
p. 39; also Sadie, J.L.: Labour Demand and Supply, 5tellen
bosch, Kosmos Publishers, 1980, Chapter 9.
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good the question of a return on that investment,
The calculation of costs is, therefore, required.

The costs of education are customarily divided into direct

and indirect components. The former includes the out-of

pocket expenses which the student incurs by paying primarily

for his books and tuition, the latter results from the in

come forgone by the student by his not working in the time

used for his education. The social costs of education 

those to society as a whole may be analysed along similar

lines. In addition to the costs incurred by the stUdent,

society must bear the costs of facili ties provided by the

stste, which in many instances is the major portion of all

direct costs. The indirect costs to society, that is,

that portion by which the national product is less than it

would otherwise have been, will normally correspond to the

total of incomes forgone by students. 1)

The principle for the inclusion of indirect costs is that

in any situation the choice between alternatives should be

made on the basis of opportunity costs, i.e. the forfeited

benefits of the next best possibility. At the initial stages

of the debate, however, arguments were advanced for the ex

clusion of indirect costs on the grounds that young people

are often barred from the labour market by legislation, that

off-setting benefits are. also present, and that in the event

of all students entering the labour market, many would not

find employment. 2 ) It is submitted (and now generally agreed

1) Committee on Higher Education; Report, (The Robbins Report),
London, H.M. Stationery Office, Vol. 4, Cmnd. 2154,1963,
concluded that in Britain forgone incomes equalled about 42%
of the total costs of higher education and, ,because of
grants, almost the total of,private costs.

2) Vaizey J.: The Economics of Education, London, Faber & Faber,
1962, p. 42·-43. Vide O'Donog'hue, M.: Economic Dimensions in
Education, Dublin, Gill & MacMillan Ltd., 1971 for a lucid
discussion. Also Bowman, M.J.: 'The Costing of Human Resource
Development', in Robinson,E.A.G. and Vaizey, J.E. (Ed.) :
Economic a of Education, London, MacMillan, 1964.
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upon), that arguments for inclusion or exclusion apply with

equal force to direct and indirect costs as'well as tu their

accompanying benefits; that legal constraints upon the indi

vidual are variables for society and that education must

therefore always entail social opportunity costs; that

student time, although generally unpriced, is a costly input

in the educational system; that the only proxy available

as a measure is the earnings of peers who have renounced

further education; and that what is to be measured is the

costs of using resources, not of letting them lie idle through

unemployment.

Once the difficulties of deciding upon which costs are to

be included have been overcome, they must be compared to

the stream of increased e~rnings attributable to that edu

cation. The t~chnical process of discounting future earn

ings so that they become comparable with present costs is

conceptually simple. In general, if the sum of the dis

counted stream minus costs is set equal to zero, the result

ing equation reveals the rate of return on the investment

in education. This calculated rate is then compared to the

return on other forms of investment to determine the rela

tive profitability of education. 1) AlternativelY,a rate

of interest that is considered to reflect correctly the

'social time preference rate I of the community, may be em

ployed to discount the income stream,and the amount by which

this sum exceeds costs is called the net return on the invest-

ment. If the operation is performed upon marginal units

and the net marginal return is positive,an expansion of the

project will prove profitable (but not necessarily the most

1) A comprehensive study has been done by Psacharopoulos, G.:
Returns to Education, An International Compariso~, Amsterdam,
Elsevier Scientific Publishing CD., 1973. A study based on
South African data has been done by JOUbert, R.J.O.: £~kele

Ekonomiese Aspekte van Suid-Afrikaanse Onderwys-investeri~:

~ Verdienstefunksiebenadering, RAU Unpublished Thesis,
1976; aJ so his I Verdienstefunksies in die Onderwys', SO'Jth
African ~ournal of Economics, Dec. 1978, p. 371.
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profitable). Also, when the net present value of the mar

ginal unit is zero ,the allocation of resources to tha~ pro

ject is 'optimal', as is demonstrated below in the APpendix,

i.e. unless additional constraints (such as insufficient

resources to cover all projects) are present.

The possibility exists that

sanction the same projects.

interest rate is critical to

these two procedures may not

For example, the choice of an

the results of the second tech-

nique,as the present value varies inversely with the interest

rate chosen. Also ,if the undiscounted net returns at any

point of the age earnings profile become less than zero at

more than one point,the first method may become indetermi-

nate. 1) Fortunately ,the likelihood of this happening in

education is very remote, at least in the kind of aggr8gated

analysis usually employed. A whole cohort would haVE to

return for additional schooling simUltaneously for the un

discounted net returns to become negative for a second time.

2.5 The Demand for Education

Education is demanded by private peraons because it has

'utility' both as a consumer good and as a capital good.

The rate of return indicates the utility of the latter and

is obvioualy influenced by the price payable for the educa-

tion. Other important factor a, upon which the amount of

education demanded depends ,are the income of the person and

his t~stes for education relative to other goods.

Economic theory has come to refer to a demand schedule as

the normally negative relationship that exists between prices

and quantities under the condition of all other factors being

held constant. When these concepts are applied to education,

however, one is confronted with the difficulty of not having

1) Mishan, E.J.: Cost-Benefit Analysis, London, George, Allen
& Unwin Ltd., 1971, p. 231.
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unambiguous definitions.

not directly measurable.

related to inputs or even

If for example the number of graduates is taken as indica

tion, should differentiations be made between subjects or

institutions? And if a student fails to take his degree

after spending time at a university, is he to be regarded

as part of the output of that university? The current

practice 2 ) of measuring the production of education by the

sum of money spent on it, is at best a poor approximation

that makes statistical analysis extremely hazardous. This

procedure amounts to measuring the output in terms of inputs

without reference to the production function, efficiency, or

scale economies. It also has the result that an increase

in lecturers' salaries autom~tically increases the amount

of education being produced, in value terms, despite the

fact that the same number of students may be in attendance.

And if prices are related to costs, this increased value of

output could result in prices being raised, which seemingly

would give an 'abnormal' demand curve for education. For

example, if a rise in lecturers' salaries is' passed on to

students in the form of higher fees, the price of education

rises. However, in terms of the output measure just dis-

cussed, increasing costs are seen as higher output; and the

combination of a higher price and a'greater quantity' of

education used may appear as an abnormal demand curve.

Nevertheless, by postponing these considerations and by

momentarily allowing the amount of education demanded simply

1) A discussion of the production function is to be found in
Chapter 3. Numerous proxies for output have been proposed
e.g. the total number of students, the number of school days
per year, total costs, number of student-hours taught. Cf.
Machlup, F.: Education and Economic Growth, Lincoln, USA
University of Nebrask~ Press, 1970, p. 64, et.seg.

2) i.e. in the national accounts. Cf. Sheenan, J.: The Econo
mics of Fducation, London, Georg~ Allen & Unwin, (no date),
p. 12.
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to be rndicated by the number of student places required,

some elemBnts of a normal demand curve may be discern~d.

(Of course, students and their time are yet another input

rather than an output.) A priori reasoning suggests the

postulate that, other things being equal, a fall in tuition

fees is likely to be followed by an increase in the number

of applications for the available places, simply because

the private returns to education are increased thereby.

The exact nature of the relationship could be described by

the price elasticity of the demand for education. This

elasticity would in turn be influenced by, amongst others,

the absolute and relative prices before and after the change,

the family circumstances of the studentS,their income and

the availability of credit facilities and the measure in

which education is viewed as a necessity or luxury.

The second major determinant of the demand for education is

income. If prices are held constant and incomes allowed

to increase it is postulated that the demand for education

will increase. Whether that increase will be more or less

than proportional to the change in income is indicated by

the income elasticity of the demand for education.

Estimates of both price and income elasticities are subject

to practical complications unless several simplifying assump-

tions are included. Cross-sectional analyses must assume

that the students being researched are equal in all respects

save the one under review,whereas time series methods assume

that the tastes for education of the persons being studied

remain constant over the period. Both procedures assume

that the quality of the educational service is constant

either as between institutions or over time. Despite these

difficulties estimates of the magnitudes involved have been

attempted. One such studY,undertaken under the auspices

of the DECO, attempted the calculation of income elastici

ties from cross-sectional data from more than one hundred
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The results indicate that the income elas-

ticity is greater than one, implying that as persons become

richer a greater than proportional increase in the education,
demanded may be expected.

Thirdly, tastes, i.e. how education enters the utility

functions of persons, play an important role in determining

demand. Although many variables, which may all to some

extent be interrelated, may be involved, research by, amongst

others, the Robbins Committee in Britain has emphasized the

strong correlation between the educational attainments of

pare~ts and those of their offspring. 2 )

PArents having less educstion tend to be of the lower claeses

and to avoid a perpetuation of this status it is often strong

ly argued that education in these cases warrants treatment

as a merit good. On the other hand children born of weal-

thy middle class parentage tend to place undue emphasis on

education as a consumer good, especially in those countries

where (higher) education is supplied at relatively low costs

to the user and student admissions are not restricted.

2.6 Economic Growth and the Optimal Amount of Education

2.6.1 Economic Growth

Economic growth is measured by changes in the national income,

which in itself is the sum of individual earnings. Therefore,

the fact that education helps to raise individual earnings

implies that it fosters economic growth; that is, if the

higher earnings of the educated are not simply the result

of a redistribution of income from the uneducated to the

1) Blot, D. and Debeauvais, M.: 'Educational Expenditure in
Developing Areas', in Financing Education for Economic Growth,
Paris, oECD, 1966. Vide Section 4.3.2 with respect tc
universities.

2) The Robbins Report: op.Cit., paragraphs 137-143.
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educated or of an inflationary spiral caused by higher

incomes unmatched by an ability to produce more in real
1)

terms.

Various attempts have been made to quantify the contribu

tion of education to growth, of which the most notable are

those by Denison. 2 ) Denison's technique entails the impli

cit estimation of an aggregate production function of the

Cobb-Douglas type for the whole economy i.e. Q = ALa Kb ,

where Q = physical quantity produced, L = labour, K = capital

and A,a and b are parameters. Denison's estimates in his

first study showed that a considerable percentage of economic

growth in the USA over the years 1925 to 1957 was attri

butable to investment in education. In his later work,

however, his results were less conclusive in explaining

differences in growth rates between countries.

Interesting though these studies are, their results cannot

be evaluated without scrutiny of the assumptions upon which

they are based. And the latter are of such a nature as to

have evoked more than scepticism in some commentators. There

fore, although the results may well indicate the magnitudes

involved, they must be handled with caution. The simple

elegance of the Cobb-Douglas function has had much apPEal

for economists, despite the improbability of one equation

being able to summarize in a meaningful way the productive

activities of a whole economy. The functi8n is linearly

1) Blaug, M.: Op.Cit., p. 61.

2) Denison, E.F.: The Sources of Economic Growth in the United
States and the Alternatives before Us, New York, Committee
for Economic Development, 1962; Why Growth Rates Differ,
Postwar Experience in Nine Western Countries, Washington, DC,
The Brookings Institution, 1967. There is an in depth dis
cussion of Denison's approach in the DE CD publication:
The Residual Factor and Economic Growth, Paris, OECD, 1965,
to which many authoritative authors contributed. Surveys
are to be found in Blaug, M.: Op. Cit., pp. 89-100, and
O'Donoghue. M.: Op. Cit., pp.108-117.
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homogeneous of the first degree, which ensures the constant

returns to scale necessary for neo-classical distribution

theory, and in the absence of which the sum of marginal

productivity payments do not exhaust the national income.

However,the marginal productivity theory itself cannot go

unquestioned, nor can its assumptions of a perfectly com

petitive economy, factor substitution, the absence of market

failure and profit maximization. Casual empiricism is

e~ough to refute many of these and, consequently, Denison's

results have been strongly challenged. 1) The conclusion

must therefore be that economics is not as yet capable of

calculating exactly what the contribution of education to

growth has been, although general agreement exists that it

has been significant. Not unsurprisingly, it has also

not been able to determine what the optimal investment in

education for the nation should be.

A closely related question is that of the correlation between

the educational effort of a particular country and that

country's level of economic development. Numerous studies

have attempted to establish this relationship, using as

variables the Gross National Product, per capita calorie

consumption per day and the total per capita consumption of

energy, amongst others. 2 ) Significant correlations were

found in most cases to indicate that education is an impor

tant element of development. One study in particular found

that technically orientated education was the predominant

catalyst in the initial stages of development, whereas

1) DECD
passim.

2) For example, Bennett, W.S.: 'Educational Change and Economic
Development' in Eckstein, M.A. and Noah, H.J.: Scientific
Investigations in Comparative Education, London, MacMillan,
1969, p. 168, et seg. HaI'bison, F. and Myel'S, C.A.:
'Quantitative Indicators of Human Resource Development', in
Gezi, K.I.: Education in Comparative and International
Perspectives, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971.
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academically inclined curricula are more germane to the

t · ,) Th . tadvanced coun r~es. e ex~s ence of correlation 'does

not, however, establish causation. It may be that,

rather than education causing development, developed and

therefore richer nations can afford more education. In

addition causal sequences are likely to differ from country

to country.2)

2.6.2 The Manpower Approach

Educational planners are most interested in being able to

estimate the optimal amount of education and,consequently,

means have been devised to apprOXimate it. The first of

these is the manpower approach, the basis of which is an

edtimate of the labour needs of society at some future date. 3 )

The present manpower structure is Bxtrapolated using the

desired rate of growth of the national product to arrive at

an estimate of numbers that will be required in the various

job categories in the future. Then by inspecting these

categories the required educational attainments are speci

fied for the satisfactory fulfilment of that type of work.

Finally,the educational requirements are translated into a

demand for education and educational facilities. The demand

for education is seen, therefore, as a derived demand which

depends upon the manpower needs of society.

Attractive though this scheme may be, it does rest upon

1) Bennett, W.S.: op.Cit.

2) Cf. Garms, W.T.: 'The Correlates of Educational Effo.'t' in
Eckstein, M.A. and Noah, H.J.: op.Cit., pp. 410-428; also
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (lEA): The National Case StUdy: An Empirical
Comparative Studv of Twenty-One Educational Systems, New York
John :JJiley and Sons, 1976, passim.

3) Cf. Bartholomew, D.J.: Manpower Planning, Middlesex, Penguin
Books, 1976; also Parnes, H.S.: Forecasting Educational Needs
for Economic and Social Development, DECO 1962, of which
pp. 7 22 are reprinted in Baxter C., O'Leary, P.J. and
Westoby, A.: Economics and Education Polioy: A Reader,
London, Longman in Association with the Open University Press,
1977, pp. 114-117.



certain significant aasumptions. Firstly the extrapolation,
requires one to assume that the present use of manpow~r is

in some sense optimal, for if not,its projection into the

future would only perpetuate errors. This assumption

covers both the current provision of manpower and the effi

ciency of its utilization. The second assumption is that

the costs of providing the trained personnel are less than

the benefits that will flow from it. In this way the absence

of any form of pricing is overcome. The assumption is not,

however, strong enough to ensure that the educational pro

jects,actually undertaken on the basis of the forecasts,are

more profitable than other investment projects would have

been. Thirdly, it must be presumed that job classifications

can be made accurately. Fourthly, manpower models generally

assume that the economy's input-output relationships are

subject to 'fixed technical coefficients' in the use of man-

power. That is, that no or at least minimal substitution

can occur between the various job categories. Someone

trained as an engineer is thereby ~ssumed not to be available

as a manager, for example, or for that matter for any other

job other than that of an engineer. If this last assumption

is made, then it is one that is often likely to be violated in

practice. Therefore, attempts have been made to design

manpower models that make provision for the substitution

of workers trained in one field for those in some other field

by calculating rates of exit from and entry to the various

categories for specific cohorts of workers. These are then

generalized in the total calculations to arrive at the final

estimates. However, when the assumption of no substituta

bility is made, as often is the case, it contradicts a

primary premise of most neoclassical economic models, that

rely upon a high m~asure of factor substitutability , and

could rather be said to have a greater affinity to the

Loentief type of input-output theory. It is true that this

issue has given rise to considerable debate in which eminent
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economists have sided against the neoclassical orthodoxy.1)

However, the substitutability of education is clearly on a

different, albeit related terrain. Psacharopoulos has

estimated the elasticities of substitution for different

kinds of educated labour hetween pairs of labour groups.2)

His results indicate that there are substantial possibili

ties for substitution, as evidenced by an elasticity of

substitution equsl to 2,2 between the higher and secondary

educational categories, an elasticity equal to 4,8 between

the secondary and primary categories and equal to 50 between

the ~rimary and 'no education' categories.

An alternative, not unrelated approach, which estimates t.he

demand for university places by students, was used by the

Robbins Committee in Britain. 3 ) Firstly the sizes of the

relevant age cohorts were calculated as also the propor

tion of each that was likely to reach levels sufficient for

entry to universities. Thereafter an estimate was made

of the proportion of those likely to be eligible, that would

apply for admission to universities. Finally a decision

was taken as to the number of places to provide and the

appropriate length of study. When seen in tonjunction

with the grant system in the UK, this procedure amounted

to giving particular emphasis to demand forces, whilst

establishing an elastic supply schedule at a low price level.

Although the manpower way of calculating future educational

requirements generates a specific figure, there is, of course,

no guarantee of its accuracy. And indeed as has been said,

suboptimal or inefficient situations may be projected forward.

1) Vide: Harcourt, G.C.: Some Cambridge Controversies in the
Theory of Capital, London, Cambridge University Press, 1972.

2) Psacharopoulos, G.: Op. Cit., p. 15 and Chapter 9.

3) The Robbins Report: Op. Cit., also quoted in Baxter, C.,
O'Leary, P.J. and Westoby, A.: Op. Cit., pp. 2-19, espe
cially p.9.
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2.6.3 The Rate of Return Approach 1)

An alternative way of approximating the optimal amount of

education required in an economy is presented by the rate

of return calculations that were discussed in Section 2.3.

Rates of return may be calculated and then,if education

of a specific type has a marginal rate of return that is

higher than that of other forms of investment, the need

for expansion in that field is called for. On the other

hand, if the marginal rate of return is lower than that

generally pertaining in the economy, a contraction is needed.

In a market orientated economy the underlying mechanism is

such that rates of return on different types of investment

tend towards equality. If investment in a particular

field shows a relatively high return, resources will be

attracted to that area, the supply will increase and there

fore, unless the demand increases proportionally, the re

turns will be less. Similarly if low returns are being

earned, resouces will be diverted from that category of in

vestment so that the supply decreases and the relative

scarcity results in an increase in the rate of return. In

a dynamic setting equality will never be attained, however,

despite the presence of equalizing forces. It is argued

that if rates of return on different categories of education

are calculated, educational planners simply need to sImulate

the market and to expand those categories of which the
. ?)

returns are high and contract the areas showing low returns.~

1) Cf. Layard, R.: 'Economic Theories of Educational Planning',
in Peston, M. and Corry, B.: Essays in Honour of Lord
Robbins, London, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1972, pp. 118-149;
and Blaug, M.: op. Cit., Chapter 6.

2) It is important to remember that this rule applies to
marginal rates. Empirical studies based on the assumption
that marginal Bnd average rates are equal should, therefore,
be used with caution for policy purposes. 'Marginal' is
usually taken as referring to one year of schooling. Cf.
Hu, T.W., Kaufman, J.J., Lee, M.L. and Stromsdorfer, EoW.:
'Theory cf Public Expenditures for Education'. in Wykstra.
R.A.: Education and the Economics of Human Capital, London,
Collier-MacMillan, 1971, pp. 89-104.
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The rate of return analysis clearly does not specify an op

timum; it merely indicates in which direction the optimum

is to be sought. The great advantage of this approach is,

however, that the planner is not asked to make projections

of supply and demand. That is in effect left to the in

herent workings of the economic system. Nevertheless,

serious difficulties are not to be avoided.

Firstly, there are the few conceptual difficulties with the

idea of a rate of- return that have been discussed above in

Section 2.4. However, of greater importance in practice

is the assumption of perfect markets, which allows one to

deduce that the calculated rate of return accurately shows

what is beneficial for society. In reality many instances

of market failure exist tilat cause social benefits and costs

to deviate from their private counterparts. 1) The ques-

tion of externalities and public goods has been analyzed

above in Section 2.1, but in addition, any personal taxa

tion and transfer payments by the government will result

in differences between the private and social rates of

return. Again, any restrictions placed upon the labour

market, be it in the form of direct discrimination in em

ployment and wages or impediments to mobility, will usually

cause wages to diverge from marginal products. Those

suppliers of labour who have monopolistic powers may be

earning economic rents on their scarce talents,which will

add to the distortion. And discrimination in schooling

and in the access to funds to finance schooling will com

plete the disarray. Of course, educational planners are

required to make their decisions on the grounds of the

social rate of return, but on account of the complications

that have just been outlined, it could prove extraordinarily

difficult to make all the necessary adjustments, despite the

possibility of calculating a shadow wage in principle.

1) Pigou, A.C.: The Economics of Welfare, London, MacMillan,
1978 (4th Edition), Part 11, Chapter IX, offers an exten
sive analysis of these problems.
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2.6.4 Marginal Cost Pricing

Aa is demonstrated in the appendix below, welfare economic

theory can be used to show that, if the prices of all goods

are set equal to the marginal costs of their production

and consumers and producers are thereafter required to

choose the combinations they prefer, the welfare of the

community is maximized. The logic of this 'rule' is that,

if the price of a good exceeds the cost of producing the

last article consumed, society benefits from its prOduction,

because the price indicates what a consumer is prepared to

pay for that article and therefore indicates his evaluation

of the benefit received. Conversely, if marginal cost

exceeds marginal benefit, the last article should not have

been produced because the corisumer's benefit is less than

the costs of the resources that society was required to

forfeit in its production. It follows that optimal pro-

duction is reached when price is equated to marginal cost;

that is, unless 'distortions' are introduded into the system.

These theoretical results can be turned to a practical end

in the following way. If one assumes a reasonably well

functioning market mechanism and sets the price of education

equal to its marginal costs, the market will see to its

efficient distribution. 1) What is therefore required of

the planner is that he should determine what the marginal

costs of the various educational 'packages' are and there

after ensure that a sufficient supply of education is pro

duced to satisfy the demand at that price. If demand

exceeds the supply, additional facilities are called for

and an excess of supply over demand indicates that too many

resources are being deployed in education.

Unfortunately, of course, reality is not as simple as this

1) Daniere, A.: Higher Education in the American Econom"y",
New York, Random House, 1964, argues forcefully in support
of this thesis.
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model would suggest. Most of the difficulties discussed

above, that complicate the other planning techniques,· are

equally relevant to marginal cost pricing. 1) . Public good

qualities, research and market failure are of particular

importance. It is argued above in Section 2.1 that the

presence of externalities would result in less education

being used than optimal for society, if deciaions were

left entirely in the hands of private consumers. In the

case of marginal cost pricing the solution 1s to 'correct'

the price by subsidizing education to the extent that

these externalities exist. However, the problem of calcu

lating the size of the subsidy is not easily overcome be

cause the extent of the externalities concerned is open to

dispute. Nevertheless, it may be argued that if the error

occurs on the side of overprodL.!ction or underpric:'ng of

education, the 'harm' done is likely to be condoned by

society.

The second peculiar difficulty of applying marginal cost

pricing to education concerns the role of research. In the

case of universities,where research entails considerable

expense, the price of the teaching output must clearly equal

the adjusted marginal cost of a university department minus

the equivalent costs attributable to research. The price

charged to students should not cover the costs of research,

the benefits of which accrue to society aa a whole. But

Chapter 3 explains that, in fact, it is far from easy to

apportion costs in this way.

A third impediment requiring atte~tion is that of the market
failure, which results from impoverished students being unable

to raise loans for extended periods of study and the accom

panying inequity caused thereby. These are important, but,

it is suggested, can conceivably be overcome with a system

of scholarships and loans as is discussed in Chapter 4.

1) See in particular Graaff, J. de V.: Theoretical WelFare
Economics, Cambridge, University Press, 1957, Chapter X.
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A fourth problem, of great importance in South Africa, is

that labour market restrictions influence the prices Dr
different categories of labour, which means that students'

choices of occupation are biased. Although this bias

could theoretically be neutralized by 'corrective' pricing,

the size of the necessary corrections is virtually impos

sible to quantify.

In conclusion,it is evident that marginal cost pricing as

a" solution to educational planning is beset by as many pro

blems as are the other available methods. This was to be

expected,for, as demonstrated in the appendix, the rate of

return or cost-benefit approach to educational planning i,s

founded upon exactly the same theoretical basis as is mar

ginal cost pricing. Indeed, there is no easy solution tc

the questions raised in the introduction to this dissertation.

However, marginal cost pricing holds several advantages for

the South African university dilemma that,on balance, it is

SUbmitted, tip the scales in its favour at this juncture.

Firstly and most importantly, the universities are tradi

tionally autonomous from state control and justly resent

direct interference in their internal affairs. Their

autonomy includes the right to admit as many students and

to whichever courses they see fit, altho~gh this right is

currently qualified by restrictions based upon racial dis

tinctions. 80th the manpower approach and the rate of

return approach could imply infringements upon this right

depending upon the methods of implementation used. State

action through the provision of subsidies has, however,

always been acceptable to the universities. Planning of

a discrete nature via the provision of subsidies is, there

fore, likely to be accepted. And there is no reason why

the celculation of subsidies could not be made with refe

rence to marginal costs.

In addition, radical breaks with tradition are best avoided
when unnecessary. The current subsidy formula is bas8d
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upon the implied costs of universities, although the theore

tical underpinnings do not appear to have been considered

in the formula's construction. 1) However, there is no

reason why this could not be done. And if done, the formu

la would be based upon as sound a theoretical footing as

empirically possible without disrupting the procedure that

has grown pragmatically over approximately half a century.2)

The procedure of basing the price of education upon its

marginal cost has deficiencies, but no more so than the

other possible procedures. If these are not forgotten and

adjustments are made as far as possible to accommodate

them, it is submitted that the additional advantages gained

justify the use of marginal cost pricing as an important

point of departure for revision of the financing formula.

If further adjustments are made for the sake of equity,

income distributions or whatever, their explicit incorpo

ration is to be advocated.

1) Main Report of the Commission of Enquiry into Universities,
(The van Wyk de Vries Report), Pretoria, Government Printer
RP25/1974, Chapter IX, makes no reference to this point.

2) Cf. Louw, J.B.Z.: Owerheidsbeleid en ~Administrasie van
universiteite in Suid-AfrikB, D.Phil. thesis, University of
Pretoria, 1978. .
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Principles of Resource Allocation 1)

A simplified economic model could be based on the follow-

ing assumptions. Assume a world consisting of two consu-

mers,each with ordinal preference functions, who consume

two products that are in turn produced bV two factors of

production. Both factors and products are homogeneous

and perfectly divisible; both preference and production

functions are of smooth curvature and display what have, in

economic theorY,come to be regarded as 'normal' properties.

'Diminishing returns' prevail but the~e are constant returns

to scale. In the maximization process the Pareto crite

rion is employed to determine optimum positions: a position

is considered to be optimal if a participant can only be

advantaged via the redistribution of either products or

factors to the detriment of one of the other parties.

If the production functions of the model are illustratec

with isoproduct curves and a fixed quantity of factor inputs

is assumed, Pareto optimal positions are reached when the

isoproduct curves of the two producers are tangent to one

another. This result follows because at such points it is

no longer possible to reallocate resources to raise one

producer to a higher isoproduct curve without simultaneously

having to move the other producer to one of his lower curves.

Tangencv implies equality of the marginal rates of techni

cal substitution in the two producing firms and may be re

garded as the first 'rule' in the optimization process.

Similarly, it can be demonstrated that the Pareto optimal

allocation of goods between the two consumers is characteri

zed by tangency between the indifference curves of the two

participants, implying thereby equality of their marginal

1) This subject is covered by a wealth of material. See for
example: Graaff, J de V.: Op. Cit., and Little, I.M.D.:
A Critique of Welfare Economics, Oxford University Press,
1957.
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rates of subjective substitution. This gives a second

'rule' for the efficient allocation of resources, although

efficiency is itself qualified by several important tacit

assumptions. For example it is well known that the Pareto

criterion is biased in favour of the current distribution

of wealth in society, a factor that may be of considerable

importance. But possibly of greater significance is the

unstated assumption that the individual knows his own in

terest best, which,particularly in the case of education,

may be questioned on the grounds of myopia.

Besides the two conditions outlined above,a third 'rule'

is required for the necessary conditions for the 'correct'

allocation of resources to be established. This additional

rule states that equality must prevail between theequelized

marginal rates of subjective substitution and the marginal

rates of transformation in the economy. If this does not

hold, some factors of production may be reallocated to the

production of that product that is valued relatively more

highly, thereby making it possible to increase one of the

consumers' welfare without that increase being at the ex

pense of any other person.

In summary then, overall Pareto-typE efficiency is achieved

if equality exists between the marginal rates of substitu

tion in consumption, the marginal retes of technical sub

stitution in production and between the marginal rates of

substitution and transformation. These conditions hold in

general as between outputs, inputs, and outputs and inputs

together. There is, however, nothing unique about the

efficient solution thus achieved, for each initial distri

bution of wealth between the various participants will result

in different, although equally Pareto efficient, configura

tions. The choice of a 'unique best' solution rests with

Bome omniscient being capable of discerning and applying a

social welfare function.
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An interesting corollary of the Pareto conditions is that,

if consumers are free to maximize their own utilities· and

producers their profits and the prices prevalent in the

economy hold for all without exception, the Pareto conditions

are automatically fulfilled. This follows because indivi-

duals equate their marginal rates of substitution to the

relevant ratio of prices under a freely and perfectly com

petitive system. Taking the l~gic one step further brings

additional insights: it can be deduced that, if prices are

set to equal marginal costs throughout the economy, the

Pareto conditions will again be satisfied.

As proof consider the following example, in which P denotes

price, G denotes the product and F the only factor used in

its production. Delta, or a small difference in some mag

nitude, is written as d. Equality between the ratio of

prices and the marginal rate of transformation appears 'then

as Pg/P f = dF/dG; which, as has been noted, is the cQndition

for Pareto optimality in perfect markets. Consequenlty

Pg = Pf (dF/dG). That is to say, the price of the product

equals its marginal cost in terms of the factor of production. 1)

leads easily to another standard result.

dimension in the example above, where

Further manipulation

Allow for a temporal

the subscripts 1 and 2 denote consecutive years. Invest-

ment in the production factor

in year 2. Now the marginal

in year 1

cost rule

generates product G

requires that

Pg = Pf (dF/dG), but P
g

and Pf occur in different years and

are therefore not comparable.

interest, (r) over time

Because of the accural of

Pg1 = Pg2 / 1 + r. Accordingly the rule states that

Pg2 /1+r = Pf1 (dF/dG) and further manipulation gives

Pg2 • dG " P
f1

• dF = O. The latter expression says that the
1+r

1) Cf. Millward, R.: Public Exeenditure Economics, London,
McGraw-Hill, 1971, p.38, et seg.
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present value of additional goods ,produced in the future

by a project,minus the present value of the additional costs

incurred thereby, that is, the marginal net discounted pre

sent value,should be zero. Because of the assumption of

decreasing returns (and therefore increasing costs) ,it

implies. that if the value of the left hand side is positive,

the project should be expanded by increasing investment.

The intuitive explanation is that the benefits of the pro

ject must exceed costs.
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CHAPTER 3

THE UNIVERSITY AS A PRODUCING UNIT

3.1 Introduction

salaries, students' time, buil-

For some purposes universities,

educational institution, may

Inputs are used - lecturers'

be

and for that matter any

regarded as producing units~)

dings, etc. ~ and (after a period of time) output is produced

in the form of 'educated' youths. Degrees certify that the

final products are of a minimum standard.

The purpose

that exist

of this chapter is

between inputs and

to describe the relationships

outputs in universities. Such

a' relationship is referred to as a production function, and

may be presented as a curve or as an equation that describes

the maximum output technically obtainable from the given

inputs. Despite the physical natur~ of the relationship

described in this way, prices are reqUired to aggregate both

factors of production and final products. 2 ) Prices are

also reqUired to equate what is technically feasible with

what is economically desirable.

Production functions may in principle be specified for indi

vidual producing units, for industries and for the econo~y

as a whole. 3 ) Knowledge of these relationships is of prime

1) That is not to deny the other issued involved. S.E.Harris
once remarked: "From the beginning it seemed best not to
have too many economists in this seminar,.... It is help-
ful to have non-economists around in meetings of this kind
to restrain the economists who might forget that though the
limitations of resources is very important, educational
values are the major issues." 'Notes', Review of Economics
and Statistics (Supplement), XLII, August, 1960, p. 3.

2) Melck, A.P.: "A Note on the Use of 'Productivity' in Econo
mics~ Studies in Economics and Econometrics, June 1979.

3) Cf. the Cobb-Douglas production function discussed above in
Section 2.6.1.
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importance to the planner, who with their aid will be able

to determine the relationship of costs to outputs, the

efficiency of input use, returns to scale, productivity and

other equally important properties of the process. The

difficulty lies, of course, in the specification of the

functions, which in the case of education is compounded by

science's inability to measure satisfactorily either the
1)inputs used Dr the outputs generated.

3.2 Measuring Inputs

In educ~tion, as in other service industries, it is often

not possible to measure either inputs or outputs in physical

units as is required by the production function concept and,

therefore, the use of var~ousproxy measures becomes obliga

tory. In addition thesa proxies must be aggregated, unless

tha specification of a very simple production function rela

ting only 'one of the inputs to outputs, the cthers being

held constant, is attempted. Accordingly, whatever measuras

are used should also be capable of expressing inputs in value

terms.

The first o-f---t.l:1e..i-npu t s i n.the univ.eJ:'ait.ypr.c:J~e s s is that

pro vi dE! d_. .b\L_El~E!(:l.eJ:1].i.C. staf f - phy sic al 1 abo ur , as i nd i ca tad

by the hours worked,and combined knowledge and Bxperience.

The latter is, in contrast to the labour component, in the

form of hum~n capital. 2 ) Various suggestions have been

made as to how staff inputs can best be measured. One of

these is that the time spent on each activity is a suitable

proxy, but this unfortunately allows the deduction that he

who, for example, prepares a lecture in two hours has con-

1) For an example of the use of econometrics in the specifica
of educational production functions, Bee: Verry, D. &
Davies, B., University Costs and Outputs, Amsterdam, Elsevier,
1976; also GarVin, D.A.: the Economics of University Behav
iour, New York, Academic Press, ~980.

2) Because cf the institution of tenure the costs of academic
staff may be regarded as quasi fixed costs.
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tributed more inputs to the process than he who has spent

only one hour. This may clearly be an absurd conclusion,

implying that, besides the truly physical element of labour

present in hours worked, measurement of inputs by means of

the time spent on dif'er~nt activities is possible because

all staff members have equal intellectual capabilities - an

assumption that is avoided by the use of the total academic

staff wage bill in calculating an aggregate input. Never

theless, it is often resorted to once attempts are made to

apportion inputs and costs to particular categories of out

puts.

The second procedure is that of using wages. The assumption

upon which it rests is that variations in salaries accurate~

ly reflect the marginal social opportunity costs end the

value of marginal production for each category of academic

labour. If a freely competitive market for academics exists,

the assumption will in all likelihood prove to be a reason

able one. But under conditions where across-the-board in

stitutional setting of wages or where wage collusion amongst

universities creates 'monopolistic' forces, it will not be

reasonable to presume that wages measure anything except

'what is politically expedient at that moment. to pay~ 1) It

may be argued in addition that even in the case of competi

tive markets, academic wages probably reflect past accom-

1) Archibald, G.C.: 'On the Measurement of Inputs and Outputs
in Higher Education' in Lumsden, K.G.: Efficiency in Univer-
sities, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 197 11, p. 124. Competitive wage
formation Will, of course, result in wage differentiation.
As B~aug points out, though, in capitaliat systems wage
differentials primarily reflect relative scarcities and not
the inherent worth of different academic disciplines, Blaug,M.:
An Introduction to the Economics of Education, Middlesex,
'Penguin, 1970, p. 274. . Archibald arOgues that the market
plays an important role in determining the hourly wage rate,
even when wages are set institutionally. If the pri~e for
commissioned research, consulting or other extra-mural work
is high, relatively less time will be spent on university
work and consequently the wage calculGted per hour worked
will rise. Op. Cit., p. 125.
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plishments more truly than present inputs. Despite these

shortcomings,no superior proposal has as yet been advocated

and therefore the measure is often used. But to be of use

in research and planning, the measure must generate an

estimate of the value of academic time. This is made by

dividing the appropriate salary by the total number of hours.

However, for this to be interpreted as an hourly shadow

wage rate for e particular category, the strong assumption

that the marginal and average values are equal, is required.

Practical diffiCUlty may also be experienced in deciding

whether summer vacation hours and extra incomes earned from

commissioned research should be included in the calculations.

Bear 1) argues that summer hours,but not extra salaries,should

be included on the assumption that most faculty members would

have engaged in research over this period, whether or not

they had received extra remuneration.

The second major input is that of student time, which because

of its being unpriced, is all too easily overlooked. In

Section 2.4 mention has been made of the important opportunity

costs involved because of forgone incomes. Measurement of

student time as an input should ideally distingUish between

various uses of that time, for example, as between lectures,

tutorials and independent study. Again, however, the dif-

ficulties encountered with aggregation enforce the use of

income, that is income forgone, as a substitute for physical

measures. For a university student the relevant magnitude

will be indicated by the income earnable on the completion

of secondary schooling. Similar assumptions apply to the

use of income in this case as applied to its use in approx

imating staff inputs.

As has been ~ointed out with respect to inputs by lecturers,

students entering universities bring with them a certain

quantity of human capital which forms an intermediate input

-------_._--
1) Bear, D.V.T.: 'The University as a Multi-Product Firm',

in Lumsden, K.G., Ope Cit., p. 99.
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and which must be distinguished from their physical labour

inputs. It therefore becomes necessary to distinguish

between a human capital input and a human capital output

and the difference between the two - the value added by the

university - is what is of importance for the calculation

of output and productivity.

Conceptually the stock of human capital embodied in a student

can be measured by capitalizing the future stream of earnings

arising from that capital. Unfortunately, however, no bet-

ter way of achieving that than by using average wage rates

exists and,as has been discussed in Section 2.6.3,market im

perfections and aggregation make this a very blunt instru-

ment. Accordingly, various attempts have been made to

measure this form of input more directly.1) For example,

measurement of school academic achievements in an 'objective'

way has been a~tempted by devising suitable tests to supple-

ment and check school leaving examinations. The complexi-

ties of educational production are, however, so vast that

even intricate output measures including "••• standardized

test scores, juvenile delinquency rates, post-school income

streams, occupational choice and the level of education

completed ••• 1I2 ) have not been able to capture the entire

output. In one paper 3 ) it was concluded that: "There is

a considerable part of teaching that cannot be explained by

a set of fairly standard variables measuring teachers alld

classrooms. II In addition, the more generalized any such

scheme of appraisal becomes, the closerli will approximate

1) Vide for 2xample: Attiyeh,R.and Lumsden, K.G.: 'University
Students' Initial Understanding of Economics: The Contri
blrtion of the A level Economics Course and of other Factors'.
Economica, XXXVIII, February 1971, pp. 81-97; Hanushek,
E., 'Teacher Characteristics and Gains in Student Achieve
ment : Estimation using Micro Data', American Economic Re
view, LXI, 2, May 1971, PP. 280 - 288; and Schultz, T.:
'Resources for Higher Education: An Economist's View',
Journal of Political Economy, May/June 1968, pp. 327-347.

2) Hanushek, E.: ~~~., p. 280.

3) Ibid.
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the existing national schoolleaving examinations, which,

although deficient in many respects, seem unlikely tu be

surpassed on a general scale in the near future. In as

far as individual universities may be interested in tests

of this nature for the purpose of setting entrance re

quirements ,the more profitable avenue for exploration would

appear to be the determination of correlation statistics

between school examination results in particular subjects

and university achiev~ments.

Another labour input in universities is that provided by

the ancillary staff, both in individual academic depart

ments and by the central cr faculty administration and

library. As with the other labour inputs the feasible

measures are time spent o~ wages. Severe difficulties are

experienced when trying to apportion the costs arising from

these sources to various activities, because of the joint

ness of these (and other) inputs, as will be analysed in

greater detail in Section 3.4.3.

All universities, even those that use correspondence teaching,

require considerable physical inputs. These range from the

conceptionally trivial such as the provision of meals to

others that are conceptually difficult to handle. The

latter category includes a university's capital facilities.

Obviously in this case, in contrast to some of the inputs

already discussed,measurement in physicsl'Jnits is pos

sible. Therefore,one may be, tempted to imagine that speci

fication of the way that physical plant enters the produc

tion function is easily achieved. Nevertheless, this is

not so. Besides 'the difficulty of relating inputs to out-

puts, Which is discussed in Section 3.4.3 below, the very

diversity of capital facilities makes aggregation imperative

and complicated. This is not to deny the possibility or

the importance of specification in physical terms by, for

instance, determining the square footage of space and the

dimensions and quality of desks and seating required for an

adequate performance of a university's diverse functions.
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This has, indeed, been done effectively by the Department

of National Education as will be shown in Section 5.3.1.9.

What remains difficult is to conceive of a way of valuing

these inputs so that cost functions describe the real or

opportunity costs to society of the university's use of

those resources. How are capital goods of different vin

tages, for example, to be compared and aggregated? Con

troversy has raged amongst economic theorists on this iesue,

although the niceties of the academic debate need not be

discussed here. It is, however, clear that current aCCDunt

ii1g practices,those of depreciation or interest and redemption

payments, need not reflect social opportunity costs.

In the case of capi tal assets owned by the universi. ty,a sum

must be imputed for opportunity costs. The theoretically

most satisfactory method is the calculation of an annual

equivalent capital cost 1) which is determined so that the

sum of the present values of the annuity over the lifetime

of the asset equals the replacement cost. The question is

if, say, in practice interest and redemption charges can

justifiably be used 8S the measure where capital lIas been

loaned to finance construction. If it is assumed that

university buildings can be converted so as to be usable for,

say, office space, opportunity costs are involved. If the

buildings are entirely unsuitable for other than university

use, no opportunity costs are involved, even though account

ing costs in the form of interest and redemption payments

exist. 2 ) Because in general buildings Bnd ground used by

1) Millward, R.: Public E)<pend~.!!Jre Economics, London, McGraw
Hill, 1971, p. 214.

2) This statement requires qualification, for within the uni
versity itself opportunity costs are almest invariably
present. A laboratory used by one science department
implies that a second similar science department cannot
use the same laboratory. As superfluous facilities do
not generally exist, opportunity costs do. Cf.. Section
3.4.4 below.
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universities can be converted without exorbitant expense,

opportunity costs exist approximately equal to the rent

payable if the building were let to other users. If the

property market functions relatively freely, this rent will

tend to equal the interest and redemption charges on building

loans, because if rents are higher than interest and redemp

tion charges,new buildings will be built with the result

that rents will fall, and if interest and redem~tion pay

ments are higher than rents, no new buildings will be built

and rents will rise.

The 'problem' is that in many cases the asset has not reached

the end of its life at the point when the loan has been fully

redeemed and that the annuity has, by way of saying, been

cramped into a shorter period than actually required. In

which case the repayments will have been larger than the

annual opportunity costs and after the loan has been repaid

the use of the asset will erroneously appear to be free.

Now w~ll this, in fact, make an appreciable difference? With

respect to the size of the redemption payments, the answer

is that it will probably not do so, for if repayments are

made over a relatively long period, it can be shown that

the sum of interest and redemption tends to depend upon the

magnitude of the interest component alone. 1) But insofar

as such a situation could tempt planners to regard the use

of 'paid off' buildings as free, resources will be ineffi

ciently used, to prevent which an imputed rent should be

calculated. Nevertheless, in the South African context

where the major university building programmes have been

undertaken in the relatively recent past, the problem is

unlikely to be excessive.

3.3 Measuring Dutputs2 )

Many of the problems encountered with the measurement of

1) Millward, R.: op. Cit., p. 199.
2) Cf. Verry, D. and Davies, B.: Op. Cit., p. 9, ~t s~., alsc

Wagner, .L.:· 'The Measurement of Output', in The Open Univer
sity: The Internal Efficiency of Education Institutions,
Milton Keynes, The Open University Press, 1977.
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inputs apply mutatis mutandis to the measuring of outputs.

Nevertheless there are important additional issues that

require analysis.

University outputs may broadly be divided into the catego

ries of instruction, research and community service, of

which the firs~ two are naturally of overriding importance.

Although as will be analysed in detail below, the produc

tion of one of these outputs normally implies the automatic

production of one of the others because of the characteris

tic of 'jointness' in the production function, it is conven

ient to begin by describing the nature of each output

separately.

3.3.1 Instruction

The instructional or teaching output of a university may be

aeen foranalyticsl purposes from various perspectives.')

For example a student may enrol for a particular course

because he anticipates consumption benefits from that educa

tion to arise over a long future period of time, in which

case the instructional output may be regarded as a consumer

durable. Alternatively,the student in his capacity as

consumer may regard his period of study as one providing

current consumption benefits, in which case the teaching

output would be classified accordingly. However, as is

well known, education may be regarded as an investment,

which makes the o~tput a producer good. And in addition

education is a source of externalities, which in a certain

sense may be looked upon as biproducts in the production

process. 2 ) Now, the exact mixture of these aspects of any

one university course depends upon the subjects chosen. For

example in a young country in which there is but a smnll

--------------
1) Cf.: Section 2.3 above.

2) Archibald, G.C.: Op. Cit., p. 115.
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dEmand for thE profEssional sErvicEs of art historians, the

study of the history of art is likEly to bE viewed more as

a consumption activity than that of, say engineering. Be-

cause of theSE diversities lucid analyses demand the

greatest possible disaggregation.

In opposition to the views just sketched, it has been argued

that in many cases universities produce no final output as

such,but that their function is either to screen applicants

for competitive jobs or to produce an intermediate product

in the form of 'trainability' which in turn becomes an input

in on the job training. 1) However, these dissident views

have not succeeded in ousting the established orthodoxy,

despite the fact that no clarity exists as to how outputs

are to be measured and, where there is joint productior., what

system of weights should be used in aggregation. 2 )

In principle output should be calculated as a r.et amount,

that is, the value addEd must bE determined. As the analy-

sis of Section 3.2 has shown,no operational method of achiev

ing that has as yet been proposed,other than either that of

calculating the human capital before and after university

training by capitalizing earnable incomes,or byadministe

ring tests before and after the process. 3 ) The difficul-

1) Vide Section 2.3 and also Archibald, G.C.: Op.Cit., p.117.

2) Berls, R.H. in a survey of productiVity studies in education
concludes pessimistically that "••• the experience of college
does not exert a profound influence on most students."(p.229).
He notes that research suggests that variation in final year
student achievements, i.e. university output, is dependent
more upon the characteristics of students that they had be
fore entering the university, than upon those of the univer
sity itself. Berls, R.H.: 'An Exploration of the Deter
minants of Effectiveness in Higher Education', in : Joint
Economic Committee, Congress of the United States: The
Econumics and Financing of Higher Education in the United
States, Washington, DC, U S Government Printing Office,
1969.

3) Vide Attiyek, R.E., Bach, G.L. and Lumsden, K.G.: 'The Effi
ciency of Programmed Learning in Teaching Economics : The
Results of a Nationwide Experiment', American Economic Review,
LIX, 2, May 1969, pp. 217-223, as al~o note 1) on page 47.
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ties encountered through market imperfections have been

described. What remains to be pointed out is that,

although the application of tests at school level is fea

sible, at levels of higher education the setting of objec

tive standards across universities is unlikely to be so.

Besides the diversity of university degree curricula, the

variation in subject matter encountered in courses having

the same titles does not allow the development of such

tests without serious infringement upon university academic

autonomy.

One may well inquire whether the way out of the dilemma

is not the use of a university's internal examination system

to jUdge output by using the marks achieved in subjects ·or

the class of degree award2d as measure. However, the dif

ferences in standards set by departments within one univer

sity, let alone between universities, complicate the use of

such a messure, evsn for the internal allocations of funds.

Consider for instance the case where departments are granted

teaching staff on the grounds of output measured in this way.

The temptation to lower standards could arise on the short

term at least, even if the 'cheapening' of degrees leads to

a fall in demand on the long term. A partial solution is

offered by the careful use of external examiners, who although

unable to achieve uniform standards, can prevent their dete

rioration. The system can though, if used without care, be

deceptive, as when examinations are set by those teaching

the particular course, the external examiner merely checking

the answers, and students are coached to answer only these

seemingly difficult questions. Nevertheless, an output

measure based upon pass rates that are carefully monitored

by external examiners is, despite imperfections, likely to

remain the best approximation available. Although the out

puts measured in this way would be gross outputs and not net

outputs, it could justifiably be argued to be an improvement

upon the oft used technique of using inputs as proxies for

outputs.
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A debatable suggestion to help solve the impasse is that the

determination of value added is essentially unimportant and

that what is required is the monitoring of output. It is

argued that the latter is what is of economic importance and

that, therefore, a university that can train the most success

ful candidates for, say, the chartered accountant examina

tions, should be allocated the greater share of resources.

The fact that the university may have. had the best students

to b~gin with should be counted in its favour because of its

ability to attract the better material; so the argument

runs. If value added is used as basis for resource alloca-

tion, this aspect is ignored. Now, however attractive these

thoughts may be, they do ignore some important issues. First

ly the idea is based upon the assumption that elitism in

education is a good thing, whereas many would argue that

the provision of universal education is the most satisfactory

method of achieving egalitarianism. Secondly, itis a non

seguitur to argue that because an institution has attracted

the best students,it should be allocated proportionately

more funds. If one of its inputs is better than average,

efficiency would suggest that less of the other inputs is

required. Good students require less tuition and therefore,

although of course a ~reater numbee requires a larger total

subsidy, the average sum required per student could well be

less. 1 )

The difficulties encountered when attempting to measure value

added has led to the use of student numbers as a measure of

university output. For example,the number of students in

attendance annually is often used as basis for state funding,

on the grounds that a university requires resources in rela

tion to its 'output' of students. 2 ) As ha~ already been

1) This applies to teaching. It may well be, however, that the
more gifted students require better research equipment than
the less gifted do.

2) This is the rationale of the van Wyk de Vries subsidy for
mula, for example.
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stressed, students' time (their annual attendance) is one

of the major inputs and not an output of the system." This

practice therefore reduces to measuring outputs by inputs

and can consequently be deceptive. Normally, in other acti-

vities, the allocation of inputs is based upon the" outputs

generated in such a way that he,who uses the least resource a

to produce a given output, is entrusted with the greater use

of those resources. However, in this case the university

making the moat liberal or extravagant use of a particular

resource (students' time) is granted the greater share in

the other inputs as well. The fact that, notwithstanding

these reservations, the measure is Widely used, emphasizes

the extremely complicated nature of educational output and

its measurement.

Variations on the use of student numbers have been advocated,

of which the most widely used are the full-time equivalent

(FTE) student measure and the student-credit hour measure.

Both are rationalizations of the diversity in teaching

methods and teaching time found in different university fa-

culties. Halstead defines a 'full-time equivalent student'

as "••• a uniform unit of measurement that represents the

normal academic load (work schedule) carried by one full-time

student ••• during a normal academic year. I,1) A student-

credit hour he defines as "••• one student receiving instruc-

tion for a period of time for which one hour of credit is

granted. The total student-credit hours for a course is

determined by multiplying the credit-hour value of the course

by the number of students registered in that course. 2) As

such the student-credit hour measure is a useful indication

of the volume of teaching being undertaken in particular

subjects.

Halstead, J.K.: Statewide. Planning in Hi9..her Educati,on',
Washington DC, LJ 5 Government Printing Office, 197~P:-669.

Ibid.
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Besides the conceptual error of using an input as proxy for

an output, an additional difficulty is encountered when

student numbers form the basis for subsidies payable to

universities. A distortion of incentives occurs in the

sense that a greater total subsidy is procured by the uni

versity's expanding the intake of students, and whether the

latter is desirable will depend upon the circumstances. It

may be desirable if appreciable economies of scale exist,

but it may equally lead to competition among universities

for students and lowered entrance requirements. A compre-

hensive analysis of these issues is to be found in Chapter 5.

An issue related to the measurement of instructional output

is the determination of the quality of the output, because

if increases in quality are not accounted for, escimates of

the quantity produced must be downwardly biased. This is

because increased product quality will normally imply greater

use of resources, which could have been used to produce more

of the older, inferior output. This aspect is usually incor

porated into economic analysis by inspection of the price

differential existing between the original and the improved

products,and by attributing the higher price of the latter

to better quality. In the case of education,however, even

this undoubtedly crude procedure is likely to falter for

the want of suitable prices. None exists with which to

differentiate between subjects, universities, year levels or

postgraduate and undergraduate teaching. The procedure

usually adopted is to devise a system of weights that will

take quality into consideration, albeit defectively. But

the choice of weights must usually bebased upon cost data

on the assumption that costs and quality are reasonably

correlated. Because this procedure does not include both

supply and demand factors as in the more normal case of

using prices, some aocuracy may be forfeited. Nevertheless,

the measure sometimes adopted, of considering a postgraduate

student as being equal to two or three FTE undergraduate

students,presents a practical solution for an otherwise
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The second major output of a university is research, which

may be defined as the addition to the stock of human know-

ledge. It ia generally conceded that, in fact, the feature

which distinguishes a university from any other educational

institution is the research output of its faculty members,

without which teachers cannot lay claim to being in constant

touch with the frontiers of their subject. Indeed, the

teaching of postgraduate students of necessity entails

supervised research in some or other form. It is, there-

fore, apparent that any measure of a university's output

must include this essenti5l element, as before and if pos

sible in both physical and value terms.

Now unfortunately, this is far from easily accomplished. The

very nature of research suggests that this should he th.e

case, for knowledge is a public good par excel 1ence. The

use of knowledge cannot normally be regulated by tIle ex

clusion principle (except where patent rights have been

awarded) and the marginal cost of an additional user is zero,

for his use of the knOWledge does not deprive anyone else

of doing likewise. 2 ) Also, in only limited cases does a

market exist for university generated research in the sense

that knOWledge is bought and sold. Although commissioned

research could conceivably play a more significant role

than it does at present (in which case the commissioning

body could decide whether or not to publish), most university

research is printed in scientific journals and consequently

1) For exampl.e 0' Neill, J.: Resource _Use in Higher Educat~~.

Trends in Output and IlJP.uts, 1930 to 1967-,_ New York,
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1971. This pro
cedure has also been adopted by the van Wyk de Vries for
mula which normally regards honours students as two and
Masters and Ductoral students as three FTE students.

2) Cf. SeGtion 2.2 above.
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immediately becomes 'public'.

The essentially unquantifiable nature of research derives

from the public properties just noted. Despite this, one

must, as with the other inputs and outputs already described,

attempt to develop a suitable proxy so that an indication

of the magnitudes involved, however rough these may be, may

be had. The first of these proxies is the use of inputs,

which when transposed into value terms, implies that the

sum of costs spent upon a particular research project are

taken to approximate reasonably accurately the value of the

research. As research is an output, such a methodolo~y

assumes that on average benefits equal costs in research;

that is, if it may safely be assumed that the results of 611

research, including say, that on atomic weapons, are

beneficial. A simple procedure based upon these assump-

tions, has been suggested for the analysis of university

inputs and outputs. As by definition or assumption benefits

equal costs in research, research output may safely be

accounted for by ignoring the benefits whilst subtracting

the costs from total inputs and concentrating further upon

the other outputs alone. Indeed, this procedure has been

followed in several authoritative studies. 1 ) Now, besides

the fact that analysis, that is based upon these arguments,

precludes the use of any form of cost effectiveness technique

and therefore pari passu loses much of its value, if the

arguments are accepted in the case of researCh, they cannot

logically be excluded with respect to the other educational

outputs.

1) For example: Woodhall, M. and Blaug, M.: 'Productivity
Trends in British Universi ty Education, 1938-1962'; in
!1i.ne~,II, 4, Summer pp. 483-498; and O'Neill, J.: .B.§.::
~!.!:.c_~_._Use in Hiqher Education _- Trends in Outputs and IJ:!.E.uts,
1930-1967, New York, Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa
tion Report, 1971. Both these publications are cited in
I/ery, D. and DaVies, B.: Op. Cit., p. 18.
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The logic applies a fortiori to teaching, for which, as

we have seen, the

equally arduous.

Therefore nothing

specification of an output measure ·is

But of course this cannot be done.

but a spurious solution has been offered,

for the exclusion of both teaching and research on these

grounds leaves the analyst with next to nothing to analyse.

It must, consequently, be deduced that the argument is

flawed. Alternatively it must be concluded that the power-

ful assumption by which the problematigue has been reduced,

when taken through to its logical conClusion, has hacked

its way so successfully through the Gordian knot that what

remains has become trivial. The assumption that benefits

equal costs in research is, therefore, not merely simplify

ing but restrictive and must be discarded as inadequate.

A related facet, that cannot be overlooked, is that even if

inadequate data necessitates the use of costs as an output

measure, the problem remains of deciding how costs should be

divided between the various outputs, or in fact, whether

pro duc

How-

any satisfactory division can be made at all if the

tion function displays joint production properties.

ever, this problem is analysed .in Section 3.4.3 below.

The majDr alternative to using cost data is to quantify

the phisical Dutput of research, the most tangible form of

which is the number of wDrds, pages, articles and bDOks

published. Despite shortcomings this method has been suc

cessfully used in a number of studies. 1) The shDrtcDmings

include the omission of research that is not published, as

1) ~id2: Arrow, K.J.: 'Classificatory Notes on the Production
and Transmission of technioal Knowledge', American Economic
Review, LIX, 2, May 1969, pp. 29-35; Hansen, W.L., and
Weisbrod, B., 'Toward a General Theory Df Awards, or Do Econ
omists Need a Hall Df Fame?' ,Journal of PDlitical Economy,
BO, 2, March/April 1972, pp. 422-431; and LDvell, M.C.:
'The PrDductiDn Df ECDnomic Literature: An Interpretation'.
JDurnal of ECDnDmi.c Literature, XI, 1, ~1aroh 1973, pp.27-55.
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may occur with some kinds of commissioned research but also

with papers delivered at conferences and seminars and re

search which goes towards higher degrees, and the inclusion

of some material which is not true research. The latter

category includes text books and reviews. There may also

be a measure of duplication in so far as the results of

research may be pUblished simultaneously in both a journal

and a book. Nevertheless this method does generate an

indication of the volume of research being undertaken,

although as already implied the emphasis falls very heavily

upon work that is published,in the belief that to be truly

of use, knowledge must be disseminated.

Page counting cannot, however, produce any indication of the

quality of the research being undertaken. Efforts to in-

corporate a measure of this aspect have:centred upon an

adaptation of the former method, namely that the footnotes

and bibliographies of published worka are scrutinized to

ascertain who, in the opinions of authors in general, are

considered to be producing the most valuable contributions

to any particular science. It is assumed that in so doing

the combined opinion of the scholars in a particular field

can be aggregated by assessing the frequencies with which

they quote or refer to the publications of their colleagues.

Although, inevitably by no means a perfect measure, the

citations approach may justifiably lay claim to being the

most successful available,as has been demonstrated in a num

ber of studies. 1 )

The imperfections of the method include those arising from

1) In addition to those mentinned in the previous foot-note,see:
Cole, 6. and Cole, J.R.: 'Scientific Output and Recognition:
A study in the Operation of the Re~ard System in Science' ,
American Sociological Review, June 1967, 32(3), pp. 377-390;
MacRae, D.J.: 'Growth and Decay Curves in Scientific Cita
tion', American Sociological Review, October 1969, 34(5),
pp. 63'1-635. ----------
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biased citations, for example when an author wishes to win

the favour of a colleague, air his own achievements through

self citations, destroy the arguments of an academic adver

sary and so forth. It also appears that citations tend to

favour work published in the same journal and that authors

tend to favour the journals attached to the institutions

from which they graduated.') Of greater significance may

be the fact that an author (or university department) may

accumulate many citations by publishing a great number of

relatively trivial articles, each of which is cited, say,

only once, whereas another may publish less, but because of

the fundamental nature of each contribution is cited many

times over. In such a case a citation index could well

rank the two authors equally,despite the appreciable and

intrinsic disparity involved. A related bias inherent to

the method derives from the extreme contemporaneity of most

sciences. Citations in the natural sciences in particular

tend to be to very recent publications 2) with even seminal

articles not cited or at best mentioned in the text without

references. Accordingly, the use of the citations method

for assessing the output of an academic department over a

number of years may introduce a pronounced bias against, say,

physics in favour of history, to take two departments et

random.

The practical task of enumerating citations has been alle

viated .in most disciplines by the development of citations

indices. 3 ) These, however good they may be, almost inva-

riably still contain certain built-in limitations. Except

where a field is small and narrowly confined so that all

publications of merit may be sought in a relatively small

number of journals, some selection of journals to be included
._-_._-_.

1) Lovell, M.C.: Op. gi1~.. , p. L,4.

2) Viele MacRae, D.J.: passim.

3) The most comprehensive are the citation indices compiled ~y

the Institute for Scientific Information (I S I)1n Ph11adel·
phia, Pennsylvania.
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in thE indEx must bE madE. Again, within any particular

indEx itself, journals of diffEring academic standing are

included and it, therefore, becomes necessary to dEvise

somE measurE for differentiating between the more and the

less prestigious publications. The use of weights accor

ding to journal presents a practical solution.

OnE suggestion is that an 'impact factor' should be calcu

latEd for each relEvant journal. This impact factor would

be based upon the number of citations made to articles in

a specific journal within a cErtain period of time as indica

tion of the research community's evaluation of the work

published in th~t journal. To account for the different

numbers of articles published annually by different journals,

the impact factor would have to be an average citation rate

per article. Accordingly, the impact factor could be de

fined as "••• the number of times articles published (by a

specific journal) during the preceding two years were cited

during the current year, divided by the total number of ar

ticles published (by the samE journal) during thE prECEding

two years."1) REsEErch output would, accordingly, bE

mEasurEd by dEtErmining thE numbEr of articlES publishEd by

thE staff of a particular institution and weighting Each

article by the impact factors of the journal in which it had

been published. Although the impact factor concept holds

much promise, its evaluation of the most prestigious journals

haVing long waiting lists of would-be contributors could be

biased, because the suggested two year period could be too

short to account for the publication delay,plus allowing

time for responSE in the form of citations. 2 )

As was the case with the othEr university outputS,a physical

specification of the quantity and quality of research rarely

Reynhardt, E.C.: Citation Analysis as a Tool of Research
Evaluation, Pretoria, Department of National Education, f982,
p. 6.

2) This insight is attributable to Prof. H.A. Steyn.
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suffices: a procedure for valuing the output economically

is desirable. Several possibilities may be considered,

none of which however presents both a theoretically satis-

factory and practicable solution. Because of the public

good quali~ies of research,one is faced with the traditional

problem of establishing B price under conditions where con

sumers are not prepared to reveal their preferences for that

good, as they cannot be excluded from its consumption even

when they do not. As was demonstrated in Section 2.2 above,

the theoretical solution in determining how the pUblic good

should be supplied,is to inspect the sum of the benefits

conferred by that good upon all its separate consumers. As

this is, however, not practically possible and cannot,

therefore, generate usable prices, other suggestions have

been made for the calculation of shadow prices, t~at is,

constructed prices which approximate or equal the ideal

prices that would have been 'ground out' by a perfectly

functioning market. For example,the salaries of the re-

searchers divided by the number of pages produced annually,

or the total of subscriptions to a journal divided by its

number of pages,or the sum of the research grant divided by

the number of pages have been suggested. 1) Intuitively,

however, one feels that a price that comes into existence

ex post, almost by chance, as it were, cannot be satisfac

tory and indeed none of these procedures can be justified

by the theoretical principles outlined above.

An idea has been submitted by Archibald as "••• a crude

method of estimating what universities are presently paying

for research",2) although the author readily concedes that

there is no way of valUing the stock of knowledge effec-

tively. He suggests that use be made of the hierarchial

structure of academic institutions that can be found in most

1) Very, D. and Davies, B.: Ope Ci.t., p. 20 and Bear, D.V.T.,
Ope Cit., p. 96.

2) Archibald, G.C.: Ope Cit., p. 120.
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societies. At the bottom of the ladder of tertiary educa

tional institutions are the colleges whose sale function is

that of teaching and in which no research is undertaken.

At the top are the prestigious universities where great

emphasis is placed upon research. Archibald's method is

to assume that the salary paid to the average faculty mem-

ber in the teaching orientated institution is intended

entirely for his teaching services and maY,therefore,be used

to estimate what fraction of other academic salaries is

implicitly being paid for research. Because in the research

ori~ntated university faculty members have lighter teaching

loads, the 'full teaching salary' (the equivalent of that paid

in the colleges) is diminished to the relevant degree. For

example, if the teaching load is half as heavy per faculty

member, half the 'full teaching salary' is attributed to

that faculty member and the difference between this calcu

lated amount and his actual salary is imputed to research

as the implied costs of the research undertaken. A variation

upon this suggestion is sometimes put to practical use.

University staff members could be requ~sted to estimate the

percentage of their time they devote to their respective

activities and total costs divided in accordance with those

estimates. The implications of this procedure for the 'joint

production' phenomenon are discussed below in Section 3.4.3.

3.3.3 Other Outputs

Teaching and research are the major outputs of universities.

As was, however, apparent from the snalysis of Sections 2.2

and 2.3, other important factors are also involved. In

particular, education generates externalities, altllough

their exact scope and magnitUde are subject to debate. In

addition the consumption or entertainment benefits derived
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from education may be important. 1)

These two categories often defy quantification either as

such or with the aid of proxies and, therefore, any calcu

lations made of the outputs of a university must be defi

cient in this respect. Figures derived by the variety of

means suggested in the previous sections consequently need

careful interpretatior. JUdgement is necessary to make

the adjustments required by the explicit exclusion of these

factors from the arithmetic.

As was described above in Section 2.~ the convention of

indicating the total amount of education 'produced' in a

country by the sum of expenditures on education in the

national accounts is well established. On the basis of

such figures, international comparisons between the 'educa

tional efforts' of various countries are often made, usually

by presenting total expenditure on education as a percen

tage of national income or gross national product. In the

light of the analysis of Section 3.3 it becomes unnecessary

to comment Dn the inadequacy of this prDcedure. In addi-

tion, it isas well to remember that such comparisons can

never indicate whether a particular country is producing

its optimal amDunt of education. The fact that some Dther

country may he sperlding a greater prDportion of its national

income Dn education can only show that a similar effort is

possibls; it can never, however, demDnstrate that it is

desirable. The procedures fDr and difficulties with the

determination of the optimal amount have been analysed

above in Section 2.6.---_.
1) Practical analysis may, of course, require greater differen

tiation than made here. Compare, for example, South African
Post-Secondary Education (SAPSE): ProJlramme Class~Ficatio~

Structure Manual, Pretoria, R~port SAP5E-002, Department of
National EaU-cation, First Edition, 1982. Kershaw, J.A. and
Mood A.M. believe that six outputs should be distinguished,
nameiy, the classification of vouths, occupational training,
research, organization of knowledge, general education and
services. 'Resource Allocation in Higher Educat1on',
American Economic Review, May 1970, 60, pp. 341-346.
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3.4 The Educational Production Function

3.4.1 Estimating the Production Function

In Section 3.1 above the significance of the educational

production function was outlined. It was pointed out that

the essence of a production function is that it relates

inputs to outputs in such a way as to describe the effi

cient possibilities of combining the former to give the

latter. To that end the preceding two sections were de-

voted to exploring just what is implied by inputs and out-

puts in the higher education field. It is the task of this

section to formalize the ways in which these two may be

related.

An educational production function may be written as follows~)

A = f (X 1 ••••• , X
n

)

where A measures the educational output, (assumed to have

been suitably aggregated) and X1 ••• , Xn represent the dif

ferent inputs in the educational process.

As written above, the production function merely states that

the output depends upon certain inputs. It does not as

yet explicitly state what the nature of the functional rela-

tionship is. The difficulty of explicitly including the

functional form in the equation stems from an ignorance of

the learning process. Because no adequate theory of the

latter has as yet been devel~ped, at least not to explain

how inputs are transformed into outputs in economic terms,

an a pri_ori explicit specification of the form of the pro-

duction function can not be made. In its stead use must

be made of what is referred to as the 'experimental a~proach'

1) Bowles, S.: 'Towards an EducatiQnal Production Function',
in Hansen, W.l.: Education L Incoma and Human ~apital,

New York, Columbia University Press for the National Bureau
of Economic Research, 1970. pp. 11-70.
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t t . l" 1) h" h " t t""o econome rlC ana YS1S w .1C lncorpora es a pos erlorl

considerations of which functional form most adequately

describes the observed empirical patterns. The method

implies the testing of various functional forms to deter

mine which is statistically the most relevant under the

circumstances. In the absence of well defined theory the

subtleties remain enshrouded, as it were, and the functional

form of the equation above must be assumed to be that which

generates the most satisfactory results.

The procedures' generally used for acquiring empirical results

in such cases, are known as regression techniques. For

the purposes of this dissertation it is important to deter

mine whether the functions estimated in this way can confi

dgntly be assigned the properties of an economic production

function. In the first instance, for this to be possible,

the economist must satisfy himself that no econometric bias

has been introduced into the estimates. One of the require-

ments for the absence of bias, is that the independent

variables, tha~ is the inputs in this case, be exogenously

determined. Now, when an error term is included in the

specification of the production function to allow for the

fact that the equation is unlikely to describe the data

exactly, the condition just stated implies foremostlv that

the input variables must not be correlated with that error

term. Usually the error term, which in the case of univer

sities may represent the economic inefficiencies of specific

departments, is considered to be both randomly and normally

distributed aro~nd a zero mean. If this assumption is

extended to include the case under consideration, the first

possible source of bias is presumed to be avoided. Never

theless a second related one remains, namely that known as

simultaneous equation bias. It may happen that the input

variables are not exogenous for other reasons, as for in

stance when inputs and outputs are simultaneously determined.

--------------------
1) Koutsoylannis, A.: Theory ~f Econometrics, London, Mac~

Millan, Second Edition 1977, p. 22 considers this a valld
method.
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Verry and Davies 1) illustrate this possibility with respect

to cost functions. They demonstrate that if output is

being related to total costs, with the use of cross sec-

tional data, marginal costs may be underestimated. This

occurs if the more effiGient firms or units are also the

larger ones, implying that, in comparison to the average

unit,the total costs of the larger units are lower than

those of the average unit would have been, if it had been

producing an equally large output. The fact that entre

preneurial or managerial talent is related to the use of

the other inputs, introduces the bias. If a production

function, as opposed to a cost function, were to be esti

mated under similar conditions, this source of bias would

result in an overestimate of the elasticity of output with

respect to the inputs.

The existence and seriousness of the bias will depend upon

the factual position within universities, which may, however,

itself not be unambiguous. Bowles 2 ) suggests that univer-

sity administrators do not optimize in a well defined way

because of political and legal constraints on the one hand

and ignorance of interdepartmental efficiencies on the other.

One may therefore, he submits, assume that the input varia-

bles are exogenous. Attiyeh and Lumsden assume that the

objective of a university department is the maximization

of social profit, which they define as being equal to the

value of students' knowledge at the end of the year, less

the value of their knowledge at the beginning of the year

less the cost of university and student inputs. 3 ) This

neeo not however, imply that universit~ administrators are

conscious of departmental objectives and efficiencies. Others

believe that universities maximize their status by having as

1) Verry, D. and Davies, S.: Op. eit., pp. 1+9-50.

2) BOWles, S.: 00. Cit., p. 16.

3) Attiyeh, R. and LumSden, I~.G.: 'Educational Production and
Human Carital Formation', in Lumsden, K.G. (Ed.): J;!.tJ...,_~~--l.•
p. 133.
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many instructional and research programmes as possible in

a display of 'conspicuous production'. '1) Verry and Di3Vies~)

argue that in fact university authorities may well be aware

of which departments are relatively more efficient and allo

cate resources accordingly, in which case the bias will be

introduced after all. In their own work, in an effort to

avoid the problem, they do nevertheless resort to assuming

that not to be the case. One of the negative results of

this assumption, that is of assuming that optimization in

IJniversities is ill-defined, is that the 'production func

tion' finally estimated can no longer be regarded as neces

sarily describing the maximum output obtainable from the

various input combinations. Instead, it becomes an illus-

tration of the average production possibilities of all the

universities, which mayor may not correspond with the maxi-

mum positions. 3 ) Furthermore, it has been asked if the

attitudes of students to academic achievement as compared

with the other benefits to be derived from university

attendance should conceptually not also be incorporated as

one of the variables in the production function. But these

attitudes, it is submitted, will 'not be independent of the

other inputs, for the magnitude and compositicn of the

latter will undoubtedly influence students' conceptions of

the purpose of university education. Attitudes will conse-

quently be correlated with the error terms. The incorpo-

ration of attitudes therefore reintroduces the simultaneity

problem, which it has been important to avoid. Bowles

sUGgests that it is best overcome by assuming that the

results of student attitudes are already embodied in the

other input variables, upon which the attitude variable may

1) Lee, ~1.L., Stevens, D.W. and Wallace, R.L.: 'A Conspicuous
Production Theory of Resource Allocation in Higher Education',
Higher Education, Vol. 4, no. 1, Feb. 1975, pp. 77-86.

2) Verry, D. and Davies, B.: op. Cit., p. 51.

3) Cf. Section 3.4.4 below in Which the pnssibility of ineffi
ciencies within universities is d;'scussed.
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1)
safely be left out.

A related issue of relevance to the foregoing is what has

come to be called the identification problem,2) which is also

concerned with the circumstances under which the estimated

function truly represents the production. function.

It has already been mentioned that if universities do not

optimize well defined objectives, the production function

may describe no more than the average production possibili-

ties. It may in addition· be that different universities'

relative valuations of the various components of output are

not the same, in which case the Telationship of inputs to

outputs will depend upon how the composite output is aggre

gated.

The identification problem may become pertinent if university

funds are 'tied' to any significant extent, that is, if

funds are made available on the condition that they only be

used for specific purposes. If that were to be the case,

estimates of the production function would reveal no more

than the constraints of the funding party and the 'real'

production function would not be 'identified', as it were.

In South Africa the greater part of university funding has

in the recent past been generated by the van Wyk de Vries

formula,3) the components of which specify subsidy amounts

for specific university activities. However, the universi-

ties are not required to adhere to the divisions implied by

the formula for their own internal allocation of resources.

Consequently, the formula can be regarded as a computational

aid for the Department of National Education with which to

1) Bowles,S.: Dp. Cit., p. 19.

2) Verry, D. and Davies, 8.: Ope Cit., pp. 41-47, upon which
much of the next few pages depends.

3) Cf. Main Re..EErt of the Commission of Eng.!:l).ry into Univer
~itie~, (Van Wyk de Vries Report), Government Printer,
RP 25/1974, Pretoria, p. 581, et seg.
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apportion the total sum expropriated by the Treasury. It

can, therefore, be argued on a priori grounds that if univer

sities were simply to adhere to the confines of the formula,

they would not be acting rationally, especially if, as was

regarded to be possible above, the objectives and the rela

tive weights attached to different programmes differ from

institution to institution. One would at least expect

cost-minimizing within departments, even if the central

administrators do not maximize well defined objective

functioflS. But this statement partially conflicts with

the assumption made earlier to overcome the simultaneous

equation problem. Therefore, in as far as these two assump-

tions are incompatible, the interpretation of the exact

nature of the estimated function or the measure of bias

iilcluded in the estimate must remain ambiguous to a certain

extent.

A second point of importance to the identification problem

is whether sufficient variation in the level of educational

'production' exists between departments at different univer

sities along the same production function for the function

to be identifiable. It goes without saying that if all

departments are equal in every respect, only one point and

not the function itself can be identified. Equally, if

leach university has a different production function, cross

sectional analysis will lead to the construction of an

erroneous estimate. Again, if input prices or input

availability vary from university to university, the optimal

combinations of these factors cannot remain unchanged and,

therefore, the functions will become impossibly difficult

to estimate correctly. Fortunately, these difficulties

appear to be largely spurious in the South African context,

where on the one hand, with the notable exception of the

University of South Africa, which uses correspondence teaching,

inst~uctional technology does not differ significantly

between the universities. It can be assumed thereby that

all have the same production functions. On the other hand
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salary scales are centrally administered via the Civil

Service and apply without differentiation to all. However,

as has been pointed out,1) there may nevertheless be de

facto variation in salaries if the possibilities for doing

consultations or commissioned research are better in some

quarters than in others. 2 ) Real salaries may also differ

if the costs of living and housing vary geographically.

But these factors may to some extent be complementary and

thus offsetting, so that for example universities located

where commissions may readily be sought also have to contend

with high costs of living. It is, therefore, not unreason

able to expect that inaccuracies in the estimated function

will not be excessive on this score.

With regard to the necessity of there being sufficient

variation in the volume of output to enable regression

techniques to establish the nature of the function, the

diversity of the South African university sector, despite

its being restricted in numbers, is likely to ensure the

required conditions. The absolute sizes of the residential

universities under the jurisdiction of the Department of

National Education vary considerably from just over 2 000

students to over 17 000. It is assumed that the variation

in the faculties and departments within these universities

is correspondingly sufficient to allow the use of regression

1) In Section 3.2

2) Bowen, W.G. investigated the position in British universities
and found significant differences in remuneration between
members of different faculties because of differences in
age-grade ratios, lifetime Salaries and outside earnings.
fie concluded that ••• "the appearance of complete interfa
culty equality conveyed by the uniform salary scales has
been an appearance only - in practice, systematic differen
tials in average grade and salary have been the rule." (p.356)
I Bri tish University Salaries : Subject Di fferenti.sls I, in
Economica, Vol. 30, Nov. 1963, pp. 341-359. However, Met-
calf, D. and Bibby, J. found the influence of the subject
taught surprisingly low on the salaries of academic recruits.
'Salaries of Recruitsrto Universi+'y Teaching in Britain' ,
Higher Educatio~, Vol. 1, no. 3, HUg. 1972, pp. 287-298.
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techniques.

This assumption is, of cou~se, not applicable to the Unive~

sity of South Af~ica (Unisa), which by natu~e is sui gene~is.

The uniqueness of this unive~sity renders the use of c~oss_

sectional analysis impossible and necessitates the use of

time series techniques. 1) The latter method,however,in

troduces the problem of inflation and the data consequently

can only be meaningfully interpreted once the trends in real

expenditure have been calculated, if necessary with the aid

of a specially constructed index of educational costs. 2 ) The

uniqueness of Unisa could possibly imply a lack of competi

tion from other universities and may once again rsise the

spectre of insufficient optimization to allow the deduction

of a 'true' produotion funotion. Within the university

itself, however, there is no reason to suspect that faculties

of departments are less concerned with cost minimization than

in other universities.

In the case of the residential universities, the relatively

small number of universities in South Africa could, however,

have adverse consequences for the use of cross-sectional data

in regression analyses for estimating the production func-

tions of universities. Although random variation, as

reflected in the error term of the estimated equation, is to

be expected in an empirical investigation, the limited number

of universities,and thus statistical observationS,could

prove insufficient in relation to the variation found in the

1) Time series analysis may, of cou~se, also be used for residen-
tial universities. See da Silva Freire, M.E. and Fra~sto dB
Silva, J.J.R.: 'The Application of Production Functions to the
Higher Education System - some Examples from Portugese Uni
versities', Higher Education, Vol.4, no.4, Nov.1975, pp. L,47-·
460, in which the numbers of professors and their assistants
are regressed upon student numbers With the use of a Cobb
Douglas function.

2) Hal stead, D. K.: St atewi de Planni n_9 in Hi ghe~ Educa ti 0 n, uJash-
ingtonDC,US Gove~nment Pri.nting Office, 1974, Appendix B.,
discusses the computation of such an index. Cf. Navia, L•.
and Magu~a, M.: 'A Price Index for University BUdgetary DeCl
sions', Journal of Higher Educatt!::!.!!.,. Vol.. XLVIII, no.2, March!
Ap~il 1977, p. 216.
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data for the results to' be interpreted with confidence.

If production functions are to be estimated for the under

graduate and post-graduate divisions of academic departments

separatelY,one is likely to encounter what is referred to

in the literature as the 'regression fallacy'. This occurs

because there may be considerable variation in student num

bers from year to year, especially amongst post-graduates.

The staff required to teach these students varies much less

dramatically, partially because of the institution of tenure,

with the result that these quasi 'fixed' staff input costs

may be spread over more or less students without the acade-

mic programme being affected. But when cross-sectional

studies are made,situations such as these will be registered

as falling average costs ~r, what is merely the other side

of the same coin, as rapidly increasing productivity. How

ever, the tru8 picture as revealed by the long-term data is

that the situation just described will give rise to average

costs that are relatively static. 1 )

One may enquire whether this phenomenon is likely to be sig

nificant in South African universities. Now, if the posi

tion with regard to the acceptance of post-graduates by de

partments were similar to that in the more select universities

abroad, where a specific 'capacity' for taking students

exists and demand invariably exceeds supply, the answer would

be that it is not. In South Africa, unfortunately, this is

seldom the case, with supply often greater than the demand

for post-graduate places, at least by stLJdents of the calibI'e

eli~ible for admission. The situation is aggravated by the

dearth of skilled labour in the South African economy, which

means that potential post-graduate students are quickly

siphoned off by employers, especially so during upward phases

1) Tierney, M.L. suggests that a longitudinal component must
be added to the regression to eliminate the 'regression
falacy' which may otherwise occur. 'An Estimate of De-
partmBntal ·Cost Functions', Higher Education, Vol. 9, no .(',
July 1980, pp. 453-468.
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of the business cycle. A department's post-graduate oapaoity

is seldom fully used, for even a one hundred per Gent in

orease in student numbers in a Glass of four or five is

unlikely to neoessitate additional staff inputs. It may

even be that tile demand for post-graduate plaoes in a depart

ment displays antioyolioal tendenoies beoause of the foroes

just desoribed, with the result that, if one were to determine

seoular productivity ohanges within these departments and to

oompare the results with productivity changes in the eoonomy

ss a Whole, the two would seemingly vary inversely.1)

The problems raised by this inherent instability Gould be

overoome if post and undergraduate student numbers were to

be grouped together so that the greater scale and stability

of the latter could compensate fo~ the deficiencies of the

former. Such s procedure would, however, not be advanta

geous because the van Wyk de Vries financing formula dis

tinguishes between post-and undergraduates by assigning

weights of 2 to Honours students and 3 to Master's and

doctoral students. The prima facie evidence suggests that

a greater degree of disaggregation is required in the oom

position of the formula, whioh WOUld, of oourse, not be

possible if the estimated production funotions did not dis-

tinguish between these two basio categories at least. A

solution is offered by the possibility of making the esti

mates for groups of subjeot departments or for faoulties,

but with the maintenance of the post/undergraduate distino

tion, in which case the extreme fluotuations will in all

probability be erased. And as croBs-sectional rather than

time series analyses are to be employed, the judicious

seleotion of the years to be tested will diminish the remain

ing bias to within tolerable limits.

1) Handa, M.L. and Skolnik, M.L. found that the effect of
unemployment upon the demand for unive~sity places was
weak but that expected earnings upon completion of a
degree had a strong positive ilnpact upon enrolment.
'Unemployment, Expected Returns, and the Demand for
University Education in Ontaric: 50me Empirical Results',
Higher Education, Vol. 4, no.1, Feb.1975, pp. 27-43.
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3.4.2 Economies of Scale

The preceding analysis of the econometric problem of re

gression fallacy must be carefully distinguished from what

in economics has come to be called economies of or returns
1)

to scale. The former is concerned with one of the diffi-

culties of estimating the production function correctly,

whereas the latter describes one of the properties of the

production function itself. Normally three cases are

distinguished: constant returns to scale, diminishing and

increasing returns. A production function is said to dis

play constant returns to scale, if when all the inputs are,

say, doubled, the outputs also increase twofold. If the

outputs increase proportionately more than inputs do, in

creasing returns have been obse~ved, and conversely if out

puts increase less than proportionately to inputs, decreasing

returns are said to be present. Although the convenient

mathematical properties of production functions displaying

constant returns to Beale have made this category popular

for theoretical analysis, there are several reasons why in

practice increasing returns may be found. The first is

caused by the existence of indivisibilities in the produc

tion process, by which is impliEd that the nature of certain

inputs is such that they cannot be split into small sections.

This may in particular be the case with some physical inputs

used by universities. Advanced research often requires

the availability of sophisticated computational machines

which generally have sufficient capacity to accommodate

numerous users. Therefore, once the machine has been pur

chased, the number of researchers may for a period be in-

creased without

ties. Anllther

additional capital outlay

pertinent example is that

on similar facili-

of the university

1) Analyses of this phenomenon are to be found in most micro-
economic textbooks. See for example, Baumol, W.J.: _S~_.:.:.

.!!)Jc Theory and ~ations Analysis, L_ondon, Prentice Hall,
1972, Thil'd Edition, pp. 279-28?; a130 Koutsoyisnnis, A.:
Mod"!.rn Microeconomics, Second Edition, London, Mac~1illBn,

1979, pp. 75-82.
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library, in which case the indivisibility is less of a

physical than of a functional nature. It is well-known

that to be efficacious for research purposes a library

requires a large, and simultaneously specialized and varied

collection. Once such a collection has been amassed,

however, it can be used with edvantage by a large number of

readers. Consequently economies of scale may be exhibited,

for as the university grows,its library facilities may

propDrtionately be put tD better use.

It can be argued that indivisibilities are conceptually not

the exact equivalent Df scale eCDnomies, althDugh the problems

caused are similar. The difference Dccurs becauss, in the

case of indivisibilities, when the scale of the operation

is increased all the inputs are nDt, in fact, incrsased pro

portionately as is required by the definition of scale econo

mies. Practical examples that comply more closely to the

formal definition may, however, be produced with relative

ease. For example the geometry of buildings is such that

their volume increases more than proportiDnately to the wall

space required, and that therefore, ceteris paribus, econo

mies of scale exist in building larger lecture halls, larger

laboratories, etc.. On a different terrain it may be that

larger"departments are able to deploy specialized staff to

the betterment of teaching or that the cross-fertilization

of ideas in larger departments leads to better research, in

whi·ch case scale econDmies wDuld Dnce again be present. 1)

If scale eCDnDmies are to be measured empirically by using

cross-sectiDnal data, one must assume that the educatiDnal

technDIDgies used in the different universities are essen-

tially similar. This has, Df cDurse, been implied thrDugh-

Dut the foregoing analysis, fDr if this assumptiDn were to

1) There is SDme evidence tD suggest that large
actually dD less research than small ones.
'EcDnDmics of Scale', Higher Educ:JtiDn, VDl.
1973, pp. 214-217 Dn p. 216.

departments
Verry, D.lil.:
2, nD. 2, ~lay
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be violated, the basis for estimating the production function

itself would be destroyed. Halstead,1) however, poi~ts out

that there may be sufficient variation in technology to cast

some doubt on this procedure. The primary variation occurs

in the student-faculty ratios that exist in small and large

institutions. And because of the labour intensive charac

ter of university technology, variations in this ratio have

significant effects. He cites evidence to the effect that

within some groups of institutions class size, which is the

most important factor governing the stUdent-faculty ratio,

is positively related to enrolment. 2 ) This implies that

costs per student, at least for instruction, will be lower

in the larger universities, suggesting the presence of

scale economies. Nevertheless, he argues that one must

take care to ascribe the accompanying cost reduction to the

difference in pedagogical technology used rather than erro-,
neously to economies of scale, unless, of course, class

size is the direct result of scale, as may be the case with

small universities that are forced to have classes smaller

than they would otherwise have chosen. With this exception,

variations in technology imply that one has in effect moved

analytically from one production function to a second, albeit

related one, along which production may be undertaken more

cheaply than along the first.

Despite the apparently tight logic Df this thesis, counter

arguments may be raised simply by questioning the 1ni tial,

tacit assumption upon which it depends. The assumption is

that the student-faoulty ratio is an appropriate measure of

the relevant technology. I" fact, there is no a priori
._--_._"_.-

1) Halstead, O.K.: Op. Cit., p. 271-278 •.

2) Blakesby, J.F., et al.: Indiana Facilities Utilization Surve'y'
for Coll~ and Universities, Fall 1967, Indiana I\dv~sory

Commission on Academic Facill.ties, Bloumington, 1968, pp.
141-11.2, quoted in Halstead, D.I'l.: 00. Cit., p. 273.
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reason why some other measure should not be used. Consider,

for example, that of the number of contact hours between

staff and students during which actual tuition occurs, be it

irl the form of lectures, tutorials or practicals. If the

number of these hours is maintained, one could justifiably

argue that technology is unchanged,even though the student

faculty ratio may have altered, provided that no active

participation by students is required during such teaching

sessiDns. It is well documented, that if this proviso holds,

the quality of the tuition remains unimpaired. 1)

Now, the use of the contact hour measure in conjunction

with a maximum number of students that can attend a lecture

before it becomes necessary to repeat it, implies that the

s~udent/faculty ratio deteriorates as a department grows.

If, for instance, the maximum class size of 60 students and

a stUdent-faculty ratio of 10:1 exists in a particular de

partment, and if a particular class begins with only 30

students, the addition of 30 more will not affect the contact

hours of the.person teaching the course. This 'filling up'

process was considered to be an important aspect of scale

economies in a stUdy of the University of Bradford. In

particular it luas found that, as enrolments increased, a less

than proportional increase in teaching meetings was required

to maintain the course structure unaltered. Consequently,

a constant teaching load per faculty member implied that

staff numbers increased less than proportionately to student

numbers and that the student-faculty ratio declined. In

addition, it declined at a decreasing rate, so that the

economies to be gained from successive increases in otudent

1) Harris, S.E. (Ed.): 'Higher Education in the United States:
The Economic Problems'. Review of Economics and Statistics,
Supplement, August 19GO,'· p. 131. Harrisft,viewed the re-·
search to date on the effects of class size on the effec
tiveness of teaching in his book: Hioher Education:
Resources and Finance, Maidenhead, 1962, a summary of which
appears in o,'Donoghue, M.: Economic DimerlBi.onc3 in Educatip--,-l.,
DUblin, Gill and MacMillan Ltd., 1971, pp. 165-'168.
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numbers diminished. Finally, the fall was punctuated by

sharp rises, indicating the points at which it became

necessary to repeat the lecture meetings. 1) The results

of this analysis, which were corroborated by the statistical

findings in 8radford University, imply a reduction of teach

ing cost per student as course size increases and, therefore,

a more economical utilization of academic staff resources. 2 )

In empirical studies it is far from easy to identify and

separate scale economies from these otller complimentary

Forces,3) the more so where the number of institutions from

which data may be selected is small,as is the case in South

Africa, thus making stratification of the data impossible.

It is as well, therefore, to bear in mind that the estimated

economies of scale may be exaggerated by other factors. On

the other hand there are forces that may offset these ten

dencies and which are also generated by technological diffe-

rences. For example,the larger universities tend tu be

prolific in the smaller departments as well as the expensive

faculties. Examples of the former are to be found a~ongst.

some of the foreign and classical languages,whereas those

of the latter include engineering and medicine. Tile solu

tion may, as before, be to estimate functions by faculty if

not by department, but unfortunately this procedure has the

effect of eliminating many of the principal sources of scale

economies from the analysis. These are general administra-

tion, l~brary, student services and maintenance. None of

these can logically be apportioned so as to be included par

tially in an analysis by faculty or by department, but can

only be incorporated in total. Consequently many empirical

1) 80ttomley, J.A., at al.: Costs and Potential Economies,
Paris, 0 E C D Centre for Educational Research and Innova
tion, 1972, p. 87.

2) Ibid-,-, p. 369.

3) Cf. Ball, R.: 'Allocation of Academic Staff in Universities',
Higher Educat~on, Vol. 9, no. ~., July 1980, pp. 419-428, in
which st~dant-staff ratios are analysed.
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studies have concentrated upon the scale economies inherent

in the institution in its entirety.

Authoritative work on the existence of economies of scale

in American institutions for higher education has been

undertaken by the Carnegie Commission. 1) Because of the

diversity of the higher education institutions in the USA ,

the Commission distinguished between five main groups,

nsmely doctoral-granting institutions, comprehensive colleges,

liberal arts colleges, two-year institutions, and specialized

institutions. In each category a further distinction was

made between public and private institutions. Despite this

stratification some considerable diversity remaihed. For

example, amongst the doctoral-granting institutions, which

correspond most closely to the South African norm, none of

the 101 public universities had less than 3 000 full-time

the universities with over 20 000 FTE students.

However the median waseqUivalent (FTE)

approximately 15

students in 1970.

000 FTE students with about 23 per cent of

In contrast

only about 10 per cent of the equivalent private institutions

had 15 000 or more FTE. students and the corresponding median

was about 7 000 in 1970. 2 ) Although these differences gave

rise to variation between the public and private university

sectors, as ~lso, naturally, between the institutional cate

gories themselves, the Commission concluded in their later

report that important generalizations could be discerned

that were applicable to all groups.

Firstly, they found that the grouping of educational and

general expenditures per FTE student portrayed economies of

scale most effectively, because of the inclusion thereby of

expenditures for administration, student services, plant

1) The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: New Students and
New Places (Policies for th~ Future Growth and Development
""[)f American Higher Education), New York, McGraloJ-Hill, 1971;
and The More Effective Use of ResourCES (An Imperative for
Higher-Education), Ne"J York, McGr3w-Hill, 1972.

2) The Carnegie Commission: New Students ••• , Ope Cit., p. 65.
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° d to d lOb ° 1) E °malntenance an opera 10n an 1 rarles. xpendltures

for departmental but not for organized research (i.e~ spon

sored and other separately budgeted research) were included.

post-graduate student enrolment was given a weight of three.

Secondly, it appeared that exceptionally small institutions

tended to have relatively high costs. 2 ) The costs per FT E

stud~nt initially fell sharply as enrolments increased, but

less dramatically once the institutions had reached a mode

ratp. size, indicating a curved relationship between F T E

enrolment and costs per FTE student. Scale economies, there-

fore, primarily benefited the smaller institutions, whereas

the growth of the larger ones brought relatively few econo

mic advantages from this source.

Thirdly, it was found that the variation. between institutions,

spoken of above, resulted in the fitted regression lines

having low correlation coefficients and high standard devia-

tions. Multivariate analysis, that made provision for the

inclusion of the variable 'number of fields', tended to improve

the sOtatistical results by catering for the cost raising di

versity commonly found jn the larger universities.

The Commission's analysis of the data pertaining to univer

sities alone was restricted by a lack of financial informa

tion, especially regarding the public research orientated

universities, with the result that emphasis was placed in the

analysis upon private universities. Nevertheless, the

available data (1967-1968) showed that for all universitios

combined educational expenditures per FTE student (i.e. ex

cluding general expenditures) declined quite sharply until

FTE enrolment reached about 5 000 and then more gradually to

an Bp.rolment in the vicinity of 15 000 FTE students. 3 ) Some

1) The Carnegie Commission: The More Effective ••• , Op. Cit.,
p. 163. For the use of costs instead of inputs compare
Section 3.5 below.

2) Ibid., p. 164.

3) Ibid., pp •. 165-167.
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evidence was produced to suggest that after a certain point,

which for private universities was considerably lower" than

for the public ones - 10 000 as against 20 000 FTE students

- costs could rise again. The analysis of expenditures for

the other categories distinguished for the private univer

sities, namely instructional and departmental researCh,

general administrative and institutional functions (including

student services), physical plant maintenance and operation,

and library services, disclosed patterns of variation that

conformed closely to those already discussed.
1

) The only

exception was that expenditures upon administration and

student services per weighted FTE student for the private

universities displayed a more consistent decline than those

for the other components.

In their analysis of English university data for 1969-1970,

Verry and Davies concluded that economies of scale in that

country are primarily due to the size and the indivisibility

of the fixed or set-up costs of a university.2) What

causes recurrent average costs to decline is the 'spreading'

of the fixed cost component as departmental outputs increase.

These results are derived from their having concentrated upon

simple linear cost functions, after having examined and re-

jected several alternatives. One of the implications of

this procedure is that marginal costs, that is, the costs of

each additional student, are assumed constant, implying that

average costs should fall and tend to equal marginal costs

as enrolments increase. Growth must,therefore, continue
,
to b~ beneficial in these terms for extended periods,

although gargantuan campuses could generate other'disecono

mias' in the sense of failing to provide t~eir students with

intellectually and socially suitable environments.

The Verry and Davies results conform with those of the Carne

gie Commission in as far as they, too, found that economies

1) Ibid., p. 167.

2) Verry, D. and Davies, B.: lllL: Cit., pp. 233-234.
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of scale were important and significant for universities.

The major difference lies therein that the Carnegie Com

mission hypothesized a curved relationship between total

costs and enrolment whereas Verry and Davies suggest a

linear relationship. In neither case was there suffi-

cient evidence to reject their respective hypotheses.

Indeed,it may be that differences in median university

size on either side of the Atlantic could have contribu

ted to the observed variance. 1)

The foregoing has focused upon recurrent or operational

costs. Economies of scale may also, of course, exist for

capital costs, as was noted in the introdllctory remarks

to this section. In this respect Halstead quotes sources

to demonstrate that the required physical space per FTE

student for classrooms, teaching laboratories, library and

other general facilities varies inversely to enrolment. 2 )

In contrast, in the Indiana institutions scrutinized office

space and that for medical care tended to vary relatively

little for institutions of different sizes, whereas the

space allocated per student for laboratories tended to in

crease with the size of the university. In summary, it

was found tha.t non-residential space in 1967 varied between

173,6 square feet per FTE student,if total enrolment was

less than 5oo,to 124 square feet,if enrolment exceeded

5 000. 3 )

Another study emphasizes the impact of the initial 'one

time' expenditures such as land acquisition, site development

and the provision of basic utilities on the relation of

1) The data provided in the two sources are not sufficiently
comparable to allow more than speculation on this point.

2) Blakesbey, J.F., et a1.: op. Cit., p. 57, as quoted in
Halstead, D.K.: ~ Cit., pp. 275-276.

3) Ibid.
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to enrolment. 1 ) It was estimated that in

to construct facilities for each additional FTE student

at a small cempus, say of 2 000 students, then et cempuses

where enrolment wes in the vicinity of 12 000. 2 )

A finel point to be noted with respect to economies of

scele is that the size of en institution could conceivebly

pley a greater role in determining the quelity of its out-

put than its qusntity. One may, for instance,sur~ise

that in larger departments the possibility of greater specie

lizatiDn would enhence the quality Df the teaching. On

the other hand it could be that greater departmental size

leads to a lack ofcDhesiDn and unity within the department.

Whatever the effects may be, they at present undoubtedly

elude measurement and may accordingly distort any estimates

of the economies of scale that are made.

3.4.3 Joint Production

In the earlier sections of this chapter reference was made

to the phenomenon of joint productiDn and the complications

caused by its presence for the apportionment of inputs to

specific outputs. Various definitions may be given of what

constitutes joint production, of which possibly the most

.helpful is, that when two or more activities Bre tD be per

formed, the provision of one Df these results in the others

becoming available at zero extra (marginal) cost. In es-

sence this simply implies that the production of both prDducts

tDgether can be undertaken more cheaply than the prDduction

1) With the exceptiDn Df land,these facilities do, however,
require renewal after a certain periDd of time. Cf. r~odel

E in Chapter 8.

2) California CO···Drdinating CDuncil for Higher Educat.iDn: i'1Et.i~!l

the Enrolment Demend for Public Higher ~ducati~_~elifor-:

n.ia" Through 1977 - The Need for ArJdi tional Cr}.lle9.es and Uni
versity Campuses, CCHE, Sacremento, AppendiX D, as quoted in
Helsteed, D./'i.: Gp. Cit., p. 276.
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1)
of each of them separately.

In universities the problem of jointness is usually raised

with respect to the provision of undergraduate teaching,

postgraduate teaching and research at departmental level,

although conceptually further distinctions could be made

between the various products of each of these categories.

It is argued, often on a priori grounds, that time spent,

say, on post-graduate teaching benefits the instructor's

ability to teactl undergraduates and that therefore, if two

persons were to be employ~d to teach th~ respective cate

gories, the sum of their inputs would exceed the total inputs

of the single instructor engaged in both. Similarly, the

argument is that by engaging in research, faculty members

are kept abreast of the latest developments in their fields,

without which far greater effort would be required for

adequate teaching.

Jointness is often presumed to be a typical characteristic

of educational production. It may also, though, be impor-

tant from the user side, as was described above in Section

2.2, where it was demonstrated that education could be viewed

simultaneously as consumption and investment. This charac

teristic may cause difficulties for the determination cf the

optimum amount of education if rates of return are not cal-

culated so as to incorporate both ~8pects. It is, however,

with the produotion problems oaused by jointness with which

the analysis must now grapple.

In the literature the major Difficulty arising from joint

production has been illustrated by using a 'mutton-WOOl'

analogy, which states that it is impossible to say which

proportion of a sheep's feed goes towards the production of

1) Millward, R.: Dr. Ci.t.: p. 252, and Verry, D. and Davies, 8.:
Dp. Cit.: pp. 52-59.
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mutton and which proportion towards the production of wool. 1)

Likewise, in universities it is often not possible to' state

which inputs have been used for which outputs. A book read

for the purpose of research may stimulate better teaching,

for example, and so the argument runs, there is no logical

way of apportioning the time spent in reading to the one or

the other output. If this really is the case and holds

generally for many university activities,any allocation of

time and costs spent upon specific outputs will be incorrect.

This makes the accurate monitoring of inputs impossible and

applies equally to those outputs which must be measured by

input proxies. Therefore, if jointness does exist to this

extent, the measurement of the research inputs made by a

university by the method of asking staff members to state

how much time they devote to th3t activity must at best be

an inaccurate procedure. Also, the fact that no time may

be allocated to the 'indeterminate' category of the question

naire, -does not necessarily imply the absence of joint

production. As was discussed more fully in Section 3.2, it

could however, prove to be the best possible method under

the circumstances.

Joint production has much in common with the indivisibilities,

analysed above in the context of economies of scale, because

many functions that were classified under the heading, in

cluding library, administrative and other ancilJ.ary services,

do not generally lend themselves to ready compartmentaliza

tion.

Nevertheless, one should beware of concluding from the fore

going that all university production is invariably subject

to jointness. It may be that many aspects are separable,

as often is the case with marginal costs in particular. It

may even be the case that outputs compete for the available

1) Carter, C.F.: 'The Economics of HighEr Education', .It'~

Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies, XXXIII,
Jan.-'-955, pp. 1-16 on-po 2.
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inputs, in the sense, for example, that undergraduate

teaching could become a positive hindrance to resear~h

activities. Verry and Davies found that their cost ana-

lyses produced no statistically significant evidence of

joint supply between undergraduate teaching, post-graduate

teaching and research, although their production function

results indicated that jointness probably exists between

post-~aduate teaching and research at least. 1 ) If joint-

ness affects quality more than quantity, its effects be

com~ even more difficult to assess.

3.4.4 Productivity and Efficiency2)

Productivity refers to output per unit of input and is

tilerefore clearly related to the production functidn con

cept. In fact, the production function defines the locus

of optimally productive points obtainable with the availa

ble technology that is traced when output is increased.

In addition, if this maximum feasible productiVity is at-

tained, production is said to be efficient. If not, it is

technically possible to move away from points of inefficien

cy to the boundary that defines the efficient possibilities

as described by the production function.

Economists are interested in average productivity but also,

in particular, in marginal productiVity. This is because

one of the corollaries of welfare economic theory is that

under certain conditions an optimal configuration is charac

terized by the deployment of resources such that the ratio

1) Ve'rry, D. and Davies, B.: Op. Cit., p. 235. However,
,McKenzie, R.B. argues with the aid of elementary indif
ference curve analysis that an increase in teaching load
could possibly affect an increase in the time spent on
research and vice versa. 'The Economics of Reducing
Faculty Teaching Loads', Journal of Political Economy,
Vol. BO, no. 3, part 1, M~y/June 1972, p. 617-519.

2) Cf. Verry, D.: 'Cost Studies and Efficiency', in The
Open University: ~Cit.

.i
!,

i
:1:

y
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of the marginal products of any two factors equals the ratio

of their prices. 1) Therefore, the combined knowledg~ of

both marginal products and prices could be of great use to

planners, who could confidently advise the increased use of

those factors of which marginal product exceeded price and

the decreased use of those of which price exceeded marginal

product. Fortunately, estilnates of the marginal products

of the various factors are given by the structural para

meters of an econometrically estimated linear production

f t · 2)·unc 10n.

An increase in productivity can be caused in two ways, either

by a move from a suboptimal to an optimal point on the pro

duction function, in which case the earlier production was

inefficient, Dr by a shift of the optl.mal frontier itself,

possibly by the introduction of new technology. In the

second case one has clearly moved to a ne~J, althuugh related

production function. The question that arises is this: if

measured productivity in education were to increase, would

one wish to attribute the change to the first or the second

of these possibilities? The answer, of course, depends

upon whether universities may reasonably be assumed to

msximize their objectives, an assumption that was scrutinized

in Section 3.4.1 above. It was decided at that point that,

although brpader university objectives were not well defined

in a quantifiable way, it was reasonable to assume that in

dividual departments within the university attempt to mini-

mize costs. Even so it was concluded that estimated pro-

duction functions were best given on 'average' interpretation

in the sense that there were likely to be aberrations from

the achievable maximum.

Because productivity relates physical inputs to physical

outputs, one is faced with all the problems of measurement

1) Cf. the App~ndix to Chapter 2.

2) Bowles,S.: QE..:...-£!: t., p. 26.
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discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Nevertheless, attempts

have been made to quantify productivity trends in higher

education, two of which - those by O'Neill, and by Wood

hall and Blaug - will be discussed briefly.

O'Neill attempted to analyse the use of resources in

education in the USA over the period 1930-1957. 3 )

higher

Credit

hours were used as the basic cDmpDnent with which tD measure

prDductivity, research being Dmitted by subtracting research

expenditure frDm tDtal CDStS. Several largely unavDidable

SDurces Df bias were intrDduced by this prDcedure and ac-

knDwledged by the authDr. Firstly, the pDssibly pDsitive

effects Df joint production were not incorporated due to the

exclusion of research. Secondly, quality changes, which

in economics are generally accGunted fDr by Dbserving va

riatiDns in price, CDuld nDt be adequately included due tD

the lack Df suitable educatiDnal prices. Thirdly, the

measurement Df the credit hDurs themselves os well as Df

many Df the Dther variables was cDnsidered tD be less than

perfect. Nevertheless, the results Df the research are

interesting.

It was fDund that Dver the period 1930-1967 the average

annual increase in CDsts per credit hour was approximately

3.4 per cent, which may be brDken dDwn intD two cDmpDnents,

namely, changes in input prices per unit Df input and changes

in the amounts Df inputs used tD prDduce a unit Df output.

Clearly it is the latter which is of impDrtance fDr the

measurement Df productivity. It was fDund that the infla-

tiDn of input prices had Dccurred at a rate Df 3 per cent

per year, SD that Dnce adjustment had been made fDr the

pDssible effects Df quality changes, it cDuld be concluded

that the real reSDurces used per credit hour had not changed

--,-------_._-
1) 0 I Neill, J.: Resource Use in f-llJl!18r Ec.!.ucation .- T!'.!:.'2ds i.r:!

.Q.~ts and Inputs, 1930-1967, Nel~ Vlnk, Carnegie ComrniElsion
on Higher Education Report, 1971. Vide Section 3.3.2.
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over the period. 1) The evidence therefore suggested that

productivity in higher education had remained static.·

Woodhall and Blaug attempted to measure trends in the

productivity of British university education over the pe-

riod 1938-1962. 2 ) They did so by constructing indices of

educational input and output over the period. The unit

for the index of output was taken as a student completing

a course, which, although leaving the problem of 'wastage'

unsolved, readily provided totals for the years analysed.

lhree different sets of weights were used to aggregate these

totals, giving indices With respectively an educational, a

cultural, and an economic slant. However, it appeared that

the choice of weights did not affect the results appreciably,

becaus~ the strongly risingtfend in the number of students

overshadowed the effects of different trends in the various

faculties. 3 )

The index of inputs included estimates of the opportunity

costs of student time, the number of teaching staff weighted

by their salaries, the real expenditure on books and admi

nistrative services, and capital. Provision was made for

research by estimating the percentage of resources absorbed

by it, and subtracting that from the tota1. 4 )

On oomparing the two indices of inputs and outputs it was

found that the increase in inputs had been greater then the

increase in outputs,and that moreover, there had been a

steady decline in productivity over the period under reI/lew.

Even if provision had been made for quality changes, it ls

Ibid., pp. 37-38.

Woodhall, M. and Blaug, M.: 'Productivity Trends in British
University Education', Minerva, II, 4, Summer, 1965, pp.
483-498. ----

LPid., pp. 489-490.

Cf. Section 3.3.2.
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unlikely. that the conclusion would have been altered. 1)

The implications of this conclusion are that universi~y

education continually absorbed more of the country's re

sources, the more so because the prices of the factors

used in educational production, as also, therefore, the

opportunity costs of each factor,were influenced by the

average productivity of the economy as a whole, which had

been rising over the period.

The results of this research by Woodllall and Blaug illus

trate one of higher education's most pressing problems,

namely the lack of technological change in an environment

characterized by rapid innovation. The absence of in- _

creased productivity coupled with a labour intensive pro

duction process has resulted in the real costs of educa-

tion rising more than proportionately. In order to

attract staff, universities must compete with industry and

the other sectors of the economy,which have been able to

pay higher wages out of increased production. Consequent-

ly universities have become more expensive, relatively

speaking,in an era in which great expansion in university

education has occurred. Sheenan, for example, quotes

evidence to show that in West Germany between 1950 and 1952

the cost-of-living index increased by 27,9 per cent, the

implicit GNP price index by 49,1 per cent and the educational

input price index by 125,9 per cent. 2 ) Even if prOVision

is made for inaccuracies in measurement, the trend is clear

ly discernible.

Some authors have questioned the need for static university

technology by pointing to the possibilities offered bV

teaching aids such as closed circuit television and video-

1) ]P).d., pp. 495-495.

2) [dding, F. and Berstecher, D.: Internationa_l Developm~~__in
Expendi ture, 1950-1955, Paris, U~J[SC[J, 1967, Table -17,
quo-fecrrn--sheenan, J.: The Economics of Education, London,
George Allen and Unwin, no date, p. 16.
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tape and suggested that many of the more standard courses

could be produced effectively by these means. 1) Their

use would result in greatly improved labour productivity

within the university. Undoubtedly, this approach to

teaching is less appropriate in those fields which depend

heavily upon the interpretation of a teacher or on class

debate. However, even in these fields it has been de-

monstrated that effective, alternative and often less

costly means of teaching do exist, as for example have

been developod by the correspondence universities, such as

Unisa in South Africa.

In a study of the Open University in Britain, which uses

correspondence teaching, Wagner found that its costs were

significantly different from thuse of the conventiwnal

universities. Many conceptual and statistical problems

arise in making such comparisons, but the results are of

such a nature that they cannot be ignored. It was esti-

mated that the average recurrent cost per equivalent under

graduate at the Open University was little more than quarter

of that of conventionsl universities; that the capital cost

per student place was about six per cent of the conventional

figure; that the average recurrent cost per graduate would

have been equalized to the conventional equivalent, if the

Open University had had a drop-out rate of eighty-five pe~'

cent; and that the resource cost per equivalent undergra

duate was about a sixth of that of conventional universitie6~)

In the interpretation of these results, it should, however,

be borne in mind that these Rtatistics refer only to the

teaching of particular courses. It could be argued that

students are educated by the general influence of a univer

sity, an influence that is largely denied to those students

1) Reder, M.W.: 'A Suggestion for Increasing the Efficiency of
Universities', in Lumsden, K.G. (Ed.): .9£. Cit., pp.207--216.

2) Wagner, L.: 'The Economics of the Open Universi ty', Higher
Education, Vol. 1, no.2, 11aV 1972. pp. 159-183.
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who are unable to attend conventional residential univer-

statutory residence periods

of their students.
1

)

sities. The importance of this aspect is mirrored in the

required by most universities

It has also been suggested that the economic organization

of modern universities perpetuates inefficiencies and the

use of obsolescent technology.2) The 'non-profit' nature

of the education industry, the absence of a group with the

rights and interests that accompany ownership,arldthe dif

ficulty of monitoring the outputs of university staff,all

contribute to this argument. Because of the lack of both

profits and owners,the pressures normally brought to bear

upon firms to achieve efficiency do not exist. The con

trol that would otherwise have been exercised through these

channels is diverted to the faculties, giving rise to the

anomaly, where those with vested interests in minimal con

trol are in fact called upon to monitor outputs. When

viewed in conjunction with the current incentive system

with its heavy bias tDwards publicatiDns and consultative

wDrk, the lack Df consumer sovereignty and the control of

admissions,the system is seen tD be inherently static and

prDne to technical inefficiencies.

Of cDurse, these arguments have profDund implications for

the norm~l interpretatiDn Df prDductiDn functiDns. AccDr-

d.ingly, it was emphasized above in Section 3.4.1 that empiri·

cally estimated production functions should be interpreted

as portraying the 'average' prDductiDn possibilities Df

universities rather than the set of best possibilities

1) Cf.Carter, C.F.: 'The ECDnDmics of the Open University:
ACDmment', Higher Education_, VDl. 2, no. 1, Feb. 1973,
pp. 69-70. Also, Mace, J.: 'Mythodology in the Making
is the Open University Really CDst-Effective', Highe_E.
Education, Vol. 7, nD. 3, Aug. 1978, pp. 295-310.

2) CDotner, P.H.: 'EcDnDmic Organization and Inefficiency
in the MDdern University', in Lumsden, K.G. (Ed.):

.QE..: Ci t., pp. 217-240.
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available.

Efficiency pertains not only to teaching and research but

also concerns the use of capital assets. In this respect

many have observed that the use of university buildings is,

in particula~ often subject to inefficiencies. It is

cogently argued that, for example, the traditional sche

duling of lectures on weekday mornings and laboratory

practical classes for the afternoons implies that both

lecture halls and laboratories are under-utilized. It is

clearly also possible to use these facilities on Saturdays

and in the evenings.
1

)

The cause of inefficiencies of this nature is partly to be

found in the absence of r~ntal cha~ges for the use of

equipment, office space, lecture rooms and the like in most

universities' internal accounting systems. Economic logic

confirms that, if resources are scarce, they are 'best ra

tioned by charging user prices equivalent to the marginal

opportunity costs entailed. 2 ) If this is not done, those

depart~ents that have either fortuitously o~ by means of

rhetoric within university committees acquired possession

of various assets, are deprived of incentives to use them

1) Williams, B.R. warns against hasty conclusions in this re
gard by reminding his readers that it is easy to over-
estimate low capacity utilization. There may be constraints
in other, complementary sectors that make the overall im-
proved use of facilities difficult, he argues. 'Capacity
and Output of Uni versi ties', Th8 Manchester SCllool gf Econo
mic and Social Studies, Vol. XXXI, no. 2, May, 1963, pp.
185-202. The existence of such a situation suggests unba
lanced planning, however. Dunworth, J. and Bottomley, A.
found that in the University of Bradford,laboratories were
used for 40 per cent of a 32-hour working week, the lecture
theatres and classrooms for 51 per cent, when they were on
average 47 per cent full. 'Potential Economies of Sca18
at the University of Bradford', Higher Education, Vol. 2,
May 19'73, pp. 225-228, on p. 227. Cf. alsD Eurich, A.C.:
'Increasing Productivi ty in Higher Education', The !3..~i.el'!.

of Econo~ics And Statistics, Supplement, August 1960,
pp. 5185- '188.

2) Cf. Section 2.7, the AppendiX to Chapter 2, in which the
logic of this 'rule' is explained.
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efficiently. Under conditions of fixed supply, as is the

case in the short run with university assets and physical

space, the relevant opportunity costs are not equal to

either the average or marginal costs of providing the

facilities, but are equal to the values placed on small

additions of the particular assets by the users just ex-

cluded. In effect,therefore, the department that bids

highest fDr the use of, say, a particular room should be

allocated the use thereof and charged the price tendered.

But this practice is,of course, rarely adhered to (an ex

ception being charges made for computer time), with the

result that inefficiencies are unavDidable. 1)

Suggestions for the Dverall imprDved use Df university

buildings include the adDptiDn Df a three term calender

Dr Dther variatiDns Df year-rDund DperatiDn. 2 ) The cur

rent semester system, it is submitted, leaves the univer

sity's physical assets idle for a substantial fraction of

the year. If, therefbre, universities were tD Dperate all

the year round, they would be able either to function with

fewer facilities Dr admit mDre students in relatiDn to the

existing fscilities.

exist, one is clearly

natives.

In the case where facilities already

faced with the second of the alter-

1) A scheme to enhance incentives for efficiency is to be found
in Dunworth, J. and CODk, R.: 'Budgetary Devolution as an
Aid to University Efficiency', Higher Education, Vol. 5,
no. 2, May 1976, pp. 153-168. In some universities inter-
nal pricing in the form of formula weights are used.
Minahan, J.P.: 'Administratic'e'Cost Accounting: WhDse Cost
and Whose Accounting', Journal of Hi~r Education, Vol.XLV,
nD. 1, January 1974, pp. 38-47.

2) Cf. Halstead, D.K.: Op. Cit., pp. 634-635; Carnegie Commis
siDn on Higher EducatiDn: The More Effective Use of Resources,
~Cit~, pp. 122-125; and de VilLiers, J.W.R.: -Die Drie-=.
termynstelsel aan ~ Universiteit, Unpublished Essay, Univer-
si ty Df StellenbDsch, 1980. -
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A three term calender would not necessarily require that

students remain at university during anyone year any"

longer than they do under the semester system. They

would, of course, be permitted to do so, if they wished

to complete their studies more quickly than previously

possible. The system does, however, depend upon at

least two intakes of students during the year, so that the

facilities are used during each of the three available

terms. Students wishing to make use of only two of the

terms could use the third for on_the -job tl'aining, military

service or the earning of their keep. The implications

for feculty staff are similar to those for students: they

would not be required to teach for more than two of the

three ternls, and would have the remaining time available

for research, reading, preparation of lectures, etc.

Neenless to say, the last point implies that more staff

members will be required in total than before, but, given

time, the increase should be offset against the increased

intake of students. The difficult period is that of

transition,during which productivity may be forced do~n by

the additional teachers required to operate the extended

system, unless it is introduced piecemeal,as and when de

partments become large enough to warrant two streams of

students. In addition, long term problems may be expe-

rienced by those departments that have insufficient students

to warrant their division by two intakes, unless they ope

rate during two of the terms only. Careful analysis of

the empirical situation is required to ascertain whether

these and other possibly increased costs do not outweigh

the"capital savings hoped for from the more efficient use of

facilities. The msny variations possible on year-round

operation make .5!.-E.El..C!.ri specuiation on costs and benefits

difficult. Each scheme requires individual investigation

before being either rejected or accepted for USB in a par-

ticular L1niversiiy. On the national front the labour force

implications cf the possibly speedier delivery of cohorts
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of graduates also require consideration. Williams adds

that the system will be difficult to introduce into exist

ing universities. It would also make the university's

timetable inflexible because the number of sessions re

quired would only just fit into the calendar year. 1)

Carter has warned that although many of the benefits of such

a reorganization are measurable, the disadvantages often

defy quantification, being of an intangible nature. He

does believe, however, that the judicious application of

operations analysis to the use of university facilities,

end technical, ancillary and administrative staff can be

beneficial. 2 )

In some quarters the use of planning-programming-budgeting

systems (PPBS) has been advocated for universities desirous

of improving their efficiency. PPBS is designed for the

organization and presentation of informstion, particularly

on costs and benefits, as an aid for rational decision

making. Its principal features are the organization of

activi ties into structured programmes, that relate to speci

fic objectives ,and the identification of the costs and

benefits, associated with each programme, so as to enable

sound financial and academic planning. 3 ) Weathersby and

Balderston, the authors of an extensive study on PPBS in

1) Williams, B.R.: QE~~~, pp. 201-202.

2) Carter, C. F.: r The Efficiency of Uni versiti2s', Higher Edu
cati..£.!l, Vol. 1, no. 1, Feb. 1972, pp. 77-89. See also:
Weathersby, G.B. and Balderston, F.E.: 'PPBS in Higher Edu
cation Planning and Management: Part III, Perspectives and
Applications of PoU.cy Analysis', Higher Education, Vol. 2,
no. 1, Feb. 1973, PP. 33-68, in which pp. 47-68 offer a case
study of year-round operation at the University of California.

3) Wearthersby, G.B. and Balderston, F.E.: 'PPBS in Higher Edu
cation Planning and Management: Part I, an Overview', Higher
Education, Vol. 1, no. 2, May 1972, pp. 191-206; also their
...-:-:--::----p-a:-rt II, The University of Cali fornia', Higher Educa
tion., Vol. 1, no. 3, Aug. 1972, pp. 299-320; and ' ••• Part III,
Perspectives ;Jnd Applications of Policy Analysis', ~ler
Educatiof" Vol. 2, no. 2., Feb. 1973, pp. 33-68.
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universities,warn against the simplistic use of PP8S in

academic institutions, but do nevertheless recommend pecision

focused analysis as essential for improving efficiency.1)

3.5 From Production Functions to Cost Functions. 2 )

Cost functions relate costs, either total, average or margi

nal, to output and are conceptually not far removed from

production functions, although logically the latter must

precede the former. Most of what has been said in Section

3.4 applies mutatis mutandis to cost functions, so much so

that ,in the anslysis of production above, costs were at

times substituted for inputs. Thia,was permitted not only

because of the similarities between the two concepts, but

because educational inputs are often notoriously difficult

to quantify in other than cost terms. Nevertheless, at

this juncture a distinction must be made between these two

concepts.

Cost functions can be derived from production functions by

the simple means of multiplying the physical inputs by the

respective input prices. If input prices are constant,

irrespective o~ the volume of production, and linear produc

tion functions are assumed, the move from a production to a

cost function is an easy operation that leaves the shape of

the function unaltered, but changes the scale of and inter-

cept on the vertical axis. However, if input prices vary

1) Ibid., Part III.

2) Cf. Layard, P.R.G. and Verry, D.W.: 'Cost Functions of Univer
si ty Teaohing and Research', Economic Journal, \/01. 85,
March 1975, pp. 55-74, as also Verry, D.W. and Davies, B.:
.QE. Cit., E..assim. The policy variables that affect costs
are: the faculty budget per staff member, the proportion
of funds used for teaching, the yearly hours of instruction
per student, the total staff-contact hours per staff member
and the average section size of the class. CUA/LOU Joint
Subcommittee on Finance/Operating Grants: Fin~'2.s:.t_~niv~

sity Programs in Education, Report on the Special Study of
Requirem~nts for the Formula Fundlng of Education Programs
in Ontario Universities, Ontario, 1971, pp. 32-33.
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with the volume of production, the transition from a pro

duction to a cost function will entail altering the f~nc

tional equation, which now mayor may not retain its linear

properties. Clearly, cost functions and production func

tions are only 'interchangeable' for practical .purposes in

the first case described above.

The first case corresponds to what is known in the litera

ture as that of 'perfect factor markets', the second to

that of 'imperfect factor markets'. In perfect markets

individual firms, (in the case under consideration, indivi

dual universities), are unable to influence the prices of

their inputs by manipulating the quantity demanded thereof,

whereas in imperfect markets, this does not apply. Itis

therefore necessary to examine the position of the South

African universi~ies in this respect to determine the natu.e

of their factor markets.

It is submitted that the major university factor markets,

namely those for academic and other staff and for capital,

may for all practical purposes be considered to approximate

'perfect' markets sufficiently to be treated 8S such analy-

tically. This submission. can he defended upon the followirlg

grounds. Individual universities are 'price takers' with

respect to the salaries they pay to faculty members, because

salaries are determined by the Department of National Edu

cation in conjuncti~n with the Civil Service after conside

ration of the demand for and supply of academic skills in

the academic, public and private sectors. Individusl uni-

versities are not normally able to influenoe this process

in any way. To acquire administrative and clerical staff,

universities have to compete in the open market for such

skills. And with respect to capl.tal requirements,the cur-

rent procedure is similar. Although the Government guaran-

tees and subsidizes the interest and redemption payments on

loans made by the universities within prestated limits, the

universities themselves must compete.on the open capital

markets for· the money needed.
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Under these ci~cumstances it is not unreasonable to assume

that cost functions are derived from the production func

tions by multiplication with a constant price, in which

case the functional form remains essentially unaltered.

Once provision has been"made for this difference, the

analysis above applies to the cost functions under review,

as well as to the production functions and need not be re-

peated. In fact, even if this had not been the case, most

of the conceptual problems would have been the same. There-

fore, although some differences in functional form could

occur, the analysis above retains its relevance.
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. CHAPTER 4

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE PROVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION

4.1 Introduction

In the preceding pages an analysis of the production of higher

education was advanced. However, nothing was said of how financial

provision was to be made for that production, except that in

Chapter 1 two polar cases were briefly identified, namely, provi

sion by the state and provision by the private sector. It is the

aim of this chapter to return to and to amplify that topic by dis

cussing firstly the case for the provision of higher education by

the government and secondly that of private provision.

The arguments for and against both of these two possibilities have

a long history and in many respects the debate remains unresolved. l )

Often, too, an argument for one of the methods implies an argument

against the other. The stating of th~ pros and cons of Bach inde

pendently would, therefore,entail tedious re~etitions, to avoid

which use has been made in the exposition below of the obvious Qver

laps that exist. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 should consequently be I'Bad

together. Section 4.4 is devoted to examining the possibilities

of combining private and governmental efforts into a mixed system

for financing university education by using the positive elements

of each.

4.2 The Provision of Higher _Edu.cation by the Government

4.2.1 Market Failure as Justification for the Public Provision of

Education-------

It has come to be universally accepteD that the government has an

important role to play in the provision of higher education.

Nevertheless ,a distinction must be made betlueen governmental

1) West, E.G.: 'Private versus Public Education: A Classical Eco
nomic Dispute', Journal of Political_ Econo!D.':L, October 1964,
pp.455-75.
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financial aid to education and the actual physical prov1s1on of

educational services by the government. The former does not

necessarily require the latter and, in fact, as will be demonstra

ted below, financial assistance by the government to privately

owned and operated institutions has come to be of utmost importance.

The governmental provision of higher education is generally thought

of as being the 'free' supply of education by the state to selec

ted students. This definition requires qualifications in respect

of the term 'free'. What is usuelly meant thereby in this con

text is that the costs of teaching are waived, but of course,

teaching costs are only a part of a,student's costs, which in ad

dition to fees include board and lodging and forgone income.

Because costs for board and lodging are incurrcd by stud8ntFl and

non-students alike, they do not comprise opportunity costs. D1

the other hand, income forgone by students clearly must fall in

the latter category. Consequently, to be truly free education

would have to be provided not only without charge but with a

grant to cover the student's full opportunity costs. Because in

practice this rarely occurs, education usually commands a price,

even when no user charges are made, although the fact that the

price is concealed results in its usually being overlooked.

The provision of (high8r) education at a near zero user charge to

the student is considered by some to be desirable for several

reasons. Of these some have already been dealt with in general

terms in Section 2.2. For instance, the primary economic jus-

tification for public support for higher education is to be found

in its public good properties. Because education gives rise to

externali tie s, I insufficient' educat ion would be used, if the

decisions concerning its consumption were to be left entirely to

private persons. Because of these 'neighbourhood effects~ as they

hav8 also beEn called~) education can be considered a 'me ri t'

1) FriEdman, M.: 'The Role of Government in Education', in Solo, R.A.
(Ed.): Economics and the Public Interest, New Brunswick, N J ,
Rutgers University Press, -1955; also Becker, G.S.: ):!uIT@_n Capi',;'il..
A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis with Special RefE)rence tl!.
~ducation,NBER, New York, 1964, pp. 117-121.
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good, in which case interference in private decision making is

justified.

The extent to which public benefits are generated by education

will, in accordance with this argument, determine the extent to

which the public purs8 can be held liable for the costs of educa

tion. In this reppect, it is possible that the returns to educa

tion for society at large will vary in accordance with the type

of education and its level. Undoubtedly, the'strongest argument

for 'total' subsidization is in respect of the first number of

school years during which the basic computational skills and

literacy are taught. It goes Without saying that the community

benefits of having one's neighbours possess these initial scholas

tic attributes, are considerable. They are, indeed, essential for

exercising the basic rightc and duties of citizenship in a demo

cratic state. As the student progresses up the educational ladder
-'--- -._._----_.,.,.-,--.• ,- .. " _.. _--_._, _.,.,.. .." . '--. ',-- - .-, -'. .'--. ..

there is arguably, hC)i!J£=ver, <I ..declinejn the ad,cltttolJj,IJ,commqrLity

b~~.!'.·E~._g:~El.r~t~d···by .' a earticular student's greater 19arningl)

and thus, pari passu., reason for a less than one hundred per cent

subsidy by the state. Although undoubtedly benefits for the

community at large are generated by higher education, governmen

tal intervention in the form of subsidies is only required in as

far as thosa benefits are not adequately reflected in market

prices (and wages) and thus give rise to market failure.

In a similar vein some are wont to argue, that with respect to

those categories of education that provide specifically vocational

or professional training,the private returns tQ the student out

weigh those to society and that, accordingly, public financial

support to those groups should be correspondingly 10wer. 2 ) It

could however, be that the distinction is spurious, for a general

higher education in, say the humanities, could open occupational

possibilities no les8 than would a specific education in, say,

1) Friedman, M.: ~~ Cit., p. 88.

2) Ibid. ; also Wiseman, J.: 'The Economics of Education',
~CDttish Journal of Political_ Econom!l, February 1959, p. 52.
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the applied sciences or law, albeit possibilities of a more

general nature. The call for differentiated subsidies in Favour

of the non-professional forms of higher education cannot, there-
• 1)

fore, be supported on these grounds.

A related, although non-economic reason for state support, is the

creation of a relatively uniform set of national values that

would generate social cohesion and national pride by means of a

standardized education. But this is an argument that would be of

les8 signiFJ.cance to higher edGcation than to schools, besides

being one that would not necessarily be endorsed by all.

Further justification for state support is that the educational

effort of a country and its economic growth have been shown to

be closely correlated and that; consequently, the gov~rnment

should encourage investment in human capitsl by shouldering a major

portion of its costs. The difficulties encountered in trying to

establish the nature of this correlation were discussed in

greater detail in Section 2.5 ebove. 2 )

It is often argued that further justification for public support

for education is to be found in the market failure associated

wittl the financing of inveetments in human capital, beCBuse of

the problems raised by uncertainty, risk and insufficient liqui

dity.3) Young persons Bre generally uncertain of their abilities

to benefit from higher education and may originate from homes

that arE! sadly lacking in parental guidance in this respect .

Furthermore, uncertainty of future events, including life-span,

morbidity and academic prowess may influence a prospective stu

dent's vision of the rate of return upon his investment and may

.__._._----_._--
1) HorolJin, G.W. and Smyth, R.L.: 'The Economics of Education: .A,

Comment', ..fu:_otti...f,;.tLJQlU'nil1· of Political Ec cmQlIl.!,i , Februsry 1960,
pp. 67-74 on page 73.

2) I:_t. also Bowman, M.J.: 'Schultz, DBnison, and the Contri.butJ.on of
"[ds" to National Income Growth', Jourr;~l of Polit.ica.]. Econmnv,
Vol. 72, October 1964, pp. 450-464.

3) Becker, G.S.: pp. Cit., pp. 55-58.
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result in a socially incorrect 'market' solution. A complica

ting factor in the case of investment in education is its highly

illiquid nature, which implies that, once the investment has

been made, only one way of acquiring a return exists. The asset

. cannot be transformed into any other or generate a dividend by

any other means. Therefore, an incorrect investment remains so

for aver, which discourages those of meagre means from entering

the field at all.

Then again, imperfections on the supply side of capital markets

could produce a similarly sub-optimal solution that could re

quire state intervention in the form of the 'free' provision of

higher education. Human capital cannot generally be offered as

collateral for the purpose of raising loans to finan6e (higher)

education, with the result that poor students may experience

difficulties lLlith procuring funds and possibly be deprived of

making what could have been profitable investments. Although

similar arguments are applicable to other forms of investment by

young persons, the effects in the case of education may be ex

pected to be more severe, because of the relatively long-term

nature of the investment and the difficulties encountered with

its postponement. Because of the reluctance on the part of out

siders to invest their money in students' education, self-finan

cing must uften be resorted to by students, especially by those

envisaging a general as opposed to a technical education and

consequently unable to solicit some measure of support from

private firma. And undoubtedly, self-financing by the family

favours those of wealtilY parentage.

Market failure of a different kind occurs when economic forces

exist that give riSE to monopolies, as may happen if significant

economies of scale are present. As has been pointed out in

Section 3.4.2 above, there are reasons to believe that in the

casa of education, higher education in particular, such scale

economies, albeit loosely defined to accommodate indivisibili

ties, Br2 to be expected. The implication~ of such a situation
are that, because growth of a partioular institution results in

lower average costs, small competing units are inclined to merge

to reap the c:dvantages of size. The outcome is B monopoly with
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its attendant disadvantages of being able to raise prices, re

duce quantities and eliminate a good deal of consumer sovBreignty.

Although these disadvantages are in general serious, it is not

self-evident what they in fact mean when applied to education. In

as far as universities are maximizers it is unlikely that income

will be maximized. If prestige is maximized, it seems possible

that an increase in, rather than a diminution of quantity, i.e.

students, could be implied. And considerable doubt exists whether

consumer sovereignt~iis a meaningful concept in institutions that

pride themselves on faculty autonomy. Therefore, alt.hough local

monopolies may be inclined to devel.op in the education market,

their significance seems ambiguous. Their effect, especially i.rl

the field of higher education, will in all probability also have

been reduced by the speed and convenience of modern transporta

tion.

4.2.2 Equity as Justification for the Public Prmrlsion of Education

The advocates of state provision of higher education point to

the inequities that would result from educational market failures,

as well as to the benefits that would arise from 'free' govern

mental provision of higher education.I) They argue that their

case is strengthened by the appsrent correlation that is believed

to exist between the education received and social strata attained

by parents and those of their off-springs. 2 ) On these grounrJs

they argue that the removal of at least one of the obstacles to

higher education in the way of the poor and socially disadvan

taged, although by no means capable of offering a panacea for

inequalities, could contribute to the removal of inequities.--_._-_._-
1) Cf. lLiattenbarger, J.l..: 'Student fees and Public RE!sponsibility',

in Orwig, M.D. (Ed.) : Financing. Higher Educatlon : Alternatives
for the FE!Ejeral Government, IOlua City, Monograph 5, The American
College Testlng Program, 1971.

2) UnfortunateJ.V the interrelatedness ofnumerouB social and physio
logical factors makes the identification of such relationships
extremely difficult. Jencks, C.: 'Social Stratification and Higllsl'
Educat.ion', in Orluig, M.D. (Ed.) : Op. Cit., and Blaug, M.: he,
Introduction to the Economics of Education, Middlesex, Penguin
Books, 197,0, pp. 32 - 46. ....
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Unfortunately, it is not certain that this will necessarily

follow. Firstly, if the relationship noted in the previous

paragraph dDes generally hDld, it would appear to suggest that

'free' gDvernmental provision wDuld be an ineffective instrument

for achieving the stated goal. Secondly, although financial

matters are no doubt of importance, Dne study, at least, found

that parental income had relatively little influence upcn univer

sity admissions. l ) It is also possible that SDme enrolled students

receive no parental suppDrt, but fend for themselves on the earn

ings of their holiday work. In fact, it has been alleged that the

greater financial source of ineqLlality of opportunities is the

absence of support in the final schoDl years fDr impDverished

students who have passed the legal school-leaving age. Sl:lhool

holidays and r~quirements are less convenient for part-time wo~k

than are the university equivalents. The pressure upon poer

students to leave school and find full-time employment is conse-·

quently greater. But the sucl:lessful I:lompletion of schocl is a

prerequisite for university admission. 2 )

From the point of view of equity, some have asked if it is not

inequitable to I:lonfine subsidies to those who are able and

eligible to go to universities, rather than to provide subsidies

for all of university-going age. 3 ) As Johnson has phrased it:

"Superior intelligence Dr skill is undDubtedly mDre economically

useful than the absence of it, but discriminating in favour of

it by fiscal subsidization will not necessarily produce a more

democratic and pove~ty-free Dr egalitarian society.,,4) It WDuld

Jencks, C.: Op. Cit., pp. 8a-97; also Corres, H.: The Economics
of Human Resources, Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing 1;0.,
1963, Chapter VII. Cf. Section 4.4.3 below.

Cf. Blaug, M.: Op. C~t., p. 305; also Pechman, J.A.: 'Note on the
Intergenerational Transfer of Public Higher-Education Benefits',
Journal of Politicol EconDmy, Vol. BO, nD. 3, Part II, May/June
1972, pp. S 256-259. See also FrDDmkin, J.: Trends in the SDurces
of Student SuopDrt fDl' PDsts~£QDda:r:.'L_Educ.§~iolJ., IO(ua, AmericaJi
College Testing Program, Special Report 16, 1975, p. 23,where the
importance of student earnings in financing higher education is
emphasized.
Ibid.

Johnson, H..G.: 'The Alternatives beforE! Us', Journal oL~ol.i.:.
}ical Eco~orn~, Vol. 80, no. 3, Part II, May/June 1972, pp.S280 
S289 on p. 289.
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be possible to investigate the relationships between university

fees, per capita national income and -student enrolments. HOuJ8Ver,

considered opinion has it that what could be of greater importance

than financial ability is the attitude adopted both by the poten

tial student and his parents towards university attendance. Per

ception of the need for and the will to achieve a higher education

can be of overriding importance for a student's success at univer-
"t 1)Sl y._

Equity should, of course, be viewed against the broader backdrop

of society as a whole. Public or state provision of higm:r educa

tion, which requires taxation of the community for the provision

of funds, cannot therefore be judged in isolation. In an important

sense, what occurs if this method of financing is resorted to, is

a redistribution of income and wealth from one section of the

community, the taxpayers, to another, the students. Now, the cor

relation between higher education and future earnings has been

well established, even though doubt exists 8S to the causality

involved: although a degree does not of itself generate higher

earnings, it has certainly become the most convenient key to the

portals of future financial success. 2 ) The question to be asked

is, accordingly, if it is equitable to tax the community at large,

including its poorer members, to subsidize a group that will un

doubtedly beccme its more affluent portion in the future.

1) Jencks, C.: .9J!., Cit., pp. 88-97; Bowles, S.: 'Schooling and In
equality from Generation to Generation', Journal of Political
Economy, Vol. BO, no. 3, Part II, May/June 19172, pp. 5219-5251,
comes to the conclusion that, despite some evidence to the con
trsry, ' ••• a surprisingly strong relationship (exists) between
socio-economic background on the one hand, and educational attain
ments and income on the other' (p. 5239). Psacharopoulos, G. and
Soumelis, C. found in a study of Greek schoolleavers that school
grade dominated in affecting plans for further study. And _parents'
education was the dominant variable in determining school grade.

'A Quanti tive P.nalysj.s of the Demand for Higher Education I, Higher
Education, Vol. S, no. 2, 1979, pp. 159-177.

2) Cf. Ser.,tioll 2.2 above.
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The financing of 'free' higher education in this way could have

regressive effects, as has been demonstrated in one stud~ of the

system of public colleges and universities in California. It

was estimated that the families of the upper income students

paid approximately one-third of the overall state and lccal taxes

which support the state's higher educational system, whereas they

enjoyed about seventy-five per cent of the advantages of the 'free'

higher education provided. l ) The regressive nature of the current

system of higher education charges could be emphasized by regar

ding tuition and other fees as user taxes, which form a greater

percentage of the incomes of poor families than those of the
. h 2)rJ..c ..

The counter-argument to that raised in the preceding paragraph

is that it is not useful to consider only one public oervice in

isolation, for in total there are likely to be others that more

than compensate for this effect of the current methods of finan

cing higher education. In addition, the initial argument over

looks the important market failures inherent in the provision of

education, particularly that caused by the externalities arising

from education's public good properties. 3 ) Clearly, public

benefits arise from the education of both the rich and the poor.

And when it is remembered that forgDne earnings usually constitute

a major portion of total costs and are borne by students alone,

state subsidies often cease to look exorbitantly high.

It can be demonstrated that a related effect

cn to receive university training.

mechanism, indirectly

method of

operates

benefi ts

subsidizing higher

effectively through

those who do not go

education,

the market

but,

of the present

however, one that

1) Hinson, J.P.: 'Higller Education - How to Pay', New EngLsmd
Economic Review, March/April 1971, pp. 3-22 on p. 5.

2) Johnson, J.L.: 'Setting Tuition Levels at Public Institutlons:
The Case of the University of Washington', Journal of Hioher
Education, Vol. XLVII, no. 2, March/April 1976, pp. 125-139.

3) Bowen, H.R.: 'Finance ffild the Aims of American Higher Education'
in OrWig, M.D. (Ed.) : .Qr:l. Cit;.. , p. 160.
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It could be termed the 'relative wages effect' of the subsidy,

because over time it raises the wages of those occupational

groups which do not require university training relatively to

those groups which do. This occurs because, if higher education

is subsidized, the private costs of the student are reduced.

More students are consequently attracted to the universities and

eventually find themselves in white collar occupations. The effect

thereof on the blue collar job market is that the supply of aspi

rant workers is reduced, which Will, if other thi~gs remain equal,

induce a wage rise. On the other hand, the increased supply of

white collar workers reduces the wage in that market. Respectively,

therefore, the university subsidy could alter the levels of wages

to the benefit of the unsubsidized group.l)

4.3 The Provision of HiDher Ed!!'p ati on. by the Private Sector

4.3.1 Decentralization as Opposed to Centralization

The provision of higher education by the government, as described

in the previous Section, contains many characteristics usually

associated with centrally planned or socialist economies. The

basic tenet of socialism is the centralization of economic acti

vity as occurs, for example, when education is provided and

administered by the state. In fact, socialism is usually defined

in economics as a system in which control over production is

"••• vested with a central authority - or, ••• in which, as a

matter of principle, the economic affairs of society belong to

the public and not to the private sphere."2) Production is cen

trally controlled with the aid of detailed planning. But centra

lized decision making can only be undertaken if sufficient infor

mation on the relevant conditions is available to the planners,

therefore communication channels must be in operation between all

1) Kottis, A.P. and Kottis, G.C.: 'Public Subsidies to Higher Educa
tion: A Mathematical Analysis of the Imp~ct on the Supply and
Salaries of College Graduates', Finanzarchiv, 32(2), 1974, pp.
305-12.

2) Schumpeter, J.: CapHali.sm, So~ialism and D\,mocrar'-Y., London, Unwin
University Books, Eleventh Impression 1966, p. 167.
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the relevant spheres of the system. This is usually achieved

with the aid of a pyramidal, administrative structure an~ a

complicated bureaucratic syste~ in which decision making is the

prerogative of the higher echelons and implementation the task

of subordinates. This often leads to alienation from the plan

ner's ideals as far as lower order managers are concerned and

to confusion of means for ends by those who are unable to gain

a comprehensive view. l ) Plans are, in addition, sometimes inten

tionally misinterpreted to suit sectional interests; informa

tion sent to the planners on input needs and output possibili

ties is phrased to benefit the lower order manager, which leads

to the wrong or inefficient allocation of resources.

On the other hand,the foundations of capitalism are individua

lity and the decentralizatton of economic activity applied to

consumers and producers alike. Decentralization implies the

existence of numerous decision units that are not administra

tively linked and which may, in fact, be economically in opposi

tion to one another. Decisions are taken independently to further

personal gain or corporate profit, which is the primary motiva

ting Force. Each unit acts in competition with other units on

the economic information it has at its disposal, consisting of

the market price, information on present market conditions and

expectations for the future.

The co-ordinating mechanism of a decentralized econcmic system

is the rnark8t, which solves the problem of pricing and which

ordinarily requires d8centralization for its efficient function

ing. Pricing implies, firstly, the automatic inflow of informa

tion on production possibilities, consumer preferences, condi

tions in the markets of other goods, income, time preferences,

1) Bergson, A.: 'Sources of Soviet Economic Inefficiency', in
FeilJel, G.R.(f=:d.): New Currents in ~.ovie~-Type Economies, Penn
sylvanJ.a, International Textbook Co., 196B. These and other
problems encountered by centralized economic systems have been
well documented. See for example: Wilczynski, J.: Socialist
~cononu~ Deve~ment and Reform, London, MacMillan Press Ltd.,
1972; and by the same author: l.~.l= .Economics of Socialism, L.ondon,
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 2nd Edition, 1972.
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speculation; snd secondly the computation of an index of

scarcity or opportunity costs. The application of these ,prices

determines resource allocation and,through the pricing of origi

nal factors,also the distribution of income. The whole opera

tion is performed automatically via the natural adaptive tech

niques of processing the vast amount of information, which flows

into the market, and the instantaneous adaptability of the prices
1)

themselves.

As is the case with centralized systems, decentralization is

not devoid of problems, some of which have been alluded to above

in Section 4.1 as market failures. Nevertheless,on the strength

of several simplifying assumptions, it is possible to deduce

that 2: freely functioning market model will produce an 'optimal'

configuration of prices thBt will allocate resources 'efficiently'.

The mechanics of such a model were outlined in Section 2.7 and

the model itself called a 'perfect market model'. This is the

model to which the protagonists of the private provision of edu

cation resort, when seeking support for the thesl.s that educa

tional interests will be better served by the absence of state

provision. As has been explained, this doss not imply that

there should be no state support for education, as indeed a sys

tem of governmental educational vouchers2 ) i,s usually advocated

to supplement the private provision of education. What is meant

is that a 'free enterprise' system could help solve many of the

difficulties encountered in a centralized system. 3 )

The arguments in support of such a scheme may be approached from

the premise of individual freedom, which is assumed to be desi

rable, and the obverse of which is individual responsibility,

including the rsspbnsibility for educating one's own children.

This implies ttlat parents should be held accountable for the

1) Lang8, 0.: 'The Computer and the Market', in Feinstein, C.H,(Ed,);
Socialism,' Capitalism and Economic Growth, Cambridge, Cambridge
University P~ass, 1967.

2) Voucherd are discussed in Section 5.2.3.

3) Wiseman, J.: Dp. Cit., and Friedman, M.: .Qp~Cit.
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costs of their offspring's education, at least in as far as

private gains are derived from their education. The exceptions

allowed by the advocates of this approach are for the externa

lities, monopolies and other causes of market failure that have

already received attention above. They argue that provision

should be made for these shortcomings by offering governmental

financial assistance in some form Dr other, for example by means

of grants, loans and subsidies (possibly in the form of vouchers),

but not by governmental administration of all educational insti

tutions. And to ensure that the full social benefits are rea

lized, legislation on minimum standards for and duration of

formal education should be enacted and enforced by inspection.

4.3.2 The Potential Advantages of the Private Provision of Educat 4 0n

The advantages that are hoped for from such a system ~re said

to be numerous. Firstly, it is believed that the administrative

problems, associated with centralization and analysed above, can

be avoided. Secondly, it is argued that the cumbersome procedure,

whereby taxes are levied upon parents and channeled through the

state coffers, only to be redirected to the institutions at

which the parents themselves would have spent their educational

budgets, would be replaced by a direct form of payment, in any

case for the amount equal to the private benefit received by

each user. If this uJere to be done, consumer choice, if not

sovereignty, could be reintroduced into education. Parents or

students would be able to choose educational institutions in

accordance with thE ratio of their perceived benefits from a

particular institution on the one hand to, on the other, its

costs (in excess of the standard subsidy advanced by the state

to all institutions alike). Thereby students would be able to

make rational choices with respect to their expected rates of

return on their private investments, or with respect to their

enjuyment received from the consumption of education.

It is believed that considerable educational diversification
would become possible. Users of education would be able to

choose institutions, established in r~sponse to their demand,
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according to their emphasis, say, upon academic learning or

athletics, music or metalwork, depending upon their particular

tastes and aptitudes. In contrast, under a system of state

provision,all are constrained to the average, with the excep

tion of those who withdraw entirely from the system by choosing

a private educational institution, if available. And the fact

that some do, in fact, make suoll choices, despite their then

having to pay for education twice, as it were, (once in taxa

tion and once in school fees), emphasizes the desirability of

the scheme. By the same token, it is argued that higher or

additional costs would only be incurred by those whose gain in

consumer welfare warranted better or more education, by ltlhicil a

more efficient allocation of resources could be enbured. Acade

mical"ly weak students would not be encouraged to prolong their

studies unduly by h2ving the costs of education conceqled by

the payment of governmental susidies to all alike.

On the supply side, it is believed that efficiency, variety

and flexibility could be enhanced by the competition that would

ensue from educational freedom of choice. It"is said that

schools and universities would supply what was desired by parents

and students for fear of forfeiting the income derived from

fees, and what was desired would be what was considered rele

vant for the betterment of the partiCUlar student's future

career prospects. Curriculum requirements would display a

hi therto unknown alacrity of adaptation and be freed "from the

shackles of academic traditionssnd administrative bureaucracy.

The proposed system could also be employed to make faculty and
teaching staff salaries more susceptible to the forces of supply

and demand, from which they a~e stlielded if salary scales are

administered by a nationalized education 'industry'. It is

alleged that if that were to be done, the imbalances in the

supply of the different categories of teacher, often experienced

in centrallY administered educational \8x~tems, could be
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ameliorated. I)

It has been suggested by some that the attributes of the market

could be used beneficially within universities as well as be

tween them. 2 ) In essence the logic is similar to that applicable

to students' choices of institution: students should purchase

their educational requirements from departments w.ithin the uni

versity so that the budget of each department would be determined

by the sale of teaching to students and research to clients. If

these were inferior or of a kind not generally wanted, the depart

ment would Elutomatically be forced to update its curricula, im

prove its standards, research relevant topics or reduce its staff

because of dwindling income. Provision would again be made for

social benefits and fundamental but non-saleable research by

means of subsidies. Auxilial'y services within the university

would be provided on a similar basis, with prices being charged

for the use of administrative and library facilities by depart

ments,as well as for the use of building space to ensure efficient

use.

4.3.3 The N~cessary Conditions for the Optimal Private Provision

of Education

Now, it was stated above, that if certain assumptions were made,

it could be demonstrated that the perfectly competitive market

model would allocate resources efficiently, which is the result

upon which m~ch of the foregoing was based. This conclusion
requires further analysis, because unfortunately it suffers from

(
1) On the other hand it has been argued that because of imperfect

information flows, especially about future demands upon the edu
cational system, planning by individual universities is compli
cated. Centralization could minimize the uncertainties and en
hance efficiency. Archibald, G.C.: 'On the Measurement of In
puts and Outputs in Higher Educ:ation I, in Lumsden, !'i.G.: Effi
ciency in Universities: Jhe La Paz Papers., Amsterdam, Elsevier
Scientific PUblishing Co., 1974, p. 129. The effects upon acade
mic freedom of exposing universities to the forces of supply and
demand Rre also unlikely to be,exclusively positive. '

2) Hoenack, S.A. & Norman, A.L.: 'Incentives and Resource Allocation
in Universities; Journal of Higher Education, Vol. XLV, no. 1,
January 1974, pp. 21-37.
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several shortcomings stemming from the model's assumptions,

if attempts are made to apply the model to what one may call

'reality I •

In Section 2.2 the relevance of the so-called 'theory of the

second best' for the standard welfare results of optimality and

efficiency were sketched in general terms. There it was pointed

out that if the requirements of all the conditions for opti,mali ty ,

were not met, one could not be certain that insistence upon sa

tisfVing the remaining conditions would not detract from, rather

than add to welfare. The prublem for the proposed market model

for university finance is that it is almost certain that the

Bssumptions necessary for the theoretical results will not 110ld

in practice. l ) And if they do not, there is in fact no theore

tical justification for the use of the model at all. 2 )

Some of the more important assumptions required for a perfectly

competitive market to exist are:that the product should be

homogeneous that each economic agent should be so small,in re

lation to the total market,that it is unable to influence the

market price by changes in its quantity demanded or produced;

that there should be freedom of entry and exit to the particular

industry; that there should be knoWledge of the different pro

ducts now and in the future; and that market failures, for ex

ample as caused by externalities, should not exi,st. Scrutiny of

the higher education market place reveals that almost invariabl'l

none of these critical assumptions holds in reality.

In the preceding pages reference was made to a variety of market

foilures and ways of compensating for these were proposed. How

ever, the other requirement,s of the theoretical construct ere

not as easily disposed of. Firstly, the homogeneity requirement

Leslie, L.L. and Johnson, G.P.: 'The Market Model and ~Iighcr
Education', Journal of Higher Education, Vol. XLV, no. 1,
Januarv 1974, pp. 1-20.
Cf. Graaff, J. de V. : Theoretical Welfare Economics, Cambridge,
University Press, 1957, Chapter X.
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18 certain to be violated in an academic environment that che

rishes autonomy. Courses bearing similar titles invariably

differ markedly in content from one university to another, so

that the resulting product differentiation could be said to

resemble the imperfect rather than the perfect market model of

economic theory. It is .a180 to be doubted if, in a relatively

small country like South Africa, a sUfficiently large number of

institutions exists to foster the price-taking required for per

fect market conditions. As economic theory does not even pro

vide a sufficient measure of the latter, the application of

theory to practice raises severe methodological doubts. Further

more,the requirement that students have sufficient knowledge of

the various options at the different universities as well as of

the advantages now and in the future of each of these options,

as also the absence of (geographical) obstacles to the exer

cising of any option, is hardly likely to be fulfilled in prac

tice.

One must conclude that the nature of the unmet assumptions ere

such that the advantages attributed to the practical implementa

tion of a market mechanism remain enigmatic. This cannot be

refuted by referring to the current global dominance of market

economies, because of the absence of any objective measure with

which the welfare of differing societies' achievements may be

judged. Ultimately, preference for a particular system rests

largely either upon belief or upon a political value judgemenl

with respect to personal liberties and the role of the state. l )

1) Cf. Leslie, L.L. and Johnson, G.P. : Op. Cit.• , p. 19. Although
these theoretical conclusions are correct, some measure of prag
matism is necessary when seeking solutions to prsctical prohlem~.

If this were not acknowledged, cost benefit analysis ,for example,
which is based upon similar theoretical assumptions, would n~t

be usable. The methodological inconsistancy implied by such an
approach was outlined briefly in Section 1.2.
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4.4 Mixed Financing of Higher Education

4.4.1 General Considerations

The system in use in South Africa for financing universities

relies both upon state support and student fees supplemented by

donations. As such it may be considered to be a mixed system

that aims to combine the best components of both the public

and private methods outlined above. Considerable state suppDrt

in the form of subsidies helps overcome the major deficiencies

of a market mechanism fDr education on the Dne hand withDut Dn

the other dispensing with its commendable attributes.

Decentralization via the market has the impDrtant advantage

Df easing the administrative and bureaucratic burdens assDcia

ted ~ith centralization. But a market mechanism relies upDn

prices to act as indicators of the relative scarcity of re

sources. In the education market, prices in the form of fees

charged for tuition and other services are important, firstly,

because they generate a not insubstantial portion of the univer

sities' incomes and, secondly, because they form part of the

basis upon which private decisions as to the desirability of

pursuing a university education are made.

In this section the benefits and complications of a mixed system

of financing universities are investigated. Attention is given

to the importance of pricing educational services 'correctly\ 50

as to solicit the best possible decisions by those who use

educational resources. Ways of making provisiun for the effects

of market failure upon those private decisions are suggested

and the effects of pricing upon the flow of funds to the univer

sities are considered. The importance of financial aid to stu

dents necessitates a separate chapter, despite its being a par

tial response to market failure and is, accordingly, dealt with

in Chapter 5.
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4.4.2 Pricing University Instruction l )

The purpose of a price system is to allocate resources amongst

competing ends in the sense that the resources are entrusted to

those who are prepared to pay for them. It follows, therefore,

that prices should be 'correct' so as to ensure that society's

scarce resources are optimally used. In Section 2.6.4 and the

accompanying Appendix it was explained that certain assumptions

allowed one to deduce that optimal pricing is achieved if' prices

are set equal to marginal costs. This result was justified by

the assumption that rational consumers will base their demands·

upon the benefits they receive and are good judges of the latter.

Accordingly, if someone is prepared to pay the costs of produ

cing a good, the benefits to him of the purchase are considered

to exceed the costs and its production is jUdged to be a good

thing. Alternatively, if the production of an additional unit

of, say, education brings greater costs than benefits, it is

considered best not to produce it. An optimum exists once pro

duction has been exp~nded to the point where marginal cost equals

price as determined by demand. If pricing is done in this way,

the private behaviour of individuals in the economy will result

in a socially satisfactory allocation of resources.

As has been repeatedly stressed above, however, private and

social benefits and costs may diverge, in which case privately

rational decisions would lead to socially incorrect solutions.

These and other forms of market failure prevalent in reality,

it was decided, render the goal of efficiency, in a general equi

librium sense,unattainable. Nevertheless, much can still be

said about efficiency in the ~igovian piecemeal tradition of

comparing social and private costs arid benefits; and marginal

Daniere A.: Hi~her Education in. the American ECllr\orr!y, New York,
Random House, I 54, suggests many of' the ideason-educati on al
pricing discussed in this section. See also Harris, S.E.:
'Higher Education in the United States: The Economic Problems'.
Supplement to The Review of Economi.cs ar,d Statistics, Vol. XLII,
August 1960, no. 3, part i;-- and Tollison, R.D. (lnd Willet, T.D.:
'A Proposal for Marginal Cost Financing of Higher Education',
Public Finance, Vol. 27(3), 1972, pp. 3~5-380.
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cost pricing may still be a convenient point of departure for

pricing decisions in a decentralized economy.l)

Because global efficiency is no more easily achieved in principle

under centralization than under decentralization, the former

does not present an easy alternative. In fact, dec-entralization

via a market mechanism may be the best possible solution to the

practical problems of administering a particular system. The

allDcation of resources is often more readily achieved with tile

aid of prices than by administrative edict.,

Prices are, of course, in use in the South African higher educa

tional system, which implies that their effective use is tD be

advocated. It therefore becomes necessary to analyse the effects

of various pricing

higher education.

respect.

policies

A number

upon the supply of and demand for

of issues assume importance in this

4.4.2.1 The Elasticity of Demand for Education

If the demand curve for, say, university places by students ha3

a normal, negative slope, lowering the tuition fee charged for

admission must result in more students wishingtc attend univer

sities. The ultimate effect upon enrolments will depend upon

the elasticity of demand for higher education. In this respect

it is necessary to distinguish between the influence of price

and those of social status and income upon the demand for higher

education.

Th8 Influence of Price Unfortunately, virtually nothing is

known of the empirical demand curve or its elasticity for South

1) Cf. Section 1.1 for a brief discussion of the methodolcgical
problems of interpreting the theoretical conclusions in a prag-·
matic fashion. Rusk, J.J. and Leslie, L.L. fOUlld that fees in
USA universities have largely been set on the basis of histo
rical practices in an evolutionary rathBr tl16n plannBd way. I l'he
Setting of Tuition in Public; Higher Education', ;Jour_nal Df Higlle!~

EducatiDn" VDl. XLIX, nD. 6, Nov./Op-c.' 1978, pp. 531-547.
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African universities. However, empirical work has been done

for foreign universities, mostly with the aid of econometric

analysis, but also by simply asking students about their poten

tial responses to changes in fees. Besides the limitations of

the available data, many of the standard econometric problems

are encountered in studies of this nature. Firstly, the demand

function can only be estimated if sufficient variation in price

occurs; secondly, provision must be made for the many other

factors that can influence a student's decision whether or not

to enrol. For example, student and parental income and social

status, the courses offered by the universities, the ease of

ga1n1ng admission, the availability of competing institutions

of higher education and th8 student's location with respect to

the university could all influence enrolments. Thirdly, the

demand function must be econometrically I identifi.able I. Never

theless, even if provision is made for all the potential discre

pancies, the conclusion arrived at is that the price elasticity

of demand for university places is low. l )

Jackson and Weathersby, in a review of seven major demand studies,

concluded that in all cases a statistically significant negative

relationship existed between enrolment and the prices of univer-

sity admission. However, the price effect was relatively small

and decreased with increasing income, implying that the demand

from richer families is relatively more inelastic than that from

poor famllies. 2 ) Hoenack and Weiler estimated demand elasticities

for th2 University of Minnesota and concluded that cost-relsted

tuition policies would have overall beneficial financial results,

1) McPherson, M.: 'The Demsnd for Higher Education I, in: Breneman,
D.W. and Finn, C.E. (Eds.): ~ubli~_?olicV and Private Higb_~

Education, Washington, Brookings Institution, 1978. Also,
Campbell, R. and Siegel, B. : 'The Demand for Higher Education
in the United States, 1919-1954', American Economic Revie~,57,

1957, pp. 482-494.
2) Jackson, G• .I:\. & Weathersby, G.EJ.: 'Individual Demand for Higher

Education - A Review and Anall'sis of Recent Empirical Studies I,

Journal of Higher E~ucation, Vol. XLVI, no. 5, Nov./Dec. 1975,
pp. 623-652.
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implying therefore that the 'average' demand elasticity for

the various subject groupings was small. l ) Ghali et.al •. found

a price inelastlc demand for enrolments at the University of

H " 2)
mJaJ.J. •

A low price elasticity means that a change in student fees would

have a less than proportional effect upon enrolments. One of

the explanations for this phenomenon, that could be advanced,is

that, because the price of a university educat~on in terms of

student fees is but one part of the total costs, its influence

upon enrolments is reduced. The magnitude of subsidies and for

gone incomes largely account for this effect.

Hansen illustrates the point with the aid of an example in

~Jhir::h a two year degree programme is assumed to have e prj,vat8

rate of return equal to 11.5 per cent when the student pays

30 per cent of total teaching costs. If tuition fees are abo

lished, the private rate of return rises to 12 per cent and with

tuition fees set to cover full teaching costs, the private rate
3)of return falls to 10.3 per cent. Because forgone earnings

play such a major role in determining total private costs, the

effect of university fees is not large. A low price elasticity

of demand may, therefore, be hypoth~sized.

It could be hypothesized that the price eJ.asticity of demand could

differ according to social group, in which case the equity ar

guments raised in Section 4.2.2 could 6cquire greater pertinence.

It would, however, be difficult to stratify most available data

---_ ..__._-----------,--
1) Hoenack, S.A. and Weiler, Ill. C.: 'Cost-Related Tuition PoliGies

and University Enrollments', J0IJ.I"nal of Human Resources, 10,U),
Summer 1973, pp. 332-60.

2) Ghali, M., Miklius, W., and Illada, R.: 'The Demand for Higher
Education F'acing an Indi.vidual Institution', Hiqher Educsj:;),[~Q.,

Vol. 6, no. 4, Nov. 1977, pp. 477-487.

3) Hansen, W.L.: 'Equity and the rCinance of Higher Educati.on',
Journal_ of Political Ec_onomy, Vol. 80, no. 3, part II, May/June
1972, ~p. 5.260-273 on p. 5.267.
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according to social class in order to investigate this problem

empirically. Indeed, it seems that no attempts to aChieve this

have as yet been made. Nevertheless, if one were to distinguish

between two broad groups, a low income group and a high income

group, it would not be surprising to discover that the demand

curves of both groups were price inelastic.

In the case of the poor,this could be justified a priori by

noting the strong effect of rising incomes upon the demand for

educationl~ which S8ems to indicate that the decisions of the

poor to purchase education are influenced more strongly by their

incomes than by the price of education. In addition, the oppor

tunity costs of forgone income are often particularly high for

this group.

In the case of the high income group, a low price elasticity is

equally likely, because the decisions of the affluent to acquire

university education are rarely affected by considerations of

price, at least not when the leval of fees is already low as a

resUlt of governmental subsidies. A second reason could be the

high esteem granted to the graduate, which enhances the inherent

desirability of a degree.

An exception to the general rule of a low price elasticity in

respect of the demand for higher education could possiblY be

found, if a further distinction were made between those who had

already gained admission to a university and new students. With

respect to those who had already gained admission or who had

already decided to do so, the hypothesis of a low price elasti

city could prove inappropriate. The units of education demanded

by this group, whether measured in years of uniVErsity atten

dance or some other way, could indeed be sensitive to price

changes, partiCUlarly in the sense that low prices could encou

rage students to stay at universities for lengthy periods. If

this is correct, (and unf'ortunat81y little empirical evidence

1) Cf. the section Dn the effects of social class alld income
below.
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eXists)~) the group of students to whom this assumption applIes

may be considered to have developed preferences for university

education as a consumption good.

The Influence of Social Class and Income: Although a low

price elasticity of demand has been hypothesized for both the

low and high income groups, the influence of social status and

income upon the demand for higher education could be greater

than proportional. The available evidence is particularly strong

in the case of social class. Numerous studies have identified

a strong positive relationship between status in society and

the demand for (higher) education, indicating that relatively

more interest is shown for university education by the higher

echelons of a community than by the lower strata. 2 )

hJith respect to the influence of income upon the demand for

education, the different authors offer partially cDnflicting

research results. Jencks, for example, found that paren~al in

come had comparatively little influence upon the demand for uni

versity places. 3
) However, Bolton came to the conclusion that

purchsses of higher education are highly correlated with family

income. 4 )

Because it is conceivable that social class and income arB them

selves often highly correlated, one could conclude that the com

bined effects of these are, that as either increases, the damand

for higher education can be expected to incrsase more than pro

portionally.

1) Cf, Section 4.4.2.2. below.

2) Jencks, C.: .P.Q.~Cit., Glaug, M. : pp. Cit., pp. 32-46; Coro
mi ttee Dn Higher Education : Beport (The Robbins RepDrt),
Vol. 4, LondDn, H.~1. Stationery Office, Cmnd. 2154, 1963,
par • .1.37-11.3; Bowles; 5.: .Q2..,...J;it., p. 5.239; and
PS8charopoulos, G.: Op. CtJ..

3) Jencks, C.: .9l!.!..Si~.

4) BDltDn, R.E.: 'The Economics and Public Financing of Higher
ErJucatir"Jn I, in Joint [cDnrJmic Committee, Congress of trl=: Uni ted
States: The ECCiflOmics and Financif"!.fL of Hillh8r Education :i,.1J_.i.i:'-~

Uni tpd State::, Washington l) T::~u 5 Government Printing Office,
1969, p. 61.
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4.4.2.2. The Consequences of Changes in Tuition Fees

The consequences of a low price elasticity of demand are impor

tant. In a sense they imply that pricing policy is a relatively

blunt instrument fDr regulating the demand for university educa

tion, which cDnflicts tD a certain extent with the ideas put

fDrward in SectiDn 2.6.3. 1 ) There it was argued that if prices

were set equal tD marginal CDStS, a reasDnably 'efficient' flow

of resources to higher education cDuld be expected. Although

the rationale of this apprDach is nDt disprDved by a low price

elasticity, its efficacy j s impaired. On the Dther hand, the

notion Df marginal cDst pricing was advDcated as S cDrollary of

the cost-benefit technique or rate of return apprDach. And the

evidence cited above dDes not conflict with the latter. On the

contrary, Handa fDund that the effect Df expected earnings upon

cDmpletion of a degree had a strong influence upon enrolments. 2 )

This illustrates the importance of the rate Df return approach

when applied to total (expected) incDmes and cDStS. As already

noted, the problem with university pricing pDlicy is that

student fees account for a relatively small part of tDtal costs

only.

Although a lDw price elasticity wDuld mean that pricing pDlicy

would nDt have as large an impact upon the total reSDurces going

tD higher education as previously surmised, the setting of fees

is nevertheless of great importance fDr the diVision of the

financial burden of those resourcss between students and state.

A lDW price elasticity means that students wDuld Dn average be

prepared to pay mDre fDr approximately the same amount of edu

catiDn,3) that is, Unless the demand curve for education is

'kinked' - a pDssibility that will be considered belDw. However,

if it is assumed that that is not so, at least in respect of a

1) This insight is attributable to Dr. R.H. Venter.

2) ~anda, M.L. and Skolnik, M.L.: 'Unempluyment, Expected Returns
and thEJ Demand for UnivEJrsity Education in Ontario : Some Empi
rical Results'. Higher EducatiDl1, \.101. 4, nD. 1, February 1975,
pp. 27-43.

3) HDenack, S.A. and Weiler, W.C.: op. Cit.
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majority of students, universitiBs could well consider turning

to fees to alleviate their financial plight.

As was noted in Section 4.2.2 the cDnsequences Df a IDw price

elasticity fDr increasing enrDlments from society's lDwer

strata (via reduced fees) is that a less than prDportional

increase in enrDlment will occur. Attempts at increasing trlBse

enrolments by decreasing fees will, therefore, be a very costly

process, because the total loss in tuition fee income for the

universities involved will be high in relation to the new ::mrol

ments generated.

In addition, if fees were lowe red, increased enrolment from the

higher sDcial strata would be induced, unless discriminatory

pricing were resorted to, as will be discussed more fully belrw.

Accordingly, university income will be adversely affected from

ttlis si.de as well and the ric·h will receive a ~Jindfall sain that

may conceivably be devoted to the trappings of their children's

student existence - expensive motorcars, lavish living and the

like rlave become a not unfamiliar campus phenomenon. l ) III times

of financial stringency as currently experienced by most unive?

sities, the pDssibility Df such effects Df lowering fees re

quires seriDus attentiDn. AlthDugh fees generally prDvide Dnly

a fractiDn Df a university's total income, they remain very im

portant for the financial wellbeing of most institutions. 2 )

Because of a lDw price elasticity, lowering fees will only par

tially stimulate demand, whilst pDssibly decreasing the supply

of (quality) ed~cation for lack of funds - an effect not asso

ciated with IDan or schDlarship programmes that are, hDldev~),

equally effective for Dvercoming mDst market deficiencies.

1) Cf. Hansen, W.!..• : 'IncDme Distribution Effects of Higher Educa
tiDIl', Anlerican ECDnDmic Review, Vol. 60(2 ), May 1970, pp.
335-340.--. ----...-

2)

3)

Harris, S.E.: ~. Cit., p. 12.
Ecl<.stein, 0.: 'The Problem of Higher CDllege TuHion', Trl~
Review of Economics and 5tatistics J Vol. XLII, no~ 3, port I~1

supplEimr,nt ,-A ug LiSt;" 196~pp:-5f=-72.
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Lowering tuition fees will increase enrolments, even though the

effect is likely to be less than proportional. This increased

demand is a rational response when seen from the perspective of

the individual student, who will naturally take only his private

costs into consideration. The fact that the 80cial costs of his

education are almost invariably higher is usually concealed from

the student by subsidies,either from the government or from accu

mulated university resources. Unless the external or neighbour

hood effects of this expenditure upon education happen to equal

the discrepancy between private and social costs, pricing below

costs will result in too many resources being directed to edu

cation. l ) The degree to which this occurs will depend on the

price elasticity and the discrepancy betwJeen price and cost.

If, as was submitted above, the price elasticity is low, 8 less

than proportional effect will follow; and if the differerlce

between private and social costs is great,the effect will be

large. If, for example, a policy of 'free' university entrance

(i.e. free of tuition fee charges) is followed, education will

be used till the marginal benefit to the student has fallen to

a correspondingly low level, i.p.. considerably more than would

otherwise have been used. 2 )

The effect of lowering tuition fees in respect of those students

who had already gained (or decided to gain) admission to a uni

versity and who are likely to be sensitive to price changes,

could be a greater than proportional increase in the duration of

studies undertaken,as mentioned above. This has indeed been

--------------

Schultz, T.W.: 'Optimal Investment in Colleoe Instruction :
Equity and Ef'fi.ciency', JDurnal of PDlitical Economy, Vol. 80,
no. 3, Part II, Mey/June 1972, pp. 52 : 530. See also, Hansell,
W.L. and IJJeisbrod, B.A.: 'A New approach to Higher Education
Finance " in Orwig, r~.D. (Ed.) : .QQ.., Cit., pp. 117·-J.1+2.

Cf. R[]binson M.J.: 'Government Subsidy to Higher EducatiLm :
Benefits, Costs and Non-Economic Value nf the Policy~ JlTlJ§!:.i.calJ.
JCJ.Io!.rnal_of (conomics and 50cioJ.qili, July 1971, 30(3),pp.15Sl-J.'1L,.
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evidenced in SDme quarters where admissiDn charges have been

reduced drastically.l) The mDnetary incentives tD acquire a

degree in the minimum periDd pDssible and tD terminate study at

a level realistic tD the student's intellectual capability are

remDved. The result is over-investment in educatiDn and wasted

resDurces.

One may inquire whether, in the light of tuition fees being no

more than part of total costs, the effects just described arc

likely tD be significant. When 0ppDrtunity costs are totalled,

fees are indeed a relatively small part, which wDuld seem tD

suggest an insignificant effect, but fDrgDne incDme may mDre

readily be accDunted for, simply by sBcrificing the frills Df

affluence and living an ascetic life,than can direct expendi

tures. TherefDre, if a student's taste fDr educatiDn is well

developed, IDw fees cDuld have a greater effect upDn his demand

than his oppDrtunity CDstS wDuld have the analyst suspect. 2 ).

Despite these cDnsideratiDns the inverse of lowering fees, namely

increasing studEmt charges, has been aharply criticized for its

possible effects upDn the compDsitiDn of the student bOdv. 3 )

Although Df CDurse higher fees would be likely to influence

pDtential enrDlment frDm pDor families negatively, it has baen

argued that the effect may be greater than prDportiDnal. in per

centage terms. Again, empirical evidence, in particular evidence

of relevance to the South African situatiDn, is sadly lacking.

Nevertheless, even thDugh this argument seems ~;D be in primfi

facie cDntradiction Df the low price elasticity suggested above,

1) FDr example in West Germany. Source: PrDf. Dr. G. Turner,
Pr§sident der Westdeutschen RektDrenkonferenz, PersDnal Inter
viel,;, March 1'381. See alsD: Hinson, J.P.: ~Cit., p. 2.

2) On the Dther hand, thDsE whD are really pODr (and fDr whol~ the
benefits Df IDw fees are primsrily intended), may firld that the
opportunity CDStS Df fDrgDne incDme arB too great to warrant
university attendance, eveil if tuitiDn fees are zero. .cf.
Hansen, W.L. and WeisbrDd, B.A.: Or. Cl.t.

3) Cf. HarJ:is, 5.E.: !1?...:._ Cii;..
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it need not necessarily be so. It is possible to envisage a

situation in which a price fall would not increase enrolment

significantly, but in which a price rise would have a signifi

cant but opposite effect. If that were to be so, the demand

curve would be similar to the 'kinked' curve familiar to oli

gopoly tt180rists and the necessity of using policy measures other

than fee adjustments to achieve the goal of increased enrolments

from poor or other socially disadvantaged groups would be em-

h • d 1)P aSlZe •

One alternative policy measure is that of price disc.imination,

by which is meant that different growps are charged different

fees. The necessary conditions for discriminatory pricing are~

that the total market should be divisible; that each subsection

should have different elasticities;and that it should not be

possible to resell a commodity bought in a low-price ITi3rket in

a high-price market.
2

) In education markets the last of these

conditiDns is met and requires no comrmontj the second is not

unlikely to be fulfilled either,even if the elasticities in

both groups are less than one; and the first is possible in

principle, even though practical implen-,rmtation may not be

easily accomplished.

The method most readily available for implementing discrimina

tory prlclng is that of offering rebates on tuition and other

fees in the form of bursaries or sCholarships.3) The effect

is one of reducing fees for the selected group. The advantBge

1) Cf. Jenny, H.H.: 'Pric:ing and Optimum Size in a ~Jon-Profit In
stitution: The University', American.Economic Revie!>!, VGl. LVIII,
no. 2, May 1968, pp. 270-283 on p. 275.

2) Koutsoyiannis, A.: Moder~!1i[~De~Dn9mics, (Second Edition),
London, MacMillan, 1979, p. 192. Also l'laysen, C.: 'Some General
Observations on the Pricing of Higher Education', Thee-Bevie--"!-Qf
Eco~omics and Statistics, Vol. XLII, no. 3, Part II, Supplement,
August 1960, pp. 55-60.

:;) Cf. Hoenack. S.A.: 'The Efficient Allocation of SubsidieB to
College Students', American Eco.nomic R~\Iie~, Vol. 61, no. :3,
June 1971, pp. 302-311.
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of such a scheme is that candidates for financial aid present

themselVES of their own accord, which obviates the need to

administer a universal needs test to gauge the financial plight

of new entrants. The disadvantage is, however, that even the

well publicized existence of a scholarship fund ffiay be insuffi

cient to overcome the initial scepticism raised by high nominal

fees in the minds of potential students and may thus be a deter

mining factor in the decisions of those with less than average

tenacity. And with rEspect to university admissions, as was

pointed out above, these may be those for whom the aid was in

tended.

4.4.2.3 Tha Desirability of In~reased Enrolments

THe Questions to be answered next are, firstly, ~hether innreesed

enrolment will enhance or detract from society's welfare, and

secondly, whether the increased duration of a study period could

be said to be detrimental if the student derives benefit there

from and is acknowledged to be the best available judge of his

own well-being. The answers are, needless to say, interlinked.

and related to the problems discussed in Section 2.6. In

principle, if the social benefits that result from a higher en

rolment exceed the social costs incurred, the effects will be

.positive arid should be endorsed. HOLllever, if the opposite ~!ere

to be true and the net social benefits were to be negative,

the result would be 8 prodigal use of resources. That is, if

low prices reflect low costs to society of making the necessary

provision, all is well. The danger, however, lies in the pro

vision of education below cost (even once all External effects

haVE been accounted for) and allowing free access at that price,

in which case welfare may be detrimentally affected. l )

Clearly, if additional resourC~B are to be deployed, welfare

will be enhanced by their most effective use. But no .~LJ!L~o_J;.~_

1) See: Nqrlove, M.: 'On Tuition and the Costs of fligher £ducstion:
PrOlEIJOmena j,D a Concs,ptllaJ. r-ramewol'k I, 2gl,!_!:.!1..§1_gL..r".olitiE~J.,
Econom..v., Vol. 80, No_ 3, Part II, Hay/June 1972, pp. ~j_178-5.218_
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reasons exist to suppose that educational expenditure should

be more efficacious in increasing wBlfare than that on many

other social services. In this regard some educationalists are

wont to argue that an increase in the amount of education pro

vided for and consumeD by society is invariably a d~sirable

thing, in which case increased enrolment would be lauded and

the lowering of fees endorsed. The argument, however, overlooks

the essential measuring rod of opportunity oosts, implied in

this oase by inoreasing educational expenditure. Due to the

scarcity of resources, other socially beneficial projects may

have to be curtailed or postponed. And if the social returns

on any of the latter exceed those derived from education, pre

ference should be given to the former. For example, it is not

to be arglJed that higher education 8hould invariably take pre

ference over the publio provision of health servioes, law and

order, housing or the like.

Indeed, diffioult questions of interpersonal oomparisons of

utility are raised, for uJhioh no better measure than the (inade

quate) one of money ~xi8ts.l) Nevertheless, beoause it is not

possible a~ways to asoume pre-eminence for eduoation, oocial

rates of return must be estimated for every possibility anew

and will depend upon the ciroumstances.

Establishing what the sooial opportunity costs of inoreasing

enrolments are, is thwart wittl the difficulties that have ocn

tinually been encountered in tile COLjrSe of this dj.ssertation.

But that need not dull the principles involved. In fact, if all

state subsidized ventures were to bE ranked in order of priority

so ttiat the social opportunity oosta of university finance could

come to the fore clearly, it could conceivably be found that

opportuni ty oosts rise more quickly than possibly at first sur-·

missd. The resson would be that as more and more suoial11

pressing projects lolere shelved to make room for uniVErsity

1) It 1 S use presupposes a reasonably equal incDfI'e distribution,
without which the measurino rod becomes distorted. For instance,a
specified sum of money is ~nlikely to mRsn to a millionaire what
it does to a pauper.
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expansion the marginal social opportunity costs of higher edu

cation would rise, even if university accounts had nDt bSgun tD

show rising financial CDStS.

In cDnclusion of the above arguments,it seems that cautiDn mllst

be exercised on eCDnomic grounds when considerlng lowering

university fees. The results cDuld be wasteful whilst contri

buting little towards the social goal of increasing the propor-
- 1)

tional enrolment of working class students. On thB.other hand

a caveat about ~owering fees does not imply that fees should be

raised. Obviously the arguments given above may be ~pplied in

reverse with equal force to fees that are 'too high'. Just as

undercharging will lead to a profligate use Df resources, so

overcharging will result in an unwarranted parsimony in educa

tional prOVision that will detract from welfare. ResDurceb will

once again be incorrectly allocated. And many would argue that

if excesses are to occur, the benefit should be given tD educa

tion. It could, in addition, be said by DpPDnents of raised

fees that DppDrtunities ~ill be removed from possibly deserving

candidates. If, as was argued abDve, the demand curve of wor

king class students is kinked, the effect could be severe. Means

DF prDviding student assistance tD cDmbat and even pDssibly

reverse this effect ere analysed below in Chapter 5.

Over time a cDunteracting force in thB form of the pDsitive

incomB elasticity Df demand identified above could prevail. A

strong cDrrelatiDn sxists between the growth Df a natiDn's

wealth and its demand for education. 2 ) However, this also im

plies that pressure upon the (higher) education system I-lill in

crease as national income grows, an effect which is likely to

be of particular relBvance in SDuth Africa, where a large section

of th~ popUlation has in the past neither enjoyed a high standard

1) Van Dijk, P.M.H.: Hoger·-.OnderlllyBtmleid. ~.g~!lOITIj.SCt1E~ ]oetsin.9...£l.:ill
fnkc)e DoelstelliJ:l.!i~n;--~~imst2rd8rn, Pil.D. Thesis, Universitv
of Amsterdam, 1980, supports these general conclusions.

2) Cf. SBction 2.5.1 above.



of living nor delivered significant numbers of students to the

universities.

4.4.2.4 Th~?termination of Instructional Costs and Prices

The question remains of how tuition fees are to be set if margi

nbl costs are used as a point of departure. Two points are

relevant: firstly, the magnitude of the marginal costs, and

seco~dly, the method for making provision for merket failures.

Tile marginal costs of relevance for determining tuition fees are

clearly those generated by teaching. However, as was pointed

out in Section 3.4.3 above, teaching and research are usually

jointly produced in universities and no watertight method of

compGrtrnentalizing costs ~xists,if production is truly joint.

Nevertheless, to ignore the existence of jointness can hardly

be considered a satisfactory solution. As was submitted in

Section 3.4.3,a pragmatic apportionment of the costs of faculty

inputs on the basis of, say, an estimate of time spent on

teaching and research is at least a partial solution. Once

. this has been done, teaching' costs can be estimated by subtrac·

ting the costs of research and the other ancillary services pro

vided by the university from total costs. This procedure should

ideally be followed for each different subject grouping and for

different levels (e.g. undergraduate and post graduate). The

possibility of having differences in fees as a result of diffe

rences in costs should also be aCknowledged. l )

Interest and redemption charges on loans for the buildings used

for teaching should be included (once provision has been made for

jointnelJs with research). Hlis is in conflict with the recommen

dation of the Van Wyk de Vries Report, which advocated the total

provision of capital facilitiss by the state. 2 ) Basic economic
._--------

J.) Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: HLCJ.!l~.!:.[ducatiOl:'-=--~IQ

Pr"Y.s2.-J1!ho B5'lnefi. ts? Who ShouJ.d F'ay? ~Jew Vork, McGraw-HiJ.l, 1973,
p. U19.

2) J~airL~\"'~:L.2f..~C0i!lmis8ionof_Eng-"Jiry illto the [jni~~§itie§.,

(The Van Wyk de Vries Report), Pretoria, Government Printer,
RP. 25/1974, paragraph 32.34.
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principles, however, state that the relevant economic costs,

which may differ from accounting costs, are opportunity costs.

As was argued in Section 3.2, the majority of university buil

dings cause opportunity costs approximately equal to the rele

vant interest and redemption charges. These charges should,

therefore, be included in total costs. 1)

Once an estimate of teaching costs hss been made and the margi

nal magnitude determined, provision must be made for the market

failures that have been discussed at various points in this dis

sertation, for example, for those caused by the public benefits

of education. However, it is not possible to state unequivo

cally how great the public benefits of education aI'e. 2 ) Undoubt

edlv, their magnitude will depend upon the peculiar circumstan

ces of each society. In an economic system based upon socialist

principles in uJhich a great part of the economic returns (barring

consumption benefits) are appropriated by the state, social

benefits must dcminate. On the other hand in 8 market system,

the returns to education are to a large extent reflected in the

remuneration paid to the educated and, therefore, accrue mainly

to private persons with social benefits being correspondingly

les8. Nevertheless, the costs of the social benefits that arE

generated should be the responsibilj.ty of society at large. H

no public provlslon were to be made, relatively too few resour

ces would be directed towards education to the detriment of all.

Many ways of subsidizing higher education have been devised for

this purpose, some of which are analysed in the next chapter.

It may at times occur that shortages of skilled workers in the

economy make. it desirable for universities to train more stu

dents in various categories. In 6 market economy this result

1) Cf. Daniere, A.: op. Cit., o. 20, footnote 1, and Section 3.2
abOVE! ..

2) Cf. Saction 2.2 above: also Schultz, T.W.: po. Cit., on p.21
and Bm"en,H.:op. Cti., on pp. 158-170. The former states tllat
the relevant exter'nalities are few in number, uJhereas the
latter argues to the contrary.
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is achieved by the higher d~mand for those workers increasing

wages in the particular skill categories which will raise the

private returns on the educational costs, and therefore, en-

courage students to enrol for the required subjects.

ciple it should not be necessary to reduce university

incr~asing subsidies to achieve the desired result. l )

In prin

fees by

~1arginal

cost pricing ensures that participants in the economic system

make socially correct decisions, Which they cannot do if the

true magnitUde of costs is concealed. Nevertheless, it could

be argued that an adequate supply of highly skilled labour

(and entrepreneurs) is an essential ingredient for tile creation

of employment opportunities for unskilled workers. And because

of the importance of employment to society in ensuring WEalth

and stability, universities should be encouraged to produce gra

ouates by increased subsidization to higher education.

Although the creation of employment opportunities, especially in

developing countries such as South Africa, undoubtedly adds an

extra and important facet to the social benefits of education

and does warrant public support, the uncritical subsidization

of universities is unlikely to solve the basic problems generally

inherent in economies of this type. Often, even in purportedly

free market economies, structural reasons may be found for the

inadequate flow of students to satisfy the demand for skills,

for example in the form of inadequate primary and secondary

schooling, insufficient financial support at those lower levels

or social (and even legal) barriers in the way of aCCESS to 111

stitutions of higher learning 6r job opportunities. If the

shortage is due to one or a combination of these factors, the

indiscriminate subsidization of university students at a high~r

rate luill have the effect of increasi.ng the private returns of

those for whom the obstacles do not exist, whilst having little

effect upon enrolment. The benefits 1,.Iill go to those who are

in likelihood already earning conoiderable rents upon thair

1) As is pointed out in Section 8.2.3.2. , increasing wages coulri
be detrimental for inflation, particularly if the pool of
trainable persons in a country is small (in the short-run). See
olso the discussion in the next few paragraphs.
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'artificially' scarce skills instead of to society as planned.

This point is, of course, of relevance to the South Afri~an

situation. It also emphasises a major problem area for effec

tive educational planning. Because the supply of and demand for

education are in many ways so intimately connected to labour

market conditions, restrictions upon the horisontal and vertical

mobility of labour, (as was formerly common in South Africa and

of which the current generation still bears the legacy) make the

straightforwi:lrd application of market orientated planning tech

niques dubious. Unfortunately, both marginal cost pricing and

rate of return analysis are equally tarniShed in this respect.

Marginal cost pricing and discriminatory pricing between rich

and poor students to influence the composition of the student

body will also generally b~ incompatible seeing that the dis

criminatory pricing is based upon the use of monopolistic power.

Little can be done about this, however, and the use of a parti

cular pricing technioue must depend upon the relative policy

weights attached to the goals of 'efficiency' and 'equity'.

Marginal cost pricing is, nevertheless, compati.ble with discri-·

minetion irl a different sense,namely thet different faculties

could charge different fees depending upon their C03t structures.

But that is, of course, the essence of the method. If it is

believed that enrolment in strategic subjects will be advel'sely

affected thereby, corrections Dan be made by explicit differen

tial subsidization in respect of the different community bene

fits involved. Such a procedure would not disguise the policy

decisions or their cos~s. With respect to joint production,

marginal cost pricing can also lead to difierent prices, depen

ding UpOl1 the demand for the various joint products, wi.thout vio

lating the principles involved. i-or example, if produr.~ts A and

B are produced in strict jointness, but the demand for A exceeds

that for B, their prices will ~ary accordingly.l)

Finally, although the principles enunciated above arc clear, the

inability to quantify the externalities arising from education

1) Kaysen, C.: !Jp. Cit., p. 57.
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effectively in practice, renders it near to impossible to state

categorically what percentage of costs should be the responsi

bility of the state and what percentage that Df the private
1)

student. ResDrt must be had tD the pDlitical process, whereby

sDciety can express itself Dn the issue Df whether in its judge

ment (Which, after all, must be the determining factDr) mDre Dr

less ShDUld be spent Dn educotiDn frDm the public cDffers. In.

effect, unless extensive research is cDnducted Dn this question

in the future, the econDmist can say little more than that seme

subsidizaticn Df higher education must occur and that in market

. type economies it should be less than in socialist systems.

The remaining principle source of market failure is the inability

of capital markets to provide adequate funds fDr pDDr students,

which results in relatively too few reSDurces being weed for

education by this group.

involved for the student

The problem is aggravated by the risks

in spending a large sum of money on his

education before being certein of his being able to recoup his

outlay.
!~ )

The methDds devised to overcome these difficulties

are discussed below in Chapter 5.

The principles for the pnclng of tE"aching apply .!!1,Ytatis mutandi~

to the other university products, of which research is the major

one. In effect this means that the recipients of the benefits

should pay an amount equal to the marginal costs thereof and if

the benefits of the last u;li t produced, as measured by the pl'ice

offered for that unit, exceed its costs, output should be expanded.
--_._------------

1) Cr.' Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: OF'. Cit., Chapter J.l.

2) Nerlove, M.: 1£:. Cit., pp. 5185-5190. A possible solution would
be to lower tuition fee~ in the first year of university study 
perhaps to zero - so as to allow new students the opportc;lity of
testing ttleir academic capabilities. Th2reafter it can be BC-'

SUllied that a decision to continue study ing implies knmliledge of
the costs involved and a willingness to pay. A proposal to this
effoct was made by the Carnegie COllncil on Policy Studies in
Higher Education: Low or No Tuition (Thc Feasibility of a NatiD
nsi Policy for the First T~jo-Years -of College), San Francisco,
Jossey-8ass Ltd., 1975.
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If the benefits are shared between persons in their private

capacities and society at large, then the costs should likewise

be shared in the same ratio by means of state subsidies to

universities.

With respect to research, one can conceive of two broad catego

ries: firstly, research of a fundamental nature, the rp.sults

of which add to knowledge and form the basis for applied studies

in the future, but do not have immediate pecuniary spin-off ef

fects for the researchers, and secondly, applied research to

investigate specific problems in industry and usually undertaken

on request of those who wish to make use of the results. The

two categories are, needless to say, not clearly defined - some

research projects will contain elements of both - but serve to

illustrate the principles involved.

There arB several reasons Why research projects of the first

kind should be subsidized by the state entirely. Firstly, the

beneficiary from such research activities is society rather than

the individual researcher. Secondly, the considerable element

of risk involved in the breElking of new ground implies that the

results need not invariably be positive and that therefore,

individual researchers could be hesitant of undertaking prcje~ts

of this nature. If, on the other hend, the risks were to be

shared by society by means of SUbsidization, the burden for any

single person would be negligible. Thirdly, the results of'

this kind of research are generally published in the partic~lar

disciplines' scientific journals and, consequently, immediately

become public property. The withholding of this kind of know

ledge from those unable to pay the price would be detrimental

to the long run development of society. The public good quality

of fundamental research should, therefore, preferably be emphs

6i~ad by public funding. l )

---_.._--- .
1) Cf.:.. IvJagnussen, D.: 'The Cost and Fi,nancing of Pmot-S"condarv

Education', in 0 E C D. Report: l~ds.J1':!.~_J:l.i9.he!:_.f.~.Icatj;gn.,

Paris, 0 E CD, 1974, p. 200.
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Research falling in the second category differs to a large ex

tent from that in the first. Being largely commissioned for

specific use in industry it does not have the public good'pro

perties just described. Neither is risk usually involved for

the researchers, who are generally employed to investigate a

problem area and to make recommendations. The fact that the

latter may be either positive or negative from the viewpoint of

industry is of little concern to the researchers. And must im

portantly, research of this nature commands a market price and

generates income for the researchers directly. There is, there

fOle, no need for the state to interfere with the market mesha

~ism by SUbsidization in this case. In fact, it would be prefe

rable to classify work of this nature as part of the universi-

t " 'bl" 1) A 'les pu lC service programmes. price equal to marginal

costs, including the costs of university facilities used, should

be charged.

The determination of the price of fundamental research is con

ceptually more difficult. Universities are generally involved

with both categories of research simultaneously and, of course,

muc:t, researc:h is done that contains elements of each. Often in

practice it will be diffic:ult to distinguish between the two,

whic:h will c:omplicate decisions on how the whole should be finan

c:ed. Once again, a clear theoretical principle needs a pragmatic:

application. One possible solution would be to consider all

research, of which the results are published in relevant journols,

as falling in the first category, because publication turns re··

search results into public goods. Not all research that is pu

blished in this way, will necessarily be of a fundamental nature,

whereas some that is, is published in books and monograp~s that

are not easily monitored. However, an indication of the magni

tudes involved would be obtained by this method. 2 )

1) This is the case in the SAPSE system. Cf. Chapter 7.

2) Vide Section 3.3.2.
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Because society is the beneficiary of fundamentBl research, it

pays a price in the form of subsidization. Subsidization should

be coupled (partially) to the output of the first category of

research so as to ensure" that incentives exist for researchers

to use their time and other resources productively. The dis

advantBge is that inevitably incentives to publish will be gene

rated that may lead to inferiDr wDrk being produced, thereby

placing heavy responsibilities upDn journal editors. A sDlution

tD this problem would be to make use of the citatiDn index sys

tem <:Idvocated in Section 3.3.2 above.

The total research subsidy cannot be based upon outputs alone,

firstly because of the difficulties involved in measuremsrlt, but

more importantly because of the I riskiness I with respect to out

put ~entionEd above. Certain research consignments do not de

liver results at regular intervals, but could nevertheless be

most impDrtant, as the results eventually achieved, possibly

after many failures, may constitute major scientific advances.

Provision must be made for such cases by partially basing sub

sidization upon the time spent on research. Unfortunately, that

implies bS8ing subsidies upon inputs rather than outputs, which

was considered undesirable in Chapter 3. It may alsD result in

universities returning biased statistics on the division of

faculty time and facilities between teaching and research respec

tively, seeing that fundamental research, but not teaching,

should be subsidized in "fUll. l ) Undoubtedly inaccuracies will

arise, the most serious being possible due to the inability of

separating jDint costs, but the proposal does go some way towards

solving an otherwise insoluble problem.

It dDes not, hDwever, sDlve the problem of determining hoo! much

money shDuld be spent in total on basic research to arrive at

a social optimum. TheoreticalJy the subsidy shDuld be such that

th9 expected rate of return on the last research prDject under

taken with its aid equals the Bxpected rate of return Dn the next

1) Vide Chapter 7.



best project that was forgone to make way for the research.

But the empirical data for finding that point are unfortunately
not available. 1)

In the case of commissioned research, the benefits of which

accrue directly to the researchers, no subsidy should in prin

ciple be paid. 2 ) This may be difficult to achieve in practice,
,

because some jointnecs with fundamental research can be expec-

ted, especially with regard to preliminary work, and some of

the results are likely to find their way into the journal lite

rature where they will be grouped in the first category. (This

is not likely to happen until the commissioning institution has

had the opportunity to monopolize and exploit the results to

its satisfaction).

4.4.4 Pricing AnciJlary Services

With respect to the other outputs of universities the same prin

ciple should be applied to determine whether subsidization is

called for or not. Many of the ancillary programmes of a uni

versity do not qualify for subsidies on the grounds of public

good properties. An example of these is the provision of board

and lodging for students. The benefits of such facilities go

directly to their users with negligible spin-off effects for

other members of society. And prices can be charged for t~elr

use. Consequently there is no justification for their subsidi

zation by the fiscus.

In the case of academic support programmes such as libraries,

no theoretically satisfactory division can be made between the

use of library facilities for teaching, research or other pur

poses, becsuse of the jointness present in production. It is,

for example, in many caSBS not possible to categorize a library

1) Nerlol!e, ~1.: .9P_,,-_Cit., p. S.211.

Z) This principle should be extended ~o all activities of the
publip service programme. Vi9..~ Cnspter 7.
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book as being for teaching or research.' Nevertheless, some

pragmatic indication may be had on the basis of an estimate.

One could for instance argue that undergraduate teaching relies

upon a relatively small collection of books; that post-graduate

teaching and research are completely intertwined and rely upon

a large library collection; and that commissioned research gene

rally makes use of those facilities already created for funda

mental research. Therefore, university libraries should be jully

subsidized.

In the case of administratiVE services jointness could be more

imagined than real, because within a central administration

separate departments are usually employed for, say, academic

student records, faCUlty staff matters, student residen6es etc.

and, accordingly, costs can be apportioned and the basis for

subsidization established.

4.5 The Implications for ~on-Universitv Post-Secondary Institutions

It was stated in Chapter 2 (and explained more fully in the ac

companying appendix)that optimal resource allocation models,indi

cate several 'rules' to be applied when seeking to maximize eco

nomic welfare. However, when the simplifying assumptions, upon

which those models are built, are relaxed,these 'rules' lose

much of their significance. Under such circumstances it is no

longer possible to generalize in the way implied by the 'rules',

because if the so-called 'first best' solution is not attainable,

the nature of the 'second best' solution depends upon the form

of the additional constraint placed upon t~e system by the relaxa

tion of one of the initial assumptions.

Now, because the justification for marginal cost pricing is

derived from the 'first best rules', it follows that the theory

of the second best is relevant for the application of such pricing

techniques. Of particular importance is one of the corollaries

of the theory of the second best, which states that, if a piece

meal application of the first best rules is attempted, the result
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could be a worsened rather than an improved allocation of re

sources. In the context of post-secondary education, this im

plies that the application of marginal cost pricing to the uni

versities in isolation could be det~imental.

In practice this means that the same techniques should be applied

to all post-secondary institutions at anyone time. If, for

instance, university fees were to be calculated on the basis of

costs, but college fees not, with the result that a college edu

cation became relatively cheaper than a comparable university

education, students would be unduly influenced to attend colleges.

To avoid such possible distortions the whole post-secondary field

should be regarded as a whole and the methods of subsidization

and the setting of fees viewed comprehensively.
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CHAPTER 5

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS AND UNIVERSITIES

5.1 Introduction

University students are supported financially from a number of

sources. l ) To a very large extent the student himself bears
SV..J(,-~I

the onerous weight of the costs of a university education by

forgoing the income he could have earned. Parents or families

are also generally required to pay a portion of the direct costs

of a student's education. 2 ) But, important though these contri

butions may be, it is not they that form the subject for discus

sion in this chapter, which is devoted primarily to the other

sources of student and university income. As an initial gene

ralization, these can be divided under two broad headings, namely,

aid to students and their families, and aid to institutions.

The first category includes direct student granta, loans, educa

tion vouc;hers and tax concessions, whereas th;--~econdgroup-~on
sists of governmental subsidies to institutions and tax conces

sions that stimulate donations to institutions.

5.2 Finencial Aid to StUdents

5.2.1 Grants

Perhaps the most obvious way of assisting a student over his

financial difficulties is to offer him B direct grant, which is

a'sum of money to be used for his education and to which no

strings are attached other than that the money is to be devoted

to education. Perhaps the best known form of grant is the

scholarship which is awarded on the basis of scholastic merit

1) Cf. Woodhall, M.: Review of Student Support Schemes in Selected
OlE C D Countries, Paris, 0 E CD, 197B.

2) "One estimate for 1970 ••• suggests that student aid amounts tc
24 per cent of the earnings for~gone (sic) of students in Britain,
but only 5 per cent in France and 2 per cent in Japan. In the
United States ••• (it was estimated) that in 1970 student aid,
including that devoted to fees,amownted to 13 per cent of ear
nings foregone (sic)." Woodhall, M.: Op. Cit., p. 16.
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and which may be sufficient to cover either a portion of a

student's direct costs or all his direct costs plUs a fraction

of his forgone income. Financial need rarely play~ a prominent

role in this kind of grant. Financial need COUld, however, be

made the determining factor of eligibility for grants, in which

case a means test would be needed to establish the financial

position of the student or his family.l) The size of the grant

could then be varied in inverse proportion to the ability of

the family to afford the stUdent's education.

Grants of thfs nature have the positive attribute of correcting

to some degree the imbalances in financial power and, therefore,

of the opportunities inherent in society, although, as was pointed

out in Section 4.2, far mOTe than financial means alone governs

access to universities. In fact, is was stated at that junctura"
I

'free' education can have highly regressive effects because

greater use of it is made by the rich. Nevertheless, grants ar'2

also benefiCial in as far as they do not produce graduates who

are burdened with debt, which could influence students' choices

of careers.

Although the general prov~s~on of grants would be neutral in

their effects on stUdents' decisions, grants are often offered

selectively to influence students to enrol, usually for particu

lar courses. For example, when certain sectors of the economy _-I
require recruits with a particula:>:> training, it i.s common for 'I

both the private sector and the state to offer generous financial

assistance to students who are prepared to enrol for the required

disciplines, Bven though the efficacy of so doing has been ques
tioned. 2 ) However, grants that are dependent upon financi.al neled

1) Mushkin, S.J. (Ed.): Econcmics of Higher Education, Washington,
D.C., United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
1962, Chapter 13 considers a means test acceptable in educstion,
although it often fails elsewhere.

2) Jackson, G.A.: 'Financial Aid and Student Enrolment', Journal of
Higher Education, Vol. XLIX, no. 6, Nov/Dec. 1978, p. 548, pnints
out that ' ••• the power of financial aid to change prospective
students' minds ••• (is) modest ••• (Most) aid intended to attract
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alone may entail the disadvantage of affecting the incentives

of students, not only with respect to subject choice, but °also

with respect to their will to complete their degrees in the

shortest time possible. The detrimental consequences already

noted of charging low tuition fees l ) are, of course, applicable

a fortiori to the case of grants. A partial solution would be

to introduce a second proviso for eligibility, namely annual

success in the university examinations.

In addition the provision of subsidies-in-kind such as occurs,
with grants and below-cost tuition charges can be shown to,
detract from a consumers's welfare in the sense that, had the,
consumer been allowed to make his own choice amongst the avail

able consumption goods at unsubsidized prices, he could have

(Footnote 2, p.146, continued) ••• new students would go to
students who would have enrolled without aid'. Peltzman, S.
argues that subsidies-in-kind (e.g. government expenditures on
higher education) merely substitute for private expenditures and
do not increase enrolment appreciably. 1 The Effect of Government
Subsidies-in-Kind on Private Expenditure : The Case of Higher
Education', Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 81, no. 1,Jan/Feb.,
1973, pp. 1-27. On the other hand, Leslie, L.L. and Fife, J.D.
found that when stUdent aid is considered as money income it
' ••• results in ••• increased consumption of higher educaticn ••. '.
'The College Student Grant Study. The Enrolment and Attendance
Impacts of Student Grant and Scholarship Programs', Journal of
Higher Education, Vol. XLV, no. 9, Dec.

o
1974, pp.65l-67l on

p. 651-

1) Cf. Section 4.3.2. 'User charging' or the practice of exacting
payments from the beneficiaries of a good, (in this case, for
higher education) will not be inequitable in a majority of cases,
because it is a well established result ".•• that college atten
dance rates are greater for the rich than for the poor ••• ". In
cases of need, grants could sl~plement user charging. Hartman, R.W.:
'EqUity Implications of State Tuition Policy and Student Loans',
Journal of PoU tical Economy, Vol. SO, no. 3, Part II, Supplement,
May/June 1972, pp. 5.142-5.171 on p. S.1~5.
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reached an equal level of satisfaction at a lower cDst. l ) The

fact that he wDuld then prDbably have chDsen a cDmbinatiDn Df

gDDds that cDntained less educatiDn than he would have dDne if

educatiDn had been subsidized, will Dnly be detrimental tD sDcial

welfare if sufficient externalities are generated in cDmpensa

tiDn. Despite the uncertainties invDlved, the case fDr educa

tiDnal subsidies depends Dn just those grDunds.

5.2.2 LDans

5.2.2.1 General CDnsideratiDns

Loans differ frDm grants in that mDney is borrDwed and must be

paid back at ~ later date. Interest is usually charged as payment

for the use Df the mDney, althDugh in the case Df student IDans,

interest charges are Dften waived until the student begins

earning 2)Dr subtracted directly frpm the principal sum.

LDans enable impecunious students tD further their academic

careers by borrowing now against their f~ture earnings. The

economic effect is that more real resources are devoted to educa

tiDn in the current period. The repayment Df the loan at a later

1) Let Xl = educatiDn; X2 = the sum

of Dther consumer gDDds; BB' = the X2oDnsumer's bUdget line befDre subs i-
dizatiDnandBB" the budget line
after educatiDn has been subsidized.
After receiving the subsidy, the
consumer moves from C to A, indi
cating higher welfare. The real
cost Df producing that amount of
education is DA, Whereas additio
nal incDme of DE would have raised
the CDnsumer tD an equivalent
level Df welfare, and DA > DE. See:
Windham, D.M.:' Social Benefits and
the Subsidi.zatiDn Df Higher Educa- 'n--------..:..~-~-~B-i,Xl
tiDn: A Critique', Higher Educa- 0
tian, Val.5, na. 3, pp. 237-252,
Dn p. 250.

2) This is tantamount to subsidiZing interest rates, the effects
of which are analysed belDW.
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date is merely a transfer payment from one person to another,

which brings no truly economic costs for the future community.

Nevertheless, from the point of view of the individual borrower,

the transfer payments involved are of major importance and

because the student is required to repay the capital sum plus

interest, loans clearly differ markedly from grants. Their

effect is not to equ.alize the financial positions of students,

but partially to eliminate one of the major obstacles to equal

opportunities of obtaining a higher education. l )

5.2.2.2 Possible Positive Effects of Loans

Loan schemes have several beneficial attributes. The first

important benefit from such a scheme is that the incentives of

students are minimally distorted by its use. The arguments on

'optimal' pricing submitted in the previous chapter were essen

tially that prices or fees lower than (marginal) costs could

lead to an inefficient use of Rcarce resources. Once provision

has been made for the social benefits generated by education by

means of appropriate subsidies, students should be required to

shoulder the costs caused by their own education. However,

the application of these pricing 'rules' could lead to hardship

or even possibly the discouragement of students from seeking

university admission, despite a price elasticity of demand Isss

than unity, if students are unable to borrow the necessary funds.

A loan scheme would in principle overcome this difficulty, whilst

maintaining economically justifiable pricing to ensure optimal

resource use. Students would not be misled bV low prices as to

the true costs of their university careers,2) neither would they

1) Cf. Verry, D.: 'Some Distributional and Equity Aspects of the
Student Loans Debate', The Open University: Education, Equitv and
Income Distribution, Milton Keynes, The Open University Press,1977.

2) In terms of the standard bUdget line analysis of consumer choice,
grants cause di.stortionary I kinks I to appear by altering the op·'
portunity costs of a specific level of education in terms of other
consumption goods. Loans, on the other hand, allow the whole buu-·
get line to move in a parallel fashion away from the origin SO
that relative prices are not distorted and consumer decisions
not unduly influenced. See Krueger, A. : 'Comment " Journal-..9.f
Politi.cal EcoC\orny, Vol. 80, no. 3, Part II, Supplement, ~lay/June

1972, pp •. S.31 - 5.33.
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be prevented from taking the opportunity of a university educa

tion by a lack of money. Loans combine the twin advantages of

a high degree of equality of opportunity regardless of financial

position with user charging that encourages the judicious use
1) .

of re source s.

A further advantage attributable to a student loan scheme is

that its implementation would help to alleviate the financial

plight common to most mode~n universities without resulting in

any luss of autonomy. 2) Al though short-term fluctuations occur,

the long-term trend of university costs is likely to rise at a

rate greater than the national average because of the labour

intensive nature of teaching and the teaching methods tradi

tionally employed. Because quality in teaching is widely (but
. 3) .

often erroneously) considered to depend upon student to staff

ratios, msintaining or even reducing class sizes results in

static or diminishing productivity.4) However, as it is not so

cially justifiable to disallow an important professional group

from sharing in a nation's growing affluence, salaries of (uni

versity) teachers must rise in concert with increases in the

national wealth. But salary rises that are not offset by pro

ductiVity increases of necessity imply higher than overage
5) . .

costs. This effect is aggravated by the normal inflationary

pressures upon all university inputs.

In the quarter century preceding 1970 expenditure per student in

the 0 E C D countries as a whole grew at an annual rate of

1) Hipson, J.P.: 'Higher Education - How to Pay', New Englanq
Economic R8view, MarCh/April 1971, pp •. 3-22 on p. 6.

2) Ibid.

3) See Section 3.4.2 above.
4) Cf. Balderston, F.Eo: f1anaging Toda,!' s University, San Francisco,

Joss8v-Bass Publishers, 1975, p. 196; also Sheenen, J.: ,The
Economics of Educ~tion, London, George Allen & Unwin, no date,
p. 12-15.

5) Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: The More Effective llse
of Resources, New York, McGrald-Hill, 1972, p. 4.
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9,0 per cent, whereas the GNP price index grew at an average

rate of 4,3percent. This implies that in real terms unit costs

in higher education in those countries rose by almost 5 per cent

per year. l ) In South Africa university price inflation is

exacerbated by the shortage of skilled manpower that forces uni

versity salaries to rise so as to draw staff of the required

calibre. The results of these spiraling costs can be viewed in

the perpetual shortage of money in the universities and a corres

ponding pressure upon the fiscus to increase subsidies. Despite

financial stringency, universities have in the past been reluc

tant to raise student fees. Although increasing fees could have

negative consequences under certain circumstances, it is sub

mitted that many of these, as described below, can be overcome

by the jUdicious use of loans, which will allow universities to

increase their incomes and the financial burden to be partially

shifted from the public to the private sector. 2)

This argument is valid. Nevertheless,it is important to dis

tinguish between the budgetary relief offered by student loans

to universities and the fiscus and relief of pressure on the
. ----!

overall resources in the economy. Loans do not provide the

latter. The cost of education to society is the value of re

sources used fDr that as opposed tD other purpos.es in a specific

period of time. In these terms costs remain the same whether

education is paid for with the aid of loans or by some other

means.~) In fact, by diminishing the financial obstacles of

students, loans could"have the effect Df increasing the resources

used for educatiDn.

1) 0 E C D Conference on Future Structures of Post-Secondary Edu
cation. General Report: Policies for Higher Education, Paris,
DEC D , 1974, p. 128. Cf._ also: WiUiams, 8.: 'UniveI'sity
Finance in a Period of Rapid Inflation', Higher, EducatiDn, Vol.5,
no. 4, Nov. 1976, pp. 351-362.

2) 0 E C D. Report: Policies for Higher Education. Op. Cit.,p.130-131;
also Clurman, ~1.: 'Does Higher Education Need More Monev?' in
Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States : lb£
Economics and Financing of Higher Ed4cation in the U.S.A.,
Washing~Dn, DC, GDvernment Printing Office, 1969, p. 632
et seg.

3) Cf. CDmmittee on Higher Education: Report (The Robbins Report),
London, H.M. Stationery Office, Cmnd. 2154, 1963, p. 209.
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In some cases loans could have the additional advantage above

grants that weaker students could decide for themselves whether

Dr not to go to university, rather than having the decisions made

for them by some selection committee, as would be necessary if

education were to be 'free'. Thereby the serious students would

be separated from those who have a casual approach to their

studies and a sense of responsibility would be establish8d. Again,

whereas grants are often given for specific subjects, loans gene

rally do not have similar stipulations that restrict a student's
choice of discipline. l )

5.2.2.3 Possible Negative Effects of Loans

The negative attributes of loans are said to include the aspect

that loans discriminate against weaker students in a way that,

for example, low tuition fees do not do, because the brighter

ones would be able to get grants so as to avoid their getting

into debt; that students' choices of careers could be influenced

to the more lucrative fields to minimize the effects of the 10an;2)

and that family obligations to give financial aid "GO students will

be weakened. 3 )

A disadvantage of a loan scheme which is often believed tc be of

importance, is that it produces students that begin their,careers

with debt, which could perhaps influence the decisions of lower

income students, whether or not to go to university. An objeo

tive me~sure for the 'burdensomeness' of debt is difficult to

find, but one suggested by Hertman is the relationship between

future payments and income. 4 ) The ratio between these two is

2)

3)

4)

O'Donoghue, M.: Economic Dimensions in Education, Dublin, Gill
and Macmillan Ltd., 1971, p. 198.

The reasoning behind a rate of return approach to educational
planning is, of course, just that: the lucrative fields are those
where additional manpower is required. And the determinaticn of
what is lucrative cannot be achieved without reference to costs.
Cf. Section 2.6.2.

IbiQ.
Hartman, R.W.: 'Student Loans for Higher Education', in Orwig ,',>.D.:
Financt.D-5L.Higher Education : Al ternatives for tlJ.E! Federal G.overn··
J:!1..§'nt, Iowa, Monograph 5, The Amerioan Cb11ege TDsting P!'ogram,
1971, pp. 281-298.
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defined as the 'repayment rate' and where this rate becomes

burdensome, the 'repayment ceiling' is reached. Daniere has

suggested that the ceiling is reached if 7,5 per cent of income

is repaid annually, on the grounds that an average family re

tains 10 per cent of its income for discretionary purposes once

it has honoured all its contractual commitments. l )

The factors that determine the size of the repayment instalments

are the interest rate, the repayment period and the size of the

debt. If a debt of R3oo0 and an annual income of R9000 is as

sumed, the effects of different interest rates over ten and

twenty year repayment periods respectively can be illustrated.

As is shown in Jable 1 a debt equal to one third of a stUdent's

future annual income generates repayment instalments signifi

cantly lower than the repayment ceiling, even if repaid .over

the relatively short period of ten years at a rate as high as

10 per cent. If repayments Bre made over the longer period of ,
twenty years the limitation of the repayment ceiling is even more

remote.

TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL INCOME PAYABLE AS
INTEREST AND REDEMPTION ON A LOAN EQUAL
TO ONE THIRD OF ANNUAL INCOME AT DIFFr=
RENT RATES OVER 10 YEAR AND 20 YEAR
REPAYMENT PERIODS RESPECTIVELY

Repayment Instalment as % of Annual Income
Interest Rate

10 Year Redemption 20 Yea:c Redemption
--

3% 3,9% 2,2%

7% 4,7% 3,1%

10% 5,4% 3,9%

--- --
SOLrce: Hartman, R.W.: op. Cit., p. 190.

1) Daniel'S, A. AS quoted by Hartman, loco cit.
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One can, therefore, conclude that loans that are apparently

onerous need not necessarily be so and that, consequently, the

(partial) use of a loan scheme is to be advocated. For example,

if higher tuition fees are economically justified, a loan scheme

could be used to offset the disadvantage involved in raising

fees. Needless to say, if full university costs were to be

charged to students their indebtedness would probably become

burdensome, but as has been argued in Section 4.3.2, pricing in

that way would be economically undesirable as well. Provision

must be made for the subtraction of research costs as alEo for

the costs of the benefits that accrue to society and the residual

used as basis for determining tuition fees. Loans that need not

be excessive can have an important effect upon students' abili

ties to afford such fees and simultaneously allow universities

to charge an economically realistic tuition fee.

5.2.2.4 Some Possible General Effects of Loans

Several effects of loans upon the development and operation of

financial markets should be noted, some of which would seem to

indicate a need for a measure of governmental action. Firstly,

if the repsyment period were to be long, private financi.8!'S would

probably not· be inclined to support the scheme, especially not if

repayments were made income contingent and accordingly were to

vary from year to year. If the latter were the case, it would

also be very difficult to establish a secondary market for loans,

which would discourage private financiers further. 1) In addition,

the private supply of loans would be likely to fluctuate with

money market conditions in a cyclical fashion, whereas in fact,

the demand for loans could increase during recessionary phases.
2

)

However, a government operated loan scheme or one that is run by

a pUblic a~ency which raises capital by issuing government guaran

teed debt; would not imply that an unlimited supply of credit to

1) However, some private financial institutions appear to have found
student loans a profitable business in terms of soliciting future
clients.

2) Hinson, J.P.: pp. Cit., p. 19.
3) Vide Section 5.2.2.5.
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students would be forthcoming. If the demand for loans were

great, the effects on other financial markets, especially ·those

for housing loans and for state and local government debt would

have to be ascertained. l ) The implications could be significant,

if unlimited credit were to be made available to all would-be

students.

5.2.2.5 The Implementation of Loan Schemes

Thc stumbling-block in the path of student loans is the market

failure, spoken of above in Chapter 4, Which makes it difficult

for poor students to obtain the loans they require, even if they

aI'S prepared to pay market rates of interest on the sums they

borrow. The risks· involved for the. lender of default by the

student arising from his possible failure to obtain a degree,

the normal hazards of lending and the impossibility of offering

human capital as collateral for security purposes, render student

loans an unpopular business. And the difficulty of distingUishing

the potentially good from the potentially bad students makes

it difficult for both groups to acquire the resources they need.

Therein lies the market failurs: a potentially profitable in

vestment in human capital remains unmade and 'too few' resources

are devoted to education.

If this were found to be the case, the remedy would be partially

to remove the administration of student loans from the market

01' at least to supplement the free market mechanism by pooling

the risks in the form of a student loan bank. 2 ) If necessary, such

1) Hinson, J.P.: .Qe., Cit., p. 19.

2) The Carnegie Commission advised that fees should be gradually
rais2d and student aid increased through the creation of a
National Student Loan Bank, with income-contingent repayments
spread over a long period. Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu
casit]n: t!ighsr:-EcLucetion : Who P'!1..§? Who Benefits'? Who should
Pay?, NeuJ York, McGraw-Hill, 1973. For a discussion of ttlsse
proposals see Hughes, J.F. (Ed.); Education and the State. _
Washington 0 C , American Council on Education, 1975, pp. 53
et seq.
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an institution could have governmental support in the form of

provision of the initial caPital. l ) It has also been suggested

by some that governmental support could take the form of subsi

dized interest rates. That should, however, not be necessary in

principle. Two forms of market failure are at issue: one caused

by the public benefits of education, for which subsidies are

necessary, and one caused by the non-availability of funds, for

which loans offer a solution. If loans were to be subsidized,

these t~o issues would become confused. Neither would it be

certain that subsidized interest rates would have beneficial

consequences. General subsidized interest rates on loans would

have effects similar to low tuition in that subsidies would be

given regardless of need. In effect, a subsidy would be placed

upon atte~dance rather than need.

Given time, a bank of this nature could become self-financing

if the demographic pressure of new students did not perpetuate

an excess demand for loans over the supply thereof. 2 ) As loans

were redeemed by past students, funds would become available for

present ones, giving rise to a perpetual rotation of the money

required by successive generations to finance their respective

educations and allowing each to spread his personal direct costs

over B period in which he has the ability to pay.3) Of course,

in a dynamic world of rising educational costs additional funds

1) A student bank should natLlrally not be founded unnecessarily.
In the event of commercial banks being able to supply sufficient
student loans, no centralized action would be required. It could,
for example, prove profitable for private banks to woo future
cli~nts by offering student loans on favourable terms.

2) Past experience indicates that a long period is necessary before
this occurs. "For example, in 1961 in Japan only 14 per cent of
expenditure on student loans was derived from past loan repay
ments; by 1971 the proportion was still only 20 per cent."
Woodhall, M.: Op. Cit., p. 130. (Japan provides all its student
aid in the forlfo of loans).

3) Bowen, H.R.: 'Who PayfJ the Education Bill?', in Oriwig, M.D.:
~Cii., pp. 281-298 on p. 293.
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would be required to ensure the solvency of the scheme. Infla

tion would also erode the oapital base, thus neoessitating the

periodio refurbishment of the bank's capital, unless interest

rates were set to avoid suoh an eventuality.

One of the diffioulties with loans is that not all would-be

students are assured of the average or median inoome of their

prospeotive professions, as has been taoitly assumed so far.

Those who earn more, present no problems, but those who earn less,

either by failing to pass their university examinations or by not

entering or leaving the particular profession for personal rea

sons, may find their repayment rates exoeeding their repayment

oeilings as defined above. If suoh a possibility is oontemplateD

and seems subjeotively probable, a'student will be under strong

inoentives not to aooept a loan so as not to enoumber himself in

the future. To overoome this, proposals have been mElde to the

effeot that repayments should not be made on the usual interest

plus amortization basis, but on the grounds of the higher inoome

reoeived beoause of the eduoation made possible by the loan. A

speoifio suggestion for an inoome-contingent loan soheme by

Vickrey is that funds should be made available liberally to would

be students in return for an agreement to pay what oould be de

scribed as 'dividends' to the investors who had provided the

funds. These 'dividends' would be computed as a percentage of

the student's later earnings on a basis similar to that used for

inoome taxation. l )

The terms of the dividend payments, suggested by Viokrey, would

be such that an initial sum would be exempted,so that the dividend

caloulations would be made on the inoome earned by the former

student in excess of the average earned by those without the

~dditional education. For example, if ~he average income of a

matriculant were R5000, and a sum had been borrowed to finance

1) Vickrey, W.: ,~\ Proposal for Student Loans', in Mushkin, S.J.
(Ed.): ,9£.:..Sii., Chapter 16. The University of Yale operates a
sLiccessi'ul income-contingent loan e::::heme for its own students.
Sep.; West, E.G.: 'The Yale Tuition Postponement Plan in the Mid
Seventies', Higher Education, Vol. 5, no. 2, May 1976, pp.169-175.
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a bachelor's degree, dividend payments would be calculated as

a percentage of income once allowance has been made for an

exemption of R5000. Vickrey beliaves that the rate for the

determination of the dividend could possibly increase pro

gressively, but should be set so as to attract sufficient funds

from investors to meet the demand for loans by students. How

ever, rates should be sdjusted so as not to be unfair on those

making repayments. Vickrey adds that the principle of a mutual

fund coul~ be empl~yed so that payments over and above a certain

amount could be made to a fund on the former stUdent's behalf,

from which he would be, able to make pension withdr'awals later. U

The scheme has the important advantage of reducing the risk

element that characterizes other types of loan. It's similarity

with insurance schemes on the one hand and income tax on the

other does, however, imply that some of the complications of each

are experienced. Risk pooling can tempt an insured persen to

bring about deliberately the occurrence against which he is in

sured, if he stands to gain thereby and, therefore, entails whet

has com~ to be known as 'moral hazard'. In the case of Vickrey's

loan scheme graduates may be tempted to accept lower paid jobs

than they would otherwise have done, so as to minimize their

repayment liabilities, if they receive some psychic, non-mor:etilry

satisfaction in so doing. A progressive rate would have similar

effects upon the incentives to work of loan holders as modern

income tax does. If the repayment amounts were to become ex

cessive in the eyes of ttle loan holder, he would be lIery lik~ly
, .

to take extended holidays so as to reduce his income, or to

request in naturd payment for his efforts so as to diminish the

base upon which his repayment assessment is made. It would be

of particular importance to ensure thst the combined marginal

income tax payments and loan repayments dilj not become 'excessive',

othe~wise the disincentives.to work would be aggravated. The

effects of the tax structure upon the provision of loan funds by

investors would also require investigation. If the income used

1) The 8dministrative complications would count against the imple
mentation of some of these suggestions:
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to invest in the scheme were taxed and the money received in

repayment of the loans also taxed, investors could become "dis

interested in the scheme.

Difficulty could also be experienced in defining income for the

purposes of the scheme. It appears conceptually easy, at first,

to distinguish between earned income and total income where the

latter includes, for example, inherited income, and to assume

that the former is the product of the higher education. How

ever, ambiguous situations could arise. For example, certain

increases in wealth, such as the capital appreciation of assets

could be attributable to jUdicious investments made on the basis

of knowledge acqUired at, say, a business school and Should,

strictly speaking, be included for the purposes of assessing rE

payments of the loan.

The pooling of risks could make the scheme attractive to the

mediocre and poorer students but not so for the brighter cnes

unless some differentiation is in6orporated. Vickrey suggests

that this could be done through an insurance approach to rating

the risks of individual loan applicants. On application an

assessment could be made of the earnings potential cf eech student

and the exemption limit (on his future income before repayments

begin) determined for each in turn. The potentially high earners

would be given high exemption and vice versa for the potentially

low earners. I) It would also be possible to overcome this 'ad

verse selection problem' by allowing participators to withdraw

from the scheme after a certain point had been reached in their

payments so as not to discourage potentially high earners frcm

participating in the scheme.

. 2)
Such 'opt-out' procedures could, however,prove complicated to

I) Vickrey, W.: Do. Cit., p. 275.

2) 'Opt-out' provisions ensure that potential high earners partici
pate in loan ~chemes to provide the surpluses that must balance
the 10SS8S on low earners. Cf. Hartman, R.W.: 'Equity Implica
tions of State Tuition PoliCY and Student Loans', Op. Cit. ,p.Sl61,.
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apply in practice and, accordingly, an alternative system of

'variable term' student loans has been advocated. l ) This.would

also require a certain percentage of annual income to be paid in

redemption of the loan. However, these payments would cease

once the full amount had been repaid. Because each borrower

would, therefore, repay only his own loan, the problems described

above of attracting poor students and of opt-out procedures would

be avoided without the loss of the benefits bf income contingent

plans: repayments would still be less in years of diminished

income. In practice some limit would necessarily need to be

placed on the repayment period, so that exemption from further

payments would be granted after that period had elapsed. If

many failed to redeem their entire loans, it would however prove

necessary for normal repayments to exceed 100 per cent of the

original loan.

Whereas ordinary loan schemes could disincline women to enter

universities for fear of jeopardizing their marriage prospects

by acquiring a negative dowry of debt,2) the Vickrey scheme need

not necessarily do so. The risk rating given to women to enable

the scheme to be profitable enough to attract the required funds,

could, however, be so high as to have a similar effect. If

women who have loan debts marry and do not continue working,

their husbands may be in the position of having to payoff two

108ns. Nevertheless, the principle of user charging is not vio

lated thereby, because is has been shown that the major benefit

of the woman's education is still enjoyed by her immediate

f 'I 3)aml y.

1) Hinson, J.P.: .QQ. Cit., p. 17 et se_g.

2) Cf. Robbins Report: op. Cit .• , p. 211.

3) Hinson, J.P.: Dr. Cit., p. 18. In the Scandanavian countries
where most student aid is given in the form of loans (plus zero
tuition charges) no insuperable difficulties were found in dea
ling with this problem, nor with those of defaulters or emigrants.
Woodhall, r~.; 'Methods of Financing Higher Education I, in
Butcher, H.J. and Rudd, E. (Eds.): Contpmporary Problems in
Hi~r Esluca.tioQ, London, McGraw"':Hill, 1972.
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An impDrtant disadvantage Df any lDan scheme is the administra

tive burden entailed in working the system. Extensive recDrds

will be required Dver a fairly lDng periDd Df time. This pDint

wDuld have particular fDroe in Third WDrld cDuntries in which

cDmmunicatiDn systems and facilities fDr financial transactiDns

are nDt fUlly develDped. The prDblems would be aggravated if

a oDmplioated system, fDr example that prDposed by Viokrey, were

instituted. Suggestions Df using the facilities Df the Receiver

Df Revenue fDr cDllecting loan repayments have been made in the

past. HDwever, in develDping oDuntries tax cDllectors wDuld

generally nDt be able tD shDulder additiDnal burdens.

The lDan and grant systems cDuld be cDmbined SD as tD provide

incentives fDr students tD cDmplete, their degrees in the shor

test time available or tD Dbtain the highest m~rks pDssible by

converting lDans tD grants fDr thDse WhD qualify. FDr example,

a student cDuld be Dffered alDan fDr a three year degree with

the qualifications that, if he Dbtains his degree within Hlree

years, he will be absDlved frDm a pDrtion Df his debt and if

he, in additiDn, Dbtains an average mark higher than some pre

determined level, he will be absDlved frDm a greater portion of

his debt. l ) Besides a general loan scheme, grants and subsi

dized interest payments on loans could alsD be effectively useu

in cDmbinatiDn with a means test to overcome cases Df real need.

The beneficial aspects Df each cDuld be combined tD give an

eolectio system that shDuldprove aooeptable to a majority of

interested persons. 2 )

Cf. Kaysen, C.: 'SDme General ObservatiDns Dn the Pr~oi~g of
Higrler EducatiDn I, The Revieut of Ecollomics and StatJ,st:J.I;~,
Vol. XLll, nD. 3, part II, Supplement, August 1960, pp. 5~ 60
on p. 58.
Cf. Blaug, M. and Woodhall,H.: 'Patterns of SubsidieS to
Higher Education in Europe', Hi~her Education, VD1. 7, no. 3,
August 1978, PP. 331-362, particularly on pp. 355-358.
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5.2.3 Vouchers

5.2.3.1 Possible Positive Effects of Vouchers

The protagonists of the introduction of free market principles

into the financing of education acknowledge that some public

funding is necessary to make provision for the spillover or

neighbourhood effects of education. l ) In their opinion that

does not, however, imply that subsidies should be given directly

to universities and other institutions of learning. It is ar

gued that a more effective means of subsidizing education would

be to qive the subsidies to students in the form of educational

vouche~s redeemable at any institution of their choice. 2 ) Upon

enrolment the student would be required to render up his voucher

to thE specific university, which would then be eligible to

collect a certain sum of money from the central government in

lieu of (or as partial payment of) tuition fees by the student.

If such a scheme were to be followed, it is alleged that education

would reap the free market benefits of freedom of' choice,and

that a diverse provision of education to suit all requirements

and efficiency of resource use would result, the pros and cons

of which were discussed in Chapter 4.

The advocates of vouchers substantiate their claims by referring

to those countries where private universities operate adjacently

to a public education system. Parents that send their children

to the private institutions must in effect pay twice for the

education they purchase, once in the form CJf taxation, which is

used to finance the public system, and a second time in the form

of tuition fees. The price for opt'ing' out of the public system

1) Cf_. Section 4.1 above.

2) Friedman, M.: 'The Role of Government in Education', in Solo, R.A.
(Ed.); Economics and the Public Interest, New Brunswick, N.J.,
Rutgers- UniveT'sity Press, 1955.
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is, accordingly, disproportionately high in relation to the real

economic costs involved, which explains why relatively few decide

to follow this path. The distortion in relative prices between

a subsidized 'free' public university and an 'expensive' private

one caused by such double payments interferes with students'

abilities to choose the institutions they would prefer and must

be vi.ewed aa detracting from ecollomic weI fare.1) It is believed

that vouchers should be introduced for ths express purpose of

removing these restrictions upon what many regard as a valid area

for the exercise of individual volition. Probably the beat known

example of a voucher scheme used in practice is that that was

made possible by the so-called 'G I Bill' in the United States

of America.

The G I Bil12) was aimed at providing education benefits for

veterans by authorizing a flat monthly allowance for up to forty

five months of education undertaken within ten years of discharge

from the armed farcea. 3 ) Payments weI'S made to the student him

self, who was free to select sn institution but who was required

to pay the tuition fees and other expenses such as these for

books and board and lodging himself. Of the Z5.23 billion used

for this purpose in 1976, Z4,3 billion was spent on high2r edu

cation. Eligibility for the benefits did not depend upon finan

cial need. 4 )

1) Parish, R.M.: 'The Economics of State Aid to Education',
Economic Record, September 1963, pp. 292-305.

2) Initially the Serviceman's Readjustment Act of 1944 (58 Stat.284)
and later the Veterans' Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966
(80 Stat. 12) as amended by the Veterans' Education and Employ
ment Act of 1975 (90 Stat. 2383).

3) Breneman, D.W. and Finn, C.E.: Public Policy and Private Highe,-'
Education, Washington, DC, The Brookings Institution, 1978,
p. 454.

4) Ibid. For those men and women entering the Armed Forces after
1 January, 1977, a different system applies. Those wishing to
qualify for educational benefits upon being discharged are re
quired to contribute for at least twelve months to a fund from
which they are entitled to draw S2 for each Zl contributed.
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5.2.3.2 Possible Negative Effects of Vouchers

Vouchers undoubtedly appear to achieve the objective of allowing

free choice in education. This could, however, be illusory. It

has been pointed out that free choice implies that a measure of

'slack'ffiust exist in the provision of education. If the number of

university places does not exceed the number of students, some

students will be forced to accept places in unpopular institu

tions against their wishes. To such students vouchers merely

present a Hobson's Choice. l ) Vouchers would certainly complicate

students' choices and, if unqualified or unregulated,2) could

result in more resources being devoted to education than other

wise would have been the case. This would occur if students

tried to secure relatively good positions in the job market by

investing in above average education, thereby raising the ave
rage. 3 )

In addition, it is not clear that vouchers are eff~ctive in

achieving some of the other goals sometimes associated with edu

cational policy. Unqualified vouchers may, in fact, contribute

to inequality along racial or financial I.ines. Because vouchers

are expressly designed to allow individuality to come to the

fore, they enable communities to form educational units that aI'S

s6 constructed as to exclude outsiders. For instance, the use

1) Wagner, L.: 'Vouchers - are they the Answer for Parantal Crwice? I

EducatiollJ... Vol. 144, no. 24, Dec. 1974, quoted extensively
in The Open University: The Finance of Education, Milton Keynes,
The Open University Press, 1977, pp. 86-89.

2) i.e. not qualified according to the income of the vouchel' reci
pient, the possibility of supplementary payments, etc. Cf. The
Open University: .QE..Jit., p. 71-

3) Because differential advantages accrue ' •.. to those children
whos~ parents are successful in securing relatively more educa
tion ••• parents are faced with a "prisoners" dilemma. For each
parent, the optimal response ••• is to seek ever more education.
By imposing uniformity ••• public financing removes the dilemma
and permits parents to choose lower levels of education.'
Stubblebine, w.e.: 'Institutional Elements in the Financing ot
Education', Southern Economic Journal, Vol. 32, July 1965,
pp. 15-35.
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of vouchers lent impetus to the founding of racially segregated

institutiollS in the American state of Louisiana. l ) In B country

in which ethnic diversity is accentuated this co~ld possib~ be

considered a positive attribute, but in one striving to achieve

a uniform national character it would not be.

Unqualified vouchers could also be used to accentuate financial

inequality along both district and family lines. If students or

thei~ parents were able to supplement the educational vouchers

they receive from the government, and their universities asked

fees that exceeded the voucher value, the children of low-income

families would effectively be denied access to those universi

ties. It is also probable that the standard of education pro

vided at such institutions, both in terms of teaching and faci

lities, ~ould be superior to that available in universities where

parents were unable to supplement their vouchers.

Inevitably, the quality of unive~sities will vary and will depend

partially on the characteristics of the community they serve.

However, the standardization of salaries in nationalized education

systems would be sufficient to maintain a semblance of equality.

If, on the other hand, educational institutions were privately

run ar.d could charge fees and pay salaries as they saw fit, the

brake that prevents inequality from increasing, would be released.

Much would depend upon the attitudes adopted by students and

their parents and the sacrifices they were prepared to make to

supplement the centrally financed vouchers. But because lower

income parents tend to be those Who are less concerned about

their offspring's education~) inequality could be exacerbated

by a voucher scheme.

1) La Noue, G.R.: Educational Vouchers : Conce~ts and ControversiEs,
New York, Columbia University Teacher College Press, 1972, p.39
et seg. See also: Goddard, F.n. and Goffman, 1.J,: I The Public
Fir.ancing of Non-Public Education', Review of Social Economy,
October 1973, Vol. 31(2), pp. 152-166; and Lindelow, J.: Educ~

tional VOUCh8_TS, Virginia, National Association of Seconder,!
School rrincipals, Research Analysis Series No. 45, no date.

2) Cf. Section 4.4.2.1 above.
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Proposals have been advanced to diminish the tendency of vouchers

to increase inequality. They are based primarily on the equali

zation of power either of districts or of families plus several
1)

other safeguards. These proposals amount to attempts to

equalize educational options and opportunities despite differen

ces in community or family financial abilities. They imply that

the tuition fees payable by voucher should be set with respect

to either community or family income, necessitating therefore a

means test. The relationship between family income and fees

would, naturally, be an inverse one, but would also vary in aC

cordance with the category of institution chosen by the family,

so as to allow a measure 'of differentiation to accommodate dif

ferent tastes for education.

It has been suggested that additional safeguards could be at

tached to power equalizing proprosals in the form of prohibiting

institutions from charging more than the face value of the vou

chers. This, as has been mentioned above, would dilute the free

dom of choice in educational matters to the few options envisa

ged in the respective schemes and so largely obstruct variation

in response to student choice. It would also leave the actual

fee amounts to be determined by the political process via the

centralization that vouchers were designed to avoid. In pur

suance of equity it has also been suggested that any institutions

1) For example: Coon, J.E., Sugerman, S.D. and Clune, W.H.: I Resli
cing the School Pie', in La Noue, G.R.: Op. Cit.; Stern, S.:

'Effects of Alternative State Aid Formulas on the Distribution
of Public School Expenditures in Massachusetts', Review of
IEpnomics and Statistics, Vol. 55,no. 1, Feb. 1973, pp. 91-97;
Michelson, S.:'What is a "Just" System for Financing Schools?
An Evaluation of Alternati.ve Reforms', Law and Contemporary.
~lo~lem8, Winter/Spring, 1974, Vol. 38, no. 3, pp. L,36-458;
Pauly, M.V.: 'Mixed Public and Private Financing of Education:
Efficiency and Feasibility', American Economic Review, March 1967,
pp. 120-130. For a discussion of Pauly's suggestions see
Goddard, F. D., and Goffman, 1. J.: .QQ.. Cit., p. 159 et seg. A
similar proposal was made by Chambers, J., a discussion of which
is to be found in: Benson, C.S.: The Economics of Public Educa
tio~, (3rd Edition), Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1978,
pp. 171-174.
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making use of vouchers, should be compelled to accept all candi

dates that qualify academically. If the demand for places were

to exceed the supply, the selection of successful applicants

should be a random process so as to eliminate any prejudice that

could arise. l ) Several other potential problems with vouchers

could be mentioned. 2) For instance, the possibility of a free

market supply of education raises the problems of consumer pro

tection and minimum standards, which would possibly re·quire

enforcement through a system of inspection. Advertising could

also ~ossibly need some measure of control.

Additional factors may militate against the practical implementa

tion of a voucher scheme. For example, if the population density

of a district is relatively low, economies of scale may enforce

the use of one institution only, thereby limiting students'

choice. 3) It may also prove impossible to find sufficient

'educational entrepreneurs' to undertake the work of providing

alternative institutions, especially as profits are likely to

be 10w. 4) One experiment in performance contracting to establish

whether market incentives improved educational institutions, as

is predicted by theoretical models, proved to be inconclusive of

the superiority of a market system and, therefore, of the profit

motive. 5 ) Educational agents were paid on the basis of results

1) Arons,S.: 'The Peaceful Use of Education VOUChers', in La Noue,
G. R. : Op. Cit., p. 82.

2) Hansen, W.L. and Lampman, R.J.: 'Basic Opportunity Grants for
Higher Education: Good Intentions and Mixed Results', in
Haveman, R.H. and Margolis, J.: Public Expenditure and Policy
Analysi~, Chicego, Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 2nd
Edition 1977.

3) Moor R.C.: 'The Economic Efficiency of Mixed Financing of Edu
cation in Econo~ic Space', Public Finance Quarterly, Oct. 1973,
Vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 399-408.

4) Ginzberg, E.: 'The Economics of the Voucher System', in
La Noue, G.R.: Cp. Cit., on p. 105.

5) Gramlich, E.M. and Koshel, P.P.: 'Is Real-World Experimentation
Possible? The Case of Educational Performance Contracting',
in Haveman, R.H. and Margolis, J.: ~ Cit.; Hiller, J. an~

Tollison, R.D.: 'An Economic Model of Performance Contract1ng
in Education', Public Finance, Vol. 29, no. 1, 1974, pp. 36-48
presents a th~oretical analysis.
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rather than costs so that etaff salaries depended upon educatio-,
nal output. The results showed that the~e were only slight diffe-

rences between the experimental and control students, although

the haste with which the experiment was implemented and its

limited duration of one year, may have invalidated or biased

the resul ts.l) Another factor likely to be problematical would

be that of the future financing of universities' capital costs.

5.2.3.3 The Use of Vouchers for Financing South African Universities

In South Africa the autonomous universities, which are not cen

trally controlled but are administered by their councils, are

in a sense exposed to the market mechanism. It is, accordingly,

necessary to decide whether the reservations expressed above

are likely to apply in their case. The first of these is in

respect of the probability of inequalities being perpetuated

or aggravated.

The autonomous South African universities are free to establish

their own fees and significant variations occur. They are,

however, flot permitted to establish the5.r own staff salary scales,

except that salaries csn be supplemented with donations for that
2) --'~-..--.-.- - - -.-.-..""".' ----..-.-~~ --

purpose. Some room for the development of inequality does,

therefore exist •. Nevertheless, the internal diversity of a modern

university. could tend on average to diminish the disparities.

In any case, university variety and individuality of character

could be regarded to be more of an asset than of a liability (in

contrast to the case of schools, through which national cohesion

in some sense must be established). In general, it is also not

1) Ibid. A voucher system was introdwced on an experimental basis in
the school district of Alum Rock, California. Because of the
limitations involved with social experimentation and the small
number of schools that took PB~t, the experiment became more one
of testing decentralization than vouchers. D. Weiler ~t al.:
'The First Year at Alum Rock', in Baxter, C., O'Leary, P.J. and
WelJtoby, A.: Ee,onomics and Edl!cation Poli~ a Reader, London,
Longman, 1977.

2) Louw. J.a.z.: Owerheidsbeleid en -Administrasie van Universiteite
inSuid-Afrika, D.Phil Thesi.s, UniVErsity of Pretoria, 1978,
p. 373.
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prohibitively difficult for university students to _J:JOlCI'EI'J:":lJ_nds

to supplement vouchers, if they should wish to enrol at high cost- ----"'''-~.,,--

institutions. The inequality raising potential of vouchers would,

therefore, probably be of less consequence to universities than

to other educational institutions, provided freedom of access to

the institution of the student I s choice were assured. For if

that is so, the benefits of a voucher scheme of accentuating in

dividuality are reaped without great negative consequences. Where

the negative side of inequality did come to the fore, it could

be counteracted by a student power equaliZing scheme, such as

. the judicious use of grants, scholarships and loans. l )

The importance of the proviso requiring freedom of access bears

being stressed. If restrictions were placed upon access to the

better universities, for Whatever reason, the use of unregulated

vouchers could prove discriminatory. It would, under such cir

oumstanoes, be desirable to institute some measure of power equa

lization. Those universities drawing their students from poorer

neighbourhoods would be likely to have a less 'educatable' student

body than their more affluent counterparts, because of the impor

tanoe of pre-university education for successful academic per

formanoe. Students having had poor schooling and possibly also

originating from oulturally deprived homes, are on average handi-

1) Ironioally, although vouchers normally allow inequality to in
orease, if extreme inequality already exists,their use could,
undBr oBrtain circumstancBs, herald a move tO~Jards greater equa
lity. In South Africa, for example, where the white population
group has enjoyed a high subsidy per scholar in comparison to the
other population groups, (but not, relatively, per university stu
dent), vouchers may offer a method of alleviating the imbalance.
Because insufficient funds are available to subsidize the schools
of all groups at a level equal to those of the Whites, and be
cause an anforcBd lowering of white eduoational standards would
hot be feasible politioally, vouchers of equal but modest value
for all groups could be issued, whilst allowing whites to supple
ment their vouchers to maintain their desired standards. J:n U18

process ineqLJality would not be removed, but official discrimina
tion through the differential provision of funds would be elimi
nated, which could be the first step towards greater equality.
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capped in the academic race. l ) Unregulated vouchers, through

which a flat allowance per student is payable, would be to the

disadvantage of the universities drawing poorer stUdents, be

cause they would be less inclined to raise their tuition fees,

although their requirements would probably be greater as a

result of their need to apply remedial teaching, bridging cour

ses and the like. Consequently, the standard of education re

oeived at such institutions would in all likelihood be lower than

elsewhere, as fewer resouroes would be spread over greater needs.

The argument just advanced does not imply that a uniform standard

of education at university level is either necessary or desirable.

As has already been stressed, diversity is of the essence in the

universi ty oommuni ty. And of COUrsa, variations in intellectual

dbi.lities must oome to the fore at the pinnacle of the educational

hierarchy. However, if students of high intellect are unable to

attend high quality universities becauBe of restricted access,

the case for unregulated vouohers is significantly weakened. In

equality of the unequal is to be expected, but inequality of equals

is not to be condoned and, consequently, restrictions upon ac-

cess imply that vouchers would have to be regulated to equalize

the opportunities of students having equal intelleots. This

would probably need to be done by increasing the value of all

the vouchers used at those univerBities to achieve district equa

lizing. Family Dr student equalizing would be ineffeotual, if

higher value vouchers were not redeemable at high quality insti

tutions.

Scrutiny of the uurrent South African practice of finanoing uni

versities reveals that, in fact, an edapted voucher system is in

use for the "autonomous universities. It iB currently administe:::'ed

1) Hartman, R.W.: 'Student Loans for Higher Education', Op. Cit.,
constructed a model based on USA data, in which he indicated
that " ••• the probability of earning a bachelor'B degree iB
almost six timeB greater for the children of the rich than for
the progeny of the poor." (p. 5.145). See also: HanBen, W.L.:
'Equity and the Finance of Higher Education', Journal of Political
Econom~, Vol. 80, no. 3, Part II, Supplement, May/June 1972,
pp. 5.260-5.273 on p. 5.264.
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through two financing formulas, one of which applies primarily

to current university expenditure and one to capital expenditure.

It is essentially an unregulated voucher scheme in the sense in

which that term has been used above, although differentiation is

made with respect to SUbject groupings and undergraduate and

post-graduate levels,with 'VOUChers' of differing values given

by the authorities along thOse lines. It differs from wbat is

normally regarded as a voucher scheme in two respects:firstly,the

vouchers are not paid to students individually but are claimed

by the universities directly as a lump sum from the authorities

on the grounds of the student numbers enrolled in each of the

respective categories;l) and secondly, the magnitude of the

'VOUCher' decreases if used at larger universities, which in a

sense could be viewed as the power equalization of universities

to compensate for the economies of scale that are assumed to

arise with increasing enrolments.

Having the universities collect a lump sum rather than having

the vouchers paid indiVidually to students makes for adminis

trative ease. Because the universities are administratively

geared to handling the relevant student statistics, whereas the

Department of National Education, which dispenses the 'VOUChers',

is not, an unnecessary duplication of the administrative machine-

los "dd2)ry avol e •

The economic effect of the procedure is little different from
the nOTmal voucher method. Universities must compete for stu

dents in the 'educational market place' which results in, on the

one hand, the universities' attampting to produoe their respeo

tive educational packages cheaply and efficientlY,and on the

other ,in the universities' Wishing to offer as wide and as varied

a programme of courses as possible in an attempt to attract

students.

1) Although the components of the formula for current expenditure
a1'e adjl'sted annually, the rationale thereof is expounded in the
\fan Wyk de \fries Report, Department of National Education: tJiLlin. .
Report of the COn1l1lission of Enquiry into the UnilJersitiE1s,Pr2tOna,
Governrm~nt PI'inter, RP. 25/1974, Chapter IX.

2) .lL.Lr:te. Section 5.3.1.£" 'The Number of Successfully Completed Credits.
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Whether vouchers are handed to individual students or are adminis

tered in groups does not change their effect upon how universi

ties react to them. Although the profit motive in the normal

sense does not play an important positive role in university

affairs, what may be described as the 'solvency motive' does.

Universities would always be able to spend more on their existing

programmes, and the importance of university management, there

fore, often lies therein that solvency be assured at all times.

Prestige is, in addition, an important motivating force and is

often indicated by university size, both in terms of student

numbers and research programmes. l ) These forces may at times

be conflicting in that, although the variety of courses offered

by a university can be attractive to students, the inevitable sub

division of teaching activities csn increase costs and, therefore,

either lead to high~r tuition fees or endanger solvency. The

role of a university's management is to obtain balance betu;een

these, because the market should: ideally allocate students to

the institution that delivers the best result so as to penall,ze

those universities that do not organize themselves effectively

and to reward those that do.

LikeWise, there is little reason to expect that the effect upon

students will be vastly different, if the vouchers do not pass

through their hands direct~y. If it is assumed that the value

of the VOUCher would be set so as to match the externalities

generated by education, as has been suggested in Chapter 4,

paying the voucher individually tu stUdents would imply that

universities' tuition fees would be set to equal (marginal) SD~

cial teaching costs. If the voucher~ were paid directly to

the universities, tuition fees would equal (marginal) private

teaching costs and would therefore be lower. The net effect

Opon the student should, however, be the same. The former pro

cedure places greater emphasis upon the costliness of higher

education to society as a whole rather than upon the coats caused

by the student. The latter are, of course, the relevant costs,

1) Cf. Section 3.4.1 above.
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because students' decisions to enrol are made in their private
. 1)

capacities. The costs attributable to benefits received by

society at large, are not those that require being emphasized to

the student. Therefore, in so far as students act irrationally

by not taking only their net costs into consideration the better

system appears to be to make vouchers collectively redeemable

at the universities rather than payable to students, so as to

avoid influencing students' deCisions adversely.

The use of formulae in the financing of universities is discussed

in greater detail in Section 5.3.1 below.

5 2 4 T C · • ~ p + 2)•• ax onceSSlons"o arenus.

'lid to students and their families ·can take the form of tax con

cessions to parents or guardians of students. Conceptually a

primary distinction can be made between tax credits and tax de-·

ductions. 3)

The former applies when, after a taxpayer's normal liability has

been calculated, a certain sum is credited to the income tax

account of that taxpayer for each student that he supports at

university. The amount will depend upon the particular circum

stances but would generally not exceed the average fees payable

by the student. In its simplest version the same amount is cre

dited to all parents and guardians who support students. A more

sophisticated method would be to adjust the amount of tax credit._----_.
1) All the benefits are produced jointly, thus the costs are not

separable. Cf. Section 3.4.3.

2) Leslie, L.L.: 'Higher Education Tax AIIDlDances : An Analysis',
Journal of Higher Education, VOl. XLVII

L
no. 5, Sept/Oct. 1976,

pp. 497-522; and Blum, v.-c-.: 'Freedom or Choice in Education',
in LEI Noue, G.R.: Op. Cit., p. 21, et. seq.

3) 'Ta~ deferments' can be regarded as a special type of loan be
cause the taxpayer is granted temporary tax relief without a.
diminution of his tax responsibilities. 'Amortized Tax c~edlts'
make provision for an increased period, but do not otherWlse
differ from conventional tax credIts. Credits for educational
deposits are granted before and during the years spent at univer
sity. Cf. Leslie, L.L.: ~c;.it., pp .• 512-518.
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Both tax credits and tax deductions suffer from the defect that

neither helps the very poor, that is, those who do not pay incom8

tax at all. This is a serious defect, because obviously those

are the people most in need of assistance. Tax concessions have

the additional disadvantages that they complicate the income tax

system and tend to open loopholes that could be exploited. They

1) Freeman, R.A.: 'Last Chance to Save Private Colleges', in
Orwig, M.D.: Gp. Cit., p. 215.

2) Ibid.
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can also be very costly to the Treasury in terms of forgone

revenue. Because the subsidies they entail are 'hidden' in the

sense that the total amount is difficult to calculate due to the

different amounts creditable to different taxpayers, they are al

so inclined to be forgotten, despite the magnitude of the ex

pense incurred.

The tax system is generally used to provide an 'invisible' sub

sidy to higher education, even if no tax credit or deduction

scheme is in operation for direct educational expenses. It

exists through parents bein~ able to consider their adult children,

who are full-time students, as dependents for the purposes of

their income tax calculations. The result is that the parents

of students pay less income tax than they otherwiee would have

done.

In the fiscal years preceding 1980/81,B child older than 21 but

below 26 years of age, that was financially dependent upon its

parents, a full-time student and not liable for payment of in

come tax, qualified for a child abatement. Abatements were de

signed to diminish the parent's taxsble income with the diminu

tion becoming progressively smaller the· larger the taxpayer's

taxable income became .1) Because of this variance between tax

payers, accurate computation of the total amount of the implicit

subsidy is not possible for those years. However, as from 1980/81

the system of abatements has been replaced with one of tax cre

dits, whereby taxpayers wh 0 support children in this category

are entitled to subtract RIOD from the sum of the tax they owe

for each of their first five children. R150 is subtractable for

additional offspring2) supported by the parent.

1) Silk~, A.S., Divaris, C. and Stein, M.L.: Silke on South African
Income Tax, Cape Town, Juta and Co. Ltd, Ninth Edition, 1978,
p. 541-

2) Seotion 6, no.3(a) of the Income Tax Act, (Act no. 58 of 1962
as amended). Cf. Stein, M.L. and Divaris, C.: pu Mutual 1n
komste - Belasllngoids, 1980/81 Hersiene Ui tgawe, Ou ~1utUBl

Drukkery, p. 11.
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Under the new dispensation it is relatively easy to estimate the

amount of the implicit subsidy. If it is assumed that parents

with children at university that qualify for tax credits generally

support less than five children at anyone time, the amount of

Rloo per child can be used. Further, if it is assumed that only

full-time students will be eligible for tax credits, because part

time students generally earn and are, therefore, liable for pay

ment of income tax in their own capacities, the numbers of full

time students can be used. Another assumption required is that

all the parents of full-time students pay income tax, which may,

in fact only be a reasonable assumption to make in the case of

white South Africans. In addition, although Coloureds, Asians
1) 2)

and Whites are taxed alike, a separate act governs the taxa-

tion of Blacks in South Africa. Although no general provision

is made for tax credits, Blacks who attend approved educational

institutions are entitled to exemption from tax liability on

producing certified statements to that effect fr'om the relevant

institutions. 3 ) If, to reduce uncertainty, the estimate of the

implicit sUbsidy is limited to students under the jurisdiction of

the Department of National Education, whereby the majority of

black students is exclUded, more than 80 000 full-time students

can nevertheless be presumed to qualify for tax relief, implying

an implicit sUbsidy of over R8 million to students and. their

families from this source. This is clearly a significant sum.

However, the tax system discriminates against education in a

different sense. If education is viewed as human capital embod

ied in a particular person, and the tax treatment thereof com

pared to the treatment of physical capital, the absence nf depre

ciation allowances for human capital is noticeable. Nevertheless,

knowledge is susceptible to depreciation and obsolescence, no

less than is physical capital. Doubtless the difficulties of

quantification,combined with the ephemeral nature of some know

ledge, would make the practical implementation of amortisation of

1) The Income Tax Act.

2) Taxation of Blacks Act. (Act. no. 92 of 1969).

3) Section 13. Cf. Stein, M.L. and Divatis, C.: OR' Cit.,
pp. 186··187.
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human capital prohibitively problematical.

An analysis of tax concessions that stimulate donations to uni

versities,as opposed to those that aid students' families ,is to

be found in Section 5.3.2 below.

5.3 Financial Aid to Institutions

5.3.1 Formulas

5.3.1.1 Introduction

In Section 5.2.3.3 it was suggested that formulas that allocate

specific sums to universities on the grounds of the number of

students enrolled at a particular time could bc viewed analy

tically as equivalent to vouchers treated collectively. Not

all formulas have this characteristic, as the basis for the ~

formula could conceivably be some magnitude other than student

numbers. In this section formula financing of universities will

be treated broadly to illustrate the nature end different forms

of formulas possible.

The need for public subsidization of universities to account for

the externalities generated by teaching and for the provision of

basic research has been established above. If that subsidiza-

tion is to be paid directly to the relevant institutions, the

sum involved can be calculated eittler on an annual budgetary

basis or by using a carefully formulated set of rules by which

the budgetary meshanism would be standardized. The financing
,

formula comprises sLlch a set of rules and is, therefore, a bud-'-7

getary aid that is based upon an analysis of the institutions' (,
needs. EOTJ[lulas p_hould be founded upon the principles of ra-

. ---.. 1)
tio~~Y'.9_bjectivity and quanti ficati,on.
Miller, J .L.: St.ate Budgetin9..Joryigher Education. The Use of
Formulas and Cost Analvsis. Monograph, University of Michigan,
1964, p. 150. See also Meisinger, R.J.: State Budgeting for
Higher Education: The Use of Formulas, Berkely, Centre for Re
search and Development in Higher Education, University of Ca~lfor

nia,1976; Karol, N.H., and Ginsburg, S.G.: ~1anaging the Hlgtlsr
Education Enterprise, New York, Ronald Press, 1980.
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Formulas have the important attributes of removing the process of

public funding of universities from the political arena, thereby

diminishing the possibilities of ad hoc decisions on behalf of

and special pleading by single institutions. In addition, a

care!.uJ~y.plann_edJormula provides a system for the equitable

dillis.iJJD.of.theavailable resources a:I,IJTl.g.HTle§:t.OJlt have been

eat.!al:Jlishedand agreed upon by the intere.st.e.d. parties. themselves.

Formulas facilitate comparisons amongst institutions and activi

ties; they generally ensure the adequacy of financial support

while leaving universities free to establish their own fees as

they see fit; they serve to emphasize the policy decisions ne

cessary by requiring explicit quantification; by enforcing de

tailed analyses of institutional structures and operations they

foster the attainment of efficiency; they reduce what would have

been a complicated line-budgetary process to one that is rela

tively easy to administer; they foster certainty, Which facili

tates planning by university authorities; and they lay down a set

of procedures that are generally widely accepted. I) The complai.nt

of the adversaries of formulas that all institutions become con

strained within the confines of the formula and that the freedom

and individuality of institutions are forfeited thereby can be

overcome by allowing the universities to spend their resources as

they see fit, irrespective of the basis of calculation. 2 )

(Footnote 1, p.ln continwed) ••• pp. 35-3B; and Moss, C.E. and
Gaither, G.H.: 'Formula Budgeting: Requiem or Renaissance?'
~ournal of Higher Education, Vol. XLVII, no. 5, Sept/Oct. 1976,
pp. 543-563.

1) Ibid.; also Halstead, D.K.: Statewidp Planning in Hig~8r Educa
tion, U S Government Printing Office, 1974, p. 662, and Report
of a Comlolission to the Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada; Financing Higher Education in Canada, (Chairman:
Bladen, V.W.), Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1965,
pp. 42-44.

2) This is the position in South African universities. It is also
a fundamental assumption for the application of regression ana
lysis to designing a new formula that universities optimize in
ternally, irrespective of the formula by which their funds are
calculated. See Section 3.4.1 above. Cf. also Millet, J.D.:
The Bud9.?t Formula as th.8 S,!sis f'QL_State J:\ppropriations in s.~1£::.
port of Higher Education, Indiana, Commission for Higher Educa
tion, 1974, p. 11.
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In what follows below, little attention will be given to formu

las for the provision of new university buildings because-provi

sion is made for those expenditures via a separate formula. Sec

tion 5.3.1.4 is, hcwever, devoted to a brief description of that

formula so as to emphasize its importance. Provision is not

made' by formula for the provision of land to the universities

because of the extent of regicnal variations. Accordingly, this

aspect will not be discussed.

5.3.1.2 Exogenously and Endogenously Determined Formulas

As an initial differentiation,different formulas can be distin

guished by whether the independent variables, upon which they

depend, are exogenously or endogenously determined. For example,

if the sum of the subsidy calculated by a formula, for example

the dependent variable, depends upon the number of students en

rolled at that university, the independent variable is endoge

nous to the university system. On the other hand, if the subsidy

depends upon some factor external to the university system, such

as, for example, the growth rate in national income or gross na

tional product (G N.P ),the formula can be classified as being

exogenously dete rmined.

Although the coupling of subsidies to GNP has the positive

attribute, if seen from the viewpoint of the Treasury, of re

lieving the budgetary pressure caused by university financial

demands in recessionary times, it could entail severe disadvan

tages for the universities. These stem primarily from the lack

of connection between the subsidy generated and the actual re

Quirements of the universities. Student enrolments need not be

positively correlated with GNP growth rates and may even, in

fact, be inversely related to the cyclical swings of the national

economy. Recessionary phases,with their accompanying increases

in unemployment, may witness a greater l~illingness amongst students

to spend an extra year at university so as to await improved em

ployment possibilities or SO as to enhance employment prospects

by investing in a post-graduate Qualification. If that were in-
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1)
deed to occur, an exogenously based formula determined by

GNP growth rates would precipitate periodic financial crises

amongst universities, because increased requirements would be

met with decreased provision. Again, although the prima facie

logic of spending less on university subsidies when less is

available seems to be plausible, investment in university educa

tion should preferably be viewed as a long-term phenomenon and

shielded from short-term fluctuations.

If subsidies were to be tied to a percentage of GNP in a demo

graphically young country in which a relatively large proportion

of the population was of university going age,the per student

amount available to the universities would be less than in a com

parable but demographically older country. A situation could

also be experienced in which the growth rate of the student po'·

pulation exceeds that of the GN P , which would obViously be

financially unsatisfactory for the universities. Even if the

two rates were equal, there is reason to expect that university

costs will rise more qUickly than will average costs of the

economy as a whole, because of static university productivity and

the labour intensive nature Df university prDductiDn. 2) A 'growth

difference' formula has been propDsed as solution to these pro

blems. 3 ) It has been suggested that the percentage increase in

GNP could be used to hypothesize a figure fDr what expenditure

per student wDuld have been, if the latter had grown at the same

rate as G'N P had. The amDunt by which the actual figure ex

ceeded the hypothetical figure WDuld indicate the effort expen

ded in excess Df that that cDuld have been expected thrDugh the

normal growth of the economy. It shDuld alsD indicate the amDunt

needed in subsidies to avoid increases in tuitiDn fees.

1) Handa, M.L. and Skolnik, M.L. found the relationship between
youth unemployment and enrDlments to be weak. 'Unemployment, Ex
pected Returns, and the Demand for University Education in Ontario:
Some Empirical Results', Higher Education, VDl. 4, nD. 1, Feb.1975,
pp. 27-43.

2) See Section 5.2.2 above.
3) Farrell, R.L. and Andersen, C.J.: 'General Federal Support fD~

Higher Education; An Analysis Df Five Formulas', in Orwig,M.D.:
.Qp"!-£:lt., pp. 219-268 Dn p. 258.
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As has been pointed out at various stages in this dissertation,l)

the fact that a country can afford a subsidy to education ·of a

particular magnitude does not indicate that 'such a sum is desi

rable. The problem comes to the fore again with the considera

tion of exogenously determined formulas, for the sum actually

genel'ated by such formulas is not shown to be either necessary

or sufficient for maximizing society's welfare. Although the

difficulties experienced with quantification and market failures

render the practicality of all planning procedures subject to

doubt, it is submitted that the essentially decentralized proce

dure of allowing students to choose the level of education they

prefer, at fees equal to marginal costs after the dedtJction of

social costs, is the most satisfactory approximation available.

Each student would thereby be required to conduct his own cost·

benefit analysis on the desirability of his own education. 2) This

does not imply that overall financial constraints are unimportant,

but it does imply that there is no particular justification from

a welfare point of view for a constraint equal to the growth rate

of GNP As has been argued above, it is conceivable that uni

versity costs could grow at a higher rate on the one hand, and

on the other, depending upon demographic trends, an overprovision

could result, if subsidies were tied to GNP growth. In first

world countries where the population growth rate has fallen to

negligible levels, it could, for example, prove mote fruitful to

invest in old age homes than in universities. And if,nevertheless,

subsidies I~ere calculated by this method, universities would have

few incentives to spend their funds economically or to conduct

their affairs efficiently.

It is very difficult to conceive of any other magnitude to which

1) E.g. in Sections 2.6.1 and 4.4.2 above.

2) Cf. Carter, C.F. and Williams, 8. R.: 'Proposals for Reform in
University Firlance', ~anp'hester School, Vol. 31, no. 3, Sept.1963,
pp. 255-~61. See also Sections 2.5.3 and 2.6.4 above.
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subsidies could be exogenously correlated, that would not be

entirely arbitrary.l) This would be especially so if unioersi

ties were obliged to have an 'open door' policy of admitting all

~Jho satisfied the minimum entrance requirements, without being

allowed to select students of their choice. If, however, a

numerus clausus principle were followed, a relatively static sub

sidy in the form of an annual lump sum, that could me rely be ad

justed for cost increases, would be possible. 2 )

Although the limitations of physical facilities could nesessitate

a numerus clausus in certain fields, its general application with

its attendant lump Bum subsidy could only be considered a solu

tion to the problems of planning universities and determining

SUbsidy amounts if continual adjustments were made. However,

this proviso effectively side-steps the problem because it post

pones the question of how this should be done. The alternatives

that could be considered were discussed in Section 2.6 as being

applications of either the manpower or the rate of return approa

ches, the respective pros and cons of which were aired at that

juncture. If the manpower technique were to be used, estimates

would be made of the future numbers of trained persons requj.TEd

in the relevant categories and the numerus clausus adjusted

accordingly. If the rate of return method is employed, central

planners would be required to calculate the social returns for

the different categories and to increase the numerus clausus of

those groups that had a relatively high social return and to de

crease that of the groups with low social returns. In both cases

the students actually admitted to the universities would be cho

sen by selection committees, ldho lJ.lould act upon the advice of

1) The Carnegie Commission accordingly recommended that "(the) in-·
stitutional allocation •• , (be) based upon some quantitative
dimension of the institution", i.e. that formulas should be en
dogenous. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education : Institutional
Aid. Fegeral SUPl!0rt to L.Dlleg?-s and Un~vel.:.?itie~, New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972, p. 17.

2) cr. Pellegrin, J.P.: 'Admission Policies in Post-Secondary Edu
cation', in 0 E CD; Towards Mass Higher Education, (Issues and
Dilemmas), Paris, 1974-, pp. -87--94.
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the central planners as to whether to admit more or less students.

And if insufficient students applied for admission, the demand

for places could be stimulated by increasing subsidies to the

relevant subject groupings. In neither case would the decision

be left to the student, as would be the case if the modus oper

~di of marginal cost pricing were adhered to. l ) Because the

latter method requires the student himself to perform the cost

benefit analysis, instead of the central planner, it avoids

some of the problems of centralized decision making whilst main

taining individual freedoms.

5.3.1.3 Base Formulas and Functional Formulas

Educational costs are, of course, endogenous to the university

system and, consequently, a SUbsidy based upon the social cust~

entailed by a student's private decision to pursue his studies

will likewise be endogenous. Endogenous formulas can conve

niently be grouped into two broad categories, namely base for

mulas and functional formulas. 2) The former calculates the sub

sidy for a-particular activity, say auxiliary services or libra

ries as some percentage of a Certain base, which is often taken

as the sum of expenditures for instructional purposes. This

method has the advantage of simplicity, but is difficult to jus'·

tify analytically, unless the base activity is strictly correla

ted with the other activities that depend upon it in percentage

terms. As this correlatiDn could be spuriDus, the Dptimality

Df the base methDd GDuld be subject tD doubt.

As the name suggests, functiDnal fDrmulas are SD cDnstructed

that the amount of subsidy available for each university activity

is calculated on the grounds of factors that are of relevance to

that particular activity itself. Although the latter procedure

U Cf. Carter, C.F. and Williams, B.R.: QQ.. Cit..

2) Miller, J.L.: Op. Cit., p. 104 et seg. and Halstead, D.K.:
Op. Cit., p. 666 ~t_~g.
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is analytically superior to the former, its use depends upon

whether the data are available to make the required calculations.

It is also to be preferred because formulas are required to

estimate the total of universities' expenditures for the future

on the grounds of their past activities. It is, therefore,

essential that the projections be based upon as accurate an

estimate of the pattern of costs as possible.

Functional formulas project workload measurements for each act i·,

vity priced at the expected unit cost. The planned total load

of, say, books to be purchased for the library is multiplied by

the average cost to determine the sum required. A partiCUlar

variation of this kind of formula is that which projects a staff

ing pattern by determining the numbers of staff, both academic

and administrative, that al'e required for each activity and cal-

culating the subsidy by means of multiplying the number thus

determined by the unit salary costs. The staff positions dBcided

upon take the place of the load measurements of the more general

case.

It gces without saying that both the functional type formula and

the base typE can be combined in one comprehensive'formula so

that some activities are subsidized using onB of the methods and

other activities by using the other. In fact, the starting point

of base type formulas is usually instructional expenditure, which

has been calculated on a functional basis. The combined form is,

for example, advocated by the van Wyk de Vries Report l ) snd has

been used for a number of years in South Africa.

Functional formulas are by their nature endogenously determined,

because the internal requirements of the system are what deter

mines the subsidy generated. And"because base type formulas are

generally connected to an initial functional element, they are

usually also of an endogenous nature. The question, therefore,

becomes one of deciding which independent variable (or uariables)

1) Van Wyk de Vries Report; Op. Cit.
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is best suited for the purposes of the formula. If the functio

nal procedure is considered superior and consequently used as a

point of departure, an analysis of Each activity, of Which in

struction and research have priority, is implied.

Subsidies should ideally be based upon the relationship between

the universities' costs, when acting efficiently, and the chosen

independent variable(s). However, the determination of costs to

be subsidized could not be left to the discretion of the univer

sities. Such an arrangement would amount to an invitation to

financial licentiousness. The remedy is to base the subsidy

upon what is agreed to be reasonable costs for the particular

activity.l) This could be achieved by calCUlating a reasonable,

cost per unit for each activity and(multiplying by the number of)

units concerned to estimate the total costs expected from that

activity. Clearly, the activities grouped together for the pur

poses of such a calculation must be sUfficiently numerous and

similar to give an accurate approximation of the central tenden

cies involved ,for the resulting formula to be meaningful.

5.3.1.4 The Basis for the Payment of University Subsidies and th~

Effects upon Efficien~

The number of units referred to in the previous paregraph, by

which the unit costs are to be mUltiplied, refers to the indep811

dent variable chosen as basis for the sllbsidization of the parti

cular actiVity. The factor which prima facie seems appropriate

for this purpose is university output. This is because the public

purse should preferably not be held responsible for a portion of

university costs unless outputs beneficial to society are pro

duced. University outputs can be divided broadly into the cate

gories of instruction, research and public service, of which the

first two are of overriding importance.

Mil18r~ J.L.: Op. Cii., p. 40 terms this procedure Ifactc~ial
estimating '. Cf. Vaizey, J. and Chesswas, J.D.: ThE-,.-c~:!:!29..
of Educational"Plans UNESCO International Ins'Gi tute for El1u
C'8-tioilalPlarmj,ng, n~ date. Cr:. Section 5.3.1.5.
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The subsidization of outputs is in principle superior to that

of inputs because of its inherent efficiency enhancing effects.

Universities, in their Dapacities of users of scarce resources ,
shuuld be encouraged to husband those resources to the best of

their abilities, including the oft overlooked, yet major input

of student time. Subsidies coupled to outputs have the effect

of rewarding universities only if their inputs have been put to

effective use, in the sense of having produced final academic

products. Equally, students should in principle only be supported

with pUblic money, if they have put the resources of the univer

sity to optimal use. However, although subsidization based upon

outputs appears to be desirable, its implementaticn is not devoid

of either disadvantages or practical difficulties. In what fol

lows,several possible methods of coupling subsidies to outputs

are considered,before the alternatives, based upon using inputs,
are discussed. l )

The Numbers of Graduated Students: Various aspects of the mea

surement of outputs and inputs were discusseli in Sections 3.2

and 3.3. There it was concluded that the accurate measurement

of teaching outputs, in the sense of determining the amount of

knowledge gained in the educational process, was practically in

surmountable because of the difficulties of measuring the initial

inputs (for example the student's existing knowledge, his apti

tudes and intelligence) and comparing them to the outputs to

arrive at an estimate for 'value added'. Therefore, if the num

ber of graduated students were to be used as output measure, the

magnitUde calculated wuuld be a measure of gross output. And if

subsidization were based upon gross output, because of it not

being practicable to distil the value added component from pro

duction, the basis for subsidization would include inputs besides

1) The Csrneg ie C:Jmmission identified five possibili tie s: (1) Alloca
tions tied to general inputs (e.g. enrolments); (ii) Allocations
tied to general outputs (e.g. degrees); (iii) Special increments
for smaller colleges; (iv) Formulas tied to specific groups of
students (e.g. poor, or very sbl.e stUdents); and (v) Allocations
based on growth factors or increases in costs (e.g. th~ growth .
differential formula described above in Section 5.3.1.2). Carnegle
Commission on Higher Education: ~~it., p. 18.
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outputs.

It could be argued that the procedure would, hevertheless, en

courage a more stringent selection of students by the universi

ties, because only successful candidates would earn subsidies for

the university. However, effects could possibly be introduced

th8t could distort universities' incentives, by placing them un

der financial pressure to act in ways contrary to their academic

convictions. If, for example, instruction output were to be

measu~ed in terms of graduates, a degree of risk could be intro

duced, because a university that had borne the costs of an un

successful student would not be reimbursed proportionally by the

state. The financial risk involved in failing students could

resul t in pressure being placed on examiners to avoid doing so,

a result that would clearly not be desirable.

Although the judicious use of external examiners could present

a solution for this problem,the conditions necessary for such

a system's effective use could be regarded as restricting univeI'

sity autonomy. This would be so, because to be truly effective,

the system would require the separation of the teaching and exa

mining functions of universities by requiring the external exami

ner to set the examination questions himself.

The Number of SuccessfuI~9!!!EletsdCredits: This proposal is

essentially a variation upon the preceding one. It suggests that

subsidies be paid to the universities on the completion of c1'e

dits.l)by students (as opposed to degrees). For example, if a

student were to complete 0,5 credits in a partiCUlar year, the

subsidies paid on his behalf by the state would be only half of

the normal SUbsidy.

1) In the SAPSE system it is assumed that the total credit for all
instructional offerings of a full-time student equals one per .
year. Report SAPSE-005: Student Manua~, Pretoria, Department of
National Education, First Edition, 1982.
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Through the use of an annual measure,the computational period

required in comparison to basing subsidization upon numbers of

graduated students, would be reduced and the risk, spoken of in

the previous paragraph, correspondingly diminished.

In this respect it has been suggested that the risk element,

entailed for the universities, could be eliminated by the use

of vouchers in conjunction with an output measure, for example,

the completion of credits by the student. It is said that, be

caUSE the student would then be responsible for paying full (un

subsidized) fees to his university, irrespective of whether he

failed or passed his examinations; no incentives to condone fai

lures would. be generated. The fact that the subsidiZing authority

would reduce the amounts paid to those students who failed, would

pass unnoticed in the universities. However, it is submitted

that that would be unlikely to heppen. Students who foresaw

their subsidies being reduced woulrj be unlikely to seek enrolment

at those universities having stringent standards. Therefore,

those universities that were sensitive to fluctuations in enrol

ments would not be shielded from the risk offorfei ting income

through dwindling enrolments. The use of voucllers in this way

could cause administrative diffiCUlties, besides those arising

from duplicated student records mentioned in Section 5.2.3. Be

cause of the high level of fees that would result from this method

of subsidization, it would only be feasible to withhold a small

portion of the total amount until the student's examination re

sults became known. This would tend to detract from the effec

tiveness of the scheme. Alternatively, if students were reqUired

to repay subsidies on failing, administrative complications of

having to collect the money mJing by such students would arise.

The Number of ED.I.:.0qed Students: Because of the difficulties

encountered in quantifying university outputs, formula compilers

have almost invariably taken refuge in the use of student numbers

as basis for subsidy calculations, despite the fact that this
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implies the use of an input as a surrogate for outputs. l )

As may be expected, if one input (students) is used to generate

a second input (subsidies) the incentives of both students and

university administrators can become distorted. Thrift becomes

a lesapertinent virtue than would have been the case, had out

p~ts been subsidized instead. Inefficiencies could result: from

the point of view of the student, the need to complete a degree

in the shortest time possible is diminished and from the point of

view of the university,th~ need to select suitable student mate

rial is lessened.

Unfortunately, although competition between universities should

ideally be in the field of academic excellence, it can equally

be conceived as being in that of campus grandeur; and subsidies

on inputs, such as enrolments, can lend financial credence to such

notions. Increasing student numbers can be conceived as the easi

est way of turning grandiose dreams into financial reality. And

in a small country, which is unable to house more than a few uni

versities endowed with all faculties, ~he fulfilment of such

dreams could only occur to the detriment of the public exchequer.

The aim of formula builders should, therefore, be to reduce these

distortionary effects and to encourage efficiency as much as pos

sible.

1) Millett, J.D.: ~Cit., p. 49 concludes: "There does not appear
to be any way by which the objectives of equity Bnd adequacy in
the distribution of state appropriations can be achieved other
than by an enrollment-driven (sic) formula." Although other fac
tors can also be useful in determining subsidies, if larger uni
v~rsities are to receive more than smaller ones, enrolments will
continue to play an important role in subsidy formulas. In 198rJ
some 25 states in the USA budgeted for higher education by
formula, the majority of which were related to enrolments •.
Karol, N.H. and Ginsburg, S.G.; Managing the Higher Educat10n
Enterprise, New York, Ronald Press, 1900, p. 35.
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The Number of Enrolled Students Weighted for Matriculation Grade:

One way of inducing universities to be more selective about their

students would be to reward those that admitted students having

higher than average school leaving grades, which could be aChieved

by intl'oducinga system of weights for the subsidies of first-
1)

time entering students.

Such a scheme would be administratively feasible. However, it

would not be entirely devoid of negative aspects. On its own, it

would, for example, only encourage students to be diligent up to

the point where they had gained entry to the institution of their

choice. Secondly, it is possible that some students' academic

potential only becomes apparent within a suitably stimulating en

vironment (l~hich is often lacking in pre-univei'sity education),

whereas other students achieve high grades ori the strength only

of intensive coaching at school. Accordingly, a weighted subsidy

scheme would require the weights to be adjusted annually as stu

dents progressed from being freshers to seniors and as they pOSEJi

bly improved their academic standing in the process. But, if ~hat

were allowed, universities could be induced to upgrade their mark

ing of examinations so as to reap the higher subsidies available,

unless an extensive and effective system of external examining

were devised. As the degraduation of standards would clearly be

a lamentable consequence, the use of weighted subsidies could only

be contemplated for first year students. Alternatively, the

weights establistled for the class of a certain year would have to

be retained for subAequent years. As it is possible for the com

position of a class to change as the "leaker students leave and

late developers improve, this option would not be entirely satis-

1) A proposal for differentiated subsidies according to academic me
rit has been made for Indian universities, where a combination of
an 'open door' policy plus low tuition fees resulted in overcrow
ded universities and low quality tuition. Higher fees paid by the
academically unable would discourage their attendance and free re
sources for the use of the more competent. Azad, J.L.: 'Financing
Institutions of Higher Education in India : the Need for a Realis
tic Fee Policy', ~igher Education, Vol. 5, no. 1, Feb. ~976, .
pp. 1-7. Cf. the discussion on discriminatory pricing In SectIon
4./,..2 abovB:" It could be argued that if universities are coro;:;elled
to accept all students having university entrance certific~tes,

the system. cannot be applied.
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faotory either.

A logical objection to weighted subsidies could be raised"by

noting that less able students are likely to require greater assis

tance than the more able and that, therefore, subsidies should be

inversely related to matriculation grades of first year admis

sions. l ) However, this argument tacitly assumes that all students

of whatever academic ability that satisfy the minimum require

ments for admi.ssion, should be aocepted by the universities, rather

than encouraged to enrol at the other available institutions of

tertiary eduoation. It could, indeed, be asked if it would not

be beneficial to oblige weaker students to enrol at those other

institutions by increasing the minimum university entrance re

quirements, if a positive correlation were found to exist between

Matriculation grades and university failures. In addition, it

could be argued that a system of differentiated subsidies based

upon academic merit would be no more pernicious than that of gran

ting scholarships to brighter students.

lhe Number of Enrolled Students Plus a Penalty for Failur~: The

introduction of a financial penalty for failure, the burden of

which would be borne by the student and not the university, would

induce students both to assess their own oapabilities more realis

tically and to be more diligent. Various possibilities for

achieving this exist.

The first possibility consists of paying subsidies in instalments.

The initial sum would be advanced with the proviso that the re

maining amount would become available once a successful year of

stL;dy had been completed (Dr in proportion to the credits suocess

fUlly oompleted). If the stUdent were to fail, he would have to

pay the amount of the outstanding subsidy to the university himself.

Because students that perceive~ that they would, Dr had already

actually failed and had consequently decided to forgo a universi

ty education, would be loath to pay the remaining instalment on
their fegs after the prospeots of success had faded, conside=ation

1) Cf. Section 3.3.1.
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could be given to introducing a system of deposits on initial

registration. If the student were to pass, his deposit would be

transferred to the coming year. If he were to fail, his deposit

would be forfeited to the university in lieu of the lost subsidy

and he would be required to pay another deposit before being

allowed to reregister. Alternatively, a loan account could be

opened for each student and debited with the amount of the pro

visional subsidy. If the student were to pass and the subsidy

were paid, his loan account would be credited and he would owe

nothing. If he were to fail, the student would incur a liability

equal to the forfeited subsidy, which would then be paid to the

university by the state as a loan and not as a subsidy. In either

case, the university would not be affected financially by the

success or failure of the student, except that in the long run

weaker students would be discouraged from registering. But that,

of course, would be the effect desired.

Another possibility would be to subsidize universities on the

basis of their enrolment~, but, in addition, to exact higher

payments from students who had failed previously and wished to

reregister. Thereby students would be allowed to fail once with

out incurring additional obligations, but would be required to

demonstrate their bona fides as serious students by paying a

penalty upon reregistration. On reregistering,sn unsuccessful

student would be required to pay a sum equal to his normal fee

for his second year,plus an amount of his first year subsidy times

the fraction of credits failed.

The aim of this scheme would be to make the stu.dent body aware

of the stringencies of financial accountability by bringing pres

sure to bear on the ultimate beneficiaries of public funds,

namely the students, rather than upon the universities. If this

were done, students would be encouraged to scrutinize the~r apti

tudes and inclinations before entering the university, and once

there, to apply themselves assiduously.
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The benefits of the proposal are that students would be given an

opportunity to attempt the first year of university without ad

ditional financial constraints, such as the payment of deposits.

However, if unsuccessful yet determined to attempt the course

again, they would be required to pay higher fees. Academically

unsuitable students would be discouraged from wasting scarce re

sources, yet would be given a fair opportunity to show their

mettle.

By rights the total of the additional faes, exacted from returning

stUdents who had failed previously, would have to be transferred

to the gove~nment as forfeited subsidies, possibly by subtracting

the amount from the current year's subsidy for the relevant uni

versity. In that way the position of the university would remain

unaffected, whether students passed or failed.

The disadvantages of the proposal arise from its administrative

consequences. l ) In the first instance, if it were incorporated

in a formula method of paying subsidieS,an ad hoc element would

be introduced, because the sum of the forfeited subsidies would

only be known ex post. In the second place, difficulties would

probably be encountered if students, who had failed, transferred

their studies from one university to another.

The Number of Passed Credits Plus a Fraction of Failures: The

scheme proposed in the previous paragraphs could be viewed posi

tively rather than negatively in terms of a premium for success

instead of a penalty for failurs. 2) If,as was argued above,public

funds should only be spent on those students likely to bE success

ful,yet the dangars of subsidiZing outputs were considered to be

serious, a compromise could be reached by basing subsidies upon

success (measured in terms of passed credits) plUS a fraction of

failures. The degree by which the subsidization of successes

1) This insight is primarily attributable to Prof. I.A. Bunting.

2) This insight is attributable to Dr. R.H. Venter.
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exceeded that of failu~es would constitute the 'premium for

success. '

If P is taken to denote the number of successful stUdents and

U the number of unsucoessful ones, this oonclusion is reflected

in the following expression:

y = P + aU ,

where the number of subsidy students, Y, is the endogenous

variable, upon whioh subsidization should be based, and

D < a < 1.1) Because the numbe I' of unsuccessful students equals

the difference between the number of enrolled and successful

students, for example

U = E P

Y = aE + C1 - a)P I

which says that subsidization should be based partially upon

enrolled student numbers, unqualified by success, and partially

upon the number of successful students. 2
)

The combination of the various magnitUdes, as determined by the

numerical value of a , should be such as to maximize the poten

tial advantages and to minimize the corresponding disadvantages

of basing subsidies on either outputs or inputs. Both diligence

on the part of students and the careful selections and counselling

of students by the universities should be encouraged, but without

placing undue financial pressure upon the universities to condone

failures.

This occurs firstly

enrolments would make it
counting possible financial

because subsidization based

This does not necessarily imply that a should tend towards the

numerical value of one. The use of both ir>puts and outputs as

basis for subsidization oontains an in-built mechanism for dis-
3)pressures.

partially on

1) Ibid. Cf. model E, in Chapter 8 below. Also SAPSE Report-llD:
An Investioation of Government Fi~ancing of UnJversities,
Pretoria; Department of Natiollc;l Education, First Edition,15S1,
p.33 et 8eg.

2) Ibiel.

3) Ibid.
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possible for a student, that is required to repeat credits, but

who finally completes his degree, to generate more,subsid~ in

come in total for the university than a student who passes with

out having to repeat. l ) Because the costs caused by such stu

dents c~~ld, at the discression of the university, be less than

average, a value of a smaller than one need not be financially

detrimental to the universities.

A second factor that would eliminate any financial ill effects,

arising from the subsidization procedure placing a premium on

success, would be the equivalent of that referred to above as a

'penalty for failure'. By asking higher fees of those students

who had been unsuccessful the preceding year, the universities

would be able to shift the burden of the reduced subsidy onto

those WilD had been responsible for causing it. In fact, if the

f'Jrfeiture of subsidies, occasioned by unsuccessful students, ~Jere

not recouped by the university from such stUdents, the adverse

results of incorrect resource allocation decisions would not be

brought to bear upon the relevant decision makers. As a result

decision making in the future would not be improved. The conse

quences of such a scheme would not be harsh, if students were

counselled to enrol only for as many credits as they reasonably

considered themselves capable of passing.

The Number of Students Using Auxiliary_Services: In Section

4.4.4 it was argued that students should bear the costs of those

ancillary se~vices they use, of which the public benefits are

negligible, for example the provision of housing and culinary

services. Services of this nature arB ger,erally produced bV
• 1 f" t 3)Hthe 'aUXiliary enterpr1ses programme O' a un1verS1 y. owever,

it was also argued that market failure in the provision of such

services would necessitate the subsidization of their capital

costs. It is, therefore, necessary to identify variable(s) that

could be used 6S basis for the payment of these SUbsidies.

A student, who repe6ts credits but who finally gr6duates, WOUld,
earn as much subsidy as one who did not repeat plus half a year s
subsidy for eactl year repeated.
For example, class sizes could be increased.
See Chapter 7 below.
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The primary distinction to be drawn in this regard is that

between the provision of student housing and other auxiliBry

services, because of the implied cost differentials. The appro

priate variables to be used for subsidizing these activities

should, accordingly, be the number of students using university

provided housing facilities and the number of students not doing

so.

Research Outputs and Inputs: Besides subsidization coupled to

student numbers, subsidies are required for the universities'

research activities. In Section 4.4.3 it was argued that re

search subsidization should, for various reasons, be coupled to

both research outputs .and inputs. That conclusion would be of

particular importance, if the basi.s for subsidiZing instruction

included both outputs and inputs, as suggested above for effi

ciency reasons. If a symmetry between the funding of instruction

and research were not maintained, universities might be unduly

influenced to concentrate their attentions on one of those fields

to the detriment of the other. Fur example, if instruction were

to be financed on the basis of inputs and research on the basis

of outputs, it might prove profitable to concentrate upon re

search (and vice versa).l)

Research outputs should be measured by using the citations

approach2; supplemented where necessary to allow for those South

African disciplines, which, because of their indigenous natures,

are unlikely to earn international acclaim. Research inputs

should be measured in terms of the time used by university aca

demic staff for research purposes. 3)

1) This insight is attributable to Dr. R.H. Venter.

2) Cf. Section 3.3.2.

3) Cf. Section 5.3.1.5.
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,

Possible Additional Factors: Under certain circumstances it may

prove desirable to base university subsidies upon additional

factors. Two possible cases where that could occur are in re

spect of libraries, for which (besides student numbers) the

number of volumes to be stored could become an important variable~)

and the maintenance of buildings and grounds, the costs of which

could depend upon the physical properties of the campus site,

the type of construction used and the environmental and atmos

pheric conditions of the neighbourhood, as well as on the number

of students. 2 ) The solution would be to construot a scale whioh

would take aooount of these differences and which could be in

oluded in the formula as a parameter, while maintaining the num

ber of students as independent variable. However, in South Afri

oan universities significant variations with respeot to these

faotors are unlikely to be experienoed and the use of suoh varia

bles will, therefore, not be necessary.

5.3.1.5 Procedures for Estimating the Param~ters of a Subsidy Formula

If subsidies are to be based upon oosts, it must be deoided what

'reasonable' oosts for the various university programmes are.

Various methods could be of use in defining 'reasonablene~s'

under different circumstanoes.

The first of these methods entails an ex ante specification by

an independent body of experts of what could be considered to be

both pedagogically and financially reasonable for a particular

programme. If this were repeated for every possible subsidizable

university activity, a subsidy formula could be oonstruoted.

The seoond method entails disoerning the ~£st patterns in

1) Halstead, D.K.: !£.:...Cit., pp. 697-71.0.

2) Weber, G.o. and Horsey, W.H.: Forl}lul? BudgeU.mL for Physioa\
Plants of Universities and Colleges, Maryland, University of
Maryland, Mimeograph, no date.
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expenditure and using these as basis for developing

The justification for the procedure is its relative

and objective generality. Whereas the first technique

rise to acrimonious and lengthy debate on the relative

of the different factors to be taken into account,

assumes that that debate has already taken place

within the universities themselves.

All that is required, as first step in constructing a formUla,

is for the analyst to synthesize the results of each university's

internal resource allocation procedures. This assumption is

grounded on the fact that universities must themselves d~cide

how to allocate their scarce resources amongst many competing ends

and that, accordingly, the outcomes are the result of an intricate

decentralized cptimization process. Even if universities do not

optimize anything more concrete than their own prestige, their

allocation decisions are invari.ably subjected to some form of

cost effectiveness test. No university would wittingly allocate

its resources inefficiently, although, of course, inefficiencies

are bound to occur in practice.

This second method implies that the production and/or cost func

tions of the universities will be determined in a way equivalent

to that described in Section 3.4. The procedure entails fit-

ting equstions to the relevant dat~l), which should be stratified

to allow for the differences that exist naturally between a uni

versity's dH'ferent programmes. (A programme can be described

as a set of activities that are collectiJeJ.y aimed at achieving

1) A similar procedure is advocated by Dunworth, J. and Cook, R.:
'Budgetary Devolution as an Aid to University Efficiency',

!:Iigher .!'duc.§j;ion, Vol. 5, no. 2, May 1976, pp. 153-167. See also
V~rry, D.: 'Planning Higher Education at the Sectoral Level:
With Special Reference to Highdr Education Costs in Britain', in
Baxter, C., O'Leary, P.J. and Westoby, A.: op. Cit., pp.192-205.
For prooedures on how to calculate average costs see: CUA/CoU
Joint sub-ootJ1mittee on Finance/Operating Grants: ~in£lncing Univer
sikS'::..!.:.ngra.'!l§...Jn Education, Report on the Special Stuuy of ~12
quirements for the Formula Financing of Education Programs 1n
Ontario Universities, ontal'io, 1971.
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one of the institution's objectives. l ) The term 'programme

budgeting' describes the accounting technique whereby all-the

sources of income and expenditure pertaining to a particular pro

gramme are grouped together so as to bring the benefits and

costs of each programme to the fore clearly.)

However, the stratification of the data would not be devoid of

difficulties, as was pointed out in Chapter 3. In particular,

the allocation of university staff (costs) to the different

programmes, say instruction and research,was seen to present

theoretical problems related to jointness in production. Similar

problems would arise in making allocations for the different

possible instructional levels, say undergraduate and post-gra

duate. Nevertheless, the procedure of simply asking faculty

staff to estimate the percentages of their time spent on these

various activities was seen to present a practical, if inaccu

rate, solution to a theoretically insoluble problem and has given

satisfactory results in the past. 2 )

A third procedure, of possible use in determining the parameters

of a-subsidy formula, could be added to the previous two, because,

although the universities' internal optimization process is sure

to reveal the correct relative magnitudes of resource allocations

between resource categories and activities, dOLlbts could exist

1) Cf. Chapter 7 belou); also Millett, J.D.: QQ..,... Cit., p. 15; and
DEC D : Pr09~~ Buggets for Graduate Training, (Project
Leader: Appelquist, C.G.), Paris, 0 E CD, Centre for Educatio
nal Research and Innovation, 1974.

2) Cf. [;UA!COU Joint Sub-committee on rinsnce!Operating Grants:
Op. Cit., pp. 30-35. Also Minahan, J.P.: 'Administrative Cost
Accounti_ng: Whose Cost and Whose Accounting? I Journal of Hi~!:

Education, Vol. XLV, no. 1, Jan. 1974, pp. 38-47. The Robbins
Commission found that a small percentage of time is devoted to
teaching. Out of a 40t hour week, 7t were on average spent on
teaclling anci 5i on preparatiop and marking. The Carnegie Com
mission found that on average teaching loads were approximately
50 per cent higher in the 1930's than in the 1970's. Quoted by
Magnussen, O. in 0 E C D Report: Towards Mass H~ghe£ Ed~cation,

Paris, 0 E DC, 1974, p. 186.
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about the overall constraint under which the optimization is
1)

performed. It could, for example, be asked whether a moxe

generous total provision of resources to the universitie~ than

in the past is not warranted. Theoretically, that would be the

case, if it could be demonstrated that the marginal social pro

duct of additional investment in the universities is greater than

elsewhere in the economy. Alas, however, reliable calculations

of that kind cannot be made in practice.

What could, however, be of use for indicating whether the total

provision of resources is adequate Dr not, is to compare the

situations that exist in different countries. 2 ) International

comparisons of this kind must be made with great circumspection

and can never be considered to be prescriptive. In particular,

the statistical basee of the data, the socio-economic structures

and patterns of competing demands upon national resources are

often, internationally, not strictly comparable. Nevertheless,

such comparisons are useful for indicating what has been considered

to be possible, or perhaps even desirable, abroad.

5.3.1.6 Staff to Student Ratios

The foregoing section implied that cests should be determined by

a formula. Somewhat surprisingly, however, this could entail dis

advantages and would, therefore, not necessarily be the best pro

cedure to follow. The most important of these is that both in

flation and rising living standardc necessitate periodic wage

and salary increaSES. If B formula were to estimate costs direct

ly, its continual adjustment would become necessary in order to

ensure realistic cost estimates. A satisfactory method of avoi

ding the problem, or at least, of separating the rising cost

1) This insight is attributable to Dr. R.H. Venter.

2) Cf. Section 2.6.1 above.
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phenomena from the working of the formula is for the formula to

estimate input requirements in physical rather than monetary

terms. For teaching purposes this means that the number of staff

necessary to teach a given number of students is estimated in- .

stead of the costs for a particular year. When salary adjust

ments are made ,the total subsidy will, consequently, adapt auto

matically without the need for interference with the formula i t

self. This device means that, instead of a sum of money being

allocated per student, some ratio of the required number of staff

to students is established, from which the total provision is de

duced.

Cost Units: The procedure of specifying inputs in physical terms,

before computation of the monetary value of those inputs for a

cpecific year, necessitates the construction of a hypothetical

yet representative basket of inputs to be used for these purposes.

Such a representative basket of inputs is termed a 'cost unit'.

Its value for a particular year is determined by using the pre

vailing values for the different inputs, of which the basket is

comprised.

Consider, for example, the case where a formula specifies a

student to staff ratio of 13 : 1, as a result of which a total

of 100 instruction/research staff members are provided for a par

ticular university. To convert this staff provision into subsi~

dies, an assumption concerning the relative numbers of the diffe

rent university staff ranks is required. It could, for instance,

be assumed that, of the total of 100, 20 are professors, 10 are

associate professors, 15 are senior lecturers, 40 are lecturers

and 15 are junior lecturers. These assumed divisions would then

be taken as defining the basket of instruction/research staff

membe I'B.

To determine the monetary value of the basket, further assump

tions about the salaries, pensions, medical aid provisions, bo

nuses and housing subsidies, of thE! people comprising the baskC!t,

are necessary. It could, for example, be assumed that each of the
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persons, of whom the basket is comprised, is on the penultimate

notch of the salary scale for the relevant rank. The value of

the cost unit would thereafter be determined by combining these

various magnitudes.

Allowance for Salary Differentials: Unfortunately, estimates

of the number of teaching positions needed in a particular dis

cipline in terms of staff to student ratios overlook the impor

tant characteristic of market differentiation in capitalist eco

nomies, in which the prices of factors and commodities, for

example also wages and salaries, are determined by supply and

demand. Undeniably, the staff in some disciplines are in greater

demand or scarcer supply than those in other fields a~d, accor

dingly, wage differentiation must be expected, even if salary

scales are ostensibly the same for all. l ) If uniform scales are

in USR, this differentiation is often achieved simply by the

earlier promotion of staff of the scarcer variety. Under the

circumstances, a blanket provision of teaching positions could

be inappropriate and disadvantage those'universities that offer

courses, for which only 'expensive' staff can be attracted. In

the case of personnel, other than those engaged in instruction

and research, salary differentials are likely to be marked and

will probably also vary according to university subprogramme.

Therefore, it would be preferable to determine what the rela

tionship of senior to junior staff in each subject category and

(sub)programme is, and whether that relationship teilds to vary

with student numbers. If significant variations are found to

exist, allowance should be made for that fact, by incorporating

relative remuneration factors in the formula, to be used when

calculating the sum of money generated as subsidies.

1) Bowen, W.G.: 'British University Salaries: Subject Differen
tials', E;conomica, Vol. 3D, November 1963, pp. 3~·1-359 supports
this idea. HOluever, Metcalf, D. and Bibby, J.; 'Salaries of
Recruits to University Teaching in Britain', Higher Education,
Vol. 1, no. 3, August 1972, pp. 287-298. do not.
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Needless to say, staff to student ratios only partially specify

the production functions in physical terms, because other. inputs

are also required. If these other inputs are specified in either

physical or monetary terms, the cost spiral, mentioned above,

will necessitate regular adjustments with the aid of indices,

for example of laboratory costs or library purchases. A possibly

leaa accurate, but administratively simpler alternative would be

to establish the relationship between these costs and instruc

tion/research staff salaries and, if a sufficiently stable re

lationship were found to exist, to specify these additional in

puts in ternls of instruction/research inputs. Such a procedure

would be likely to be successful in the case of personnel other

than those engaged in instruction and research at least, be

cause a stable relationship could be expected between these two

personnel categories. If this could be achieved for all uniVer

sity inputs, the formula would calculate a global sum in terms

of a staff to student ratio and the current staff salary struc

ture, but out of which all expenses, not just salary payments,

would have to be met. Clearly, the 'staff to student ratio'

terminology would become inappropriate, if this were done, and

a term such as 'subsidy:unit to student ratio' could be prefe

rable.

5.3.1.7 Percentage Contribution b,lL the State

Once the relationship of dependent to independent variables has

been established, a decision must b8, taken on what the percentage

to be paid by the state should be. In Section 4.4.2 it was ar

gued that, in principle, it should equal the p8rcentage of the

total benefits that accrue to the public from the educational

process. Because of the difficulties of quantifying externali

ties, it was suggested that reswrt would have to be had to the
1)

political process in establishing a percentage.

1) It has also been argued that, because of the inability to quantify
the public benefits of education accurately, every sUbjec~ cate
gory should receive the same amount of subsidy. West, E.G.:
'Differerltial Versus Equal Student Subsidies in Post-Secondary
Education: A Current Canadian Dispute', Higher Educatiorr, Vol. 3,
no. 1, FebruClry 1974, PP' 25-42.
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Besides the problem of deciding upon actual percentages to be

used for these purposes, the question arises of whether t~e per

centage should vary 'according to university size; in particular,

whether the larger institutions should be awarded a lower percen

tage of their costs than the smaller ones. The answer to this

question depends upon the circumstances. On the one hand, a

varied state contribution should not be introduced to re fl8ct

the falling average costs associated with increasing size. That

phenomenon is an essential attribute of the pattern of costs and

should, therefore, be identified in the relationship between

costs and student numbers. The equation, describing tllis re

lationship, will make provision for decreasing, average costs,

even if its form is linear, provided the line described by

the equation has some positive intercept on the vertical axis

and a slope of less than unity.l) Accordingly; no need exists

for the state's percentage contribution also to be adjusted for

decreasing average costs. In addition, it could be argued that

the ratio of social to private gains from education does not

reflect variations in university size and accordingly, a uniform

percentage for the state's contribution to both small and large

universities is called for.

On the other hand, on account of the decreasing cost phenomenon,

the same percentage contributions for small and large universi

ties alike mean that the absolute amount of the universities'

costs, that must be covered in the form of tuition fees, will

be bigger for small un.iversities than for the large ones. 2)

Because higher fees at small universities could have the effect

of channeling students to the large universities, where capacity

utilization of many facilities could already exist, it CQuld be

1) Empirical evidence exists to justify the use of linear functions
in this regard. If y denotes costs and x student numbers,
the equation y = a + bx implies a fixed cost element equal to a,
constant marginal costs equal to band average costs that fall
asymptotically towards marginal costs. See Dunworth, J. and
Cook, R.: Op. Cit., p. 159, and \ferry, D. and Davies, B.: Unil£§.!.
sity COf~ts and Outputs, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1976, Chapter ,6 •.
Linear functions have the important additional advantage of 8.l.m
plicitlj •

2) This insight is Bttributab1f~ to MI'. G.'].J. Steenkamp.
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argued that the state percentage contribution should vary in

versely with university size. If that were the case, a more in

tensive use of the facilities created at the smaller universi

ties would be encouraged.

The reasoning of the previous paragraph only applies in a

static setting, that is, if it is assumed that the number of

universities is held constant. If it were possible for new

universities to enter and for existing ones to exit the educa

tional market, higher state contributions to small institutions

could invite the founding of new universities, before the bene

fits of decreasing costs in the existing ones had been exhausted.

In South Africa, where the founding of a new university normally

requires considerable financial support from the government and,

conseljuently, state approvClI, this would be unli kely to occur.

It could, therefore, be submitted that a variable percentage state

contribution should be used to enable the residential universities

which serve similar client groups, to ask approximately the sam8

tuition fees.

The uniformity with respect to tuition fees, just mentioned,

applies to the subjects within the different groupings, irres

pective of university. This does not imply that the natural

sciences should necessarily generate the same social benefits

88 ttle humanities 50 that the (ver5eble) percentage contribution

by the state should be equal for these two or any othe r subject

groupings. It could be argued that, under certain circumstances,

different percentage state contributions could be made for diffe

rent subjects or SUbject groups.l)

With respect to correspondence universities, the magnitude of the

percentage contribution by the state should be devised along

lines similar to those develop~d for the residential universities:

------

1) Vid~1 hOCJever West, E.G.: Op. Cit.
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the state should pay the costs of public benefits. There are

two reasons why the percentage contributions could possiblY

differ from those devised for the residential universities.

Firstly, it could be argued that actual residence at a campus

university exposes the student to innumerable educational in

fluences, in addition to the narrower acquisitiDn Df knDwledge.

The benefits frDm enrDlling at a residential university, inclu

ding social benefits, CDuld therefDre be greater than thDse

generated by cDrrespDndence universities. SecDndly, the econDmic

CDStS Df a residential university educatiDn are greater than

thDse Df a cDrrespDndence university educatiDn because Df the

incDme fDrgDne by students whD enrDl at residential universities.

Strictly, the state's percentage cDntributiDn shDuld be to tDtal

CDstS. HDwever, in practice, the percentage cDntribution is

based upDn the university's accDunting CDStS Dnly. One cDuld

argue that a higher percentage cDntributiDntD the residential

university I s accDunting CDsts is, therefDre, warranted in CDm

pensatiDn.

5.3.1.8 Enrolmen~ Projections

If a formula is based upon student numbers, several cDmplica

tions could come to the fore, unless enrolments increase contin

uDusly. Although many of these difficulties fall within the

domain of the universities' internal managements, they are dis

cussed briefly below.

Although static enrolments would appear to present nD financial

diffiCUlties, t:18t may nDt always be the case. Firstly, because

the subsidy tD the university would remain constant, except for

the adjustments made on the grDunds Df CDSt increases, difficul

ty could be Experienced with the introduction of new disciplines,

as they develop, unless room is made for them by terminating

other departments. l ) If the latter did nDt occur and new CDurses

1) See Trow, ~1.;· 'The Implications Df LDw GrDwth Rates for Higher
Education', Higher Education, VDl. 5, nD. 4, NDv. 1976, pp. 377-

. 396. Soluti-Dns suggested fDr the prDblems that arise includ; the
sharing Df facilities amongst universities, the emplDyment 0,
mDre part-time faoulty members Dn non~inoremental scales, th~ re
orui trnent Df adult students and the intrDduction Df prDfess:LOrI
ally orientated degrees.
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were introdLlced, while the old were maintained, the increased

number of lectures would imply falling average class sizes' and

increased teaching duties for the lecturing staff. This could

result in research being detrimentally affected. Thus, in order

to make prOVision for accommodating new fields, universities

could be influenced to grow by increasing their enrolments.

A second possible proble~, experienoed when enrolments remain

statio, ooours beoause of the annusl stepwise increase in sala

riea. Staff are generally appointed at a oertain 'notch' on an

inoremental salary soale and, notwithstanding any general in

cresses that are announoed, prooeed to olimb up the soale at the

rate of one notch per year. If the formula were to oaloulate

the required number of staff for a given student body and thlo

subsidy were oaloulated at the maximum (or near maximum) salary

notoh for that number, universities oould gain by appointing

persons below the maximum and using the surplus for other' pur

poses. However, if enrolments were thereafter to remain stati.o,

the annual stepWise salary inorease would eventually 'squeeze'

away this surplus, and therefore, diminish the university's fi

nancial freedom. The situation would be aggravated if the sur

plus had been used for the appointment of additional staff. If,

on the other hand, enrolments were to grow, the situation just

described oould be avoided.

A third possible effeot of statio enrolments would be that the

creation of new, pari:ioularly senior, faculty positions could be

impaired, and thereby also the opportunities of promotion for

young aoademics of meri,t. Where the tJay to a ohair has been

blocked by a relatively young incumbent, his junior could easily

be lost to rival institutions, to 8void whioh universities Ina'!

wish to attain some positive growth rate.

In the 08se of inore8sing enrolments,the problem becomes one of

avoiding the lag that exists between sctual student numbers and

the payment of the subsidy based on those numbers. Because it

takes some time at the beginniny of eaoh year before all the late

enrolments snd early withdrawals by stu~ents have been accounted
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for and the numbers have stabilized, it is often not considered

possible to use a particular year's actual figure for the basis

of subsidy calculations until the following year. If subsidies

were also partially based upon success rates, the delay would be

increased, because the final pass rate would only be known at

the beginning of the fDllDwing year. In periDds Df expansiDn the

result would be that the subsidy received WDuld be less than that

calculated by the fDrmula as the amDunt apprDximately reqUired.

The sDlutiDn fDr this prDblem is to estimate the current year's

enrDlment by projecting the particular university's grDwth rate

frDm the immediate past and basing the subsidy Dn that projected

figure.

The applicatiDn of such techniques can, however, lead tD tWD

prDblems. The first is that, if the rate Df change in enrDlments

is nDt constant, the number Df projected enrDlments will differ

from the actual number. The discrepancy b8tweell these tWD num

bers will be particularly prDnounced When the ~rowth of enrol

ments changes frDm pDsitive tD negative, Dr vice versa. FDr

example, when enrolments pass a maximum level and begin tD de

cline, prDjectiDns based Dn pDsitive grDwth rates of the past,

will irldicate higher rather than lDwer enrDlments, despite the

actual decline. In the case where enrDlments begin tD increase

after an earlier decline, the prDjected number will be smaller

than the actual one.

The second problem relates to the existence of lags in the budge

tary process. Most university academic staff members in South

Africa have life tenure, which helps maintain academic freedoms,

but simultaneously adds a fixed cost element to what would other

wise have been vEiriable personnel costs. In practical terms, it

implies that universities are normally unable tD dismiss such

staff members as SDon as student numbers fall and must, instead,

wait fDr attrition to run Its' course, thus introducing cDmpli

cati~g lags in the adjustment mechanism. These lags cDuld result

in university costs not falling as quickly as subsidies do, which
would. of cDurse, lead to university deficits. Consequently,

universities could be encouraged to enrol academically un

suitable stUdents, even if those who are unsuccessful are only

partl.ally subsidized. If class sizes a~e simply increased,

negligible costs are incurred, although subsidies are earned.
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A scheme, designed to overcome this problem, could be based upon

the idea that, because a university requires time to rationalize

its use of academic staff, a fall in enrolments will be met by

a decrease in subsidies equal to only some fraction df the actual

change. l ) In subsequent years the discrepancy between the actual

enrolments and the number used fDr subsidy purposes would be de

creased further by applying the same fractiDn. The number, upon

which subsidizatiDn would be based, would thereby tend to apprDach

asymptotically the level at Which actual enrolments stabilized.

Therefore, use of a scheme, bssed upon these or similar principles,

would allow the universities time tD adjust, yet would follow the

actual trend Df enrolments.

The procedure does, however, rest upon an important assumption,

namely, that the actual figures will stabilize at some new level

and that the decline will not continue indefinitely. If the

latter were tD oocur,the discrepancy between actual and subsidi

zed numbers would be ever increasing. In practice this is, of

course, unlikely to happen. It also entails the ~isadv§ntage that,

if the same mechanism were to be used in growth periods, a smaller

subsidy would be generated than would otherwise have been the

case. The actual effect would depend upon the choice Df fraction

used as damping fact Dr for achieving the retardation, required

during periDds of decline. Unless different prDcedures were used

under conditions of increasing and falling student numbers, a

damping factor equal to i would seem the most apprDpriate for

:reconcHing the conflicting requirements of the two.

If 8 damping factor of i were used in conjunctiDn with the

method of baaing subsidies upDn enrolments plus pass rates, thus

causing a daIsy Df two years befDre the figures could be used ~)
sufficient time wDuld arguably be allDwed for the universities to

1) Basad on an idea of Prof. J.W.R. de Villiers. Millet, J.D.:
Op. Cit., advGcates a similar procedure on p. 53.

2) The re8s~ns for the delay were discussed above.
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~djust to ~ decline in enrolments. Under such circumst~nces,

university ~dministr~tors would be ~ble to ~scert~in, e~rly in

e~ch year, whether enrolments had decreased ~nd ~pproximately

by how much, yet only half the decrease would be taken into con

sideration two years later for subsidypurposes. l ) In addition,

the general trends in enrolments c~n be predicted well in advance

by inspecting the population birth rate of some 18 years earlier.

Whether or not a period of longer than two years could be neces-

sary for the universities to rationalize their budgets in thei

face of declining enrolments, is debatable. It could, however,

be argued that prUdent university administrators are unlikely to

find a constraint of tluO years restrictive. In addition, univer- ,I

sity autonomy seems to suggest that the public exchequer should

not be held liable for the universities' every financial vicissi-

tude.

General Approach: When economists speak of 'capital' they refer

to man-made, durable assets that are used as inputs in the pro

duction pI'DCBSS. As was pointed out in Section ,2.3, capital

formation includes investment in human resources in the form of

education as well as that in physical assets. However, in this

section the term is taken to refer to investment in physical

assets. In this sense capital includes assets such as buildings,

and land improvements other than buildings, equipment, and COI1··

struction in progress. As is to be expected, the general prin

ciples enunciated in Chapter 4 above apply to determining whether

financial support by the state in the form of subsidies for

fixed asset expenditure is appropriate or not.

Those principles state that subsidies Bre econo~ically justified

if a situation is Characterized by market failure, a prominent

----------
1) An hypothetical example will illustrate thl,s point. If a

'subsidy student' is defined as the unit for subsidizaticn, once
provision has been made for enrolments and pass rates, let the
number of SUbsidy students in 1981 = 10,000; and that in 1982 =
9,800. Because the 1982 figure will only stabilize after the
supplementary examirlati,ons in February/March 1983, they can only
be used l'or the payment of subsidies in 19B4. And in 1984 only
half the actual fall in numbers of 200 (= 10,000-9,600) will be
taken into account. The number of subsidy students in 1984 will,
therefore, be 9,900, although the university would have been
aware of a decrease since early in 1982.
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cause of which is the prevalence of public benefits deriving

from a private person's education and not fully reflected ·in

market prices. If subsidies were not forthcoming under such

conditions, the total amount of education chosen by people in

their private capacities would be less than the optimal amount

required by society. A similar situation of market failure

could arise, if conditions were to exist that made it unprofi

table for private entrepreneurs to provide a serVice that would

nevertheless be beneficial to society. This could, for example,

happen with the provision of student boarding facilities in

small university towns, because the facilities are only occupied

by students for part of the year.

It was argued above that where such situations that do warrant

public support arise, subsidies should be based on the costs of

providing a particular service. It was also considered necessa

ry to establish What 'reasonable' costs for this purpose are.

It, therefore, becomes important to re-emphssizp. the nature and

the extent of the universities' capital costs - aspects that

were touched upon in Section 3.2 above.

On purchasing a capital asset, an institution incurs a certain

cost that could be described as an 'historic' or 'accounting'

cost, but which is to be distinguished from the concept of 'eco

nomic cost'. Economic costs refer to the use of real resour~es

and can exist even where no accounting costs are present, as

for example where a bUilding has been fully paid for. In the

latter case the term 'opportunity cost' is also used, because

the use of a seemingly 'free' building is still considered to

incur costs equal to the forfeiture of its next best use. These

terms are relevant in judging the nature of the costs attribu

table to university fixed assets.

Consider the case where the erection of a bUilding is undertaken

by negotiating a long-term loan on the capital market. Clearly, be

cause resources are used in erecting a building, economic costs
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are entailed. And even in the case of non-depletable natural

resources such as the ground upon which the building rests~

opportunity costs are incurred, because the ground could have

been put to some other profitable use. In principle these eco

nomic costs can be distinguished from the interest and redemp

tion payments on the loan required to purchase the asset, be

cause those payments are, in fact, transfer payments arising

from a particular method of financing the purchase. Neverthe

less, because the actual economic costs are generally adequately

reflected in the interest and redemption payments payable, no

distinction is made between these two concepts in practice.

Because an asset's effective lifespan is generally limited, its

eventual replacement or renewal becomes necessary. The economiG

Gost, which der-ives from the consumption Dr final use of the

asset, is different from that of providing the asset in the first

place, and may be defined as the amount which is required to

replace the portion of the asset used up during the period of

account. The magnitude of these costs depends upon the expec-

ted life span of the asset and provides for foreseen obselescence,

loss Df value through accidental damage, and normal wear and

tear. These econDmic costs normally correspond to an accounting

concept, in this case to that of 'depreciation' and accDrdingly,

fDr practical reasDns,the latter is generally used to indicate

the CDstS Df renewing an asset.

Often annual prDvision fDr depreciation is made by calculating

a sum that will keep the money value Df an asset intact by

spreading the histDric cost of the asset over its expected eco

nomic life span. However, if either or bDth of prices and tech

nology change over the course of the period, this method is

deficient and, therefore, the annual allocatiDn Df costs should

f '1 ttl)preferably be made Dn the basis 0 the asset s rep acemen , cos •
---------------

1) This statement requires qualificatiDn. If the purchase Df assets
is financed with loans, the real debt Df the borrower diminishes
at a rate equivalent to the inflation rate. Under such circum
stances the basing of depreciation on replacement costs would
amount tD making provisiDn for inflation twice over. Pec~man!J.A.:
Fede ral-.IE_Pol icy, ltiashingtDn, DC, The Brookings Inst~tut~on,

Third EditiDn, 1977, p. 165.
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In summaiy, there are two categories of costs relevant to the

problem on hand: firstly, the initial costs of establishihg

an asset and, secondly, the costs of replacing or renewing the

asset as it is used up over its effective life span. Therefore,

although interest and redemption charges usually run concurrent

ly with the provision made for capital depreciation, no dupli

cation results, because conceptually provision must be made for

two kinds of economic costs. Duplication would only result if,

after provision had been made for capital depreciation, the

renewal of the asset were to be financed again by loans, upon

which interest and redemption were payable once more.

The distinction between establishing and replacing or renewing

an asse·t can cDnveniently be extended to subsidization proce

dures. Generally an asset is first required when a group of

students enrolls for a particular course; and after that fur-,
ther assets are required as student numbers increase. On the

other hand, if the number of students at an institution were tD

remain at a constant level, the assets would require renewal

~fter some specific period of time, even though the total re

quired would not increase. Accordingly, the provisiDn of sub

sidies for increasing the total assets in the possession of the
I

institution is best based upon the change in the number of' stu-

dents enrolled, that is, the creation of oew physical capa

city should be coupled to enrolment growth. However, the pro

visiDn for the renewal of those assets already possessed by the

institutiDn is best based Dn the replacement cust Df the exis

ting assets and, for convenience, cDupled to the current enrol

ment figures of the partiCUlar university.

Within the SAPBE system l)provisiDn is made via a separate

fDrmula 2) for new buildings and for land improvements Dther than

buildings on aCCDunt Df an incr'ease in student numbers Dr a

1) Vi9£ Chspter 6 below.
2) SAPBE RepDrt-lOl: Nation-Wide Bui.J.ding ~ace Pla.!llJl..!:]9_ System

~an~£l, Pretoria, Department of National Education.
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. change in norms. Although an analysis of problems of this

nature does not fall wi Ulin the scope of this dissertation, a

brief description of that formula is presented below.

However, the provision of new movable assets, being less intri

cate than that of buildings and other land improvements, can be

made conveniently on an annual basis via a SUbsidy formula.

Similarly, the major factors necessitating replacement or re

hewal of all fixed assets - with the exception of land, which

needs no renewal - can be foreseen and, therefore, conveniently

treated annually on a depreciation basis in the subsidy formula.

It goes without saying that the subsidies, to which the pre

ceding paragraphs refer, are solely in respect of thoss univer

sity assets which are necessary for what are considered to be

subsidizable activities,l) that is, those activities jUdged to

be so by applying the general principles of subsidization. As

has been pointed L1ut, this means that subsidies are not normally

available for activities, the benefits of which accrue to per

sons in their private capacities. As already noted, the major

exception to this rule is where the market fails to provide a

necessary service, the benefits of which would have accrued to

private persons. Nevertheless, because the benefits of such

services are privately reaped, it is fitting that the percentage

of their costs contributed by the state in the form of subsidies

should be less than in other cases. 2 )

Buildinqs and Other Land If!JE!ovements.: The bUilding space

formula 3), which has been specifically designed to indicate

1) Vidi!!. Crlapter 7.

2) Cf. Section 5.3.1.7 above.

3) SAP5E Report-10l: Og. Cit.
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what reasonable costs are for the purpose of subsidizing t~e

erection of buildings and land improvements other thsn buil

dings, is based upon norms for university building space re

quirements, according to the function expected of each room.

These norms are applied to the full-time eqUivalent (FTE)

stUdent numbers. to determine the costs subsidizable by the state.

The importance of the application of norms to university capital

projects arises, firstly, from the magnitude of the amounts

annually appropriated by the Treasul'y for this purpose and,

secondly, from the need to allocate tnese scarce resources equi

tably and effectively amongst the competing institutions. It

haa been calculated that between the years 1956 and 1977 an his

torical sum of R576,O millien was spent by the eleven universi

ties under the jurisdiction of the Department of Education on

capital projects. If a building cost index is used to express

this amount in 1977 rand values, the sum becomes one of R936,7

million, imply ing that it cost R16 289 per student to crsate net,]

facilities at those universities. 1) Although these statistics

were partially distorted by the intensive building programmes

of the two mow uni.versities of Port Elizabeth and R AU, 2) the

costliness of uni.versity real estate requirements is emphasized

thereby.

Besides the great sums of money involved, bUilding norms are use

ful for judging the validity of an individual university's appli-
. ' .cation for funds VIs-a-VIs that of another institution. The

formula prov].des a generalized form, within ~Jhich decisions can

be taken by using an explicit process and well defined, mutually

1) _ LOLlt,) , J. B.Z.: ~£it. ,pp. 231-234.

2) By 1977 the aotual capital expenditure on constructing these two
universities exceeded the estimated expenditure by fa:tors of 7
and 4 for U P E and R A U respectively, which substantiates
the need for effective bUilding norms to enable the Treasury to
jUdge applications of this nature. Louw, J.8.Z.: .QQ.:. Cit. ,p.230.
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consistent data elements, provided by the SAPSE system. Provi

sion is made for legitimate differences, such as are caused by

the physical nature of the site, the environmental conditions

of the position where the building will be situated and the loca

tion in the country, because of their effects upon building costs.

Emphasis is placed upon the flexible use of the sum, derived by

the formula for a specific bUilding, to allow for variations in

institutional preferences and traditions, as also for the exis

tence of trade-offs in operating techniques. l ) For example, it

is possible that, under certain circumstances, higher capital

costs can lead to lower future operating costs.

2)
The formula makes use of building space norms, which weI'S de-

vised in consultation with and upon the advice of a selection

of educational planners from across the country, as to what con

stitutes reasonable average space use criteria for each of the

programmes,3) identified by the SAPSE system, and according to

the different functions 4) into which univer~ity room use can be

divided. In the case of the instructional and research pro~rammes,

further distinction is made according to sUbject categories ) and

in the remaining programmes according to 8ubpl'ogrammes and acti-

......_~-----------
1) SAPSE Report-lOl: .Qfk Cit., passim, but especially pp. 1.2 - 1.5

qnd 3.1. A strong economic argument can be advanced against
the separation of the current and capital accounts because of the
existence of trade-offs. If a single subsidy rather than two
separate ones were made, a university would be encouraged to be
frugal in its use of capital resources by its ability of employ
ingwhat it had saved on, say, buildings for other ventures,
possibly for research. Because this dissertation concentrates
upon universities' current costs, this point is not pur~ued. ~f.

Carter, C.: Hi.gherEducation for the Future, QQ.. Cit" p. 114.

2) Norms are similarly used in Britain. See Committee on Higher Edu
cation: Higher Education (Robbins Report), London H.M. Stationery
Office,Cmnd. 2154 ,Appendix IV, pp. 8-9.

3) SAPSE Report-002. Cf. Chapter 6 belmJ.

4) Classrooms, class laboratories, non-class (research) laboratories,
office and conference space, study space (libraries), and special
general and supporting space. SAPSE Report-lOl: 00. Ci.t., p.2.1.

5) SAPSE Report-DD3. Cf. Chapter 6 below.
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vities. For example, in the first space category, that of class

rooms, the space planning criterion is the assignable square

metres per annual stUdent hour of classroom instruction, which

.is a composite of the three elements, assignable square meters

per station (for example classroom seat), the room utilization

rate and the station occupancy rate. l ) In the case of non-class

laboratory (for example research) space, the criterion proposed

is assignable square metres per F T E acedemic staff member
2) .

engaged in research. In the case of the category for study

space (for example libraries), the suggested criterion for stack

space is assignable square loetres per bound volume; for seating

space, assignable square metres per station; and for library

service processing space, a percentage of stack space plus seating
space. 3)

These definitional criteria were used to establish standard

values4) for the assignable square metres per F T E student for

each programme, subprogramme, activity or subject category as

descr.ibed above. Building costs per assignable square metre were

determined for each of these possibilities and reduced to a uni

form building cost unit, th2 monetary vulue of which is annually

adjusted with the use of a buildings cost index. The values for

the cost units per F T E student are obtained by combining the

former two magnitudes. Finally, the basis for subsidy purposes

is obtained by calculation of the product between the cost units
5)

per F T E student and the relevant number of F T E students.

1) SAPSE Report-lOl: op. Cit. ,P;J. 2-3.

2) Ibid., p. 2.12.

3) Ibid., p. 2.18.
4) These standard values are corrected for institutional variations

if so required, as already explained above.

5) SAPSE RepDrt··lOl: Op. Cii., p. 3.1.
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The procedure used by the universities to obtain the capital funds

corresponding to the amounts calculated by the formula is that,

on the advice of the Department of National Education, the Trea

sury grants universities rights to negDtiate long-term loans on

the capital market. The interest and redemption payments on

IDans, that have been cDntracted in this way with Treasury apprD

val, qualify fDr subsidies nDrmally amDunting to 85 per ccnt,but

in the case Df the new universities amDunting tD 96 per cent du

ring their initial stages of develDpment. l ) AlthDugh in recent

years the sum authorized by the Treasury has diminis~led, especial

ly in real terms,2) the total debt of the universities has risen

so rapidly, that in 1977 the amount, owed for interest and redemp-
3 ",

tiDn payments, almDst equalled that authorized fDr new loans. /

The design and architectural qualities of the buildings arB the

responsibilities of the particular institutiDn, which must orly

comply with the provisions, firstly, tllat space must not be created

for fewer F T E students than were used as basis for the subsidy

calculations and, secondly, that the assigneule square ~etres and

standard cost units of space must not be lass than the subs) dy sup-
f~ )

pDses. A university is, of course, entitled to add money frDm

its free funds, if it should SD desire.

As may tm deduced from thE! ahove abbreviated description of the

formula used fDr determining subsidies for university building

programme5, the basis thereof is the calculatiDn of ressonable

costs under the particular circumstances. In the discussion on

which percentage of C8sts should be contributed by the state in

the form of subsidies,S) it was argued that the ratio should equal

that of social to private benefits from that education. The same

logic is applicable tD the case of capital costs. There is,

therefore, nD reason fDr the state' 8 percentage cDntributiDn to

interest and redemption payments Dn IDans, that it has authorized,

tD differ from its percentage contribution tD other cnsts.

1) LDUW, J.B.Z.: O~ Cit., p. 220 and p. 239.

2) lpid., Table 5.5, p. 234.

3) !~id., p. 236.

4) BAPBE Report-10l: D~~it., p. 3.2.

5) SectiDn 5.3;1.7 abovB.
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As was argued in Section 5.3.1.7 above, thE uncompromising appli

cation of this principle may lead to deficiencies in the case of

many auxiliary services, the current costs of which are not sub

sidizable. l ) This would occur on account of the market failure

associated with the provision of such facilities, especially in

small uni.versity towns. The alternative solutions arB to insti

gate year round university operations or to subsidize the provi

sion of these facilities. A second reason, Why some SUbsidy is

called for under such circumstances, is that, because the facili

ties of the university in such towns are often the only ones

available to the townsfolk, considerable externalities exist.

The university theatre, concert hall and even at times sports

facilities fall in this category.

5.3.2 Tax Cor-cessions that Stimulate Donations to UnivBrsities

In Section 5.2.4 tax concessions that are dEsigned to aid the

parents and guardians of students were discussed. In this section

the closely related issue of tax concessicns, that stimulate dona

tions to universities, is considered.

An important, indirect method of channeling funds to universities

is to a11m.! persons or companies, that make donations to Educa

tional institutions, either a tax credit, by which their calcula

ted tax liability is reduced, or a tax allowance (or deduction)

by which the tax base, used for calculating the tax liability, is

diminishEd. In South Africa, for example, for the 19BO/Bl and

preceding fiscal years, Section lBA of the Income Tax Act provided

that taxpayers, who made donations to universities, colleges (as

defined by the act), and the National Study Loans and Bursaries

Fund, were entitled to a tax allowance. The deduction was limited,

in the case of natural pers6ns, to the greater of either R500 or

2 per cent of the donor's taxable income prior to any deductions

unclp.l' the section of the act. In the case of companies the deduc

table limit was 5 per cent of the companies' taxable income, again

1) In Section 4.4.4.
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prior to deductions under the section. l )

applied to the sum of the donations made

opposed to individual gifts.

In both cases the limit

in the fiscal year as

The effect of these and similar provisions is that taxpayers are

encoursged to give money to universities, because firstly, their

taxable income and, therefore, the sum owed to the fiscus is

diminished and, secondly, because the goodWill, established by

their philanthropy, coats them less than it would otherwise have

done. The latter occurs because if, say, a particular taxpayer's

"average rate of taxation is 40 per cent and he donates a sum of

RIDo to a university, he is absolved from having to pay R40 in

taxes. In effect, therefore, whereas the donor would have had to

earn R14D to have been able to give RIDD to the university in the

absence of the provision of the sp~ciBl deduction for donations,

he can now do SO by earning jlJst Rloo. His opportunity costs are

accordingly reduced, enabling him to be more 'generous' than he

otherWise would have been.

The other side of the coin is, however, that the state coffers

have been deprived of the R40, that they formerly would have had;

the university has been enriched at the expense of the fiscus.

Clearly this is tantamount to a subsidy from state funds, which,

depending upon the magnitude of the charity received by universi

ties, could amount to a considerable sum. Unfortunately, an i.m-·

plicit subsidy of this nature, by being concealed, can easily be

overlooked, the more so becauss quantification of the sums en

tailed by these and other similar implicit subsidiES2) is not

easily achieved.

1) Cf. Silke, A.S., Divaris, C. and Stein, M.L.: Op. Cit.,pp.44o-444.
In the case of mining companies the peroentage limit on taysble
income was to be calculated p:O:-l,rJr to deductions allo~lable for
capital expenditure as well as those allowable under Section 18.

2) cr. Section 5.2.4 in respect of taxp~yers who CBn consider their
adult chi_ldI'en loho are full-time students, as dependents for tax
purposes.
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The difficulty is that, in the South African income tax system,

concessions of this nature have, up to the 1980/81 fiscal year,

been in the form of tax allowances rather than tax credits. l )

If tax credits had been used, the size of the subsidy could have

been calculated by the simple procedure of summing all the dona

tions made and calculating whatever percentage was allowable as

a tax credit. In the case of tax allowances, however, the cost

to the fiscus depends u~on the average tax rate of each donor;

the higher this rate is (for example the richer the'donor), the

more the donation costs the state. Because these rates vary

between taxpayers and the data on each donor are not available,

estimates of the size of the subsidy must be made on the basis

of an assumed rate. Despite the apparently uniform average tax

rate for companies, the effective rate also varies from one com

pany to another, depending upon the magnitude of their other

allowable deductions, for example for capital expenditure. Calcu

lations of the subsidies in this case are consequently equally

problematical.

An additional complication is that, in the universities' finan

cial accounts, the amounts received as donations are shown to

gether ~Jith those for contracts. The sum received by the uni

versities for contracts includes payments for research undertaken

by the universities (often by the research institutes attached to

the universities) on a commereiel basis. It is, therefore, diffi

cult to estimate the total sum received in the form of donations.

Despite these problems, a tentative estimate of the amounts have

beer made on the basis of a number of assumptions. Firstly, it

was assumed that 31 per cent of the total. amount, shown in the

universities' financial statements under the heading 'private

gifts, grants and contracts', was in the form of donations. This

assumption was based upon the actual situation at one of the larger
-_._---_._--------

1) Tax credits are applicable as from 1980/81 to taxpayers' depen
dents ldho are full-time students, whereas deductions stH1 apply
to donations to. univBrsities.
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residential universities in 1981. Furthermore, it was assumed

that 80 per cent of the donated sum was received from companies

with an average taxation rate of 42 per cent; 15 per cent from

private persons with an average taxation rate of 25 per cent;

and 5 per cent from deceased estates, on which an average estate

duty of 20 per cent ~Jas payable. On combining these assumptions

it appears that a sum of R5,25 million could possibly have been

forgone by the exchequer in 1981 on account of donations to the

un i ve rsit ie s.
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CHAPTER Ei

THE SOUTH AFRICAN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

(SAPSE) INFORMATION SYSTEM

6.1 Introduction

No planning system, whether in the field of education or not, can

operate effectively without adequate and accurate information.

This applies even to the case where planning is based primarily

upon decentralized decision making,as has been advocated for the

university system in this dissertation. l ) For example, although

it has been suggested that students should be permitted to con

duct their own cost-benefit analyses 6S to whether it would be

to their advantage to !dO to university or not, informatinn on

university costs is required, because the sUbsidies, necessary to

correct market failures, should be based upon costs. And clearly,

acceptable and comparable information on university costs cannot

be obtained unless all institutions use the same unambiguous defi

nitions of the various activit:tes undertaken by the institution and

arrange that information according to a generally accepted and

logical struoture.

Similarly, the payment of subsidies to the different institutions,

comprlslng the university system, cannot be achieved fairly, unless

the factors, upon which subsidization is based, are uniformly de

fin8d for all. For instance, if student numbers were to serve as

basis for subsidization and part-time stUdents were not expressed

as full-time equivalents, a bias in favour of the universities

having large part-time enrolments would ensue. These and other

inconsistencies can only be eliminated by applying a standardized

delineation and classification of the university sector's activi

ties.

The South African Post-Secondary Education (SAPSE) system was in

troduced by the Department of National Education, Pretoria,' with

1) Cf. Section 2.6.4 and Chapter 4.
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just such objectives in mind. Although the publications appearing

under the SAPSE insignia have encompassed a wide range of topics

relevant to education planning, the basic series is devoted to

defining an information system of the kind outlined above. The

constituent components of the system are contained in a series of

pUblications, each devoted to a specific aspect of the comprehensive

structure. l ) In what follows below some of the more salient as

pects of the SAPSE system of particular pertinence for this disser

tation, are described briefly.

6.2 Programme Classification Structure 2)

The BAPSE Programme Classification Structure is defined as " ••• a

logical framework that enables an institution to array information

in a hierarchical disaggregation of programmes, ill which 'programme'

is defined as an aggregation of activities serving a common set of
objectives. ,,3).

One of the primary reasons for arranging (university) activities

according to programmes is so that those activities can be brought

into relationship with the institution~ stated objectives. The

programme budgeting and accounting procedures, that become possible

if this is done, enable managers to ascertain the costs of their

decisions with regard to achieving the institution's aims. Unless

a logioal programme structure is adhered to, valuable information

of this kind is concealed in the accounting process.

The SAPSe system identifies eleven programmes, most of which are

subdivisible into subprogrammes. The basic programme structure is

shm~n in Table 2.

1) SAPBE Reports 001 ~o 011, Pretoria, Department of National Educa
tion, r irst Editions, 1982. BAPSE Report-DOl: Infor;natio~.§tem

Introductory Manual, contains a survey of the entire system.

2) SAr;~,E RepOl·t-002: Prog)'amme Classification Structure Manual, Pretoria,
Department of Naticnal Education, First Edition, 1982,

3) Ibid., p. 1.
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TABLE 2

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMME CLASSIFICATION
STRUCTURE 1)

Educational and General Programmes

1. 0 In struction

2.0 Rese arch

3.0 Public Service

4.0 Academic Support

5.0 Student Services

6.0 Institutional Sup~ort

7.0 Operation and Maintenance of Plant

B.O Bursaries

Other Program8es

9.0

10.n

11.0

Auxiliary Enterprises

Hospitals

Independent Operations

1) SAPSE Report-002: Op. q.l., p. 1

Of the educ§tio~al and oeneral programmes, the instruction,

research and public service programmes allow the classification

of those activities Which produce the primary output of a univer

sitY,whereaB the programmes 4.0 to 8.0 directly facilitate the

operation of the primary programmes. For example, the academic

suppo~t programme caters, amongst other things, for library ser

vices, academic administration and curriculum development, whereas

the institutional support programme includes the activities of a

university's executive management, financial administration and

student examinations.

Of the programmes not classified as educational and general, the

!luxiliary ultg-.!:E..riaes programm~ provides for activities Buch BS the

provision of student housing and food services; tt"le htlspi tala pro-

gramme is dEsigned to prOVide facilities for medical care in as far
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as that is required for the institution's primary programmes;

the independent operations programme caters for those university

activities which are not related to the institution's primary ob

jectives. A detailed discussion of the subprogrammes of each of

these is contained in Chapter 7 below.

6.3 Classification of Educational SUbject Matter (CESM)l)

For the purposes of recording, reporting and comparing data between

educational institutions ,the SAPSE system proposes the classifica

tion of educational subject matter into twenty-two main (CESM)

groups. Thess groups, which are of particular relevance to the

formal instruction subprogramme and to the research programme, can

be disaggregated by identifying second, ihird or fourth order sub

categories according to the accepted subdivisions of the major areas

of knowledge. The result is an hierarchical array of subject matter

elements,which are arranged in order of normal usage rather than

according to any normative conception of intrinsic importance.

The twenty-two first order categories can be aggregated to give two

groups, namely, the Human Sciences Group and the Natural Sciences

Group. This distinction is shown in Table 3.

6.Lf Formal Degree/Diploma Programme Classification strugturB.2)

With respect to university qualification type ,the SAPSE system

distinguishes between undergraduate diplomas, general academic

first bachelor's degrees of three years duration, professional first

bachelor's degrees of four years duration,post-graduate diplomss,

post--graduate bachelor's degrees and honours, master's and doctoral

degrees.

1) SAPSE Report-003: Classification of Educatic:nal Subj£.c::t Mattp,.£,
Pretoria, Department of National Education, First Edition, 1982.

2) SAPGE Report-004: Formal Degree/QiP.loma/Cerbific:ate Programme
ClassiFication Structure Manual, Pretoria, Department of Nationsl
EdLlcation, First Edition, 1982.
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SAPSE CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER INTO TWENTY-TWO

CESM CATEGORIES AND THEIR DIVISION INTO HUMAN SCIENCES

AND NATURAL SCIENCES GROUPS 1)

r----------------------------------
Human Sciences CESM

Code
Natural Sciences

01 •••• Agriculture and Renewable
Natural Resources

02 •••• Architecture and Environ
mental Design

Arts, Visual and
Performing •••••••••••••••••• a. 03

Business, Commerce and
Management Sciences ••••••••••• 04

Communication •••• e •••••••••••• 05

06 • ••• Computor Science and Data
Processing

09 •.•.

11 .......

10 ••••

Education ••••••••••••••••••••• 07

08 ....... Engineering and Engin
eering Technology

Health Care and Health
Science

Home Economi.cs

Industrial Arts, Trade
and Technology

Life Sciences and
Physical Sciences

Mathematical Sciences

Military Sciences• • • to

• •••

16 ••.•

17

Languages, Linguistics
and Literature 12

Law ••• ., ••••••••••• * ••••••••••• 13

Libraries and Museums ••••••••• 14

15

Philosophy, Religion
and Theology ••• ~ •••••••••••••• 18

Physical Education, Health
Education and Leisure ••••••••• 19

Psychology •••••••••••••••••••• 20

Public Administration
and Social Services ••••••••••• 21

Social Sciences and
Social Studies 22

1) SAPSE Report-110: A-n Investigation of Government Financinq .Q..f.
Universities, Pretoria, Department of National Education, First
Edition, 1982, p. 76.
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The minimum full-time study necessary for acquiring any of these

qualifications can be divided into two sections, namely, the·

minimum formal time and the minimum experiential time. Experiential

learning is defined as the "••• methods which afford the learner

an opportunity of acquiring or applying previOUsly acquired know

ledge and skills , •• "1) An example of directed experiential learning

is hospital internship, and one of independent experiential learning

is the period spent. by architectural students worki.ng in all archi

tect's office.

f\ component of a formal instruction programme, leading to any of

the qualification types identified above, is defined as an j.nstruc

tional offering,2) The level of educational complexity of an in

structional offering is described by one of the course levels

defined in the 5AP5E system,3) The first such course lev;~~8 that

of lowe:t:-!d.ndergraduate., which implies an educational standard equi

valent to that of an undergraduate diploma and excludes all instruc

tional offerings that can contribute towards B degree. Intermediate

undergraduate refers to a standard ncrmally expected in a general

academic first degree. The higher Llndergraduate level refers

to instructional offerings of the fourth (and subsequent) year(s)

of a professional first bachelor's degree, excluding those able to

be included in a general academic first degree.

The 2reparstorypost-qraduate level refers to instructional offerings

taken by post-graduate students, but having a level of complexity

equivalent to undergraduate offerings. The lower post-gra~uBte

level is associated with the standard of an honours degree; the

int8rm8dia~epost-graduate levels (both research and non-I'ese3rch)

arB associated with the standard of a master's degree; and the

higher po.st:::£i.raduate levels (both research and non··research) are

1) SAPSE Report-004: Op. Ci~., p. 5.

2) Ibid., p. 7.

3) lbi~., pp, 7-8.
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associated with that of a doctor's degree.

Each instructional offering is assigned a credit value on the

assumption that, on average, the total of the credit value a of all

the instructional offerings, taken by a full-time student, equal

one per annum. l ) A credit value for a single instructional offer

ing is calculsted by dividing the "••• credit for formal instruc

tion in each year of stUdy2) ••• among all the formal instructional

offerings (non-experiential) in that year of study ••• in such 6

way that it reflects the fraction of the academic year which the
. 3)

nffering counts towards the qualificati~ for which it is offered."

6.5 Student Statistics4)

The SAPSE system defines head-count student enrolments as the total

number of unweighted students enrolled at an institution5~n the

relevant census qate, irrespective of their course load. In con

trast, the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) enrolments for an

instructionsl offering is defined as "••• the.prnduct of the

students enrolled for that instructional offering and the credit

of that instructional offering."6) In the case of research offer

ings,the credit value to be used annually for these calculations is

determined by dividing the total credit value of the offering,

(Which by definition equals the mi.nimum formal time), by the

average time taken to complete that offering by all the students

who actually completed .it during the previ.ous three years. 7 )

1) Ibid., p. 11.

2) This normally equals one unless experiential training is involved.
3) SAPSE Report-004 : op. Cit., p. 11.

4) SAPSE Report-DOS: Student Statistics Manual, Pretoria, Department of
National Education, First Edition, 1982.---

5) Ibid., p. 4.

6) Ibid., p. 8.

7) For example, if over the past three years 5 students have completed
a 2 credit inst~uctional offering (possibly a thesis) and on average
required 3 years to do so, the credit value to be used each year
for calculating the number of FTE enrolments equals 2/3.
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The number of FTE degree-credit students for an instI'uctional

offering is defined as "••• the product of the students who have

obtained credit for that instructional offering during the reporting

year towards a degree/diploma/certificate and the credit of that

instructional offering."l) In the case of ressarch ~fferings the

full credit is assigned as FTE degree-credit on completion of the

relev3nt thesis.

6.6 Financial Data2)

The SAPSE system describes a detaileti system of financial accoun

ting for post-'secondary institutions. The system differs from

that generally used in commercial enterprises because of the unique

circumstances under which educational institutions operate. Be

cause a variety of persons contributes to the funds of such insti

tutions and many of these place restrictions upon the way in which

the funds they have contributed may be used, a system of fund

accounting is used by universi.ties. Five principal funds are pro

posed, each of Which is divided into restricted and unrestricted

components.

The first fund is the current funds group, in ~Jhich are placed the

moneys that are available for the normal functioning of the univer

sity. The second fund is the loan funds group, which contains the

moneys which have been lent to,or are available for lending to

students or staff. The .third fund is the endowment funds group,

which contains all the moneys owned by the university, but of which

only the annual earnings are expendable. The fourth fund group,

that for fixed assets funds, contains data on the institution's

investments in fixed assets, which are defined to inc1L!de both

movable and immcvable assets. The final fund group. that for

agency funds, makes provision for moneys held by the university on

1) BAPBE Report-DOS: gp~_Cit., p. 9.

2) SAPSE Repcrt-006: Finance Manual, Pretoria, Department of National
Education, First Edi.tion, 1962 •.
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behalf Df persDns tD whom the mDney actually belDngs.

The financial data Df a university are displayed in a series Df

statements, Df which three are Df primary impDrtance. The balance

sheet, in which data fDr each fund are shDwn separately, indicates

the state Df the institutiDn's financial well-being at a particular

date. It inclUdes, amDngst other things, data on the various fund

balances and inter-fund bDrrDwing.

Hie statement DF changes in fund balances, which illustrates the

dynamics Df the institution' e finances, is used "••• tD describe

the total institutional flow of funds into, out of, and among all

the variDus fund groups. Ill)

In order tD provide mDre infDrmatiDn than prDvided by this state

ment, in particular mDre data on the current funde group, another

statement, knDwn as the statement of current funds' revenues, ex

penditures, and other changes is compiled. Besides referring to

the current funds group only, this statement differs from the state

ment of changes in fund balances in that it repDrts current funds

revenues rather than additions. The distinction is reqUired, be

cause restricted funds are only considered tD be earned once all

the prDvisos stipulated for the donation of the money, including

those related to the spending of it, Bre met. AccDrdingly, restric

ted funds are at first recDrded as additiDns, and Dnly become reve

nues Dnce the mDnBy has bBBn spent in cDmpliance with all thB rele

vant cDnditiDns initially laid down.

A profBssiDna1 employee is defined in tile SAPSE system as "••• any

employee in a posHion that requi.res educatiDnal attainment equiva"
3)

lent to at least fDur years Df full-time pDst-secDndary study."

1)

2)

Ibid., p. 37.

GAPSE RepD:ct-007: PersonoOluer ResDurces Budqeting and AccoLlnti..Qg
~1anLlal, Pr(~tDria, D8part.'11ent of Na-tiollal EducatiDn, First EditiDn,
1982.

3) Ibid., p. 7.
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A fundamental distinction is drawn between instruction/research

professionals and administrative/support professional~. Instruction/

research professionals are divided into the ranks of professor,

associate professor, senior lecturer, lecturer, junior lecturer

and a rank below that of junior lecturer. Administrative/support

professionals can be subdiv~ded into eXEcutive/administrative/

managerial professionals (e.g. the university principal), or

specialist support professionals, (e.g. librarians, accountants).

All other workers are regarded as being Don-professionals. Never

theless, amongst this non-professional group an important distinc

tion is drawn between service-workers and other non-professional

workers.

In the interests of simplicity a thrE!efold distinction is sometimes

employed. The gro'ups so distingUished are then: instruction/

research professionals; other workers, excluding instruction/

research professionals and service workers; and service workers. l )

For reasons similar to those advanced abGve for calculating FTE

student members, it is important to calculate ful.l-time em1iyalen!

personpower numbers. In so doing, the services of, say part-time

workers, can be reduced to 8 basis comparable to that of the ir full-

time colleagues. This is done by assigning a full-time expluyee,

who is employed by the insti tLltion for the period of 8 whole year,

an FTE value of one. Part-time employees are assigned FTE values

that correspond to the fraction of the work load normally carried

by a comparable full-time worker.

Further, in order to obtain the number of FTE personpower resources

deployed in a particular (SUb)pTogramme, each employee is r2quired

to complete a timesheet, in which he estimates the fraction of his

time, spent on university activities, devoted to each (sub)prcgramme. 2
)

---------

1) Cf. SAPSE Report 110: QQ~ Cit., Chapter 4.

2) fE.. Section 3.2 for a discussion of this· and other related
procedux·es.
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6.8 Fixed Assets ~l)

Fixed assets are defined in the SAPSE system to include immovable

property, movable property and construction in progress. Because

investment in fixed assets forms an important part of university

expenditure, it is essential that adequate records of the transac

ti'ons concerning them be kept. This is partially achieved with

the 'fixed assets fund' statement,shown together with the institu

tion's other financial statements. The data contained in that

statement are,however, based upon the definitions and valuation

procedures set out in a separate SAPSE report. 2 )

6.9
3)BuiLding and Space Inventory nata

The SAPSE system includes a SRt of definitions, classification

systems and codes " ••• for describing and quantifying bui.ldi.ngs

and building space in terms of statisti.cal aggregations that are

meaningful and useful for planning at all levels of resource
allocation." 4)

6.10 Information Survey Format

The survey forms necessary for tabulating the data generated by the

SAPSE informatioll system are contained i.n the publications: Informa

tion SL!..rvey Manual CUniversi ties) and the accompanying Notes to

Information Survey Manual (Universities).5)

1) SAPSE Report-D08: Fixed ~§§gls Manual, Pretoria, Department of
National Education, First Editioll, 1982.

2) Ibid., CF. Section 8.2.5.4.

3) SAPGE Report-DOg: 8uHdi:n.9 and_§?.a.s:!L1nventor!L and ClssGifi.cation
Manual, Pretoria, Department of N~tional Education, First Edition,
1982.

4) Ibid., PrefaCE.
5) SAPSE R~ports-DIO(U) and Dll(U), Pretoria, Department of NBtion~l

Education, First Editions, 1982.
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6.11 Conc1usi.on

The SAPSE information system provides a set of consistent defini

tions of university activities and a framework for the collection

of data about those activities. As such it provides the under

lying structure for the analysis of the remaining chapters of the

dissertation. In Chapter 7 the principles of subsidization are

applied to the subprogrammes, identified above in the SAPSE pro

gramme structure,!) to ascertain which university activities merit

subsidization. And in Chapter 8 the SAPSE system forms the basis

for developing the models used for constructing university subsidy

formulas.

____, ' 0 _

1) Cl:. Secticn 6.2.
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CHAPTER 7

THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE UNIVERSITY P,CTIVITIES

TO BE SUPPORTED BY THE GOVERNMEIH

7.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to analysing the problem of which

university activities should receive governmental support in

the form of subsidies. The criterion for judging whether a

particular programme warrants subsidization or not is ttlat deve

loped in the Earlier sections of this dissertation, namely,

whether significant public benefits are likely to ensue or not.

The SAPSE

programmes.

1)
system makes provision for eleven university

The structure established by these programmes can

conveniently be used as basis for determinin~ which universIty

activities should be subsidized by the government.

7.Z Instruction Programme

The instruction programme "••• includes those activi tieE> carried

out for the express purpose of eliciting some measure of 'edu

cational change' in a learner or group of learners. Educational

change is defined to include (1) the al~quisition or improv'2d

understanding of some portion of a body of knowledge, (2) the

adoption of new or different attitudes, and 0) the acquisition

or increased mastery of a skill or set of skills."Z)

The instruction programme is comprised of three subprogrammes,

namely, formal instruction, community instruction and prepara

tory/remedial instruction •. The formal instruction subpr~gramrne

includes all instructiollal offerings, forming part of the insti

tution's formal post-secondary degree/diploma/certificate pro

grammes, for which approval has been granted by the relevsnt

1) SAPSE: Report-OOZ: ProgrEimml2.. Classj.ficatign StI'uccure M'?.!lLd.,?l,?
Pretoria, Department of. National Education, First Edition, 19B~.

Cf. Cll[lptf~r 5, Table Z.

2) Ibid., programme 1.0.
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government authority. A standard 10 certificate, or equivalent

qualification, is the minimum entrance prerequisite for initial

admission to study leading to any university diploma or certifi

cate; a matriculation certificate, or a certificate of exemption

from the matriculation examination, is the minimum entrance prere

quisite for initial admission to study leading to any degree. Un

doubtedly, ~s formal instruction is a primary raison d'e~re of

universities, subsidies are called for in its case. The general

principles on subsidization enunciated above support this view.

The position of the other two subprogrammes, namely, community

instruction and preparatory/remedial instruction, for which en

trance requirements equivalent to a standard 10 certificate are

not normally necessary, is less clear, however. Although it is

possible that both will generate public benefits to some extent,

difficulties would be incurred if their subsidization were to be

attempted via the university SUbsidy formula.

The diversity of activities that may be included under the heading

of community instruction, render it impossible to formal.ize public

support via a formula in an uncontentious manner, espec.ially in

cases where the COLlrses offered appear to be on· the fri.nge of a

universi ty I S normal activities.l) The benefits of this subpro

gramme also tend to accrue to persons in their private capacities

on account of the type of course generally provided, rendering

subsidization unnecessary. Where public benefits do ensue, the

difficulties of estimating the extent of such benefits, expe

rienceLi l~ith the formal instruction sUbprogramme, are compounded

a fortiori. It is, in addition, the primary task of a university

to provide higher education to matriculated students and, as

those participating in community instruction, often do not fall

within this category, subsidization via the university subsidy

1) Breneman, D.W. and Nelson, S.C. have phrased it thus: "The
courses that have outraged legislators when publicly supported 
macrame, poodle grooming, fly-tying, belly dancing _. would
generally be considered personal enrichment." Financi~_.J::olTllT1Jd.::.
!!.it:L.J:oll~_9.§..§.., An Econ0.IT!.:i,.c Perspective, Washington, DC, The
Brookings Institution, 1981, p. 53.
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formula would be inappropriate. l )

Some part of community instruction will be in the form of short

courses and seminars provided for the specific benefit of per

sons external to the university and to the exclusion of the

normal student body. Courses of this nature are normally aimed

at transmitting a particular and marketable skill snd can gene

rally command a price sufficient tD CDver costs. AlthDugh, un

doubtedly, the results of this kind of sctivity cun be of great

ultimate benefit to the community, if their benefits are ade

quately reflected in market prices, the payment of subsidies is

nDt requir8d. Therefore, despite the fact that sur~h activities

appear prima facie to be similar to thDse of the formal instruc

tion subprogramme, economic reasons for subsidizat ion are absent.

The same reasoning applies to co-operative extension services

provided primarily in agriculture and other related industries.

Problems of a somewhat different nature are encountered wi.th the

sUbprogramme, Preparatory/Remedial Instruction, although once

again universities that embark upon such courses may be said to

be on the fringe of their nDrmal activities Dr even to be en

croaching upon the terrain of other educational institutions.

Nevertheless, this case could also be viewed as one dealing with

a necessary input for what has already been argued to be a sub

sidizable output and, therefore, also as one warranting subsidi

zation in its own right.

For practical reasons some preparatory or remedial teaching has

lung been accepted at South African universities, as for example,

occurs with the introductory courses in Latin for law students I

who did not include that subject in their school curricula. The

opinion has also been voiced that this establiahed tradition

s~ould in future be extended to other subject areas,in which de-

1) This insight is attributable to Dr. J.8.Z. Louw.
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ficiencies in pre-university training are identified. 1) The

question is, thus, one of how and with which delineations. this

category should be included, whettler for example, provision

should be made at university level or at some other educational

level.

The problem is compounded by the diversity of procedures used

in remedial instruction, procedures that range from traditional

lecturing to computerized audio-visual,selfstudy guides. This

diversit~ coupled with the variation in subjects in which rame

dial courses are currently offered at the different l~niversitieB,

is not germane to formula subsidization by the government. In

addition it is to be doubted whether remedial courses,which ex

tend the total time reqUired for graduation, other than possibly

by approximstely a month prior to commencement of a degree course,

could be considered the prerogative of universities. AlthouCjh

public benefits are likely to be generated, one would, in gene

ral, also expect that, if poor schooling gives rise to learning

difficulties at university, remedial action at the school level

is called for. Although increasing university subsidies mgy be

advantageous to those who survived alleged deprivation at school,

it achieves nothing for those Who, albeit innately capable, did

not do so. Therefore , although the need for remedial instrllc

tion is acknowledged, it is argued that such teact1ing Sl10uld be

received by a student prior to his entering a university. If

universities wish to prOVide instruction at a pre-university

level, subsidization should be provided by the goveI'nment via

channels other than the university subsidy formula. In so doing,

the distinction between secondary and university education will

be maintained. For example, where special merit is perceived

to exist, consideration could be given to exceptional ad ho~

grants, rather than the general incorporation of the subprogramme

in the subsidy formula.

1) The Report of the Humsn Sciences Research Council rJn the Inqui!:y'
into the Provision of Education in the R•.S.A. ,(the De Lange
Report), PretDl'ia; July 1981; for example, expresses concern in
Section ~.9 about the teaching of and interest for the natLlral
sciences and mathematics.
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In as far as preparatory/remedial instruction is provided bV

universities, in the sense that students enrol for a drasti

cally diminished number of subjects, thereby allowing themselves

time to become accustomed to university academic requirements,

subsidies will be prOVided via the formula. The prerequisite

for subsidization via the government's university programme is,

hOl:Jever, that the subjects so taken should contribute towards a

student's formal degree or diploma and should, therefore, be

at least on a level higher than standard 10.

Corroboration for this conClusion is provided by the fact that,

generally, introductory or remedial courses do not contribute

towards a student's degree. l ) If such courses were to contri

bute without the total number of courses required for a degreE!

being increased, a fall in the proficiellcy level of some or

other of the subjects ofFered for the degree would be implied.

On thE! other hand, if they were to contribute, but at the same

time the total number of courses for a particular year were to

be increased, no overall effect would be felt on the total sub

sidy. This follows from the definition of an F T E student,

which would result in the subsidy for a particular student in a

particular year simply being spread over more courses, but not

itsel f be ing incI'eBsed. This conclusion would, of course, be

different if the duration of the degree COUI'se were to be exten

ded by, say, a year by the incorporation of remedial courses,

but that possibly was not considered appropriate above.

7.3 Research Prugramm~

The research programme n ••• includes those activities intended

to produce one or more research outcomes including the creation

of knowledge, the reorganization of knowledge, and the rlpplica

tion of knowledge. ,,2) The exceptions are l~h8re research is

2)

Anomalips unfortunately exist i.n this I'8gard.
ties in~roductory Latin has no credit value,
tory Germ~n (French) has.

SAPSE Repol't-002: Op. Cit., programma 2.0.

In some univerai
llJtlereas introdL.:~-
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undertaken primarily as an instruction activity or on a consul

tation or contract basis, in which case the relevant activitiBs

are classified under the instruction and public service program

mes respectively. It was pointed out above, in Section 3.3.2,

that research, particularly that of a fundamental nature, gene

rates public benefits in excess of the private advantages gained

by the researchers. Clearly, therefore, the research programme

warrants public support.

7.4 Public Service Proqramme

The public service programme is defined so as to include those

activities that " ••• make available to the public the various

unique rssources and capabilities of the institution ••• "1) If

activities undertaken by a university were initiated and fWlded

by and are largely for the benefit of a group external to the

institution, those activities should be classified as public

service. Much public service IdilJ be in the form of consulting

activitiss, where a specific prohlBm is identified by and solved

for a client, who also pays a fee for the services rendered. As

was the caS2 with community instruction in Section 7.2 sbove,

if the criterion on benefits that are not accounted for in market

prices is applied, it is found that no economic justification

for subsidies exists, because work of this nature can command a

market price.

An excBption to the general rule that public and community

services do not WaI'I'ant subsidization may be found in the visual

and pBrforming 5rts. Although both performing and visual arts

do command market prices, it has becomB wen··established that

many facBts of the arts are unable to exj,st ~Ji.thout public finarl

cial support, because thB prices they command are either insuf

ficient to COVBr costs or do not rBflect public benefits ade

quately.2) It is, nevertheless, suggested that, becausB of the

1)

2)

-------
Ibid., programme 3.0.
Blaug, M. (Ed.): The Economics of the Arts, London, Martin
RobBrtsOf:, 1976, 'and Netze:r, D.: 1):1.§ Subsidize[L~1u~ ,~UblJ£ ,
Support tor the Arts in thel UnitBlj S_tate.§!., Cambridge, Cambndge
University Press, 1978.
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difficulties encountered in establishing norms in this regard,

subsidization of the arts be limited to those bodies creatBd

specifically for that purpose, and not attempted via the univer

sity subsidy formula.

In conclusion, it is not recommended that the programme, public

service, be subsidized via the current costs formula. This con

clusion should not be seen as a denial of the importance of this

programme. It should rather be viewed as recognition of th8

availability of other funds for the financing of these important

activities.

7.5 Academic Support Programme

Tile academic support programme is comprised of "... those ac~iv:i

ties carried out in direct support of one or more of the three

primary programmes, (Instruction, Resesrch, Public Service).~l)
It includes, for example, library Bnd museunl services, educatio

nal media services, academic computing support, ancillary Gupport,

the administrati.on of academic programmes, the development of

academic curricula, and the professional development of academic

personnel. These activities are clearly directly related to and

are, in fact, essential for the operation of what have already

baen decided to be mainly sLibsidizablr~ programmes and, consequ8nt

ly, warrant subsidization themselves in as far as they refer to

the subsidizable elements of the primary programmes.

7.6 Student Services Programme

The Student Services programme is defined as n ••• those activities

carried out with the objective of contributing to the emotional

and physical w~ll-being of th~ students as well as their intellec

tual, cultural, and social development outside the context of
the institution I s formal instruction prograrr,me. ,,2) It is comprised

-_..._-._-._-
1) .!..bi9.., programme 4.0.

2) lbid., programme 5.0.
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of four sLlbprogrammes: student services administration, which

includes the administrative activities associated with, say,

the dean of students, disadvantaged student services and foreign

student services (to name a few); social and cultural develop

ment, which includes the administrative support for student as

sociations, clubs and publications, concerts, ~rt exhibitions

and student government; counselling and career gUidance, in

cluding personal counselling and psychological testing; and

student. heal th services, in the form of student infirmaries rather

than (teaching) hospitals.

With respect to the subprogramme of social and cultural develop

m9nt of students, a distinction must be drawn between two possi

bilities. On the one hand, activities may be directed towards

cleveloping students having the necessary depth of experience to

enable them to meet the challenges and responsibilities of the

morrow. For example, it can lirell be argued that attendance at

concerts and art exhibitions broadens students' cultural horizons;

that participation in athletic games fosters a sense of team

spiri t and mutual co-operation; and that membership of univer

sity societies adds the garnishing of generel knowledge to formsl

instruction. (Indeed, it has been remarked thst he who has never

Whistled the subject of a Bach fugue nor kicked a rugby ball can

not be said to have experienced university life ttl the full.) On

the other hand, it cannot be considered to be the task of a uni

versity to develop athletic prowess to the point where it begins

to predominate over academic achievements. In the latter case,

the rounded education of the student is no longer at issue. Sub

sidization of this subprogramme should, therefore, only be pro

vided in as far as it makes the first of these two contrasted

situations Possible. l )

With respect to the subprogramme of counselling and career gui

daiiee, other considerations BrE of importance. Under the aus

pices of that sUbprogramme,advice is given to (prospective)

1) This insight is attributable to Prof. N.J. Swart.
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students on which career possibilities exist, with due conside

ration given to both the students' aptitudes and the current and

expected labour market situation. This service has a very impor

tant economic function in that the market mechanism cannot ope

rate effectively unless the individual market participants have

sUfficiently correct information upon which to base their deci

sions.

Now, one of the basic hypotheses of this dissertation l ) is that

the complexities of ,the educational and labour markets and the

great extent to which they are intertwined, are such that de

tailed 'management I of the supply of education, other than

through indicative planning, is not to be recommended above the

alternative system of free individual choice. Indicative plan

ning, which aims to indicate from a centralized source to the

decentralized decision makers (in this case the students) what

would be in the interests of themselves and the community, could

be undertaken by combining analyses based llpon both manpower and

rate of return models. 2 ) However, a decentralized system (in

particular) relies heavily upon the adequate flow of accurate

information and it is this vital aspect which is supplemented

by the counselling and career guidance services of universities.

In a sense, the position is akin to the incidence of market

failure, discussed in Section 4.2, because the high costs to the

individual, especially in time and effort, often prevent his

acquiring sufficient information and, therefore, jeopardize up

timal decision making. Just as the market failure, caused by

externalities, was sesn as justification for public subsidies,

so also the market failure, resulting from inadequate flows of

information, justifies correction via public subsidies.

In the case of the subprogramma, student health services, bene

fits are likely to be restricted primElrily to persons ill their

1) As, for example, argued intensivel.y in Chapter 4.

2) For detail of these, see Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3.
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private capacities. Now, as has been emphasized above, if·

pUblic benefits are negligible,there is no valid justification

for public costs to be incurred. Therefore, exhortations for

'free' student health services to be extended l)cannot be en

dorsed on the grounds of economic logic. In as far as public

benefits do ensue from the provision of health services, sub

sidies are provided by the government's health programme. Addi

tional subsidies via the university subsidy formula are conse

quently unnecessary.

The only exceptions to this general rule appear to be that large

influxes of students into small university towns could lead to

positions of insufficient supply at 'peak' times,2) necessitating

extra (university provided, but not pUblicly funded)services

during term; and secondly that, because of the financial position

of the majority of students, a medical ai.d Boheme is requil'ed,

possibly in the form of a small sum levied by the university on

all students to provide 'free' clinical services to partici

pants.

In conClusion, it is suggested that the student services programme

be partially subsidized to provide support for the counselling

and career guidance subprogramrne, limited support for the ·social

and cultural development sUbprogramrne and the corresponding por-

tions of the student administration subprogramme.

7.7 .Institutional Suppo~t Programme

The institutional support progrsmme is defined ss "••• those

activities carried out to provide for both the day-to-dBY func

tioning as well as the long-range viabili.ty of the institution

as an operating organisation."3) It includes the Bubprogrammes

of executive management; fi.nancial administrati on; financial

------
1) For example, the de LElnge REport: ~..fj..J;.., p. 57.

2) Because of the relatively inelastlc supply schedule of medi.cal
services.

3) SAPSE-002: Op. Cit., programme 5.0.
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aid administration; general administration and logistical ser

vices; student admissions, records and examinations; adminis

trative computing support; public relations and fund raising;

and staff social and cultural development. Most of these acti

vities are fundamental to the basic functioning of a university

and, therefore, subsidization is warranted.

Exceptions do, however, exist. An example is provided by the sub

programme 'social and cultural development of staff', the bene

fits of which accrue to people in their private capacities and

which is, accordingly, not subsidizable. It is also necessary

to distinguish between the two constituent elements of 'public

relations and fund raising', because, although public relations

can be considered to be an integral part of an institution's

~xistence,1) this is not tile case with fund raising. The

latter operates mainly to. finance activities i.n additicn to

those regarded as the minimum necessary and subsidizable by the

state, and/or to alleviate the financial burden 011 trleir students.

Accordingly, with these exceptions, thls programme should be sub

sidized to the extent that its activities refer to the subsidi

zable portions of the primary programmes. Provision should also

be made here for the management of an i.nsti tution I s resources

that it makes available for non-subsidizable actiVities.

7.8 Operation and ~~aintenance-.9.LPlant Prggrarnme.

This programme, olhleh i.ncludes "••• activities related to adlninis

tering and maintaining existing grounds and facilities, provi

ding utility services and planning and designing future Expan

sions and mOdifications,,2) for general and academic purposes,

clearly relates to the day-to-day functioning of the university

as a physical entity and, therefore, justifies subsidization in

as far as these facilities are used for subsidizable programmes.

1) This insight is attributable to Prof. N.J. Swart.

Z) I!::Jid •• programme 7.0.
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Included are the following subprogrammes: ~dministration of the

operations and maintenance of physical plant; bUilding mainte

nance; custodial services; utilities (for example heating, air

conditioning, light, water); landscape and grounds maintenance;

and non-capitalizable alterations and renovations.

Those activities related to the operation and maintenance of

plant for other purposes, including for example student housing,

are not classified under this programme.

7.9 §ursari~s Programme

Included in this programme are all forms of "••• financial assis

tance provided to ••• students in the form of outright gr'ants,

stipends and prizes ••• ";) To determine wheth<:r this programme

should be subsidized, one is required to reconsider the condi

tions for obtaining the optimal use of education. The economi.c

complexities of pricing a university's activities SO as to

achieve an 'optimal' allocation of resour'ces received attention

in Section 4.4 and the closely related issues of financial sup

port 'for students and universities were discussed in Chapter 5.

The activities of the Bursaries Programme are clearly related

to these problems.

It was argued that subsidization of universities should be under

taken to correct the ma~ket failure caused by the externalities

or pUblic benefits arising from education. However, it is also

important that the private beneficiaries of education (for

example the stUdents) should pay their share, for if this form

'user charging I is waived, inefficiencies can result. 11lB pro

blem is, unfortunately, that there may be additional forms of

market failure, such as the non-availability of funds for those

unable to provide collateral security for 108ns, or other conside

rations, such as those of redistributing income, which could

1) Ibid., programme 8.0.
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'conflict' with these general conclusions. Nevertheless, it is

suggested that the solutions to these other problems do not lie

in the application of university subsidies. As is argued in

Section 5.2.2,student loans administered by a student bank could

alleviate many of the hardships, and the problem of an unequal

division of income is best tackled at junctures other than the

university subsidy formula, which itself can only have a limited

effect in this respect.

The conclusion is, therefore, that because provision has already

been made in the other programmes for subsidies necessary on

account of externalities, no additional subsidies are warranted

for the Bursaries Programme. If additional subsidies were to

be paid, double subsidization would be implied. The problems

that remain are best tackled directly rather than indirectly

via the subsidy formula.

7.10 Auxiliary Enterprises Proqramme

The-auxiliary enterprises programme "••• includes those primary

conveniences and support services needed to maintain an on

campus student body 85 well as those established primarily to

serve the staff. Included are student and staff accommodation

and food services. hl ) Activities for the operation and mainte

nance of plant for these purposes also fall within the ambit of

this programme.

As was the case with the student services programme, the benefits

from this programme accrue directly and solely to the specific

students or staff for whom they are intended. As was ar~ued in

SectiDn 4.4.4 abDve, there are nD significant externalities in

the provision of housi.ng and dining facilities DJ:' any similar

services. CDnsequently, there is nD reason why the current costs

of these activities should be subsidized. The fact that many

students may not have sufficient cash Dn hand does not

1) Ibid., prDgramme 9.0.
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alter the principles of subsidization and Can readily be over

come by the introduction of a loan scheme. Optimal pricing

'rUles' support this conclusion by suggesting that a price

should be paid that equala the marginal opportunity cost of

providing a service or commodity.

ThRse arguments are based on the assumption that the market

mechanism can provide the required services. However, in small

universi ty towns this Tilay be an invalid assumption to make, be

cause the limited time spent by students each year in the town

makes it unprofitable for private entrepreneurs to create these

(expensive) facilities. It, aCGordingly, comes as no surprise

that under such cirGumstances universities generally need to

provide more residences than otherwise is the case. As this is

clear] y another case of ma!'ket failure, assistance in the form

of subsidies on capital for the provision of the facilities is

warranted. However, the 'rule' for current costs is not affec

ted thereby and remains that students should be chBrged for the

auxiliary services they consume.

7.11 Hospitals Programme

This programme includes "••• those activities related to the

services provided by and the administration and maintenance

required for a teaching hospital, clinic or health science

centre."].) It comprisefJ four Bubprogrsmmes: health care of

patients, inclUding veterinary carB of animal patients; medical

care supportive services; Bdministration of hospitals, and ope

ration and maintenance of plant for hospitals.

Although the existence of public benefits,resulting from a re

duction in the incidence of disease, justifies public subsidi

zation of hospitals vi.a the government's health programrne, sub

sidies via the government's education programme are only warran

ted in as far as patient care provides cli.nical material for

1) Ibid., progr.Eirnme 10.0.
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1)
teaching and research purposes. Since the greater part of such

material is provided by the provincial hospitals, the subsidies

payable under this heading should be limited to those institu

tions, which support teaching hospitals that are not funded by

the provincial administration ••

7.12 Independent Operations Programme

This programme makes it possible to classify those activities

"••• that are independent of, or unrelated to, the primary

missions of the institution." 2) The subprogramme 5 that Bre in

cluded are: independent operations - institutional; independent

operations - external agencies, and operations and maintenance of

plant for independent operations. Examples of activities that

are classified under the firstsubprogramme are: commercial

rental property, a conference centI'e, a radio station. f\ctivi

ties that are classified under the second subprogramme are those

controlled by bodies external to the uili.versi tv, but housed or

supported in some way by the institution, for instance, a na

tionally funded I'E~search centre.

With respect to these activities ,it follows from the definition

of independent operations - that they are unrelated to the

primary functions of a university - that they do not justify

subsidization via the universities I SUbsidy formula.

1) This insight is attributable to Dr. R.H. Venter.

2) Ibid., programme 11.0.
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CHAPTER 8

ALTERNATIVE MODELS FOR CONSTRUCTING A FORMULA FOR

UNIVERSITY SUBSIDIZATION

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 the general principles, upon which formula

building could be based, were discussed; Chapter 7 was

devoted to an analysis of which university activities should

be subsidized. This chapter builds upon these preceding

two by describing alternative models that could be used for

constructing a university subsidy ·formula. 1 )

Model ~ briefly describes the Holloway Formula, which was

used to determine the universities' subsidies from 1953.

After being revised several times, notably by Prof. A.C.

Cilliers, the Holloway Formula was eventually superseded by

the van Wyk de Vries Formula~) The van Wyk de Vries Formu-

la, which is described in Model B below, introduced impor-

tant concepts. The development of these concepts is traced

through Models C and D to their culmination in the proposed

Universities Advisory Council (UAC) Formula (Model E).

Each of these models is based upon the theoretical arguments

advanced in Chapter 3, namely th~t suitable formula para

meters can be deduced from the cross-sectional data provided

by the universities concerning their various activities.

This procedure entails discerning ~x~ost patterns in univer

sity expenditure and using these as basis for developing a

formula, as was explained in Section 5.3.1.5. It is the

aim of the mOdels, discussed below, to identify these pat

terns in the form of equations that summarize the informa

tion, contained in the data, about how resources are distri-

1) Because the data available for analysis in these models is
drawn from the SAPSE system, the technical terms used in this
chapter are larg~ly those defined in the various SAPSE manuals.
The reader is accordingly referred to Chapter 6 above, in
which the SAP BE system is outlined in greater detail.

2) The historical development has b2en well documented in LO'Jw,
J.B.Z.: Owerheidsbeleid en -Admi.nistrasie van Universitei~~
in Suid-Afrika, D.Phil.-Th8sis, University of Pretoria, 1978,
Chapter 4. -

•

I
I,
!
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buted amongst the different university resource categories

and activities.

8.2 Residential Universities

8.2.1 Model A The Holloway Formula

1)

2)

The subsidy formula for university current expenditure

used during 1982 was that proposed by the van Wyk de Vries

Commission.
1

) Because it was developed in reaction to some

of the characteristics of the formula suggested by the Hol

loway Report,2) it is necessary to investigate briefly the

salient aspects of that formula before turning to the van

Wyk de Vries Formula itself.

The Holloway Formula divided university subsidization into

two main categories: the first, known as the I basic subsidV I,

provided for basic instructional requirements, which were

regarded as being independent of student numbers; the second,

known as the 'standard provision', provided for five addi

tionsl subcategories of current expenditures. These fivB

subcategories were: instructional reqUirements in relation

to the number of students j administrative require'ments;

library reqUirements; laboratory requirements; and other

current reqUirements, including the upkeep of buildings and

grounds, interest and redemption payments on capital, etc.

The subsidies provided by the formula for the basic instruc

tional requirements of a university were related to the appro

ved number of basic departments at a particular institution.

The subsidies provided for the additional instructional re

quirements varied according to science group, of which seven

---------._----
Ma i n RIeJl.g}:.Lgf t~~9 Tn mi s SiD n 0 fEn Sll! i r L} n t _Q...J;_t:!~_U n i \f.E~i -=.
ties, (The van Wyk de Vries ReportY, Pretoria, Government
'Pri'n't2r, RP 25/1974, Chapter IX •.

Versl§,g van die Kommissie van Onr:lersg.?k na die Universi·- .
teitsfinansiEs En -Salarisse, (The Holloway Report), Pretor1S,
G'o\lernment -Printer, 1951. The Hol.lOIJay formula is discussed
in the van Wyk de Vries Report: .Q..E..:.~_it., paragraphs 30.18 
30.24.
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were distinguised,1) and depended further, in some cases,

upon the number of 'student courses', and in others, 'upon

the number of enrolments.

A student course was defined as any 'approved' subsidy course

that an enrolled student had included in his curriculum. A

student taking five approved courses would, therefore, have

generated five 'student courses' for subsidy purposes. The

rationale for defining subsidy courses in this way was to dis

courage universities from offering certain applied SUbjects,

which were not considered by the Commission to be true uni-
.... t· I 2) Th C .. f tt "versl.y· ma.erla • e ommlSSlon was 0 Ie 0plnlon that

such SUbjects should be offered by other educational insti

tutions.

The subsidies provided by the formula for the remaining four

SUbcategories of the standard subsidy provision were expres

sed either as a percentage of the first subcategory, namely

of the (non-basic) instructional component, or asa sum of

money per student (or laboratory course).

The Holloway formula's provision for the universities' basic

instructional requirements can be viewed analytically 8S

providing for the fixed or set-up costs entailed in esta-

blishing a university. Thereafter provision was made for

increasing the subsidy amount as enrolments or the number of

student courses, defined as N, increased. This was done by

1) Human Sciences, Natural Sciences, Commerce and Administration,
Education, Applied Sciences, Medical Sciences, Dentistry.

2) Holloway Report: QP.. Ci~., paragraphs 7'7-84. The USE of
student courSES also had the effect of relating subsidies
more closely to actual university teaching loads than would
have been the case had enrolments been used. As such the
concept is akin to that of af! FTE student. However, whereas
the teaciling load caused by one student would normally be
expressed ss a fraction of an FTE, the equivalent load would
be expressed as a multiple of 8 'student course' in the Hollo
way term'nology.
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by determining a quadratic relationship between N and the

aubsidizable amount generated by the formula. 1)

As is well known, a fundamental property of quadratic equa-

tions is that they describe hyperbolic graphs. In terms

of the subsidy generated by a formula incorporating elements

of this nature, this means that both average and marginal

subsidy income decline as university size increases. In

order to prevent the total amount of a university's subsidy

income from diminishing as the university grew beyond R

certain size, the Holloway formula replaced the quadratic

relationship with a positive linear relationship betwe~n N

and the generated subsidizable amount before the point,

where the total subsidy began to fall, had been reached. 2 )

Once a total amount had been calculated in the way described

above, a fraction thereof, which was assumed to be aGquired

by the universities by way of student fees, uas subtracted.

This fraction was also made to vary according to university

size.

B.2.2 Model B The Van Wyk de Vries Formula

Several deficiencies of the Holloway Formula (as adapted by

Prof. A.C. Cilliers 3 » were identified in the van Wyk de

Vries Report. 4 ) These included what the report describes

as a 'complicated' mathematical formUlation; the fact that

the formula did not provide sufficiently for the strong ex

pansionary phase through which the universities were passing

1) E.g. the relationship between student courses (N) and the
subsidizable amount generated for the standard provision in
respect of the Humanities (S) was written in the Holloway
formula as: S _. N(7o _~) rand for I~ > 4375.

, - 1000

2) In terms of the abbreviations illtroduced in the preceding
foot-note, S = N x 35 rand for N < 11375.

3) B.~~ of the Commi ttee of En9.!:.'.l-..:l2.Y_..J.~to._9.uj-..r-,-g~.ni 211 __Re~~§..i:-QIl.
o f lJ n i v B r s i~ Sub sid V F0 T.J11 ul a 2__J 195 11 - 1959), (T he Ci 1 LL e I' :;

Report), Pretoria, Government Printer, 1963.

4) Van Wyk de ~ries Report: op. Cit., paragraphs 30.20 - 30.24.
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at that time; the fact that the planned quinquennial ad

justments to the formula did not allow for the high rates

of inflation being experienced; and the restrictive effect

that the concept of 'student courses' was felt to have upon

the way universities compiled their different degree pro-

grammes. The formula, proposed by the van Wyk de Vries

Repurt, attempted to eliminate these shortcomings.

The approach followed by the van Wyk de Vries Report was

that the subsidy formula should establish reasonable uni

versity costs, the government's contribution to those costs

and an equitable method of dividing the government's contri-

bution.. The p.Qint of departure used was the calculation

o~~t1El.numbers of academic personnel required by the univer

~i.~i~~. These personnel numbers were expressed in terms of

student to staff ratios for the different subject groupings

introduced by the report. 1) The number of personnel ac-

quired in this way were expressed in physical terms and

converted into subsidizable amounts by multiplying by the

appropriate salary scales. The subsidizable sums deter

mined by the formula were, consequently, Ultimately dependent

upon student numbers.

Thus the van Wyk de Vries Formula accepted two principles

which were subsequently destined to play important roles.

Fir"tly.,.:.tht:. principle of basing sub.sidies Cpartj.ally) on

student numbers, which had been accepted by the Holloway

Formula, was reinforced, and secondly, the use of cost

units 2 ) was estsblished. The cost unit employed by the

van Wyk de Vries Formula was defined by specifying the

relative proportions, in which academic personnel were

1) This part of the formula can consequently be described as
'functional' ~s described in Section 5.3.1.3.

2) Cf. Section 5.3.1.6.
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assumed to be employed by the universities;) and ooupling

their salaries to partioular notches on the relevant salary

scales. The difficulties experienced by the Holloway

Formula in accommodating inflation were accordingly overcome

by index-linking the universities' subsidizable costs to

the academic peraonnel salaries, of which the cost unit was

comprised.

The advent of the cost unit concept in South African univer

sity subsidy formulas can be described as an important

occurrence. It is a concept which is developed extensively

in the other models discussed in this chapter, and one that

ultimately played a significant role in the U A C Formula

discussed below.

The van Wyk de Vries Report accepted the need for providing

a basic complement of personnel for every university, a need

also identified by the Holloway Formula. However, this

provision was no longer tied to the number of approved de

partments, as had been the former practice, but was made to

vary in accordance with university size. The recognition

that was given by both the Holloway and van Wyk de Vries

Formulas, to the existence of fixed costs for enabling a

university to perform its basic functions, is another facet

which was later to be endorsed by the U A C Formula in

particular. 2 )

Another characteristic of the van Wyk de Vries Formula,

which was later employed in the U A G Formula, relates to

the use of student numbers as basis for determining the

universities' subsidizable amounts. In order to reduce

instructional activities of differing complexity to a common

1) The composition of the cost unit proposed by the van Wyk
de Vries Report (paragraph 31.9) was: Professors equal tQ
20 per cent of the instruction (and resesrch) staff; 68nior
lecturers equal to 25 per oent; lecturers equal to 40 per
cent; and junior lecturers equal to 15 per cent.

2) Vi~ Model E belold.
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subsidy basis, a system of weights was devised for the

different instructional levels. For example, the van

Wyk de Vries Formula allocated a weight of 2 to Honours

students and 3 to Master's and Doctoral students without,

however, distinguishing between different undergraduate

levels.

The van Wyk de Vries Formula was designed to apply the

general principles discussed in the preceding paragraphs

to the total of a university's diverse activities, With

the exception of those requiring capital funds, for which

provision was made separately. This it did by dividing

these activities into groups and creating components for

each in the subsidy formula. 1 )

Component A makes provision for instructional, tec~l.nical

and administrative staff in the academic departments, and

calculBtes subsidies on a functional basis. Component B

provides staff for the central administration by allocating

subsidies for a set number of top officials plUS assistants,

the number of the latter being determined as a percentage

of component A. Of the remaining components some are of

the functional type, some of the base variety, whereas some

are comprised of combinations. 2 ) Some components include

'blank' factors as opposed to fixed percentages. For

example component C, which refers to university libraries,

provides library staff as a fixed percentage of two sub

categories of component A and subsidies for books and jour

nals by allocating a sum per student according to subject

category groups. The sum allocated is a blank factor in

the formula in the sense that it is annually renewed and

---•._-----------------
1) The formula is sunlmarized in the van Wyk de Vries Report,

paragraph 31.34. The parameters were adjusted regularly
after the initial publication of th~ formula.

2) These terms are defined in Section 5.3.1.3.
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adjusted with the sid of a relevsnt price index. 1 ) The

component for laboratory provision likewise contains blank

factors; thst for research returns to the base p~ocedure

as do those for current teaching costs (other than salaries)

and for computing services. The provision for the current

maintenance costs of buildings and grounds operates on a

functional basis and contains blank elements, as does the

last component that is designed to provide additional

assistance to the smaller universities.

The research component of the van Wyk de Vries Formula

appeared to provide only a modest percentage of the coats

calculated for academic personnel. This was, however,

deceptive. Because the formula did not distinguish between

university activities on a programme basis, it was difficult

to discern that provision for research personnel had been

tacitly made as part of the academic personnel subsidy. The

relatively small additional amount, allocated specifically

to research, could therefore be regarded as being in respect

of research expenditures other than those on research per

sonnel.

The sevenfold distinction that had been introduced by the

Holloway Formula to distinguish between the. different inten

sities in resource use by the various subject categories

or faculties was reduced by the van Wyk de Vries Report to

a threefold one. The SUbject groups identified were the

Human Sciences, the Natural Sciences and the Medical Sciences,

to ~hich a fourth was later added, namely a Special Sciences

group comprised of Dentistry, Veterinary Science and Agricul-

ture. It was argued ill the report that the available data

on current costs showed that further differentiations were

not justifiable. It was, nevertheless, acknowledged that

the applied sciences could make greater demands upon 8 uni~ 2)

versity's capital facilities than other comparable activities

1) In reality, this procedure is equivalent to the use of 111
defined cost unita.

2) Van Wyk de Vries Report: Dp. Cit., paragraph 31.14.
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would. However, as the formula was designed for subsidiz

ing current expenditure, this aspect was not incorporated.

Once the formula had determined the subsidizable amount in

the way just described, the actual subsidy for a particular

university was calculated as a certain percentage govern-

ment contribution to the estimated costs. 1) This percentage

was made to vary according to university size so as to en

able the smaller universities to ask tuition fees of approx

imately the same magnitude as the lArger universities 2 ) -

a procedure that has also been incorporated in the U A C

Formula, as demonstrated below in Model E.

A final procedure, developed in the van Wyk de Vries Report

tu overcome one of the objections raised against the Hollo

way Formula, has also been incorporated in the U A C Formu

la. This is the technique of extrapolating a university's

growth rate of the immediate past to overcome the leg caused

by not being able to use a university's enrolment figures in

the actual year to which they refer. 3 )

8.2.3 Model C

Model C (like Model B) is designed primarily for estimating

what 'reasonable' or 'efficient' costs for universities'

current expenditures are. However, as is demonstrated in

Model E below, provision can be made conveniently in a

subsidy formula for the expenditures necessary for most of

a university's fixed assets.

8.2.3.1 Universi~y Programmes

Instruction Programme:

1) Ibid., paragraph 31.24.

2) Vide Section 5.3.1.7.

3) Vide Section 5.3.1.8.

In Section 5.3.1.5 it was stated that
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consideration should be given to including two basic steps

in the procedure for determining formula parameters. The

first would be to estimate the required personnel numbers

in physical terms, hereinafter abbreviated to W, so as to

eliminate inflationary effects from the formula. The second

would be to estimate the 'relative expensiveness' of the

different sUbject categories so as to allow for the diffe

rencesin average salaries determined by the market for the

staff of the various subject categories. The logic of

Model A demands that this procedure should initially be

applied to each subject category separately, after which 9

measure of aggregation cuuld be considered, if similarities

were identified between categories.

The independent variables of the resource use relationship

could be taken as undergraduate and post-graduate full-time

equivalent student numbera, which can respactivelybe abbrev

iated to U and P. As the BAPBE system differentiates

betlueen nine course levels, tile introduction of further

independent variables could also be considered.

Although it would be possible to estimate staff requirements

(N) prior to gauging the 'relative expensiveness' of the

various subject categories by calculating the average cnsts

per staff member for each category Bcross all the reporting

universities~) a simpler procedure, which incorporates both

elements simultaneously, is available. It entails basing

the regressions upon the cross sectional-subject category

costs of the reporting year so as tD incorporate the relative

expensiveness element immediately, but expressing costs in

terms of 'subsidy units', equal to, say, the top notuh of a

lecturer's salary scale, so as to remove the problem of

inflation from the subsidy formula by reducing costs to

----------
1) This procedure is, for exsmple, adopted in Model E for the

expenditure category: Personnel other than instruction!
research professionals and service workers.
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real terms 01' to 'physical' units. 1)

The equation to be estimated for

would, therefore no longer be:

N = feU, P) , but rather

5 = fCU, P) , where

5 = C./L and
l.

5 = subsidy uni t; C, = current
l.

for the i-th subject category;

lecturer's salary scale for the

each subject category

cost of formal instruction

and 1_ = the top notch of a

reporting year.

Although the data per subject category should be fitted to

various functional forms, it can be hypothesized that a

linear form will give equations that fit the data satisfac

torily.2) The parameters to be estimated by regression 

techniques would, therefore, be b " b 1 , and b 2 , of the
O~ J.. J..

equation for the i-th subject category of programme 1:

51' = b . + b 1·.U, + b
2

,P, , i = 1, ••• , 22.
1 01 1 1 1 1

Once the normal tests for significance of the estimated

parameters had been performed, the results of the estimates

could be interpreted quite simply. Pararneter b ' is the
01

(teaching) cost in real terms (i.e. in SUbsidy units) of

establishing a particular academic department; b 1i is the

average additional cost of teaching one more FTE undergra·

duate student; and b2i the average additional cost per FTE

post-graduate student for the i-th category.

On the basis of this model, the calculation of the subsidy

for a particular university under the heading 'Formal Instruc

tion' would amount to substituting actual FTE numbers by
----_._--.

1) This procedure is essentially the same a8 tl18t of using
cost units. Cf. 5ection 5.3.1.6.

2) Cf. 5ection 5.3.1.7.
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subject category for U snd P for a particUlar year in order

to calculate the sum of 51i snd multiplying by the value of

the subsidy unit, i.e. by the top notch of a lecturer's

salary scale pertaining to the year for which the subsidy

is payable, (L t ), times the percentage state contribution

(K); i.e. total subsidy for programme 1 (Instruction Pro

gramme) = 5UB 1 is derived as;

22

SUB K L ~ 5 "
1 = • t·· 1·' w,rereJ.= J.

22
~ .

. 15 1.1 = J.

22
.~

= . 1 (b . + b 1 ·U. + b
2
·P.)

J.= oJ. J. J. J. 1

When total subsidies for all university programmes are cal

culated, multiplication by L
t

and K will obViously be left

to last to reduce arithmetical workings.

The Effects of Salary Structure Chan].£§.: A point that

requires consideration concerns the possible effects of

salary changes upon the procedure advocated above. In

particular, the question is whether salsry adjustments would

haVE adverse effects upon the use of a ~ubsidy unit' mea-

sure. The first aspect to be emphasized is that in estima-

ting the parameters of the subsidy formula as outlined above,

the subsidy unit would equal a lecturer's salary as in the

year for which the data are reported; in the calculation of

the Bubsidy for subsequent years the actual salary scale in

force for a particular year would ~e used. Therein, in

fact, lies the raison d'etre of writing the formula in real

terms: inflationary effects must be separated from the

formula itself. Clearly, therefore, if salaries were to

rise across the bosrd by a certain percentage, the effect

would be, ceter~aribus, th3t the calculated number of

subsidy units would remain unaltered, whereas the derived

subsidy total would incresse by an equal percentage. And,

what is more, university costs and subsidies would ri~e by

equal percentages.
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This fortunate result does not, elas, occur if salary

changes are in the form of a new salary structure; if,

for example, professors were to receive higher percentage

increases than lecturers. If that were to occur, univer

sity costs would increase by a greater percentage than the

subsidy.1) Whether or not this would result in serious

problems for the universities would depend upon the magni

tude of the relative change. It would, however, at worst

be a short-term problem. This is because in a dynamic

setting regular adjustments of the formula parameters would

be required and once the procedure for doing so had become

established and the data had become regularly available,

these adjustments would amount to little more th8~ adminis-

trative changes. Each time an adjustment occurs the dis-

crepancy between costs and subsidies referred to above

would be eradicated.

However, if annual adjustments of a comprehensive nature

are considered to be destabilizing, an alternative shnrt-

term procedure is at hand to overcome the problem. Teach-

ing costs resulting from the salary structure changes can

be estimated by assuming that the breakdown of teaching

staff into professors, senior lecturers, lecturers and

junior lecturers is the same as that for permanent instruc

tion/research professionals, (as given in the Personpower

Statistics, Table 4), and that the average salary for each

category is, say, three notches from the maximum in each

case. Then, by aggregating for all the reporting univer-

sities, the average ratio of estimated costs after the

structural change in salaries to costs prior to the change

can be calculated and the number of subsidy units increased

by this ratio. 2 ) Alternatively, a procedure similar to that
-------------

1) This effect is, of course, avoided by using cost units.

2) It should be remembered that if the other programmes' subsi
dies (many of which are less labour intensive than programme 1)
are expressed in subsidy units, i.e.are dependent upnn salary
scales, some of the disadvantages implied above may be spu
rious. This could occur because salary increases could ex
ceed the increases of other costs (see Section 3.4.5) and the
windfall 'gain' from the other programmes could compensat2 for
the 'loss' caused by the salary structure adaptations.
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used in establishing the cost units of Model E could be

used. That would necessitate an assumption as to some

breakdown of teaching staff for the purposes of calculating

the subsidy sum.

Research Programme: The problems raised by trying to es-

tablish an equitable and efficient basis for subsidizing

research Ilave received a measure of attention in Sections

4.3.3 and 5.3.1.5 above. There it was concluded that a

research subsidy should be comprised of two components:

the first, related to the number of researchers, would be

to prcvide funds irrespective of results so as to encourage

experimentation in the widest sense of that term; the

second, related to results, would be to encourage the effi

cient use of the available resources.

The procedure suggested by Model C for establishing the

parameters of the first component is essentially the same

as that proposed for the instruction programme. It is,

however, not clear on ~iori grounds whethe'i:' a regression

analysis disaggregated by subject category would produce

usable results. It could, for example, be the case that

research funds are concentrated in particular academic

departments in certain years and in other departments in

the remaining years, in which case cress-sectional regres

sion analyses would give a distorted impression. The al

ternative procedure would be to regress aggregated research

costs (available from table 4 of the annual financial

statements)1)upon the number of researchers,where student

numbers are taken as proxy for that number. 2 ) Even in

1) Clearly, 'research costs' in this context refers to expendi-
ture from central university funds. A university will at
any time be doing more research than indicated by that amount.
Consider, for example, research on beilalf of one of the sta
tutory research councils.

2) That is, if it is assumed that university staff subsidies
ar~ providQd in proportion to the number of stlJdents at a
particular university.
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aggregated form it is possible that anomalies could exist

in that some universities could be engaged in exceptionally

expensive research not done by the majority as, for example,

is the case with nuclear research. Accordingly, special

attention would be required for the regression results,

particularly the regression coefficient and standard devia

tion of the estimated parameters of the research equation

to ensure meaningful interpretation of the data. The exact

procedure to be adopted would depend upon the empirical cir

cumstances, once these had become known.

To achieve uniformity as also to enable a final aggregation

of the subsidies generated by each of the formula components,

the sum for research should be expressed in subsidy units,

wilere that term has the same meaning, mutatis mutandis, as

in the previous section, and the subscript 2 refers to re

search, i.e. 52 = C2/L.1) And, if sgain U and P sre taken

to refer to undergraduate and post-grl'iduat 2 students respec

tively, the parameters to be esti~ated empirically are

b
o

' b
1

and b
2

of the equation:

The second aspect to be included in the research subsidy, as

was proposed above, should encourage efficient resource use

and consequently be related to results. The measure of

research results advocated in Section 5.3.1.5 was an indica-

the Department of National Education fromtor compiled by

internationallV accepted citation indices. Because there

is no empirical evidence to work on in this regard, the

parameters of this part of the formula would of necessity

initiallV have to be arbitrarily defined and thereafter

adjus~ed regularly until an 'optimal' setting had been

reached in a pragmatic manner. On this basis, the Bdditio-

1) The number of subsidy units for research used by a particular
university is defined as the costs of reSEarch in relation to,
or expressed in terms of, a lectLlrer' s salary.
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nal element to be included in the research component could

be written as:

g.Cit ,

where Cit = Research Results Index based upon citation

indices and g = the relevant parameter. With respect to

this component the intercept should be zero so as to ensure

that those universities which do not earn any points on

the index by means of internationally accepted publications,

do not earn subsidies on this count either.

The value of the parameter g would initially be relatively

small. However, upon the development of the research out

put indicator referred to above, its value could be increa

sed gradually in relation to b 1 and b 2 , partially by allow

ing inflation to diminish the real value of the latter two.

In this process care will be required to ensure that the

total research subsidy does not decrease in real terms in

relation to the overall size of the university sector within

the country. The relative importance of g to b 1 and b
2

should also not be increEsed beyond a point where, say, the
SUbsidy from the first (student related) element is one half

of the subsidy from the second (results related) element. 1)

Further shifts in relative importance could endanger the

rationale behind the initial division of the research com

ponent into two elements.

In summary, the formula research component for Model C would

read:

1) Some indication of the ratio between the two could be given
empirically bv the rel~tionship of 'local' to 'international
ly' orientateL! SUbjects. By'local' is meant those subjects
which arE of mainly local interest and consequently unlikely
to attract international citations, e.g. indigenous langua-
9 es.
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and where b o ' b 1 and b 2
arbitrarily determined.

meanings.

are empirically and g, initially,

K and Lt retain their earli~r

Public Service Programme: It was argued in Chapter 7

that the public service programme should not be subsidized.

The SUbsidy suggested for this programme by Model Cis,

accordingly, nought, or in symbols:

SUB 3 = O.

Academic Support Programme: It is hypothesized in Model C

that all the various components of the academic support

programme are related to a greater or lesser extent to the

institution's size, a proxy for which is the number of

students enrolled. Therefore, in the regression analyses

suggested for this programme by Model C,the primary inde

pendent variable would be assumed to be FTE student numbers.

The dependent variable would be the programme costs, expres

sed, as before, in terms of subsidy units. The details of

these costs, disaggregated according to the sub-categories

identified above, are to be found in Table 4 of the univer

sities' financial statements.

Although institutional size would probably be an important

determinant of the expenditure by the universities on this

programme, it is also probable that several of the sub

categories could be influenced significantly by other fac

tors. In the case of libraries, for instance, expenditure

would probably to some extent be related to the size of the

collection; and the size of a library's collection need

not depend solely upon the size of the institution to which

it belongs. These arguments could have even greater force

in the case of museums, for in a young country fine collec

tions of artworks or scientific specimens have generally

come to be in the possession of individual universities

because of either the munificence or the whims of donors.

And in this respect fortune has not smiled on all alike.
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It is, therefore, possible that the introduction of a

second independent variable to the equation could be useful

in order to account for this source of variation between

is the number of volumes of

ever, because sophisticated

microforms, besides the more

institutions. The one that comes to the fore immediately

books and periodicals. How-

modern libraries also invest in

conventional material, these

must also be added. All of these could conveniently be

aggregated by referring to the total inventory value of the

library collection, as given in Tables 8 and 13 of the
~

SAPSE Statements on fixed assets. Table 13 also contains

the relevant information for museums, for which a similar

procedure is advocated.

Whethe~ or not it would prove useful to include this second

variable in the equation eventually used for calculating

the subsidy itself would depend upon the regression results

obtained, specifically upon the significance of the esti

mated parameter for the inventory value of the various col-

lections. If this parameter were barely to be significant,

it could be judicious to dispense with the second variable

in the interests of simplicity. Nevertheless, if this is

presumed not to be the case, the equation to be fitted to

the relevant data is, as before, of simple linear form,

namely:

54 refers to the costs in subsidy units caused by the aca

demic support programme and the Bubscript i to the specific

subprogramme. I denotes the inventory value of library or

museum collections, as the case may be, and equals zero in

the CBse of all the other subprogrammes. If the regresoion

results proved not to be adversely affected thereby, U and

P could be summed to give B simpler formulation. The total

subsidy for the programme would be obtained by aggregati'lg

the various subtotals and, as before, multiplying by K and
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i . e •
8

2:
. 15 4.1= l..

Student Services Programme: As is the case with the other

progr~mmes, Model C suggests that the formula pa~ameters

for this programme should be estimated empirically. This

would be achieved by estimating the parameters of the

equation:

55 = bo + b 1(U + P) and by paying a subsidy of

Where 55 refers to the costs of the subsidizable subprogram

mes, (identified in Chapter 7) expressed in subsidy units,

b
o

and b 1 are the relevant parameters to be estimated and

U and P are, as before, undergraduate and postgraduate FTE

student numbers. It is probable that the aggregation of

student numbers would not affect the regression results in

this case.

InstitutiOr:'_al Support Programme: It is hvpothS'!sized that,

~Jith the possible exceptions of I executive management and

'public relations/fund raising', all the various subprogram

mes of the institutional support programme will be positively

related to tile size of the institution. In the two cases

singled out as possible exceptions, it may be expected that

institutional size will not have a great effect upon expen

diture, because whatever the size of the university, a full

complement of executive personnel will nor~ally be required

and an unchanging potential number of benefactors will exist.

Despite these possibilities it is suggested that the sub

sidizable portions of the eight subprogrammes be aggregated

for the purposes of fitting an equation to the expenditure

data gen~rated by the SAPBE information system. If the

hypothesis stated above with respect to the two exceptions
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were to be upheld, all that blould be implied is that the

fixed cost element of the programme, i.e. the positi~e

intercept, would be larger than otherwise. The equation

to be fitted to the data would be of the form:

56 = b
o

+b
1

(U + P) and the subsidy payble would be
•

where the subscript 6 refers to the student services pro

gramme and the other symbols retain their prior m~anings.

Unless the regression results are improved by disaggregating

for U and P,the expres~ion written above could be used in

the interest of simplicity.

Operati_on and Maintenance of Plant Progr'amme: As the costs

arising from these activities are subsidizable, the question

is one of what should be used ill the regression analyses as

independent variable(s). As the costs of the programme are

generated by the physical assets of the university, the

magnitude of these assets should clearly be incorporated.

Of the possibilities offered hy the SAPSE Information System

the 'assignable square metres by space-use categories ill

each programme/subprogramme,1)appeers to be the most suita

ble, because it is the most comprehensive of the available

indicators.

Because it is possible to distinguish between space-use

categories with the aid of the SAPSE data,it could be pro-

fitable to differentiate between several categories. It

is imaginable, for instanoe, that the operation and mainte

nanoe costs of laboratory facilities could differ from those

of space used for classrooms, which may in turn differ from

the costs of maintaining residential space or those of

maintaining office space. If this fourfold generalized

differentiation were to be taken as a first approximation,

1) SAPSE Information Returns: Building and Sp~ce Statistic~,

Table 1.

""
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the appropriateness of the divisions would be demonstrated

by the statistical significance of the estimated para~eters.

It goes without saying that the method having the most

significant results would be the one applied.

It can be expected that the physical facilities of a univer

sity will be in proportion to the number of people who will

make use of those facilities, that is to say, roughly in

proportion to the number of stUdents enrolled. It WOuld,

theref6re, be advisable to test whether the use of the number

of FTE students enrolled as an additional independent va

riable would improve the regression results. It is also

conceivable that the geographical location of a campus can

effect its maintenance costs. A hot climate may, for

instance, necessitate the use of air conditioning, which

would be unnecessary in more temperate zones. Equally,

costs in metropolitan areas could differ significantly

from those in small towns. If it were to appear necessary,

variables could be introduced to include these factors.

However, if it were assumed that these additional conside

rations are not statistically significant, and as a result

only four (possibly fewer) variablES were used to corres

pond to the four space-uss categoriss distinguished above,

the regression equation would become:

wtlsre SUB
6

is the subsidy payable for. the Operation and Main

tenance of Plant Programme; A, B, C and D are space-use

categories for laboratory, classroom, residence and office

space respectively; and bo ' b" b 2 , b 3 and b 4 are the

parameters to be estimated.
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Bursaries Programme: It was argued in Chapter 7 that the

bursaries programme should not be subsidized. Accor~ingly,

expressed in symbols,

SUBS = O.

Auxiliary Enterprises Progralnrne: In Chapter 7 i t l~as also

argued that subsidies for this programme should be in res

pect of the provision of capital only. Because Model A is

designed to estimate universitv current costs, provision is

not made for subsidies for this programme. Therefore,in

symbols,

J::I..9.§£i. tals Programme: Because the costs of medical science

inatruction and research are posted to the instruction and

research programmes respectively, the appropriate indepen

dent variable, which could be used for estimating the costs

of this programme, would be the number of experiential stu-

dents making use of the hospital facilities. 1
) The re-

gression equation would then become:

from which

where 5UB 10 is the subsidy payable for the hospitals pro

gramme; E is the number of Rxperiential students, and bo
Bnd b

1
are the parameters to be estimated from the data.

Independent Q.perations Programme: It "Jas ar'gued il"l

Chapter 7 that subsidization of tl.is programme lJould riot

1) 'Experiential' refers to activities that allow previously
acquired knOWledge to be applied, e.g. hospital internship.
SAPSE fleport-OOL, : Formal DegrE'~lf)iFlol'2.§./C~~if~c;at2 ~1anual,

Pretoria, Department of National Education, First Editlon,
1982, p. 5.
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be warranted, therefDre:

SUB 11 = o.

8.2.3.2 An EvaluatiDn Df MDdel C

1. MDdel C requires that regressiDn equatiDns be fitted

separately fDr the variDus university prDgrammes. In the

case Df the instructiDn prDgramme the prDcedure presuppDses

that separate equatiDns will be estimated fDr each subject

categDry,after which subject categDries having sufficiently

similar regressiDn results CDuld be aggregated and new

equatiDns fitted to thE aggregated data.

Aggregation cDuld, however, be taken a step further, in the

sense that the regressiDn equations eventually used as basis

for the formula could be added together tD simplify the

numerical calculation Df the final subsidy amount. This

technique Idas adDpted in Model E (the U A C FDrmula) and

will accordingly be discussed in greater detail belDw.

2. AlthDugh each of the mDdels discussed in this chapter

amounts to a variation upon the general principles summa-.

rized in SectiDn 8.1 abDve, that is, each is based upDn· the

analysis of ex PDst university data, Model C (and Model A)

are distingUishable from the others on account of their

exclusive use of cost data. Whereas Models S, D and E,

fDr example, are designed tD estimate the reSDurce require

ments Df universities in physical terms, after which the

financial requirements are deduced, Model C begins by esti

mating CDSts directly SD as tD incDrporate what has been

referred tD abDve as the 'relative expensiveness' of the

variDus activities.

In effect, Model C estimates cost functions

th8 other models, which estimate production

in cDntrast to
. • ·1 )

funce,lons.

1) Vide Sections 3.4 and 3.5 above for analyses of these two
t~ermD. Cf • the 'remuneration factor I· of Model E.
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Ultimately, this distinction becomes blurred, because

Models B, D and E, after having estimated physical require

ments, naturally proceed by converting those physical needs

into cost estimates. Nevertheless, the importance of this

methodological difference is not slight, primarily because

of the recognition accorded by Model C to the 'relative

expensiveness' element in the university instruction/re

search category.

The fact that Model C makes use of 'aubsidy units', which

in a sense are related to the concept of 'cost units' used

in the other models, should also not detract from its essen-

tial difference in approach. The use of both 'subsidy

units' and 'cost units' is in reality a method of index

linking the financial provision made by the respective

models, which is an aspect not directly equivalent to that

discussed above.

3. Despite whatever theoretical merits Model C could con-

ceivably have, its application is not devoid of difficulties.

50me of these derive from the institutional structure within

which the university sector in South Africa operates; ethers

derive from matters of principle.

The university sector is distinguisba~e as a subsystem of

the greater educational system, not only because of its

peculiar objectives but also because of its cherished ideals

of university Butonomv and academic freedom. However, the

links that have in the past been established between itself

and the other educational subsystems 8S also between itself

and the civil service are substantial. These links are of

particular importance with respect to salary structures.

In the present South African educational Bystem no allowance

is made for salary differentiation on the basis of the aca-

demicsuLject taught. In accordance with the rate of
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rBturnapproach 1 ) economists are wont to argue that, if

shortages in skilled manpower are experienced at a parti

cular level, the way to attract additional persons is the

payment of higher wages rather than increased subsidization

of training.

However, other arguments also exist. Educationalists

argue that the intrinsic academic equality between SUbjects

militates against rewarding the teacher of one subject

more highly than the teacher of another. Secondly, within

an interlinked centralize~ educational structure it is

administratively difficult to establish guide-lines for

use in salary differentiation, because skill shurtages are

often regional.
2

) As the magnitude of salary differen-

tials also depends upon the cyclical swings of the economy,

(consider, for example, the salaries of architects and

engineers), the administrative difficulties are compounded.

Thirdly, it has been argued that, because of the current

South African situation, in which skill shortages are rife

in every sector, salary increases at best offer a short

term solution and at worst could be inflationary.3) On

account of these skill shortages and the greater alacrity

with which the private sector is able to make salary adjust

ments, increasing salaries within the educational secto~

could initiate an inflationary process of leap-frogging,

from which the private sector would be sure to emerge as

the Winner. Accordingly, so the argument runs, a more

appropriate solution under the circumstances would be to

encourage the long-term development of persons having the

required skills. This could be interpreted within the

public benefit arguments used in Section 2.2 as a case where

1) Vide. Section 2.5.3.

2) For example, it could be that Afrikaans teachers are in short
supply in Durban and Engli~h teachers in Pretoria.

3) This insight is attributable to Prof. I. van W. Rauben
heimer and Mr. R.H. Stumpf.
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the 10ng-tBrm potential community benefits, derivable from

diminishing certain skill shortages, warrants increas"ed

subsidization of those relevant categories. The market

failure, which justifies these subsidies, arises because

of the structural impediments in a partially underdeveloped

economy, that prevent the market from delivering the re

qui£ed numbers of trained personnel.

On account of the considerations mentioned in the preceding

paragraph no prOVision for salary differentiation is at

present made in the South African educational system.

Model C, which tacitly makes prOVision for such differen

tiation by allowing the relative expensiveness of different

subject categories to play an influential role in determin

ing the dimensions of the subsidy formula is, accordingly,

disqualified on this account.

4. A further difficulty, that could be occasioned by the

use of Model C, derives from the absence of pedagogical

considerations in the procedure advocated for the aggre

gation of subject categories. It could be argued that,

as a matter of principle, attention should be given to

grouping together those subjects that display academic

similarities - a result that may not necessarily ensue if

Model C were to be used.

In a similar vein, it could be argued that provision should

be made explicitly for incorporating an independent varia

ble in the regression equations to account for the set-up

costs of a university. The variable that comes to mind

for that purpose is the number of course credits that is

offered by the university.1) Although set-up costs are,

of course, reflected in tile cQnstant term of the estimated

equations of Model C, it could be argued that providing

for set-up costs in that way implies that subsidies would

1) Cf. Model D below.
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be payable, even if no courses were offered by a university.

If provision were made for set-up costs by introducing

credits as a variable, that would not occur, because sub

sidies would only be earned by a university once a parti

cular course had been established, i.e. once a credit value

had been allocated to it.

8.2.4 Model 0

·8.2.4.1 Personnel Reguirements

Model 0
1

) attempts to overcome the problems mentioned above.

This it does by aggregating the twenty-two subject datego

ries on the basis of a priori academic principle, rather

than on similarities in cost structure. A threefold divi

sion of the SUbject categories is proposed by this model,

based upon the arguments raised in SAPSE Report-lls,2)WhiCh

distinguishes between three science groups: the Natural

Sciences, the Social Sciences and the Humanities.

The high level of aggregation, implied by using three major

groups, necessarily reduces the sensitivity of the model

for accommodating the (financial) peculiarities of single

subject categories. To counteract this effect, Model 0

suggests distinguishing between the nine course levels

identified in the SAPSE system. 3 ) It effectively states,

therefore, that the differences in intensity of resource

1) Pro~osed initially by Dr. R.H. Venter.

2) SAPSE RepoI't-11S: Die Kwalifikasie- e.n Studieprogramme val~

Universiteite in Suid-Afrika, Pretoria, Department of Na
tional Educahon, 1982.

3) The nine course levels identified in SAPSE-004 are: lower
undergraduate, intermediate undergraduate, higher under
graduate, preparatory post-graduate,lower post-graduate,
intermediate post-graduate(non-research), intermediate
post-graduate(research), higher post-graduate(non-research) ,
and high,.r post-graduate (research). Vid~ Cllapter 6 below.
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use, that occur between instructional activities, are

adequately reflected in the different course levels,

thereby enabling the aggregation of subject categories on

the basis of pedagogical principle. In this respect,

Model 0 could be viewed as the inverse of Model C, because

the latter advocates a high level of aggregation with

respect to course level and an initially disaggregated

analysis of subject category.

The second major distinguishing feature of Model 0 lie8 in

its introduction of a term that reflects course credits.

On the basis of the arguments expressed in the evaluation

of Model 0 above, an additional variable is introduced for

this purpose.

A third factor, not found in Model C, but employed in this

model, provides for the incorporation of both the residential

university and the distance instruction university t~pes

in one model by introducing a scaling factor for the latter.

In contrast, the basis of Model C was that parameters should

be estimated for residential universities alone, with sepa

rate provision being made for correspondence universities. 1)

These different aspects of the model can be expressed mathe- 2 )

matically, if the following relationships are assumed to hold:

1) Pijk
=(a C, 'k + Sk 5, 'k) Yi

Ii,
k ~J ~J J

with Y = cS = 1
2 )

and 2) (~ ,
y. Ii. CijU E A

k
(1: Yi lij SijU~ J .. 'k +

~J

with £1 = £2

1.1 1. 2

Vide Models F and G below.

Model 0 was formulated in this way by Dr. R.H. Venter.
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where P = the provision of instruction/research

personnel;

C = course credits;

S = FTE student numbers;

i = course level;

= 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 , 8, 9·,
j = science group;

= 1 , 2, 3·,
k = university type;

= 1 , 2·,
a, 15, A = proportional terms; and

E = constant

From the ~elationship3 given above, it can be deduced that:

E P."k
i j l J

= + 15 k) (E y. OJ S. ·k)
ij l lJ

which implies that, on the basis of the second assumption

made in equation 2 above, course credits can effectively

be eliminated from the final subsidy equation and the pro

vision of instruction/research personnel expressed as a

function of student numbers (5).

This model formed the basis for the initial estimates of

the various parameters for the U A C Formula (Model E).

The data provided by the universities in their 1981 5APSE

information returns was used for this purpose. Two pro

cedures ware initially used: the first was a three stage,

least squares regression techniqUE in which dummy variables

were introduced for .the paramFJters Y and 0; 1) the second

was an optimizing search technique, aimed at identifying the

values of the parameters that would generate a global

1) This technique was applied to the data by Mr. R.H. Stumpf.
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minimum value for P, thereby indicating efficient resource
use. 1)

The results of both these techniques were, as was expected,

essentially the same. From these it was concluded that

the statistical significance of the parameter for course

credits was very low, which rendered it unsuitable for

inclusion as an independent variable in the model.

The second, major conclusion made from these investigations

was that, as hypothesized in the model, course level was

indeed a highly significant indicator of the intensity of

r~source use in university instructional activities. In

fact,in this respect it transpired that distinct groupings

of these levels were discernible, Ofl the basis of which

four collective levels were distinguished and later incor

porated in the final U A C Formula (Model E). Level one

was defined to include the lower undergraduate, intermediate

undergraduate and preparatory post-graduate levels, because

of their being on a par in the intensity of their use of

instruction/reseerch professionals per subsidy student.

Level two, which was found to be twice as intensive as

level one in its use of resources, was defined to include

the higher undergraduate and lower post-graduate levels.

Levels three and four were found to be respectively approx

imately three and four times as intensive as level one and

were defined to include the different intermediate post

graduate and advanced post-graduate levels. 2 )

8.2.4.2 An Evaluation of Model 0

1. As has been pointed out, Model 0, in contrast to Model C,

emphasizes the existence of different intensities in uni

versi ty resource use according to level. rather than subject

1) This technique lclSS applied to the data by Dr. G. Erells.

2) Cf. Chapter 6 in which the SAPBE terminology is explained.
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category. It is also primarily designed to estimate

universi ty production functions rather than cost func·tions.

As such it forms the basis for Model E, which incorporates

these characteristics in modified form and which could be

viewed as an extended variation of Model D. The main

modifications are in respect of the subject groupings

advocated by Model D and the coverage of the model.

2. Although the three subject groupings incorporated in

Model D are based upon long-standing academic tradition,

there appeared to be few a priori financial reasons for

differentiating between the personnel resource requirements

of the Social Sciences and Humanities groups. Furthermore,

because of the limited number of universities and thus ob

s2rvati.ons, a high level of ag·gregation was necessary i.n

order to estimate parameters with a sufficient degree of

confidence. Because a satisfactory differentiation in

resource USB was found to be reflected in the various fac

tors proposed for the different acade~ic levels, the use of

only two subject groups was found to give satisfactory

results. These two groups were called the Natural Sciences

and the Human Sciences Groups, the latter being comprised

of the Social Sciences and the Humanities. This was,

accordingly, the subject grouping finally incorporated in

Model E, that is in the U A C Subsidy Formula itself.

3. Model D is restricted to estimating personnel require-

ments. The coverage of a subsidy formula can, however,

conveniently be extended to account for all current costs

plus a large portion of university fixed asset costs.

Model D was consequently extended to take these different

factors into consideration.

4. Finally, the elimination of course credits, referred to

above, implied that university fixed or set-up costs would

be reflected in the constant terms of the estimated equa-

tions. This raised the question of whether a procedure
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for simplifying the administrative application of the for

mula by making a global provision for set-up costs per

universitY,could not be devised. 1) The procedure adopted

for this purpose is discussed in the next section.

8.2.5 Model E .: The Proposed Universities Advisory Council
(UAr~) Formula

8.2.5.1 General Considerations

Model E is that finally used for the 1982 reVision of the

university subsidy formula. 2 ) It can be said to be based

upon the preceding models, a8 important elements of these

are included in it.

In contraot to the preced~ng models, Model E, i.e. the

U A C Formula, was designed to provide reSDurces for all

university activities - with the exceptiDn, on the Dne hand,

of the acquisitiDn Df land, and Dn the Dther, the erectiDn

Df new buildings and Dther land imprDvements, made necessary

because Df an increase in student numbers or a change in

formula norms. This means that, with these exceptions,

provisiDn is made in the U A C Formula fDr providing new

fixed ass~ts, such as equipment and library stDck, and fDr

either renewing Dr replacing all fixed assets, including

buildings and other land imprDvem9nts, Dwned by a university.

The scope Df the U A C Formula is, therefDre, brDader than

ttlst Df any of the preceding mDdels.

1) BDtM the HDllDway and van Wyk de Vries FDrmulas had adDpted
this appr:::Jach. Cf. SectiDns 8.2.1 and 8.2.2.

2) The parameters Df the fDrmula were determined by Dr. G.Erens,
whD alsD played the leading role in refining the SAPSE
infDrmatiDn system, frDm which the data fDr the analyses were
derived. The U A C FDrmula is cDntained in SAPBE
f<eport-110 : An Inve..§j:_igation of Governmen~ Financing of
Universi_~iei?, Pretoria, Depal~tment of NatiDllal Education,
First Edi tion, 1982.
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Nevertheless, the general structure of Model E is hased

upon that of Model D, which in turn included concepts and

structures inherited from earlier models. In particular,

after the elimination of course credits from the equation

describing university resource use patterns in Model D,

one finds a simple linear relationship between university

resuurce requirements and a single independent variable,

i.e. the number of subsidy students. The equation des

cribirlg this relationship comprises a constant term and a

proportional term or factor. It can be written as:

Resources = Constant + (Factor X Subsidy Students)

This relationship plays a fundamental role in the UA C

Formula. 1)

The procedure used to fit linear equations of this form to

the data entailed two steps, one for each of the parameters

of the equation. The first of these was for estimating

the constant term of the equation so as to reflect the

fixed or 'set-up resource requirements of a university. The

second was for estimating the proportional term so as to

reflect the additi~nal resources required as student numbers

increase.

Set-up Resource Requirements: It was decided that the most

convenient method of incorporating set-up COsts into a

formula would be to make a global provision per universi~y

for these initial expenses, by differentiating only between

the two subject groupings identified above. 2 ) In so doing

the high level of aggregation of the data would counteract

the relatively small number of observations in each separate

category and lend stability and confidence to the statistical

results. 3 )

1) SAPSE Report-110: Op.Cit., p. 39.

2) The Human Sciences and the Natural Sciences.

3) SAPSE Report-110: Op.Cit., p. 40.
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This was achieved in the following manner.

the equation:

R = K + ~ WS

Consider

where R =

K =

1/a =

resource requirements;

constant;

proportional factor.

The value of K was estimated for each of the two science

groups by using regression techniques. In addition, it

was considered to be advantageous for the future adminis

trative application of the formula to make a simple

transformation by writing the equation in the form:

1
R = - (aK + WS)a

which says that resources should be provided in proportion

to weighted student numbers after being augmented with a

number equal to aK.

The significance of this is best illustrated in graphical

terms. Consider the accompanying graph, in which univer-

sity resource use (R) is shown on the vertical axis and

the number of weighted students (WS) is depicted on the

horizontal axis.

R

K

o

R = K + 1/a WS

~~
a

ws
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As customary, K equals the distance from the origin of the

axes to the intercept on the vertical axis and must ~e

positive if it is to be interpreted in practical terms.

This,together with the linearity of the graph described

by the equation,implies that aK marks the intercept of the

graph with the horizontal aXis depicting weighted student

numbers. Therefore aK can be interpreted as the distance

from the origin to the intercept on the horizontal axis,

which means that the average university's set-up costs

equal the resource requirements of aK level one subsidy

students.

To determine empirical values for sK,regression lines were

fitted to the available data according to the two Science

Groups identified above. The results showed thBt~ni~er-

sity set-up costs could be accounted for in a formlJla by

increasing the level one SUbsidy student numbers by 500

for the Human Sciences and by 400 for the Natural Sciences

when calculating the subsidies. 1)

Proportional Increase in Resource Use: The second step

necessary for determining a formula was to estimate values

for the proportional term (Va). This was done by making

the assumption that the average use of resources per student

in the various university (sub)programmes equals the mar

ginal use of those resources as student numbers increase.

This assumption could be justified in the following way,

A wel~known property of linear functions, such as thBt

specified above, is that, as the value of the independent

variable increases, the average and marginal values of the

dependent variable tend towards equality with one another.

1) SAPSE Report-110: Op.Cit., pp. 38--41.
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With respect to the equation,

R = K + l/a WS ,

R/WS = (K + l/a WS)/WS = the average use

of resources per student, and as usual,

l/a = the marginal use of resources.

Now, as the value of WS increases, the relative contribution

of K to determining the magnitude of the average use of

resources decreases, i.e.

(K -I- l/a WS)/WS tends towards the value of lla

as W/S tends towa~ds infinity.

If the data for all the (residential) universities is aggre

gated according to university (sub)programme, it is clear

that,in relative terms,the respective magnitudes become

very large. Therefore, the discrepancies between average

and marginal values will tend to be minimal, and the assump-

tion made above justified. In addition, because the average

values can be calculated with confidence, the results of

this procedure are likely to be satisfactory.

Technically, if the marginal and average values do actually

equal one another, the graph described by the linear equa-

tion should pass through the origin of the axes. Conse-

quently, the procedure of making separate provision for

university set-up costs could be viewed loosely as one

transforming the graph to pass through the origin of the

axes. In so doing, an intuitive justification for using

average resource use figures is added to the more formal one

advanoed above.
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8.2.5.2 The Basis for the Payment of Subsidies

The basis for the payment of subsidies in ~he U A C For

mula can be divided into three components, depending upon

which university programme is under consideration. The

formula distinguishes between the a·cademic and general pro

grammes; the auxiliary enterprises programme; and the

hospitals programme. 1)

In the case of the academic and general programmes, the

basis for the payment of subsidies is primarily to be found

in the concepts developed above in Section 8.2.5.1. First-

ly, an allowance is made for the instructional levels by

weighting the FTE student numbers in the four level group

ings,identified in Section 8.2.4.1, wifh factors ranging from

1 to 4; secondly, allowance is made for subject category

by distinguishing the two Science Groups, viz. Human Sciences

and Natural Sciences, as also explained in Section 8.2.4.1;

and thirdly, allowance is made for univeraity set-up costs

by increasing the actual number of FTE students, in the way

mentioned above. 2 )

In addition, however, to encourage the efficient uae of the

resources provided by the government, subsidization is

based upon (gross) university outputs, i.e. passed deg~ee

credits, plus a fraction of inputs, measured in terms of

credits failed. The rationale for including a portion of

failed credits was examined in general terms in Section

5.3.1.4 above. There it wa~ concluded that such a basis

for subsidization would encourage diligence amongst students,

without placing undue financial pressure on universities

to condone failures. It was also concluded that, after a

minor manipUlation, this subsidy basis could be reduc~d to

one of enrolments plus passed degree c£edits.
_._--------

1)

2)

Vide

Cf.

Chapter 6, Table

SAPSE fleport-11D:

2 above.

Q~~j.t., Section 3.4.1.
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Accordingly, the U A C Formula defines two concepts of

primary importance for subsidizing the universities'

educational and general programmes. The first is the

'Effective Subsidy Students in the Human Sciences', which

equals 600 + ! Et-I + ! PH ' where EH and PH denote FTE

enrolments and FTE degree credits respectively in the Human

Sciences, and are weighted with the appropriate level fac-

tors of 1 to 4,as already defined. The second is a similar

definition with respect to the Natural Sciences, in which

the effective number is, however, obtained by increasing

the actual weighted number with 400 instead of 600. 1)

Although subsidies are to a great extent coupled to the

'effective subsidy student' concepts defined above for the

educational and general programmes, an additional factor is

introduced for the research programme. As argued in

Section 5.3.1.4 above,an optimal basis for subsidizing

research would include both research outputs and inputs.

Accordingly, the U A C Formula bases subsidization par

tially on the fraction of instruction/research personnel

inputs devoted to research activities and partially on a

research output indicator, developed by the ,Department of

National Education by using international citation indlces

as suggested above. 2 )

In the case of the universities' auxiliary programme, subsi

dization is based upon the distinction between thOSE FTE

students that make use of the university's hostel facilities

(defined as 'institutional housing' in the SAPSE sys+.em) and

those that do not. 3 ) In the case of the hospitals pro-

gramme, the number of experiential students is used as sub

sidy basis, where the term 'experiential' refers, as before,

to activities that allow previously acquired knowledge or

1) Ibid., p. 41.

2) .YJ.de Section 5.3.1.4 and SAPSE Report-110: Op.Cit., p. 1,3.

3) Ibi~, pp. 43-44.
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skills to be applied. The number of effective subsidy

experiential students is defined as the number of enrblled

FTE experiential stUdents, weighted with the same level

weighting factors as used for the formal instruction pro

gramme. 1 )

8.2.5.3 The Subsidization of Current Expenditure

General Approach: The U A C Formula specifies university

resource requirements in physical terms before using cost

units to convert those reqUirements into a sum of money for

a specific year - a procedure that was pioneered in South

Africa by the van Wyk de Vries Report. 2 )

With r~sp2ct to current expenditure,cost units are defined in

the U A C Foimula for three categories of personnel, namely,

instruction/research professional personnel; personnel

exclUding instruction/research professional personnel and

service workers; and service workers. 3 ) These cost units

comprise representative combinations of different academic

and civil service posts. Their values are determined

annually by using the salaries that correspond to eBch of

their constituent posts. To prOVide for additional current

expenditure, a cost unit was also defined for 'supplies,

services, etc. I, equal to R10 000 in June 1981. 4 ) Its

value for subsequent years is calculated by escalating the

initial amount with the aid of the Consumer Price Index.

The orocedure used to determine the additional resourCES

required as student numbers increase was based upon the

assumption discussed in Section 5.3.1.5, namely that the

universities' internal resource allocation procedures

1 ) .l!J.!EL~. , p. 44 •

2) Cf. Sections 5.3.1.6 and 8.3 above.

3) SAPSE Reporti 10: ~.Cit., p. 52 and tables 4, 5 and 6.

4) Ibid., table 7.
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achieve an optimal relative distribution of personnel.

The actual technique employed was that of using averages,

described above in Section 8.2.5.1. Furthermore the

overall FTE student to FTE instruction/research staff ratio

of 13:1 was assumed to be satisfactory for the residential

university system as a whole.

A diagrammatically illustrated synopsis of a central portion

of the U A C Formula is presented in Tables 4 ami 5 to

facilitate the reading of the descriptive sections,which

follow below, and in which the various aspects of the for-

mula are presented seriatim. Tables 4 and 5 refer exclu-

sively to the Human Sciences Subject Group and to the

treatment of the educational and general programmes in the

formul3 in order to illustrate the principles involved.

These principles, however, apply mutatis mutandis to the

other sections of the formula.

Instruction/Research Professiona~~: In the way described

above the provision of FTE instruction/researcn personnel

in the educational and general programmes per effective

subsidy student was determined for the different (sub)-

programmes and subject groups. This is illustrated with

respect to the Human Sciences.Group in column 1 of Table 5,

where it is, for example, shown that for eacll additionsl

effective subsidy stud ant in the Humanities a university is

entitled to 0,037 additional instruction/research profession

als in the formal instruction subprogramme. 1)

In order to express the physical ratios of Fl'E personnel to

FTE students for the different (sub)programmes in terms of

the cost unit, defined for the instruction/research

----------------
1) The university is of course not obliged to deploy its

resources in the way the formula prescribes as reasonable,
but is free to do as it wishes. The only exception to this
rule is in respect of the rerlewal of buildings and other
land imp~ovEments. The funds provided for theSE purposes
are classified as restricted in ordEr to safeguard the inte
rests of future generations. SAPSE Report-110: op.Cit.,
pp. 61-62.



ABLE 4. DIAGRAMMATICAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE ?qOCEDVRE USED IN THE U A C FORMULA FOR CALCULATING SUBSIDIES FOR THE EDUCATIONAL

AND GENERAL PROGRAMMES IN THE HUMAN SCIENCES GROUP.

1

I· ....... x

• • • • • • • x

I ·····;~ee Tabl: 3) ..•....

PReVISION FOR CURRENT EXPENDITURES

6

x Published
Arl:5.cles
(A

H
)

5

SH in Human Science~

= 600

+ i PTE Enrolments

+ t Passed Credits

weighted for

level ..

4 992(K
3

)

Rand per I Subsidy
Coeffi- Basis
cient (K)

,
0,056 x 24 961 = 1 397,816

0,051 x 12 106 = 617,406

0,052 x 2 822 = 146,744

.2 3 4

Fraction Rand Value Rand per
of Rele- of Cost ArtiCle
vant Cost Units in or SH
Units 1981

0,020 x 24 961 I = 4992

: I' .....
=" •••

Remuneration of FTE
Personnel Relative to
Appropriate Cost
Units

Article

xProvision for FTE

Personnel per SH

1.2.1 Inst/Research ••••••

1.2.2 Other Personnel •••••

1.2.3 Service Workers •••••

Inst/Research Personnel Cost Units per Published

Cost U,i.ts per Effective
Subsidy Student (SH)
for:

1.1

1.2

0,021 x 732 = 15,372

0,140 x 732 = 102,480

0,062 x 1 100 = 68,200

1,700

I
x 19 = 32,300

0,600 x 39 = 23,400

1.2.4 Supplies, Services, Etc. - .

• PROVISION FOR REN E:WAL/REPLACEME:-.JT OF FIXED ASSETS I
i

Cost Units per SH for:

2.1 Land Improvements other than Buildings .
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2.5 Periodical Volumes in the Human Sciences .

0,049 x 10 000 490,000

~ 2894
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1
)

+
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Subsidy
St;;dents
(SH)

'"'"o

,. PROVISION FOR INITIAL COSTS OF FIXED ASSETS RESULTING FROM AN INCREASE
IN STUDENT NUMBERS (I H)

Cost Units per I H for:
,

Equipment , 0,617 x 1 100 =" 737,00
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Periodical Volumes 1 12,000 x 39 = 468,00 (K
S
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_________________________________________..L_______ I 7~:~mum I
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3.1

3.2

~OTAL PROVISION FOR HU!"'.AN .sCIENCE GROUP =" Xl SH + K3 AI-l + K5 I H

Soucce: Sl'l.?S: Report-Il0:~•• Chupter S.



TA3L85. PROVISION OF PERSONNEL COST UNITS P8R SFFECTIV~ SUBSIDY STUD8NT (SH) IN THE U A C FORMULA FOR THE EDUCATIONAL

AND GE~ERAL PROGRAMMES IN THE HUMAN SCIENCES GROUP.

Provision for FTE Personnel per SH Relative Remuneration of Personnel Fraction of Relevant Cost Units per SH
?rogramme/Subprogramme

Inst/Res. Other P. Service W. Inst/Res. Other p. Service W. lnst/Res. Other p. Service W.

I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.0 Instruction

1.1 Formal Instruction °,037 1,00 0,037

1.2 Community Instruction.
1.3 Preparatory/Remedial

Instruction

2.° Research 0,012 1,00 0,012

3.0 Public Service

I
4.0 Academic Support

4.1 Library Services 0,008 0,002 0,84 1,00 0,0067 0,002

4.2 Museum Services 0,000 0,67 0,0000

4.3 Educational Media
Services 0,002 0,10 0,0022

4.4 Ac~demic Computing
Support 0,001 1,10 0,0011

4.5 Ancillary Support 0,001 0,007 0,007 1,00 1,36 1,00 0,001 0,0095 0,007
, 4.6 Academic Administration 0,004 0,010 0,002 1,00 0,51 1,00 0,004 0,0051 0,002

4.7 Course and Curriculum
Development 0,001 0,001 1,00 1,00 0,001 0,0010

4.8 Academic Personnel
0,001 0,0000Development 0,001 0,000 1,00 1,50

5.0 Student Services
I

I

5.1 Student Services °1°00 1,14 0,0000
IAdministration

5.2 Social and Cultural
Development 0,001

I
0,001

I
0,82 1,00 0,0008 0,001

5.3 Counselling and Career
Guidance

I
0,001

I

1,33 0,0013

5.4 Student Health Services L II I I-I

r.:ontinued)

N

"'~



TABLE: 5. PROVISION OF PERSONNEL COST UNITS PER EFFEC£IVE SUBSIDY STUDENT (SH) IN THE U A C FOMULA FOR THE EDUCATIONAL AN~ GENERAL

PROGRAl'U1ES IN THE HUlvJAN SCIENCES GROUP. (Con.tinued)
.

Provision for PTE Personnel per So, Relative Remuneration of Personnel Fraction of Relevant Cost Units per SH
n

?rcgram~e/Subprogramme

Inst/Res. Other P. Service W. Inst/Res. Other p. Service. W. lost/Res. Other p. Service ~v.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

16.0 Institutional Support

I 6.1 Executive Management 0,002 1,99 0,0040

6.2 Fira~cial Adminis-
tration 0.003 1 , 54- 0,0046

6.3 Fin~ncial Aid
Ad;ninistcation. 0,000 1,17 0,0000

6.4 General Adninistra-
I cion and Logistical

I Services °tO O6 0,007 0,67 1,00 0,0040 0,007

\
6.5 Student Admissions,

Records and

II Examinations °1°02 0,68 0,0014

I 6.6 Administrative

I Computing Support 0,002 0,81 0,0016

6.7 Public Relations/
Fund Raising I 0,001 1,10 0,0011

6.8 Staff Social an';
Cultural Dev€" 1""Jpmen t I I

7. ° Operation and Maintenance
of Plant

7.1 Administration or the
Operation and Mainte-
nance of physical
Plant 0,001 1,18 0,0012

7.2 Building Maintenance 0,003 0,005: 1,05 1,00 0,0032 0,005

7.3 Custodial Services 0,000 °,014 1,05 1,00 0,0000 0,014

7.4 Utilities 0,001 0,002 1,05 1,00 0,0011 0.002

7.5 Landscape and Grounds

IMaintenance 0,001 0,012 1,05 1,00 °,0011 0,012

7.6 Non-capitalizable I
Alterations and IRenovations

.0 Bur!:iaries

8.1 First Qualification I
Bursaries

8.2 Eigher Qualification
IBUl:",:,i3.ries

f QTAL (Carried Over to Table 2). \ 0,056 0,0510 0,052,

Sourc:e: SI-.PSE: F.-"~i)Ort-llCJ: aD. Cit., Tables 8.9 and 10.

'""'"0
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professional group, an analysis of the relative remunera

tion per instruotion/researoh professional in the (sub)-

programmes, in which these persons were deployed, was 1
conducted. It was concluded that the remuneration of

these persons in all (sub)programmes should not differ from

the average for the instruction/research professional group

as a whole, which was set to equal the relevant cost unit.

Therefore the average remuneration factors of the FTE in

struction/research personnel in these (sub)programmes,

expressed as a fraction of the cost unit for this persunnel

category, all equal one. This is illustrated in column 4

of Table 5. The final provision of instruction/research

professionals, expressed in terms of the appropriate coat

unit,as ahown in column 7 of Table 5, was thereafter ob

tained by multiplying the former two magnitudea (i.e.

physical provision of personnel per effective subsidy student

and the remuneration structure).

The total of the figures, derived in this way per (sub)

programme, (Le. 0,056 as found in Table 5, column 7), shows

the number of instruction/research professional.oost units

provided as SUbsidy by the formula per additional effective

subsidy student. Coefficients of this nature, accordingly,

are the proportional terms of the resource use equations

referred to above in Section 8.2.5.1. They appear again

in Table 4, column 2. To convert these numbers into money,

they must be multiplied by the value of the cost units, as

determined for the particular year. This is shown in

columns 3 and 4 of Table 4. Of course, to determine the

total number of cost units, provided for a particular uni

versity, these figures must in turn be multiplied by the

university's number of effective subsidy students, as illus

trated in Table 4, column 6.

Research: In order to incorporate both output and input

factors in the basis for subsidizing research,1) the U A C_._-------_._---
1) Vide Sections 4.4.3 and 5.3.1.4 above.
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Formula assumes that, for the Natural Science Group,

40 per cent of the total number of personnel that would have

been generated by an entirely input orientated procedure,

should be allocated on the basis of outputs. Furthermore,

if it is assumed that all publications are attributable

to researchers comprising this 40 per cent, average research

output, measured in terms of articles published during 1981,

equals five articles per man. Therefore, a provision of

0,2 cost units per published article was made in the for-

mula. 1) This is shown in column 2 of Table 4.

It was assumed that the same provision of cost units per

published article should be made for the Human Sciences

Group. The input based provision of instruction/research

professionals for the resparch programme in this Science

Group was accordingly set so that the total prOVision of

personnel would not be less than it would have been, had

the total provision been input based.

Other Pers~~nel: On the basis of the assumptions, justi-

fied in the earlier chapters of this dissertation, concern

ing the optimality of the universities' internal distribu

tion of resources, the U .A C Formula established a ratio

of 1:1 for 'other personnel' and instruction/research pro-

fessionals in the residential university system. The

procedure for distributing the number of personnel, derived

by applying this ratio, between the various (sub)programmes

was again based upon the existing patterns. The final

distribution is illustrated for the Huma~ Sciences in

colu,nn 2 of Table 5.

In contrast to the case of the instruction/research personnel

category, provision was made for salary differentials be

tween subprogrammes in respect of these workers. Therefore,

the average remuneration per FTE worker in the 'other person

nel' category for the different (sub)programmes, expressed

1) SAPSE Report-110: .9E..:.f.it~., p. 54.
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as fractions of the relevant cost unit, vary around the

value of one, as shown in column 5 of Table 5. Thi~ was

to be expected, because clearly differences exist between,

say, the average remuneration of clerical workers and that

of the universities' executive managers. 1)

Service Workers: The procedure adopted in the U A C

Formula for determining subsidies under this heading is

mutatis mutandis the same as that used for the previous

personnel category. However, the ratio of service Idorkers

in subsidizable programmes to instruction/research profes

sionals, derived from the data submitted by the universities

and used for these purposes, was 0,8:1. 2 )

Supplies, Services, Etc.: It ~as established frein the

universities' submitted data that the ratio of 'supplies,

services, etc. I cost units to 'instruction/research profes

sionals'cost units was 0,9:1. This ratio was used as the

basis for determining the extent of subsidization under

this heading in a way analogous to that used for determining

the subsidization of the 'other personnel' and 'service

worker'categories. 3 )

Auxiliary Ente.EEIises Programme_: Because the univeI'slties'

current expenditures for the auxiliary programme are not

considered to be SUbsidizable~)no provision is made for

subsidies under this heading in the U A C Formula.

Hospitals Programme: The U A C Formuls makes the same

provision for personnel and supplies, services, etc. per

effective SUbsidy experiential student for the hospitals

programme as it does per effective subsidy student in the

1) In fsct, Table 5 (column 5) indicates that on average the
remuneration of workers in the academic administration pro
gramme equals 0,51 cost units, whereas the average executive
manager receives 1,99 cost units.

2) SAPSE Report-11o: op.Cit., p. 56.

3) Loc.Cit.

4) Cf. Chapter? above.
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academic and general programmes. 1)

8.2.5.4 The Subsidization of Fixed Asset Expenditure.

General Approach: As was suggested in Section 5.3.1.9

above, the U A C Formula differentiates between two major

categories of costs in respect of fixed assets, namely,

the initial costs of acquiring the asset and the costs of

replacing or renewing the asset as it is used up over its

effective life-span. 2 ) With respect to the second cate

gory two terms are used: 'replacement' refers to the si

tuation where the whole of the asset is considered to have

been used up, and 'renewal' to the situation where a por

tion of the asset is retained, as would, for example,

normally occur with buildings.

The U A C Formula extends the distinction between acquiring

and renewing (or replacing) assets to the basis of subsi-

dizing these expenditures. Subsidies for establishing

assets are based in principle upon the growth of (projected

FTE) student enrolments, so as to provide new physical

capacity within the university when an influx of students

is expected. 3) Subsidies for renewing (or replacing) those

assets already owned by the universities are based in prin

ciple on the (replacement) costs 4 ) of the fixed assets

owned by a university. However, to facilitate the neces-

sary calculations, the (projected) number of effective sub

sidy students is used as a surrogate for the replacement

costs of a university's fixed assets, because their initial

provision is directly coupled to student numbers.

--"-------------"-~--

1) .Ibid..'., pp. 56-57.

2) lP.J.d., p. 58.

3) Cf. Section 5.3.1.9.

4) Vide Section 5.3.1.9 in which reservations about using
replacement cost are mentioned.
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these assets requires renewal after a period of fifty years.

Land Improvements other than BUildin~: This category in

cludes expenditures for roads, landscaping, utility distri

bution systems, parking areas, etc.

Land: Because of the extent of regional variations, the

provision of land to the universities is not made by means

of the subsidy formula. 3 )

~",

,..',

;,: ~,:

reneluing these

thirds of each of

Formula forin the U A C

on the assumption that two

The procedure used is analogous to that designed for the

subsidization of the universities' current expenditures.

Requirements are specified in physical terms, whereafter

they are converted into sums of money With the aid of cost

uni ts. The U A C Formula, accordingly, defines cost

units for the various categories of fixed assets identified

in the SAPSE system.

In contrast to its 'predecessors~) the U A C Formula pro

vides subsidies for renewing (or replacing) all fixed· assets.

Because the factors of obsolescence and wear and tear, which

necessi tate such sLlbsidies, can be foreseen, they can con

veniently be included in the formula. With the exception

of the provision of new buildings and other land improvements,

made necessary because of increased student numbers or the

application of new formula norms, for which a separate

procedure 2) exists, the U A C Formula also provides for

acquiring new assets.

The provision

assets rests

1) With the exception of low-cost assets, all applications by
the universities for capital funds were formerly oonsidered
separately from the subsidy fnrmula.

2) SAPSE Report-110: !i..ati0!:1-luide Building Space Planninq.
System Manual, Pretoria, Department of National Education,
First Edition. 1982. Cf. Section 5.3.1.9.

3) SAPSE Report-110: .QE.~Cit., p. 60.
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Renewal could be necessitated either by deterioration

be'c au se

These
2

(= 2 per cent of ,i) of

an asset must be provided

for these purposes.

through normal use, or by the need for remodelling

of ch~nged occupancy or academic requirements. 1)
, It

assumptions mean that "3 per cent

the cost units for establishing

annually by the subsidy formula

8ui.ldir:!.~: Provision is made for the renewal of buildings,

housing subsidizable educational and general programmes,

in a similar way to the procedure adopted for land improve

ments other than buildings. This means that an annual sum
4

equal to - per cent of the cost units initially needed for
3

acquiring a particular building should be provided for these
2)

purposes.

As noted above, the basis used for determinirlg these sub

sidies is the projected number of effective subsidy students

for the year for which the subsidy is being calculated.

Equipment, Etc.: Under this heading the U A C Formula

provides subsidies for all movable property, (with the excep

tion of library collections), having an acquisition value

in excess of R20 in June 1980 for each item, an expected

useful life longer than one year, and an identity that is

not altered materially through use. Provision is also

made, within this category, for museums and art collections,

and livestock. 3 )

Subsidies are provided for bfJth acquiring and replacing these

assets. The procedure for determining the extent of the

subsidization necessary under the different (sub)programmes

was that developed and used throughout this dissertation,

1) Loc.Cit.

2) Ibid. , p. 61.

3) .lE i.£,,-, p. 62 •
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namely that of identifying the patterns established by the

universities' internal resource allocation procedures.

In addition, it was assumed that all equipment requires

total replacement after a period of ten years, and accor

dingly, provision for replacing these assets was made at

an annual rate of ten per cent of the cost units necessary

for acquiring them.

Library Collections: The U A C Formula provides subsidies

under this heading for all library books, periodicals,

microforms and other library items.

The procedure used in the case of library collections for

determining the required subsidies was analogous to that

uded for the other fixed asset categories. The annual

numbers of book and periodical volumes Ecquired per FTE

instruction/research professional in the Human and Natural

Science Groups were determined and used as basis for the

provision of library collections in the formula. On the

assumption that all library material requires replacement

after twenty years, the prOVision for the library material,

needed on account of an increase in effective SUbsidy

students, was made at a rate twenty times greater than thet

for renel~al.1)

Auxiliary Enterprises Programm~: The U A C Formula makes

provision for subsidizing the bUildings and other land

improvements used for this programme. The basis for sub-

sidization is the same as that proposed for the educational
4

and general programmes, namely i per cent of the relevant

cost units per annum. However, the percentage state contri-

bution to these costs of the auxiliary enterprises programme

is lc~er than that contemplated for the educational and

general programmes. 2 )
---------

'I) .Ibid., p. 63.
2) Ibid., p. 64 and p. 48. Cf. alsa Section 5.3.1.7 above where

arguments are given in justification of sucrl a procedure.
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Hospitals Programme: The U A C Formula makes the same

provision for the hospitals programme per effective e·x

periential subsidy student as it does per effective sub

sidy student in the educational and general programmes.

8.2.5.5 The Percentage Government Contribution

The U A C Formula, using arguments similar to those dis

cussed in Section 5.3.1.7, proposes that the percentage

government contribution to the costs estimated to be rea

sonable by the formula, should be set so as to enable the

residential universities to ask broadly similar tuition

fees. Because of the economies of scale inherent in

frompercentage contribution

universities. 1) This

lurger

this means that the smaller univer-university operations,

sities should receive a

the government than the larger

inverse relationship between the government contribution

and university size is determined by applying the following
2)formula:

Percentage government contribution

[
yOotal Effective Subsidy Students -- '1000)

1
= 100 1 - ------

Total Effective Subsidy Students

The value for y to be used in this formula was left to be

determined by the Universities Advisory Council. The

opinion was expressed in the U A C Report that, because

of the University of South Africa's different student body,

a djfferent percentage contribution to its costs by the

government could be expected.

8.2.5.6 The Extrapolation of the Factors upon which the S~b8id~

Formula is Based

To overcome the problem caused by the delay in compiling the

1) Cf. Section 5.3.1.7.

2) SAPBE Report-110: Dp.Cit., p. 48.
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for which the subsidy is being calcu

Formula uses extrapolation techniques.

Because the definition of an effective subsidy student con

tains both (FTE) enrolments and passed degree credits, the

numbers of which are not finally known until after the

supplementary examinations, a delay of two years is entailed.

The extrapolation technique suggested in the U A C Report,

accordingly, projects the latest available data ahead for

two years. 2 )

To avoid the extrapolation technique overemphasizing the

(positive or negative) growth rate of any particular year,

a damping factor equal to one half is also included. This

implies that the growth rate measured over the latest two

years, for which data are available, is included once only

in the formula. The projection technique employed in ttle

formula is thus:

f. = f. + <f. - f. )
1 1-2 1-2 1 )

where f. is the projected value of the factors upon which
l.

subsidization is based for year i, and f. and f.
. l. 2 l.-)

are the actual values for those factors for the years i - 2

and i - J respectively. 3)

8.2.5.7 Summary of the U A C
4)

Formula:

1)

2)

3)

4)

For the educational and general programmes the U A C Formula

depends upon the (projected) numbers of effective subsidy

students in the Human and Natural Science Groups, the (pro

jected) increase in those numbers from the previous maximum

(if positive), and the number of articles published in the

Vide Section 5.3.1.8 above.

SAPSE Report-110: Q~Cit., pp. 49-50.

Ibicj., p. 50.

leid~, Chapter 6.
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two Science Groups, as measured by a centrally compiled

index. These factors are shown schematically in Table 4 ,

column 6, for the Human Sciences Group.

Cost units are specified for each of the universities'

expenditure categories, e.g. instruction/research profes

sionals; supplies, services, etc.; book volumes in the

different Science Groups; etc.

Coefficients 1) for these cost units are specified for every

subsidizable (sub)programme and can be aggregated for all

(sub)programmes in each expenditure category, as shown in

Table 4, column 2 and Table 5. Because the values of the

different cost units are constant for the period of any

year,2) these coefficients, multiplied by the relevant ~ost

unit values, as determiried for a particular year, (i.e.

column 2 multiplied by column 3), can be summed ~nd expressed

as amounts of money for that year. These amounts do not

vary according to residential university. If these amounts

of money are referred to as K, ~ ••• K
6

, as is done in

Table 5, column 5, the final subsidy provision for the edu

cational and general programmes (F
g

) becomes: 3 )

= +

where S refers to the projected number of effective subsidy

stUdents; A to the projected number of published articles;

I to increases in the projected number of eFfective SUbsidy

._-------------
1) These coefficients correspond to the proportional terms in

the equations specifying university resource use, as
discussed above in Section 8.2.5.1.

2) The values for 1981 are shown in Table 4, column 3.

3) Ibid., p. 68.
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students, (if positive), and Hand N respectively to the

Human and Natural Science Groups.

Similarly, the provision in the subsidy formula for the

auxiliary enterprises programme can be expressed in terms

of summarized coefficients and the four relevant university

variables, namely, the projected FTE students using institu

tional housing; those not using institutional housing;

and tIle projected increases in those two groups.

Likewise for the hospitals programme, the U A C Formula

expresses the provision made for this programme's expendi

tures in terms of the effective subsidy experiential stu

dents in the two Science Groups.

8.2.5.8 An Evaluation of the U A C Formula

The U A C Formula bases the subsidization of universities

upon acknowledged economic principles without ignoring

higher education's fundamental pedagogic requirements. The.

formula's philosophical preamble, which extends over three

chapters in the Report,1) reviews the possible techniques

for planning education from the perspective of university

autonomy. The conclusion is reached that, under South

African conditions, the most satisfactory planning procedure

would be to require students to make their own cost-benefit

calculations on whether their university at~endance would be

beneficial or not. 2 ) However, for private decisions to

generate a socially optimal level of education, the public

benefits derived from the students' decisions to go to

university must be reflected in the payment of public sub-
o dO 3) Th U '\ C F 1 dOl 11 t81 les. e r oI'mu. a, accor lng y a oca e8

1) BAPSE Report-·110: op .Cit., CIlapters 1-3.

2) Cf. Chapter 2 above.

3) E..f.. Chapter 4 above.
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subsidies to those university programmes that are consi

dered to generate public benefits. 1 )

The basis for the payment of subsidies was chosen so as to

reward the productive use of scarce resources without

placing universities in the position where they could be

influenced to sacrifice academic standards for financial

gain. Subsidies for both instruction and research were,

therefore, in the first instance coupled to outputs, but

with provision made for input based subsidies as well.

The combination of outputs and inputs used also presented

a pragmatic solution to the theoretical problems of

measuring educational outcomes.

The U A C Formula is built upon production functions

estimated from cross-sectional university data. 2) Because

of the small number of universities from which the data

could be drawn, a relatively high degree of aggregation was

found to be necessary to achieve results with the required

degree of statistical significance.

To convert the production function estimates into cost

functions, use was made of the cost unit concept pioneered

in South African university subsidy formulae by the van Wyk

de Vries Commission.

The U A C Formula is broader in scope than any of its pre

decessors and also specifies subsidies by university (sub)

programme, thereby enabling a fun~tional analysis of univer-

sity resource requirements. Nevertheless, the formula

is administratively simple to apply, because the various

subsidy coefficients can be aggregated and, in conjunction

with the value of the cost units determined for any year,

1) Cf.

2) Cf.

Chapter 7 above.

Chapter 4 above.
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. expressed as constants, irrespective of university.1)

Once these constants have been calculated and published by

the responsible government department, the calculation of

any university's subsidy requires minimal effort. All

that is required is the calculation of the u~iversity's

projected effective subsidy stUdents, (increases in effec

tive subsidy stUdents, etc.) and multiplication by those

constants.

B.3 porrespondence Universities

8.3.1 Model F.

If, aa was done with the preceding models, it is assumed

that universities' internal resource allocation processes

reveal optimal resource use patterns, regression techniques

could be used in principle to discern these patterns for

correspondence universities. However, the application of

this technique is problematicsl, if the number of corres

pondence universities is small, as is the case where only

one such institution, the University of South Africa (Unisa),

exists. Under such circumstances insufficient statistical

observations are available for the satisfactory application

of normal regression techniques, unless several adaptations

are made.

The first possibility would be to apply regression techniques

to time series data. However, because the SAP5E Information

System has not been in operation for sufficiently long, such

data are not available. Nevertheless, if this technique

were applied later, the data from the different years would

require adjusting to be mutually comparable. This would

need to be done by deflating the later figures with a

suitable index, preferably one designed for university costs.

1) Cf. Table 4, coltJmn 5 above.
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Alternatively, the use of crass-sectional regression analyses

could be considered, if the regression equations were. fitted

for highly aggregated science groups, in which case the

data provided by each academic department within the science

group could be considered to correspond to a statistical
1 )

observation.

A third possibility would be to apply a method similar to

that employed for Madel E above, which implies Estimating

university constant and recurrent casts sEparately. In

Model E the procedure for estimating marginal costs was

based on the assumption that average and marginal costs had

become (approximately) equal on account of the great size of

the combined residential universities. Unfortunately,

howeve~, because only one correspondence university exists

in South Africa, a similar assumption would be less.con

vincing in its case.

This would particularly be the case if the ratio of fixed

casts to marginal costs for correspondence universities

proved to be greater than that ratio for residential univer

sities. That could occur because the physical restriction

of class size in residential universities requires the du

plication of lecture meetings. In correspondence univer

sities the same does not apply: once a lecture course has

been prepared and printed in textbook or note farm, the

number of students taking the course only plays an impor

tant role in determining costs in as far as the marking of

essays, set problems, etc., is concerned. Therefore,

these recurrent costs (the marking of essays) could be rela

tively less in relation to the fixed costs of establishing

the particular course in correspondence universities. And

the larger fixed costs are in relation to marginal costs,

the more unsatisfactory it becomes to assume that marginal

and average costs are equal.

---_._-----------
1) This iilsight is attributable to Dr. R.H. Venter.
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8.3.2 ~1odel G.

Provision could be made for correspondence universities by

introducing a scaling factor into the formula for residential

universities so as to reduce the level of subsidization in

relation to Unisa's lower costs per student. This was

suggested by Model D above and applied by the van Wyk de

Vries Formula, which considered three Unisa students to

equal one residential student for subsidy purposes.

This procedure was also adopted by the U A C Formula,

which proposes "••• that the number of (Unisa's) subsidy

students should be calculated in such a way tha~ tne ratio

of Unisa's subsidy students to its successful students •••

equal(s) the ratio of the aggregates of those same magnitudes

for the residential universities,,1) The U A C Formula

achieved this by defining Unisa's subsidy students, V', to

be

V' = S(P + ~U)

where P equals passed credits, U equals unsuccessful or

failed credits, and S as derived from the empirical evidenc9
2

equals
3

•

number of subsidy

! P, where E equal s

Because the residential universities'

students can be written as V = ~ E +
2)

FTE enrolments, the corresponding expression for Unisa

becomes:

1 1
V'= E+-P.

3 3

1) SAPSE Report-110: Op.Cit._, p. 35.

2) Cf. Section 8.2 above. It should be remenlbered that Unisa's
FTE enrolments are significantly lower than its student
head-count.
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In addition to this reduction, the U A C Formula makes

separate provision in the case of Unisa for ttle renewal of

buildings and land improvements other than buildings in all

programmes; for equipment in the auxiliary enterprises

programme; and for the percentage government contribution~)

·8.4 Conclusions

In this chapter several models for estimating the parameters

of a subsidy formula were analysed. The underlying assump

tion of each of these was that an application of regression

techniques to university expenditure data would reveal

suitable parameter values for inclusion in a subsidy fo"-

mula. Although it was found that the choice of technique

used depends upon the nature of the available data and in

particular upon the number of statistical observations, the

results of the analyses, culminating in the development of

the U A C Formula, confirm the hypothesis that regression

analyses of the universities' historical expenditure pat

terns can be used to good effect for the stated purpos2s.

1) SAPSE Report-110: Op.Cit., p. 38. Cf. Section 5.3.1.7
above.
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CHAPTER 9

SOME PUBLIC FINANCE CONSEQUENCES OF

UNIVERSITY SUBSIDIZATION

9.1 The State Structure for Financinq Education

As was pointed out in Sectton 1.4 above, the administrative

control over the South Af~~can universities is spread over

several government departments. However, ultimately the

funds of each derive from one source, namely, the State

Revenue Fund. Table 5 illustrates diagrammatically the flow

of funds from the central state coffers to the different

authorities responsible for providing education. l )

Three government departments are primarily responsible for

channeling funds to the universities. The Department of In

ternal Affairs is responsible for the provision of education

to Coloureds and Indians, including the provision of higher

Universities of the Western Cape

In fulfilling this function the

Department of Internal Affairs is assisted by the Department

of Community Development, which provides the capital facili

ties for these two universities. The Department of National

Education administers the funds destined for the ten 'white'

residential universities and the University of South Africa.

It also caterB for techni~al and special education for Whites.

Finally, the Department of Education and Training controls all

state provided education for Blacks outside the national

states, including the black universities.

1) H5RC Work Committee Report: Education Financing, (Chairman:
Brand, 5.S.), Pretoria, Human Sciences Research Councilj
July 1981, p. 28 et seq.

2) Coloured and Indian Affairs were formerly handled by two
separate departments.



TA8LE 6

STRUCTURE OF STATE EDUOATIONAL FINANCING IN SOUTH AFRICA, 1981 1)

Central government
(State RevenuE!
fund)

, I I
D2partment Four provincial Department Department
of Internal Administrations Of National of Education
Affairs Education and Training

IIColoured :-II IIndian , I
education education Ordinary primary Technical, Black Educa-

and secondary university ticn outside
education and and special national
teachers' traln- education states

I Ing for Whites for Whites

I I
Department of Department of
Fore ion Affairs Co-operation
end Information and Development

I I
- Black education in
- self-governing na-

tional states
s

(mainly for alacks)

'"~
<:J

S!lurce: HSRC Wo:·k Committee Report: Opt Cit. I P' 28.
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Besides these departments, funds also flow from the State

Revenue Fund through the Department of Foreign Affairs- and

Information to the independent states, where they are par

tially used for educational purposes; funds flow to the pro

vincial administrations for the provision of primary and

secondary education as also teachers' training for Whites;

and funds are channeled through the Department of Co-opera

tion and Development to be used for (black) education in the

self-governing national states.

9.2 The Need for Comparable Data

Despite the fact that the funds that flow through these various

channels all originate from one source, the diversity of insti

tutions responsible for administering them complicates the

calculation of the total sum involved. Vet clearly, knOWledge

of the absolute and relative amounts going to the different

departments is essential, both for assessing the costs of

(higher) education and for determining a suitable percentage

state contribution to total costs.

In Section 5.3.1.7 it was suggested that the magnitude of

the percentage state contribution to the universities' costs

should be determined by a group of men, chosen for their ex

perience in public affairs, according to their conception of

the public benefits that derive from university education.

However, the fixing of norms in this regard cannot be done

in isolation for any single group of students or universities,

nor without knOWing the financial implications for the public

exchequer.

This does not necessarily imply that all student groups should

receive the same measure of public support, because different

tuition fees for different groups could be required to ell_cit

t
. 1)

optimal private decisions to invest in university educa 10n.

---_._--
1) Cf. Sections 4.4.2 and 5.3.1.7.
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What is implied, however, is that decisions concerning

the relative positions of different student groups cannot

be taken without knowing the particulars of each, inclu

ding the costs caused by each.

Equally, unless the total financial implications for the state

of its spending upon (university) education are known, it

is not possible to begin considering the alternative possible

uses for the state's (limited) financial resources. This

applies to both the potEntial areas for state expenditure

outside of the educational sphere, (say on hospi~als, roads

or defence), and within the educational sphere itself. For

example, decisions on the amount of money to be spent on

the universities cannot be taken" rationally without knowing

the sum to be spent on the technikons, or for that matter

on secondary and primary education.

The trade-offs, which lie at the heart of all econolnic pro

blems, cannot be judged unless the costs of the alternatives

are calculated. And the magnitude of public funds devoted

to education makes calculations of this kind imperative.

However, the lack of a central co-ordinating body with

respect to (university) education in South Africa results

in these costs not being known, with the result that calls

for the founding of such a body have been made ,I) and can

be considered to be well substantiated.

The task of unravelling the intricate web of education

finances in South Africa was partially tackled in the

de Lange Report. 2 ) However, that Report addresses itself

almost exclusively to primary and secondary education, the

--._--------------
1) For example by the de Lange Report. Human Sciences Re

search Council: The Provision of Education in the~,
Pretoria, HSRC, 1981, Main Report p. 197.

2) Human Sciences Research Council: Op. Cit.
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other educational sectors having been largely excluded.

This chapter is not the vehicle for completing the task,

which is, in a sense, incidental to the main theme of the

dissertation. All that is done here is to broach the sub

ject by listing the costs of tIle universities under the

jurisdiction of the three main responsible government de

partments, i.e. the Department of National Education, Inter

nal Affairs and Education and Training. This means that

the funds that flow to the universities in the independent

and self-governing states are not revealed by tIle data pre

sented below. Neither are the other institutions of the

post-secondary education sector considered.

The data presented below require careful interpretation,

because in many respects they are not strictly comparable.

Thia is the result of the systems, through which t~e data

are collected, differing between the government departments

which administer the universities. In addition, with the

exception of the data provided since 19B1 by the Department

of National Education and based upon the SAPSE system,l)even

the particulars of the universities administered by the same

government department are not strictly comparable. This

follows because unambiguous definitions of the various

magnitudes measured generally do not exist. Consider, for

example, the number of enrolled students as given in the

tables below. Unless these are given in full-time equiva

lents, which in the past was not done for ~ny of the univer

sities, it is not possible to distinguish between students

taking all the subjects of a particular prescribed course

and those taking less.

1) yide Chapter 6 above.
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9.3 Student Enrolments

Table 7 presents data on student enrolments in the univer

sities administered by the Department of National Education.

As was noted in the previous paragraph, because these data

do not measure FTE enrolments, the information they convey

is limited. This criticism has particular force in the

case of the data from universities having large part-time

enrolments and, therefore, a Fortiori to the University of

South Africa's Figures. Because of this defect, the fi

gures in the total column of Table 7 are deceptive, espe

cially those for non-white enrolments. This is because

the majority of non-white students at the Department of

National Education universities is enrolled at the Univer-

sity of South Africa (Unisa),

comprises part-time students.

of non-white students appears

it is in reality.

and therefore, predominately

Accordingly, the percentage

to be relatively higher thaI!

The deficiency mentioned in the previous paragraph has

been rectified by the introduction of the SAPSE system for

the collection of data from the universities administered

by the Department of National Education. However, insuffi

cient time has elapsed for time-series data to have been

established. A comparison of Tahle 7 with Table 8, which

contains FTE enrolled student numbers for these universi

ties for 1981, reveals the order of magnitUdes involved

for the different universities in converting their head

count enrolment data to FTE enrolments. Although accurate

comparisons between the two measures would only be possible

if the date for both were available with respect to the

same year, it appears from Tables 7 and 8 that in the case

of Unisa, the enrolment figure is reduced by approxinlately

a half, when expressed in terms of full-time equivalents.

For the other universities, the conversion has, as is to be

expected, far less significant effects.



TA8LE 7

NUM8ER OF ENROLLED STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITIES ADMINISTERED 8Y

THE DEPARTMENT OF NATIDNAL EDUCATION, 1971 - 1980

Or'S POT CHEF STROOM PRETORIA STELLEN80SCH RAU CAPE TOWN
Veer

White Non- White Non- . Whi te Non- White Non- White Non- White Non-
White White Whi te White Whit. Whit.

971 4 490 0 4 682 0 i 2 232 0 8 082 0 1 444 0 7 390 400

1972 5 251 0 5 377 0 13 150 0 8 451 0 1 733 0 7 605 492

1973 5 841 0 5 892 0 13 752 0 8 850 0 1 897 0 8 057 505

1974 6 682 0 6 421 0 14 313 0 9 284 0 2 143 0 8 450 523

1975 7 073 0 6 611 0 15 389 0 9 742 0 2 493 0 8 536 537

1976 7 189 0 6 474 0 15 368 0 10 238 0 2 945 0 8 424 556

1977 7 830 0 6 560 0 16 192 0 10 623 0 3 251 0 8 603 678

r
978 8 195 4 6 639 10 16 726 0 11 170 37 3 787 5 8 931 847

1979 8 312 8 6 521 13 16 584 0 11 539 65 4 22C 7 8 935 932

1980 3 324 8 6 688 9 16 658 2 11 878 91 4 797 7 9 297 929

NATAL RHODES WITWATERSRAND PORT ELIZA8ETH UNISA TOTAL
Vear

White Non- White Non- White Non- White Non- White Non- Whi te Non-
White White White White Whi te White

11971 6 030 621 1 988 40 9 168 377 1 358 0 20 239 5 205 77 103 6 643

1972 6 587 591 2 106 40 9 400 381 1 602 0 23 339 5 950 84 606 7 454

1973 6 828 678 2 163 40 9 803 432 1 735 0 25 387 6 717 90 205 8 372

1974 7 197 705 2 299 43 9 855 444 1 980 0 27 252 7 221 95 876 8 936

1975 7 186 683 I 2 325 45 10 188 475 2 179 0 130 936 9 273 102 658 11 013

1976 7 216 746 2 425 55 10 346 lfB3 2 418 0 33 102 10 691 106 145 12 531

1977 7 501 854 2 568 86 10 697 644 2 700 0 34 818 11 8% 111 343 14 158

19'78 7 490 986 2 671 105 10 952 797 2 897 23 38 257 14 143 117 715 16 957

1979 7 346 1 135 2 649 160 11 175 974 2 919 67 38 006 16 214 118 206 19 575

1980 7 285 1 199 2 728 186 12 272 1 071 I 2 952 72 137 519 18 653 120 398 22 227

SQurc~: Department of National Educat on; Annual Reports, Pretoria, Government Printer,
RP 21/1972, RP 78/1972, RP 57 197<., RP 30/1975, RP 117/1975, RP 107/1976, RP 118/1977,
RP 38/1919, RP 18/1980, RP 34 19B1, RP 28/1982.

'"....en
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TABLE 6

NUMBERS OF FTE ENROLLED STUDENTS AT THE

UNIVERSITIES ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT

OF NATIONAL EDUCATION 1981

UNIVERSITY 1981 FTE ENROLMENTS

OFS 7 402,80

Potchefstroom 6 068,02

Pretoria 14 061,01

Stellenbosch 10 663,19

RAU 4 323,31

Cape Town 9 655,46

Natal 7 848,24

Rhodes 2 750,28

Witwatersrand 12 079,00

Port Elizabeth 2 722,36

Unisa 29 993,36

Total 107 567,03

Source: Department of National Education, Pretoria

Unfortunately, as mentioned above, enrolment numbers are

not available for the Coloured, Indian and Black universi

ties in full-time equivalents. Table 9 contains data on

headcount enrolments between 1971 and 1981 for the two uni

versities currently administered by the Department of Inter

nal Affairs, namely the University of the Wastern Cape for

Coloureds and the University of Durban - Westville for

Indians.
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TABLE 9

NUMBERS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITIES

ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS

1971 - 1981

YEAR WESTERN CAPE DUR8AN-WESTVILLE

1971 975 2 303

1972 1 241 2 003

1973 1 572 2 192

1974 1 535 2 342

1975 2 073 2 674

1976 2 531 3 124

1977 2 744 3 522

1978 3 270 4 201

1979 3 591 4 652

1980 4 153 4 875
2)

1981 3 9211) 4 961
2)

Source: Department of Coloured, Rehoboth and Nama Affairs:
Annual Reports, RP 111/1977 and RP 58/1981; De
partment of Indian Affairs: Annual Reports,
RP 38/1972, RP 36/1973, RP 48/1974, RP 48/1975,
RP 31/1976, RP 38/1977, RP 19/1978, RP 120/1978,
RP 113/1979, Pretoria, Government Printer.

1) Supplied by the University of the Western Cape~

2) Supplied by the University of Durban-Westville.

Table 10 contains data on headcount enrolments between 1971

and 1981 for the four black universities administered by

the Department of Education and Training. Although once

again the comparability of the data is subject to doubt,

these universities are clearly on average considerably

smaller than the white universities, the enrolment numbers

of which sre depicted in Table 7. It is also clear that,

with the inclusion uf Unisa, the 'white' university system



TABLE 10

NUMBERS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITIES ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING 1971 - 19B1

Year I Fort Hare The North Zululand Medunsa Total

1970 513 810 599 1) 2 022

1971 777 901 701
1)

2 379

1972 I 942 1 245 837 1) 3 025

1973 1 053 1· 274 979
1)

3 305

1974 1 029 1 512 1 004
1)

3 545

1975 1 320 1 595 1 118
1)

4 133

1975 1 551 1 902 1 551 1)
5 204

1977 1 528 1 815 1 oB4
1)

4 528

1978 1 844 1 474 1 287 155 4771

1979 2 585 2 174 1 405 200 6 354

1980 3 058 2 752

I
1 691 324 7 825

1981 2 410 2 859 2 196 510 7 975

1) ~edunsa began enrolling students in 1978.

Source: Department of Education and Training, Pretoria.
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plays a significant role in providing university education

for non-whites.

9.4 Expenditure by Government Departments on Universities

9.4.1 Department of National Education

The procedure used by the Department of National Education

to subsidize the universities under its administrative con

trol is based upon the use of a subsidy formula. In the

past a number of ad hoc amounts were also added to that cal

culated by the formula~) for instance, for pension schemes,

housing schemes, medical insurance and annual bonuses. In

addition, subsidies are paid on the interest and redemption

payments of the universities' private loans, floated with

government approval to obtain capital for constructing

physical assets. Although some of the subsidies provided

by the government are restricted, in the sense that their

use is limited to financing the specific activities for which

they were provided by the government, these universities are

in principle free to expend their funds as they consider

best.

The actual total amounts spent by the Department of National

Education on the universities for which it is responsible,

that is inclUding all ad hoo subsidies and subsidies on

interest and redemption of loans, are displayed in Tablell.

On combining the total direct costs incurred by the Depart

ment of National Education in financing these universities

in 1981 with the total FTE enrolment for that year (as shown

in Table 8) one finds an average cost of R2 577 per student

The U P. C Formula proposes to incorporate all these ad hoc
amounts in tl1e Formula by defining the relevant cost Uili ts
so BS to make provision for them. Cf. Section 8.2.5.



TABLE 11

TOTAL ACTUAL EXPENDITURE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL EDUCATION ON

UNIVERSITIES 197o/71-19Bo/Bl

University

OFS

Potchefstroom

Pretoria

Stel1enbosch

RPIU

Cape Town

r~ a tal

Rhodes

Wi twatersrand .

Port Eli zab eth 1\

Unisa

Total

1970/71

2 9B5 155 I
I

2 978 258

7 9Bo 524

5 DOD 351

2 415 455

5 139 459

5 21>4 574

1 851 952

5 544 943

2 075 036

4 249 414

48 555 331

1971/72

4 057 093

3 841 028

9 673 542

7 650 448

3 211 128

7 656 035

6 643 083

2 151 874

8 367 098

2 778 082

5 824 348

51 853 859

1972/73

4 594 11B

4 203 905

10 415 137

8 771 581

3 740 539

8 252 094

7 225 527

2 489 734

8 957 726

3 095 274

5 128 817

67 876 452

1973/74

6 142 942

5 524 574

12 880 411

10 677 230

5 250 651

10 327 012

9 360 B87

3 283 541

10 B95 441

4 608 537

B 335 737

87 289 073

1974/75

8 055 597

7 152 497

15 704 4B8

13 507 B58

7 548 142

12 632 452

11 40B 129

4 017 694

13 233 535

5 879 039

10 377 364

109 '627 895

1975/75

10 652 214

9 675 619

20 254 474

15 573 355

9 740 90B

15 475 657

13 794 534

4 522 845

15 543 860

7 391 222

. 13 583 958

137 319 556

(continued)
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TABLE 11

TOTAL ACTUAL EXPENDITURE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL EDUCATION ON

UNIVERSITIES 1970/71 - 198[/81 (Continued)

Universi ty 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81

oFS 13 787 344 15 225 131 17 190 411 19 869 643 23 726 956

Potchefstroom 11 141 937 11 050 613 12 514 281 14 531 945 16 765 001

Pretoria 24 619 164 25 912 921 28 631 612 33 360 873 39 643 200

Stellenbosch I 20 206 658 22 351 169 24 968 704 28 737 705 35 091 436

RAU 11 279 093 12 338 476 13 270 517 15 101 310 17 353 043

Cape Town 16 208 830 18 073 004 20 307 849 23 576 994 27 886 175

Natal 16 151 861 15 416 040 18 949 192 22 072 988 27 670 468

IRhodes 5 409 759 5 845 200 6 525 340 7 818 183 9 378 224

Witwatersrand 17 510 963 18 568 153 20 866 903 25 173 155 30 807 909

Port Elizabeth 8 533 303 10 179 923 11 373 483 13 295 571 15 352 810

IUni sa 17 528 179 19 346 096 21 522 524 25 701 045 33 493 303 ,

Total 162 377 091 174 306 726 196 120 816 229 239 413 277 168 525

Source: Department of National Education.
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for that year~) However, besides these direct costs,

indirect costs are incurred by the government in financing

the universities. These arise because tax revenue is for

gone by the government as a result of income tax credits

allowed to families supporting students and from tax con

cessions made to university donors. On the basis of several

assumptions, it was estimated in Chapter 5 that the total

amounts forgone by the governmEnt in 1981 on account of

these two concessions could possibly have approximated

~8 million 2 ) and R5,25 million. 3 )

Table 12 shows the expenditure by the Department of National

Education on its universities over the past decade expressed

in real terms. 4 ) As can be seen, inflationary effects con

tributed to a largE extent to the very marked increasE in

nominal expenditure over the decade. Nevertheless, when

the real expenditures are written in index form and compared

to a similar index for s~udent enrolments (as is done in

Table 12), it is epparent that real university costs per

student were higher at the end than at the beginning of the

past decade. However, when the real expenditure per year is

expressed per enrolled student, it is evident that costs

rose sharply from R580 per student in 1970/71 to R743 in

1976/77, but then fell again to R671 in 1979/8D. This cut

back in government spending on the universities wae necessi

tated by the recessionary phase, through which the economy

1) Although it is customary to express university costs in
this way, i.e. per student, it must not be forgotten that
not all ~xpenditure is to the direct benefit of students.
A considerable portion is, for example, spent on research.

2) Vide Section 5.2.4.

3)\/ide Section 5.3.2.

4) The nominal expenditures have been deflated with the
Consumer Price Index. Unfortunately, no truly suitable
index exists for university expenditures.



TABLE 12

INDEX OF TOTAL REAL EXPENDTTURE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL EDUCATION

ON UNIVERSITIES COMPARED TDINDEX OF ENROLLED STUDENTS 1970/71 - 1980/81

Expenditure Expenditure Index Index of Real
Year in nominal in real 1) of real Enrolled Expenditure

terms (R) terms (R) expendi ture Students per enrolled
student

1970/71 48 565 331 48 565 331 100,0 100,0 580

1971/72 61 863 859 58 088 131 119,6 109,9 631

1972/73 67 876 452 60 495 947 124,6 117,7 614

1973/74 87 289 073 70 736 688 145,7 125,2 675

1974/75 109 627 895 79 903 714 164,5 135,7 703

1975/76 137 319 656 87 632 199 180,4 141,7 738

1976/77 162 377 091 93 266 566 192,0 149,9 743

1977/78 174 306 726 90 174 199 185,7 160,8 670

1978/79 196 120 816 92 948 254 191,4 164,5 675

1979/80 229 239 413 95 669 593 197,0 170,3 671

1980/81 277 168 525 100 964 740 207,9 2) 2)

1) Deflated with the Consumer Price Index. 1970=100.

2) Available in FTEs and not therefcre comparable.

Source: Tables 7 and 11.
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was passing at the end of the seventies.

~artments of Internal Affairs and Community Development

As mentioned above, capital expenditures on fixed assets

for the Universities of the Western Cape and Durban-West

ville are made by the Department of Community Development.

All other governmental funds, going directly to these

universities, at present flow through the Department of

Internal Affairs.

Table 13 depicts the actual expenditures by the Department

of Internal Affairs ~nd those formerly made by the Depart

~ent of Coloured Affairs) on the University of the Western

Cape. These are expressed in both nominal and real terms.

The real expenditures are also shown in index form together

with an index of enrplled student numbers.

Table 14 provides similar data in respect of the expendi

tures by the Department of Internal Affairs (and formerly

by the Department of Indian Affairs) for the University of

Durban-Westville.

Table 14 shows that real expenditure by the Department of

Internal Affairs on the University of Durban-Westville

(other than Dn capital assets) increased more slowly than

did student enrolments. Over the period 1972/73 - 1981/82

the index of real expenditure increased by 70,2 percentage

points, whereas the index of enrolled students increased by

147,7 percentage points. This considerable discrepancy

between the increases in students and funds cDuld have been

caused either by an insufficient prOVision of resources

over that period or by a relatively generous provision

during the preceding period. If the university had, fDr

example, been well endowed durlng the preceding periDd
with many small teaching departments, each with few students,

the incre,asing numbers of students' could have been
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TABLE 13

EXPENDITURE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL

AFFAIRS ON THE UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN
CAPE EXPRESSED IN NOMINAL AND REAL TERMS

AND IN INDEX FORM TOGETHER WITH ENROLLED

STUDENT NUMBERS

Expenditure Expenditure Index of Index
Year in nominal in real 1) real of enrolled

terms (R) terms (R) expenditure students

1972/73 1 296 153 1 155 215 100,0 100,0

1973/74 1 839 833 1 490 950 129,1 126,7

197 Lf/75 2 787 999 2 032 059 175,9 123,7

1975/75 4 005 999 2 555 475 221,3 157,0

1975/77 4 794 988 2 754 157 238,4 203,'>

1977/78 5 570 992 2 882 044 249,5 221,1

1978/79 6 384 998 3 025 055 261,9 263,5

1979/80 8 034 991 3 353 285 290,3 289,4

1980/81 10 796 993 3 933 042 340,5 334,6

1981/82 13 644 999 4 339 239 375,6 316,0

1) Deflated With the Consumer Price Index. 1970=100

Source: Department of Internal Affairs and Table 9.
1981/82 figures preliminary.
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absorbed by 'filling up' classes.

Table 13, which provides comparable data for the University

of the Western Cape, does not disclose a similar trend.

For that university the index of real expenditure, (exclu

ding capital expenditure, which was provided by the Depart

ment of Community Development), rose more qUickly than did

the index for enrolled students. In this respect the pro

vision made for the University of the Western Cape is com

parable to that made for the universities administered by

the Department of National Education.

Although, as was emphasized in Section 9.2 above, no sound

basis for comparing the data of the different universities

exists, the magnitUde of the difference betw~en the indices,

developed for the University cf Durban-Westville, and the

other universities discussed so far, would appear to suggest

that different approaches to the funding of the various

universities exist. This could only be eliminated by es

tablishing some form of centralized policy making body with

respect to all university affairs and by developing compa

rable data bases to be used by all the universities alike.

Besides the fact that a separate government department is

envolved in prOViding capital to the Universities of the

Western Cape and Durban-Westville, the procedure used for

financing their capital projects differs from that used for

the 'white' universities. The white universities raise

private loans to finance their capital projects, after which

the interest and redemption payments on these loans are

subsidized by the government through the Department of

National Educaticn. In contrast, the Department.of Commu

nity Development provides funds on a budgetary basis for

capital projects for the Universities of the Western Cape

and Durban-Westville; it also supervises the actual

building work. l ) Because the university buildings are

not owned by the universities, rental must be paid for

their use.

1) This task used to be that of the former Department of
Public Works.
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TABLE 14

EXPENDITURE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL

AFFAIRS ON THE UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WEST

VILLE EXPRESSED IN NOMINAL AND REAL TERMS

AND IN INDEX FORM TOGETHFR WITH ENROLLED

STUDENT NUMBERS

Expenditure Expenditure Index of Index
Year in nominal in real 1) real of enrolled

terms (R) terms (R) expenditure students
.

1972/73 3 369 364 3 002 998 100,0 100,0

1973/74 4 041 702 3 275 285 109,1 109,4

1974/75 4 920 637 3 586 470 119,4 116,9

1975/76 5 922 804 3 779 708 125,9 133,5

1976/77 6 733 712 3 867 726 128,8 156,0

1977/78 6 893 079 3 566 000 118,7 175,8

1978/79 8 146 902 3 861 090 128,6 209,7

1979/80 10 492 182 4 378 757 145,8 232,3

1980/81 12 713 675 4 631 236 154,2 243,4

1981/82 16 071 682 5 110 947 170,2 247,7

1) Deflated with the Consumer Price Index. 1970=100.

Source: Department of Internal Affairs and Table 9 •
1981/82 figures preliminary.
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This procedural difference makes accurate comparisons

between the funds going to these universities and t~ose

going to the white universities impossible. This is par

tiCUlarly the case when it is remembered that the unit for

measuring student enrolments also differs between the two

university groups. Although it would be possible to impute

sums for interest and redemption on the capital amounts

spent on these universities and to subtract the amounts paid

as rental on buildings,l) the inaccuracies involved would

make the results precarious.

Because of these problems, no attempt is made to combine

the expenditures of the Departments of Internsl Affairs and

Community Development to derive estimates for total per

student costs in these universiti.es. Likewise no compari

sons are drawn with the white (or black) universities.

Nevertheless, in Tablei 15 and 16 the capital amounts spent

by the Department of Community Development on the Universi

ties of the Western Cape and Durban-Westville over the period

1971/72 - 1981/82 are shown respectively. Interest and

redemption charges are imputed from the actual amounts spent

in each year. The rates of interest used for this purpose

were derived from those payable on Public Corporation Loans

for the respective years. Because in the longo-run the com

bined annual sums, payable for interest and redemption,

tend to equal the amount payable for interest alone, no

additional provision was made for loan redemption in the

calculations.

The amounts calculated in Tables 15 and 16 for imputed

interest and loan redemption charges can be viewed as the

annual equivalent capitBl charges of the actual expendi

tures. Because payments of these equivalent capital charges

1) Rental on buildings amounts to a capital change.



TABLE 15

IMPUTED INTEREST AND REDEMPTION CHARGES ON CAPITAL AMOUNTS SPENT BY

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ON THE UNIVERSITY OF THE

WESTERN CAPE 1971/72 - 1981/82

Actual Assumed Imputed Cumulative Cumulative
Year Capital 1) Rate of 2) Interest and Total 3) Total in 4)

Expenditure Interest Redemption Real Terms
Charges

1971/72 123 800 9,0 11 142 11 142 8 971

i1972/73 488 955 9,0 44 006 55 148 44 154

11973/74 464 530 8,5 39 485 9.4 633 67 643

1974/75 91 915 9,75 8 961 103 594 63 052

1975/76
I

1 522 326 10,75 163 .650 267 244 144 613

1976/77 2 706 995 11,75 318 071 585 315 291 637

1977/78 1 113 875 12,5 139 234 724 549 352 579

1978/79 887 532 10,75 95 409 819 958 385 863,
1979/80

\
1 799 550 9,5 170 957 990 915 396 049

1980/81 I 1 926 223 10,5 . 202 253 1 193 168 376 394

1981/82 I 5 050 008 13,0 656 501 1 849 669 443 672

1) Source: Department of Community Development. 1981/82 figures preliminary.

2) Interest rates based on those for Public Corporation loans.

3) Redemption over g 20 year period is assumed.

4) Deflated with the Bureau for Economic Research BUilding Cost Index, 1970=100, because 'the major
portion of the universities' capital investment is in buildings.
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TABLE 16

IMPUTED INTEREST AND REDEMPTION CHARGES ON CAPITAL AMOUNTS SPENT BY

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ON THE UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN

WESTVILLE 1971/72 - 1981/82

j Actual Assumed Imputed Cumulative Cumulative
Year Cap i tal 1) Rate of 2) Interest and Total 3) Total in 4)

Expenditure Interest Redemption Real Terms

Charges

1971/72 2 768 683 9,0 249 181 249 181 200 629

1972/73 2 079 482 9,0 187 153 436 334 349 347

1973/74 1 699 190 8,5 144 431 580 765 415 129

1974/75 587 701 9,75 57 300 638 06:5 388 354

1975/76 299 390 10,75 32 184 670 249 362 689

1976/77 117 923 11,75 13 856 684 105 340 859

1977/78 140 672 12,5 17 584 701 689 341 455

1978/79 517 427 10,75 55 623 757312 356 382

1979/80 2 413 410 9,5 229 274 986 586 394 319

1980/81 3 826 095 10,5 401 740 1 388 326 437 958

1981/82 248 442 13,0 32 297 1 420 623 340 759

.1) Source: Department of Community Development. 1981/82 figures preliminary.

2) Interest rates based on those for Public Corporation loans.

3) Redemption over a 20 year period is assumed.

4) Deflated with the Bureau for Economic Research Building Cost Index, 1970=100, because
the major portion of the universities' capital investment is in buildings.
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must be made yearly over a period of, say twenty years, the

total imputed costs of capital, payable in each year, must

be obtained by cumulating the amounts calculated for each

year separately. Finally, these amounts are converted into

real terms by deflating the nominal amounts with the aid of

the Bureau for Economic Research Building Cost Index.

9.4.3 The Department of Ed~cation and Training and the South

African Development Trust l )

The financing of the Universities of Fort Hare, Zululand,

the North and Medunsa, is done primarily through the De

partment of Education and Training. The procedure used is

in many ways analagous to that used for the two universi

ties discussed in the prev~ous section. This is because a

budgetary process is also used, with the difference, however,

that the Department of Education and Training supplies funds

for both the current and capital expenditures of these uni

versities. This w8snot, however, always the case. Prior

to 1977/78 the major portion of the capital expenditures

was financed by the South African Development Trust.

In the case of the universities falling in this group,

the construction of buildings is undertaken by building

teams employed by the universities themselves. The

buildings are owned by the different universities and,

consequently, no rental is paid for their use.

Since 1974/75 an additional source of capital funds has been

opened to these black universities by their having been

granted limited permission to float loans, in a way similar

1) The South African Development Trust was formerly known
as the South"African Bantu Trust.



TABLE 17

EXPENDITURE BY THE DEPARTM,NT Of EDUCATION AND TRAINING ON BLACK UNIVERSITIES 1970/71 1981/82

UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND UNIVERSITY OF THE NORTH MEDUNSA

V2Br Current Capital Interest Current Capi tal Interest Current Capital I ntere at Current Capital Interest
and and and and

redemption redemption redemption redemption

1970/71 1 470 53B 0 0 9BO 908 0 0 1 090 402 0 0 0 0 0

1971/72 1 953 672 0 0 1 450 769 0 0 1 560 721 0 0 0 0 0

1
1972

/73
2 007 024 I 0 0 1 436 158 0 0 1 733 838 0 0 0 0 0

1973/74 2 561 375 I 0 0 1 949 961 0 0 2 547 159 0 0 0 0 0

f974/75 I 3 144 197 I 0 8 316 2 393 616 0 0 3 197 784 0 0 0 0 0

11975/76 1 3 646 735 I 0 42 62B 2 76B 267 0 0 3 779 054 0 0 0 0 0

1
1976

/77
4 274 402 0 73 BBl 3 443 B81 0 0 4 190 166 0 0 129 992 0 0

1977/78 4 696 35B n~a. l) 3 798 888 n. a. l) 4 579 467 n.a. l) 825 712 n.a 0

1978/79 6 027 387 2 049 894 308 234 4 720 359 1 87B 081 337 364 5 269 487 2 077 776 259 589 2 273 414 6 359 312 0

1979/60 7 537 970 2 599 948 308 234 5 840 385 2 298 181 343 392 6 853 583 2 587 293 259 589 3 015 621 10 243 422 0

1980/81 9 B17 277 4 B99 985 308 23.4 8 033 412 5 199 355 337 B28 8 955 849 5 198 28B 259 589 4 901 702 12 541 200 6 000 000

1981/B2 11 193 162 6 697 441 308 234 B 9Bl 419 8 997 425 341 163 9 B45 B54 B lB2 504 259 5B9 6 306 67B 5 343 071 7 000 000

Source: Department of Education and Training. 1981/82 figures preliminary_

1) Total amount for the universities together - R763 593

u
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to that used by the white universities. The interest and

redemption payments an these loans are also subsidized by

the Department of EducatiDn and Training.

Table 17 shDws the current expenditures by the Department

Df Education and Training an the four relevant universities

between 1970/71 and 1981/82. The capital amounts expended

between 1978/79 and 1981/82 as also the sums for interest

and redemption paid an loans floated by the universities

since 1974/75 are also shawn.

In Table 18 an index of current real expenditure by the

Department of Education and Training on the Universities of

Fort Hare, Zululand and the North, is compared to an index

of enrDlled students fDr the periDd 1970/71 - 1981/82.

The medical university, Medunsa, was not included in these

calculatiDns Dn accDunt of its being sui generis and thus

not cDmparable. As can be seen from the data contained in

t.he table, with the exception of 1974/75, the index of en

rolled students increased more rapidly than the index of

re~lcurrent expenditure by the Department of Education and

Training. By the end of the period under review the index

of enrolments had increased by 259,2 percentage points,

whereas the index for real current expenditure had increased

by 159,5 percentage points. It will be recalled that a

similar situation was observed in the case of the University

of Durban-Westville>

The capital amDunts spent by the South African DevelDpment

Trust on the respective black universities are shDwn in

Table 19. As was mentiDned above, capital expenditures on

those universities became the responsibility of the Depart

ment of Education and TrainIng as frDm April, 1977. The

relevant amDunts expended after that date are shown in

Table 17.
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TABLE 18

INDEX OF CURRENT REAL EXPENDITURE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

AND TRAINING ON THE UNIVERSITIES OF FORT HARE, ZULULAND AND THE

NORTH COMPARED TO INDEX OF ENROLLED STUDENT NUMBERS

1970/71 1981/82

Nominal Real Index of Index
Year Current Current 1) Real Current of Student

Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure Enrolments

1970/71 3 541 848 3 541 848 100,0 100,0

1971/72 4 965 162 4 662 124 131,6 117,7

1972/73 5 177 020 4 614 100 130,3 149,6

1973/74 7 058 495 5 720 012 161,5 163,5

1974/75 8 735 597 6 367 053 179,8 175,3

1975/76 10 194 056 6 505 460 183,7 204,4

1976/77 11 908 449 6 840 005 193,1 257,4

1977/78 13 074 713 6 763 949 191,0 223,9

1978/79 16 017 233 7 591 106 214,3 227,7

1979/80 20 231 938 B 443 501 238,4 304,8

1980/81 26 806 538 9 764 871 275,7 371,0

1981/82 3D 020 435 9 545 782 259,5 369,2

Source: Tables 10 and 17.

1) Deflated with the Consumer Price Index, 1970=100.



TABLE 19

CAPITAL AMOUNTS SPENT BY THE SOUTH AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT TRUST ON BLACK UNIVERSITIES, 1970/71 - 1976/77

Year Fort Hare Zululand The North Medunsa Total

1970/71 366 218 334 638 360 307 0 1 051 163

1971/72 430 155 536 201 501 358 0 1 467 714

1972/73 474 560 458 778 387 680 0 1 321 018

1973/74 450 425 506 061 489 793 0 1 445 279

1974/75 850 515 927 501 803 142 0 2 581 258

1975/75 1 244 869 1 060 387 1 142 541 0 3 447 797

1975/77 1 191 066 1 074 706 1230 063 2 338 955 5 834 790

Note: As from 1977/78 oapital expenditures on these universities were made by the
Department of Eduoation and Training. Cf. Table 17 above.

Souroe: Department of Co-operation and Development.

'"'"\J1
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9.5 Conclusions

Although, as has b~~n repeatedly stressed in the cours~ of

this chapter, th~ nature of the data, resulting from the

financial procedures used, makes balanced comparisons im

possibl~, the tentativ~results obtained point to an absence

of co-ordination between the d~partments dispensing univer

sity subsidies. This conclusion is supported by the differ

ing ways in which enrolments and (current) expenditures are

correlated for the different university groups.

In order to obtain the maximum possibl~ benefit from society's

scarce resources going to the university s~ctor, a measur~

of overall planning, based on comparable data,l) is a

necessity. It follows from the arguments raised abov~ that

comprehensive planning ought eventually to be ~xtended to

the whole educational system in South Africa.

1) The SAPSE system could, for example, be extended to all
the South African universities.
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CHAPTER 10

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this dissertation was to investigate possible ways

rif financing universities. As such the primary hypothesis,

formulated in Chapter 1, was that a system of subsidy formulas

could be devised that would be economically efficient in dis

pensing the government's available resources and yet would not

interfere with university autonomy. In the various chapters

of the dissertation arguments were developed in support of

this hypothesis.

Chapter 2 was devoted to an analysis of the economic proper

ties of education and to the consequences thereof for planning

the provision of education. The standard conclusion in this

regard, namely that, because education generates public bene

fits, it should receive public .financial support, was con

firmed. The complexities of measuring these public benefits,

as also the effects of education upon economic growth and de

velopment were discussed. Consideration was given to both

centralized manpower planning techniques and 'rate of return'

techniques. However, it was argued that a decentralized pro

cedure of allowing each student to conduct his own cost

benefit analysis could be successfully applied if prices were

set so as to reflect private marginal costs. A detailed ana

lysis of the effects of pricing university services was, how

ever, postponed to Chap~er 4.

In Chapter 3 the internal functioning of universities (as

economic units) was analysed with the view to' developing ways

of calCUlating the marginal costs required for efficient pri

cing. Despite the problems encountered with measuring univer

sity inputs and outputs as also with defining universitv goals,

it was concluded that satisfaotory estimates of university

costs could be made by fitting regression lines to university

resource use data. In addition to cost functions, it was

argued that university production functions could be estimated

by applying similar techniques to university resource use
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data measured in physical terms. These procedures were

justified by arguing that on average universities optimize

the use of their scarce resources in the long run.

Chapter 4 returned to a detailed analysis of the problems,

encountered in the beginning of the dissertation, of whether

education should be centrally planned and provided, and if

not, how educational services should be priced so as to elicit

optimal responses from the private investors in education.

With respect to the first of these aspects - that of whet.her

education should be centrally planned and prOVided - it was

argued that that should not be done in the case of the uni

versities. Although the debate on private versus public

university provision can not be won either way on theoretical

economic arguments alone, the concepts of university fre8dom

and autonomy were considered sufficient to warrant a minimum

of state interference in university affairs.

A minimum of state interference does not, however, imply no

state responsibility towards the university sector. On the

contrary, it was argued that the public purse should be held

responsible for the public benefits ensuing from the consump

tion of education. The fact that the publi~ benefits of

education are .difficult to quanJ;i.py does not detract from

this fundamental principle of university subsidization.

Indeed, this principle was used in Chapter 7 to determine

which university activities should be supported financially

by the state.

Chapter 5 was devoted to an analysis of alternative ways of

applying the principle for university subsidization,spoken

of in the previous paragraph. The basic alternativ~s for

adjusting total university costs (so as to reflect only

the individual student's private costs in university tuition

fees) are the payment of subsidies to students and the pay

ment of subsidies to institutions. The payment of subsidies

to students can be achieved with grants, loans, vouchers or
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tax concessions, whereas the most important way of aiding

institutions, it was argued, is by using sUbsidy formuJas.

An extended analysis of subsidy formulas followed, in which

it was stated that the use of formulas could lead to an

equitable distribution of the resources destined for the

university sector, without impinging upon either university

autonomy or economic efficiency. It was also argued that

most of the advantages of alternative methods, vouchers for

example, were found in formula financing without encountering

many of their nisadvantages.

The remaining chapters of the dissertation were used to

apply the principles developed in the earlier sections and

to test them against existing university subsidy formulas.

The format of the applied sections was defined in Chapte~ 6 ,

which contains a description of the South African Post

Secondary Education (SAPSE) system, from which the empirical

data used, was drawn. Because the SAPSE system contains a

logical set of mutually consistent definitions applicable to

universities, the data generated by the universities using

the SAPBE system lends itself readily to analysis.

TheSAPSE programme structure, in which eleven programmes,

covering the compendium of a university's activities, are

defined, formed the basis for determining which university

activities warrant subsidization. The principle for iden

tifying subsidizable p£ogrammes, namely the presence of

public benefits, was applied to each of the SAPBE (sub)

programmes in turn. It was concluded that the results

proved to be both satisfactory and fair, and could be incor

porated in a system of formula financing with ease.

In Chapter 8 alternative models for determining parameter

values for subsidy formulas were discussed. The first of

thesemod~ls were those advocated by the various South

African university commissions. The other models were those
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that eventually led to .the development of the U A C Formula ,
proposed in 1982 for subsidizing the universities adminis

tered by the Department of National Education. It was con

cluded from the results obtained from the U A C Formula

that the various hypotheses outlined at the beginning of

the dissertation could be upheld, and that indeed, subsidy

formulas can be developed that are economically efficient,

that respect university autonomy, that rely on a minimum

of centralized authority and that are a fair reflection of

university costs.

The dissertation was concluded in Chapter 9, which was de

voted to an analysis of some of the public finance consequen

ces of university subsidization in South Africa. After the

diversified system of administrative control over the various

parts of the university sector had been described briefly,

the importance of being able to compare costs across all

the subsystems of the post-secondary education 'system was

emphasized. It was concluded that,'on account of the frag

mented system currently in operation in South Africa, this

was not possible. Nevertheless, some attempt was made to

quantify the costs to the public exchequer of the different

South African universities. It was also concluded that the

SAPSE system could profitably be extended to encompass the

whole South African post-secondary education sector, which

would also benefit from a system of comprehensive plahning

by a unitary education body.

The SAPSE system has been developed along the lines of pro

gramme budgeting, whereby costs are brought into relation

with an organization's aims and the different activities

necessary to achieve those aims. This facilitates deci

sion making by the organization and generates data usable for

planning on a national level. This dissertationj th~refore,

ends with the recommendation that the use of the SAPSE system

be extended as far as possible, so as to enable the provi

sion of education to be planned in an optimal manner in

South Africa.
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